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O. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Goal of this Thesis 

In this thesis, I would like to defend the hypothesis that Hungarian is a configu
rational language. There has been much discussion in recent years concerning the 
question whether Hungarian is a configurational language or not. It is my conten
tion, however, that on the basis of empirical evidence presented in this study, Hun
garian phrase structure has a configurational core. In this chapter, I will first present 
an overview of the model of grammar serving as the theoretical framework of this 
study. Mter that, I will briefly summarize the content of the following chapters. 

In this study, the achievements and goals of the generative research program will 
be adopted. l I will follow a modular approach to the grammar of natural language as 
has been defended in a so-called Government and Binding paradigm (cf. Chomsky 
1981 and subsequent literature). The phenomena in language fall out from the inter
action of different subcomponents of the grammar, i.e. 'modules'. Chomsky (1981: 
5) distinguishes the following subcomponents: 

(1) a. Lexicon 
b. 
c. 
d. 

(2) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

Syntax {(a) categorial component, (b) transformational component} 
Phonetic Form (PF) 
Logical Form (LF) 

Bounding theory 
Government theory 
a-theory 
Binding theory 
Case theory 
Control theory 

In the following, I will briefly describe the 'content' of these subcomponents (see, 
for details Chomsky 1981). Furthermore, I will indicate in which chapter(s) they 
playa role. 

The lexicon specifies the abstract morphophonological structure of each lexical 
item and its syntactic features, including its categorial and subcategorization featur
es. In chapter three, I will take up some questions related to the organization of the 
lexicon in general and the lexicon of Hungarian in particular. 

(1) By this I mean generative grammar in its widest possible sense, that is, also including linguistic mo
dels as Lexical Functional Grammar, Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar, Relational Grammar, etc. (cf. 
Van Riemsdijk 1982 for a discussion of constructive pluralism). I will use formal definitions such as govern
ment, governer, governee, [-command, adjacent, sister, etc. only in an intuitive sense, unless specified otherwise. See 
for these definitions: Aoun and Sportiche (1982), Chomsky (1975; 1981; and subsequent literature) and Hig
ginbotham (1985b). 
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Syntax exist of two components. The categorial rules specify the hierarchical or
ganization of heads and their complements. This rule system is called X' -theory (cf. 
Jackendoff 1977). The principles of X' -theory play an important role in chapter two, 
and chapter seven in which the phrase structure of Hungarian and the structure of 
the maximal projections PP and NP will be determined. 

The transformational component has been reduced to one single scheme move (t. The 
application of move a maps. D-structure (a combination of the lexicon and the 
categorial component) onto S-structure. This level of representation is interpreted in 
its turn by PF, 'surface structure' and LF, the level of representation specifying the 
'logical form' of sentences. 

Principles of the subcomponents in (2) have the status of axiom at a in the theory. 
Bounding theory specifies locality constraints on seemingly unbounded dependencies 
or 'long distance' relations. I will return to the principles of bounding theory in 
chapter six in which unbounded Wh-strategies in Hungarian will be discussed. 

The central concept of government theory is the structural relation between the 
head of a construction and categories dependent on it. Because of the fact that the 
concept of 'government' is the fundamental notion of the framework, it will be pre
sent throughout this study. 

a-theory determines the assignment of a-roles such as agent, theme, goal, benef
iciary, and so on. The relation between principles of a-theory and syntax will be fo
cussed on in chapter three where I will examine some of the properties of the lexicon 
in Hungarian. 

Binding theory specifies the relation of anaphors, pronouns, names and bound var
iables to possible antecedents. I will rely on the principles of binding theory in chap
ter five when I analyze the syntactic behavior of referential items in Hungarian. 

Case theory determines the assignment of abstract Case and its morphological real
ization. Thoughout this study, I will often refer to the notions of abstract and mor
phological case, and to the distinction between structural and lexical or 'inherent' 
case.2 The reason for this is that Hungarian has an extensive case system (cf. Antal 
1961b). I will rerum to Case and its surface realization more extensively in chapter 
three, and chapter five. 

Control theory determines the potential for reference of the abstract 'invisible' sub
ject of infinitival complements. I will take the principles of control theory into ac
count in the analysis of Hungarian infinitival complements in chapter five. 

Although I will adopt the Government and Binding paradigm outlined above, I 
will present empirical evidence for a possible simplification. It will be argued that 
two of the modules are superfluous. In chapter four, I will demonstrate that the 
transformational component, more specifically move a, can be dismissed with as a 
separate component of the grammar. The phenomenon of split constituents in Hun
garian and in other languages as well, such as Warlpiri and German, cannot be ac
counted for in terms of move a. Further, in chapter six I will argue on the basis of 
Wh-strategies in Hungarian that the level of representation referred to as LF is 

(2) I will indicate absttact Case by uppet case, and I will indicate morphological or surface case by lower 
case. 
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superfluous. It is not necessary to invoke a different level than S-structure in order to 
account for the syntactic properties of quantifiers (cf. Hark 1984), and Rullman 
1988 for a similar conclusion). Instead, I will refer to the subcomponent of the 
grammar which deals with this as quantification theory. Note, however, that this mod
ule, unlike the LF component of standard generative grammar, does not employ in
dependent syntactic principles such as licensing conditions for empty categories (cf. 
Chomsky's 1981 Empty Category Principle, ECP). 

The idea that a linguistic system is construed as a system of rules and representa
tions that can be factored into independent but interacting subsystems had the 
following consequences, among others. Firstly, it has made possible the study of 
language typology from a formal point of view. Secondly, it has stimulated the study of 
hitherto badly analysed languages. 

(I) The parametrization of the modules is an initial step towards adressing the 
question of language typology, i.e., towards providing a hypothetical answer to the 
following question. How can typological differences between languages be classi
fied? Some of these differences look trivial such as the order of head and comple
ment, others are quite complex and intricate such as the presence or absence of 
parasitic gaps or split constituents in the particular grammars of languages. In this 
study, I will propose the following parameters with respect to Hungarian. The 
strength of the governor I, the IP-parameter (cf. chapter two), a parameter which spe
cifies the relation between the lexicon and syntax in terms of a-roles, i.e. the a-As
signment Parameter (cf. chapter three), the Pro-drop Parameter (cf. chapter four), ±move 
Wh (cf. chapter six), and the Head Parameter (cf. chapter seven). 

Since Chomsky (1981) different types of languages have been studied in a gen
erative framework. Consider, for example, the typology of fixed word order languages 
versus free word order languages, defining the latter, roughly, as languages allowing 
scrambling of their constituents through the sentence without affecting its meaning 
drastically (cf. Ross 1967). Languages belonging to this type are, for example,Warl
piri, Basque, Georgian, Dutch, German, Japanese, Korean, Turkish and also Hunga
rian, whereas languages with a fixed word order are for example English, and Nava
jo. The differences between fixed and free word order languages have been attributed 
to the Configurationality Parameter (cf. Chomsky 1981): 2.8.; and chapter one for an 
extensive discussion. In chapter five, I will argue on the basis of empirical evidence 
from Hungarian that it is unnecessary to set Configurationality Parameters. 

Another typological split which has received much attention in recent years, is 
the distinction between languages with rich and poor morphology. We may define a 
language with rich morphology, roughly, as a language in which the person and 
number features of referential expressions are indicated by the inflectional morpho
logy on the verb. It has been observed that in languages with rich morphology refer
ential expressions may be omitted but not in languages with poor morphology. The 
first type includes languages such as Italian, Hungarian, and Warlpiri, among 
others, whereas the latter type includes languages such as English and Dutch. The 
difference in omissibility of pronominals in rich and poor morphology languages has 
been incorporated into the grammar as the Pro-drop Parameter (cf. Rizzi 1981: 1986 
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for detailed discussion). In chapter seven, I will demonstrate that the Pro-drop Para
meter is also operative in connection with other inflected lexical items in Hungarian 
such as postpositions, nouns, and case markers. 

(II) The modular approach to grammar has led to the discovery of a number of 
new phenomena in various languages, and it has become possible to study some phe
nomena in greater depth like for example long distance anaphors, transitivity alter
nations, 'split' or 'discontinuous' expressions, abstract lexical items like non-overt 
pronouns, and parasitic gaps, the behavior of quantified expressions, and so on. Fur
thermore, our knowledge of several languages which have hardly been studied so far 
has increased tremendously in recent years. A language which comes to mind as an 
instance of this, is, Hungarian. Although it would certainly be too early to assign 
Hungarian the predicate of a well-studied language, there has been an enormous ef~ 
fort t6 study all sorts of subcomponents and principles of Hungarian syntax. 3 The 
most important topics include, among others, the syntax of verbal modifier-verb 
projections, quantifier puzzles, the structure of (possessive) NPs and PPs, restructur
ing phenomena, the role of levels of repre!;€ntation, questions of word order, the sta
tus of the VP-projection, the syntax and ~emantics of Focus, the omissibility of pro
nominal elements, predication, types of unbounded dependencies (Topicalization, 
Wh-strategies), the Lexical Structure, the system of aspect, the system of auxiliaries, 
questions of reference, and the definiteness effect. 

Let us now turn to a summary of the most important claims of this thesis. 
Chapter one presents ;m introduction of the configurationality issue in general aqd 

its relation to the synt~ of Hungarian. This chapter will serve as a background f,qr 
the discussion in this study. 

Chapter twO elabora.tes on the phrase structure of Hungarian. I will argue thM 
Hungarian is an SOV~language. This means that· 'object-verb' is the basic order of 
the VP in Hungarian (cf. chapter five, for arguments that Hungarian has a VP). I 
will further argue that the governor C, unlike 1, is strong in Huhgarian. If a governo~ 
is strong, it must always be filled lexically. A consequence of a strong C, is, that th€ 
finite verb moves to this position. Hence, we derive the following hypothesis: 

(3) V-mwement hypothesis for Hungarian 
V moves to C 

Hungarian has a fixed position for Focus. The Focus position must be left-adja= 
cent to the finite verb. A concomitant of (3) is that the structural Focus position i§ 

identified as the Spec of CPo Consequently, Wh-phrases are in the [Spec, CP] posi-: 
tion in Hungarian as well, not unlike what we find in other languages. Another pro-: 
perty of phrase stm<;ture in Hungarian is the following: 

(4) CP is recursive within CP 

(3) This research h~ been carried out both if\~lde Hungary a1].~ outside Hungary. An Aspects-type of 
generative grammar was elaborated in volume VI pf Altaldnos Nyflvtszeti Tanulmdnyok (Studies in General 
Linguistics), Budapest, 1969. Until E. Kiss (197$) this line of research was not represenred in Hungary. The 
reason for this was probably the fact that the small group of HU!l,garian researchers did not find inspiration in 
the linguistic literature which was available at ~ha~· time. This was pased mainly on English:a language with 
fixed word order (cf. Szabolcsi 1985). 
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This ability of the CP accommodates the "stacking" of quantifiers preverbally, 
and topicalization phenomena. Further, it will playa prominent role in the analysis 
of long Wh-movement (cf. chapter six). 

Chapter three concentrates on principles of the lexicon and principles which 
mediate between the lexicon and syntactic structure. The Unmarked 8-Assignment 
Conventions in the sense of Carter (1976), which belong to the latter type, will play 
an important role: 

(5) Unmarked 8-Assignment Conventions 
a. The theme role is assigned to the object grammatical function 
b. The agent role is assigned to the subject grammatical function 

The rules in (5) specify the assignment of 8-roles to arguments of basic, i.e. 
morphologically underived, verbs. Languages vary depending on the rigidity with 
which the rules in (5) are applied. In Hungarian, a nominative-accusative language, 
the rules in (5) apply unrestrictedly. This has two consequences for its grammar. 
Firstly, it presupposes a subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence. Secondly, if 
the rules in (5) apply whenever possible, then, it follows that syntactic transitivity 
alternations in Hungarian, that is NP-movement in the sense of Chomsky (1981), 
are absent. Before we can do so, I will first outline the structure of the lexical entry. 

The lexical entry of a predicator contains a Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS), 
roughly the dictionary meaning of a lexical item, a 8-grid which specifies the num
ber and the entities belonging to the set of 8-roles, a Lexical Structure (LS) which re
presents the subcategorization properties of the verb, and a case frame which speci
fies the lexically selected inherent cases. The relation between the 8-grid and LS is 
determined by mapping conventions such as in (5). The introduction of the struc
ture of the lexicon is necessary for a discussion of transitivity alternations in Hunga
rian. I will claim that transitivity alternations in Hungarian, such as Middle Verbs, 
Unaccusatives, Passivization, Ergatives, and Raising Predicates are in contrast to 
their equivalents in English which may be derived syntactically, lexical in nature. 
This difference between English and Hungarian will be attributed to a parameter in 
terms of the rules in (5). 

Chapter four discusses the status of the Projection Principle in Hungarian syntax. 
The Projection Principle is a guiding principle of the grammar. It specifies the rda
tion between the lexicon and syntax. Informally, it says that lexical information once 
selected in the lexicon must be recoverable in syntax. If it turns Qut that the Projec
tion Principle is universally valid, it would have the effect of restricting the number 
of available grammars tremendously. Throughout this study, I will adopt the follow
ing intuitive version of the Projection Principle formulated in ClWmsky (1981: 39): 

(6) Representations at each syntactic level (i.e., LF, a!}d D- and S-struc
ture) are projected from the lexicon, in that they observe the 
8-marking properties of lexical items 

I will demonstrate that the Projection Princif'Je Q.pids in HUl1garian grammar. 
The strongest evidence comes from the presence of nem-overt e1~ments in syntax 
which fill argument positions of the verb. It will be sllown that Hungarian possesses 
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non-overt pronouns and Wh-traces. Both types of empty categories are argument 
holders to which a a-role and Case is assigned. Another area from which it can be 
observed that the Projection Principle in Hungarian is operative, is the syntactic 
realization of a-related lexically determined case. The following phenomena, includ
ing the system of personal pronouns, complex verb constructions, embedded clause 
formation and Left Dislocation, demonstrate that inherently selected case must be 
realized in syntax. Furthermore, split constituents in Hungarian may appear only 
under very specific syntactic and semantic conditions. In fact, an NP may only be 
split if a predication relation holds between the split parts. From this it follows that 
even though both parts could qualify as a 'verbal argument only one of them takes 
the argument position. This supports the idea that the Projection Principle is sub
ject to a biuniqueness condition .. 

Chapter five focusses on the question whether Hungarian phrase structure has a 
hierarchical ordening or not. The empirical evidence will provide support for the fol-
lowing hypothesis: . 

(7) Hungarian phrase structure is configurational 
. A corollary of (7) is that Hungarian possesses a VP-node. E. Kiss (1987a: 36) ar

gues that subject-object asymmetries are absent from Hungarian grammar. Accor
ding to E. Kiss, the subject and the object have the same distribution and are 
identically affected by syntactic operations. I will put forward empirical evidence 
indicating that subject-objectv asymmetries are present in the grammar of Hungarian. 
They show up in various modules of the grammar such as the lexicon, control theory, 
binding theory, a-theory, quantification theory, and Wh-module. These subject-ob
ject asymmetries, then, support the hypothesis in (7). It is obvious that in view of 
overwhelming evidence for this claim, it is highly unmotivated to assign Hungarian 
sentence structure a non-configurational phrase strucrure. 

I agree with E. Kiss that some subject-object symmetries appear in Hungarian 
where asymmetries occur in English. However, there are two kinds of subject-object 
symmetries. Firstly, there are subject-object symmetries which appear in unambi
guously configurational languages such as Dutch or Frisian as well. This involves the 
distribution of sentence adverbs, the absence of some VP-rules, the lack of that-trace 
effects, the syntax of idiomatic expressions, compositional a-assignment and Bin
ding Principle C symmetries. Hence, instead of relaxing X' -theory or government 
theory, it rather must l?e concluded that these tests do not qualify as legitimate VP
tests. Secondly, there are subject-object symmetries which also appear in uncontro
versial configurational languages such as 'Dutch or Frisian, but they have a somewhat 
different shape in in those languages than in Hungarian. These subject-object sym
metries include the lack of the superiority effects and the topicalization of universal 
quantifiers. I will attempt to demonstrate how subject-object symmetyries may arise 
in a configurational phrase structure. It will be suggested that these symmetries fall 
out from the interaction of the categorial component with independent modules 
such as government theory, X' .:theory, and bounding theory. 

Chapter six discusses strategies to.form embedded Wh-questions in Hungarian. These 
different strategies provide empiricai evidence for the COrrespondence Hypothesis: 
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(8) Correspondence Hypothesis 
Whenever there is a syntactic reflex of the assignment of (wide) 
scope, the dependency involved and overt long Wh-movement obey 
the same conditions on bounding and government 

Long Wh-movement in Hungarian is subject to locality conditions and it pro
ceeds successive cyclicly. Therefore, I will conclude that this phenomenon in Hungarian 
is constrained by general. conditions which restrict this phenomenon in other lan
guages as well. Furthermore, I will demonstrate that Hungarian possesses an alterna
tive strategy to overt long Wh~movement, the so-called mit-strategy. This type of 
Wh-strategy displays the same conditions on government and bounding as long 
overt Wh-movement. This provides support for the Correspondence Hypothesis. As 
a consequence, the status of LF as a separate subcomponent of the grammar becomes 
questionable. 

Chapter seven investigates the syntax of the PP in Hungarian. The PP has two 
striking properties. Firstly, it is a head-final category. Secondly, the PP may contain a 
realization of person-number inflection (AGR). These properties have the following 
implications for the syntax of Hungarian. The fact that maximal projections such as 
the PP, and NP are head-final suggest that Hungarian is specified with respect to 

the Head Parameter as 'he~ last', each lexical head follows its complement. This 
implies that the underlying order of the VP-node, for example, is 'object-verb'. Fur
thermore, the PP gives insight into the syntactic role of AGR. In Hungarian, we can 
distinguish two types of postpositions, inflected (dressed) Ps, and uninflected (nak
ed) ones. It .appears that the two types of PPs have their own syntactic properties 
concerning X' -theory, Case theory, binding theory, and the Pro-drop Parameter. 
These differences thus coincide with the presence or absence of AGR. Hence, by com
paring dressed PPswith naked ones, we can isolate the syntactic properties of AGR. 





1. THE CONFIGURATIONALITY ISSUE 

In this chapter, I will introduce the configurationality issue in general (cf. section 1.1.), 
and discuss this question with respect to Hungarian in particular (cf. section 1.2.).1 

1.1. On Configurationality in General 

Before going into details, let me first sketch in short the core problem of the confi
gurationality issue. In many languages there is direct evidence for a special gramma
tical relation of subject and a different one of object. Syntactic rules may apply to a 
combination of the object and verb but not to a combination of the subject and verb. 
Compare, for example, the VP-rules, such as VP-preposing and VP-deletion, in 
English. Languages with such rules are said to display subject-object asymmetries. 
The appearance of subject-object asymmetries in a particular language is considered 
as evidence for the different positions of the subject and the object in the strucrure of 
the sentence in that language. If we abstract away from surface word order variation, 
this may be represented in the following tree diagram: 

(1) sentence ------subject predicate (VP) 
~ 

verb object 

In some languages, there seems to be little or no evidence available for this sub
ject-predicate partitioning of the sentence. Subject-object asymmetries seem to be 
missing in these languages. The question arises whether these languages still diffe
rentiate subjects and objects in a fundamental way. 

While generative grammarians had taken it for granted that in English there is a 
syntactic VP-node, and had devised a series of constituency tests to show that there 
is a subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence, some linguists discovered that the 

(1) See also the introduction of Maracz and Muysken (1989) for a historical overview of the configuratio
nality debate, discussion of some proposals, and methodological questions concerning configurationality. 
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tests did not carry over easily to non-Indo-European languages. Arguments for a VP
node were hard to come by in those languages. An example of this is Hinds (1974) 
who argued that there was no reason to assume a VP-constituent for Japanese.2 

Similarly, syntacticians found it difficult to reconcile the considerable freedom of 
word ordet; in some languages with the mechanism of phrase-structure rules. It was 
assumed that phrase-structure rules generated ordered strings of elements only. An 
example is Staal's (1967) work on Sanskrit.3 Staal argued that the order of subject, 
verb and object was completely-free in Sanskrit, and he proposed to replace the for
malism of ordered trees of Chomsky (1965;.1977) by that of 'wild' or unordered 
trees. These trees indicated to what constituent a given 'element belongs but not the 
order of elements within that constituent. Note that Staal did maintain a VP-node 
in Sanskrit. Staal's proposal was, however, not a theoretical improvement, because as 
Chomsky (1965: 123-127) argued, set-systems are equivalent to concatenation-sys
tems.4 

The main impulse for work on configurationality came in the late seventies, 
when Ken Hale discovered that aboriginal Australian languages such as Warlpiri 
were hard to classify in terms of typological notions current until then. He observed 
that Warlpiri allows an extremely free word order, that is, any ordering of consti
tuents will yield a grammatical sentence. The only restriction on word order in that 
language is that the auxiliary verb (Aux) must be in second position: 

(2) Kurdungku ka maliki wajilipinyi 
child-ERG Aux-pres dog-ABS chase-nonpast 
Maliki ka kurdungku wajilipinyi 
Maliki ka wajilipinyi kurdungku 
Wajilipinyi ka kurdungku maliki 
Wajilipinyi ka maliki kurdungku 
Kurdungku ka wajilipinyi maliki 
'The child is chasing the dog: 
(Hale 1981: 1) 

Hale (1981) observed further that the extreme freedom of word order is not only 
restricted to the verbal arguments but may also involve constituents which are a sin
gle semantic unit corresponding to NP in English. Note that the parts of the phrase 
two small children in Warlpiri is an instance of a 'split' constituent. Compare: 

(3) Kurdujarrarluk kapala maliki wajilipinyi witajarrarlu 
child-dual-ERG Aux-pres-dual dog-ABS chase-nonpast small-dual-ERG 
Maliki kapala kurdujarrarlu wajilipinyi witajarrarlu 
Witajarrarlu kapala maliki wajilipinyi kurdujarrarlu 
(etc., any order with Aux in second position) 
'The two small children are chasing the dog: 
(Hale 1981: 1) 

(2) In those days even some reseachers of Germanic languages did not assume a VP. See, for example, the 
treatment of V-raising in Dutch by Evers (1975). 

(3) See also Saumjan and Soboleva's (1963) study on free word order in Russian. They argued that the 
phrase marker of Russian could be captured more easily by an unordered set-system instead of a concatena
tion-system, 

(4) Chomsky (1965: 123-127) acknowledges, however, that freedom of word order cannot be captured in 
terms of the theory of transformations at that time. 
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Combining the insights of Saumjan and Soboleva (1963), Staal (1967), and 
Hinds (1974), Hale (1981; originally written in 1978) proposed to capture these ob
servations by defining the basic syntactic structures of Warlpiri by the following min
imal rule: 

(4) E --? w* 

This rule states that in Warlpiri expressions (E) are formed by stringing words 
(W) together. Hale, unlike for example Staal in Sanskrit, did not assume the presence 
of a syntactic VP-node in the phrase-structure ofWarlpiri. 

In Hale (1980), the typological distinction between free and fixed word order 
languages conformed to the formalism of X'-theory as outlined in Chomsky (1970) 
and developed in Jackendoff (1977). The X'-scheme generates the following endo
centric rules: 

(5) a. X" --? .. , X' .. . 
b. X' --? ... X ... (where X is N, V, ... ) 

According to Hale (1981), some languages employ both (5a) and (5b) for the real
ization of their endocentric categories, the configurational languages, whereas the syn
tax of non-configurational languages contains only rule (5b). Rule (5b) expresses three 

. things: (i) Each endocentric category has a head, (ii) the order of modifiers is free, 
and (iii) constituents are 'flat' in that there is no intermediate structure between a 
head and its maximal projection.' 

Hale (1982) suggested that the difference between configurational and non-con
figurational languages is not only restricted to fixed versus free word order. Rather, 
there is a clustering of so-called non-configurational properties. Hale listed the fol
lowing 'diagnostics': 

(6) a. 'Free' word order 
b. The use of split or discontinuous constituents 
c. Free or frequent pro-drop 
d. The lack ofNP-movement 
e. Lack of expletive elements (like it, there, etc.) 
f. Use of a rich case-system 
g. Complex verb words 
h. The lack ofVP-rules (like VP-preposing, VP-deletion, etc.) 
i. The lack of ECP-effects6 

Hale argued that some of these properties (such as the lack of standard ECP-ef
fects and pro-drop) could be derived by assuming that in non-configurational lan
guages, i.e. languages with one-prime categories, the notion government, defined as 
a relation between a head and its direct sister, is absent. It turned out, however, that 
this list of diagnostics could not characterize the type. Languages classified as non-

(5) Rule (5b) may also specify the relative order of heads and complements. For example, the fact that 
heads in Japanese are category-final can be expressed as follows (Japanese was analysed at that time as a non
configurational language, see Hale 1980 and Farmer 1980): 

(i) X' -7 ... X 
(6) Diagnostic (6i) has been added by Huang (982). 
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configurational displayed at most only a subset of these properties. For example, 
Hungarian and Japanese, which were characterized in the literature as non-configur
ational, do not possess a 'strong' Aux-node such as Warlpiri, or Navajo (cf. 6g). Fur
thermore, established configurational languages such as Italian or Dutch may also 
display a subset of the non-configurational characteristics. For example, Italian has 
'free' word order, free or frequent pro-drop, and lack of ECP-effects with long Wh
movement (cf. Rizzi 1982). Dutch exhibits 'free' word order, pro-drop with non-refe
rential expressions, lack of VP-rules, and lack of ECP-effects with long Wh-move
ment (cf. Koster 1986). Hence, it became less clear what the 'proper' diagnostics of a 
non-configurational language were. 

In the course of this study, I will demonstrate that Hungarian displays a subset of 
the diagnostics of non-configurationality, and that these phenomena may be accoun
ted for without assuming a non-configurational phrase-structure for its syntax. It will 
be argued that they may be attributed to independently motivated principles of UG 
and properties of Hungarian. 'Free' word order is not so free after all. More and more 
phenomena have been found which restrict freedom of word order. Hungarian has 
even neutral word orders (cf. chapter two). Overt expletives are lacking but there· is 
some evidence that non-overt expletives may be present (cf. chapter four). Some VP
rules such as VP-preposing may apply under specific circumstances in Hungarian as 
well (cf. chapter five). The occurrence of split constituents is heavily restricted both 
syntactically and semantically in Hungarian (cf. chapter four). Free or frequent pro
drop falls under the Pro-drop Parameter (cf. chapter four). The lack of NP-move
ment follows from the way a-roles are related to syntactic structure in Hungarian 
(cf. chapter three). The lack of standard VP-rules such as VP-deletion is due to the 
syntactic properties of I in Hungarian (cf. chapter five). Finally, the lack of ECP-ef
fects with long Wh-movement is dependent on the fact that the minimal maximal 
domain of the subject in Hungarian happens to coincide with that of the object, na
mely the CP (cf. chapter five). 

The modular approach to grammar narrowed the distinction between the gram
mars of configurational and non-configurational languages. It initiated the search for 
subject-object asymmetries in non-configurational languages. A reasonable hypothesis, 
then, was that evidence for subject-object asymmetries would turn up in the mod
ules of the grammar. Hale (1983) discovered subject-object asymmetries within the 
domain of binding theory (reflexive-reciprocae binding) and control theory in Warl
piri. Notice that after the discovery of subject-object asymmetries in non-configura
tionallanguages the term 'non-configurational' was no longer a particularly appro
priate one. Therefore, the configurationality puzzle shifted from the problem of free 
word order to the following question. How is the cluster of both subject-object sym
metries (see, for example (6h), the lack of VP-rules) and subject-object asymmetries 
in the grammar of a particular language to be accounted for? An initial answer to 
this question was suggested in Chomsky (1981). 

Chomsky assumed that all languages are configurational at Lexical Structure (LS), 
a subpart of D-structure, which is an abstract, mobile structure representing the hier
archical organization of a predicator and its direct arguments, but not at the overt 
categorial representation, called Phrase Structure (PS). This latter representation was 
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assigned a flat structure in non-configurational languages. As a consequence, the 
phrase marker of a sentence in a non-configurational language was represented at 
each level of representation as a dual non-isomorphic syntactic structure. Consider: 

(7) s 
~ 

np vp LS 

I 
/'-.... 

np v 
I I 

NP NP V PS 
~ 

S 

Chomsky related the dichotomy between LS and PS in non-configurational lan
guages and the isomorphicity between LS and PS in configurational languages to a 
parametrization of the Projection Principle. He hypothesized that in non
configurational languages the Projection Principle holds only at 18, i.e. 'Assume a 
Grammatical Function (GF)" whereas in configurational languages it holds of the 
pair (LS, PS). This approach accounted for some of the properties of non-configura
tionallanguages. 

Free word order was handled by free lexical-insertion and base-generation at PS, 
subject-object symmetries were attributed to PS, the representation where the sub
ject and object are equally prominent, and subject-object asymmetries were attribu
ted to LS, where a hierarchical division of the arguments of the verb is made. 
Chomsky's parameter Assume GF has been elaborated in more detail by Hale (1983), 
Mohanan (1983) and Zubizarreta and Vergnaud (1982).7 

Note that a relaxation of the Projection Principle led to an anomaly in the theory 
of UG. Firstly, Chomsky (1981) redefined the core of the generative research pro
gram. The theory of phrase-structure grammars was eliminated from the theory of 
UG, and was replaced by new core principles such as the Projection Principle. By 
parametrizing the Projection Principle, Chomsky created an internal conflict in this 
research program. Secondly, note that a representation like (7) is not a reduced 
phrase marker in the sense of Lasnik and Kupin (1977), because not every pairs of 
nodes dominates or precedes the other in a single phrase marker. Chomsky (1982: 
14) states: "It should be clear that the theory of phrase-structure has no standing as a 
component of UG". From this, we may conclude that there is no theoretical objec
tion against representations like (7). This would, however, imply that the theory of 
reduced phrase markers should be given up. Certainly, an undesirable step. 

In reaction to such rather radical proposals, other researchers working in the gen
erative tradition have proposed to account for cases of apparent free word order with 
mechanisms that remain much closer to the standard assumptions of generative 
grammar. In these approaches to the configurationality puzzle, researchers tried to 
account for this typological split by parametrizing a subcomponent of the grammar. 

(7) This idea of double representation led also to the extensive study of the formal properties of phrase 
markers. See Zubizarreta and Vergnaud (1982), Higgingbotham (1985), and Speas (1986). 
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Stowell (1981) suggests that relaxing the adjacency condition on Case-assign
ment has the effect of allowing for free word order. In fixed word order languages, 
the object, for example, has to remain next to the verb because in those languages 
Case-assignment requires adjacency. If the object were anywhere else, it would not 
be Case-marked, leading to an ungrammatical result. Consequently, if there is no ad
jacency requirement on Case-assignment in a language, the order of elements can be 
much freer. 

Van Riemsdijk (1982) interprets Hale's observations on Warlpiri in terms of the 
difference between the syntactic representations most familiar to us and phonolog
ical representations. Warlpiri clauses would have no tree structure but they would be 
organized phonologically. They would be subject to adjacency conditions of phono
logy rather than those of syntax. 

In Saito (1982) and much related work, the assumption is made that in a free 
word order language such as Japanese the phrase-structure rules create a VP-node 
and ordered constituents, but that the possibility of freely adjoining constituents to 
the clause they are part of has the effect of allowing free word order. 

Jelinek (1983) and Speas (1986) provide empirical evidence against a parametri
zation of the Projection Principle. They argue that even in Warlpiri and Navajo, the 
Projection Principle is satisfied by fully referential clitic pronouns that serve as ver
bal arguments. Therefore, they conclude that the Projection Principle is satisfied at 
all levels of representation even in non-configurational languages. Note that such a 
theory is in fact a notational variant of a theory which assumes a VP-node and the 
application of adjunction rules. The linking of 'dislocated' NPs in non-A-positions 
to the clitic pronouns in the A-positions of Aux is equivalent with the binding of A
positions by NPs which are innon-A-positions by the application of adjunction.s 

Kuroda (1987) has proposed the Forced Agreement Parameter in order to derive 
the main typological differences between English and Japanese: 

(8) 
Visible Wh-movement 
Scrambling 
Topic-prominence 

English 
+ 

Japanese 

+ 
+ 

The Forced Agreement Parameter states that complements and heads in English, 
unlike in Japanese, must display agreement. As a consequence, the subject NP in 
[Spec, IP] in English, contrary to Japanese, must agree with the head ofIP, i.e. I(nfl). 
The presence of an NP in this position blocks movement from the [Spec, VP] to the 
[Spec, IP] in English. Hence, the lack of scrambling in that language. In Japanese, 
on the other hand, nothing prevents the movement of an NP from [Spec, VP] to 
[Spec, IP]. This yields, then, scrambling in Japanese. 

In sum, it seems to me that the configurationality puzzle consists of the study of 
the internal structure of the clusters of subject-object asymmetries and symmetries, 

(8) Such a state of affairs happens more often as Chomsky (1981: 346) notes: "It is quite possible that al
ternative approaches that appear superficially to be quite different may fall together, when the proper level of 
abstraction is identified and clarified." 
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their relation and their position in a theory of UG. The focus of research has shifted 
from the superficial diagnostics of (6) towards the position of these clusters in a the
ory of UG. There are two possibilities to approach these questions: 

Scenario! 

The asymmetries are taken as the unmarked cluster, that is, they are generated by 
the subcomponents and principles of UG. The presence of this cluster in a particular 
grammar is taken as an indication that all languages are configurational, and conse
quently have a VP-node. This represents the null-hypothesis, because of the existence 
of established configurational languages such as English. The puzzle for proponents 
of this position can be phrased as follows: How is the cluster of symmetries covered 
in a theory ofUG? 

Scenario!! 

The cluster of symmetries is the unmarked one in the sense that it is generated 
by the phrase-structure of a particular language. This option is problematic from the 
point of UG. In the light of the existence of uncontroversially configurational lan
guages it is rather ad-hoc. The questions to answer for proponents of this position are 
the following: What is the position of the cluster of symmetries in a theory of UG, 
and how is the cluster of asymmetries to be accounted for in the grammar of a par
ticular language? 

1.2. Configurationality and the Grammar of Hungarian 

Much work in Hungarian syntax deals with the position of Hungarian with res
pect to the Configurationality Parameter. As we will point out in the next chapter, 
Hungarian allows 'free' word order. This, taken together with the absence of the 
most direct evidence for a configurational phrase-structure, has led some researchers 
to classify Hungarian as a non-configurational language. This position has been 
most clearly defended in the studies of E. Kiss (cf. E. Kiss 1981a, and subsequent 
literature), According to E. Kiss, the propositional part of the sentence is flat. She 
distinguishes between non-A-positions hierarchically ordered on the 'periphery' of 
the sentence (Topic, and Focus) and A-positions in S, and claims that move-a affects 
arguments by shifting them to any of the two peripheral positions in (1): 

(1) s .. 

----------Topic S' 

--------Focus S 
~ 

V Xn* Xn* ... 

Topic may contain several maximal major categories, while Focus is rest~icted to 
a single constituent. Furthermore, the phrases in S may be scrambled. This structure 
lacks a VP-constituent. Hence, the subject and object have the same distribution 
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structurally. This hypothesis lead to the discovery of subject-object symmetries in 
Hungarian where in English asymmetries appear (cf. E. Kiss 1982a). These subject
object symmetries occur in several modules, like X' -theory (position of sentence ad
verbs, and absence of VP-rules), Wh-module (the lack of superiority effects), and 
quantification module (Topicalization of universal quantifiers). I will return in chap
ter five to an extensive discussion of subject-object symmetries and their position in 
Hungarian syntax. Note that the approach just discussed has a somewhat crude em
piricist flavor. 9 

This approach supposes that hypotheses about how to cover variation in word or
der and the presence of subject-object symmetries should spring directly out of the 
way the data initially look to the investigator. E. Kiss proposes to account for the 
properties of Hungarian by postulating a special type of phrase structure, namely, 
the one depicted in (1). Since languages like English lack variation in word order 
and subject-object symmetries, they are assumed to have a quite distinct grammar 
(cf. E. Kiss 1982a; 1987c). 

An alternative configurational approach to Hungarian syntax in line with scena
rio I above has been proposed in Horvath (1981; 1986a).10 Horvath regards Hunga
rian as having a ba!!ic SVO-order and exhibiting much of the configurational charac
ter of, say, English in the operation of NP-movement, and hierarchical clause struc
ture. A D-structure like (2) must be affected by various instances of move-a, 
including movement to Comp, Topicalization, Subject Postposing (a VP-adjunction 
rule), downgrading movement, scrambling, movement in LF, and so on in order to 
produce all the possible varieties of stripgs of constituents: 

(2) S' 

------------Comp S ...---1 ______ 
NP Infl VP 

.--r--.. 
V' NP 

/'-..... 
X max V 

The X""" under V' provides for various preverbal constituents in neutral sentences 
such as verbal prefixes, determinerless nouns, predicative adjectives, and so on, and 
is vacated if some other constituent of the sentences is to occupy that position. This 
constituent will then receive Focus-interpretation at LF. Although the assumption of 
a VP-node represents the null-hypothesis and is thus preferred over the more im
pressionistic approach, Horvath's elaboration faces several problems. Elsewhere, I 

(9) Gazdar et al. (1983: 5) refer to this type of approach as 'neo-empiricism', 
(10) In the literature, there are other pairs of competitive analysis concerning the configurational status 

of one and the same language. For example, a configurational versus non-configurational analysis has been 
proposed by: Eguzkitza (1986), Ortiz de Urbina (1986), and Salaburu (1985) versus Abaitua (1985), Azkara
te et al. (1981), and Rebuschi (1985) for Basque; Den Besten (1982), Fanselow (1987), Koster (1986), and 
Webelhuth (1985) versus Halder (1985; 1986), Sternefeld (1984), and Tappe (1982) for German; Saito and 
Hoji (1983) versus Farmer (1980), Farmer et al. (1986), and Hale (1980) for Japanese; and Choe (1985) ver
sus Yang (1982; 1984) for Korean. 
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have attempted to demonstrate that some of her actual tests on subject-object asym
metries suffer from empirical and theoretical shortcomings (cf. Maricz 1988a). 

The following tests are incomplete, including the distribution of sentence ad
verbs, Quantifier Float, VP-deletion, and the distribution of bound pronouns (Weak 
Crossover effects). Other tests make the wrong predictions under the theoretical as
sumptions adopted by Horvath, like Subject Postposing as an instance of VP-ad
junction, mixed configurational categories, Quantifier Float, and Weak Crossover ef
fects (WCO). I will return to a more extensive discussion of these VP-tests and their 
theoretical consequences in the sections 4.6., 5.3., and 5.4. 

An initial justification for the approach dictated by the null-hypothesis came 
from the observations made in Horvath (1981: 210) and E. Kiss (1982). They noted 
that subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian occur in the domain of WCO and re
flexive binding. Since then the list of subject-object asymmetries has rapidly grown, 
involving various other modules of the grammar. I will catalogue these subject-ob
ject asymmetries in chapter five. The problem of Hungarian syntax became not only 
how to account for variation in word order but also how to account for a cluster of 
subject-object asymmetries and symmetries in the grammar? 

Following Chomsky's (1981) suggestions on configurationality, some of these 
questions were tackled in Maracz (1986a). A serious disadvantage of the approach to 
assign the phrase marker of a sentence a dual representation (cf. 1.1.(7», is, as I 
pointed out above, that it involves a drawback from a theoretical point of view. It 
leads to an relaxation of the theory of UG. ll On the other hand, this hypothesis sti
mulated the following lines of research. Firstly, it initiated the search for subject-ob
ject asymmetries in Hungarian. Secondly, it made it necessary to reconsider the 
question of the mapping between LS and PS. These lines of research led to the dis
covery of other subject-object asymmetries in the domain of binding theory unam
biguously showing that subject and object have a different distribution in Hunga
rian as well. 

Elsewhere (cf. Maricz 1987c), I have proposed that the mapping ofLS onto PS in 
Hungarian has the following four properties (cf. Koster 1987): 

(3) a. Obligatoriness 
c. Identity 

b. Biuniqueness 
d. Locality 

Obligatoriness is supported by the fact that all lexically selected verbal argu
ments are present at surface structure. Hence, no lexically selected arguments may 
be lost during the derivation. The relation between LS and PS is biunique, that is, 
each argument at LS corresponds to exactly one constituent at PS. The relation bet
ween LS and PS is subject to an identity requirement involving either structural pos
itions or morphological markers. Furthermore, the relation between LS and PS obeys 
a general locality constraint, i.e., the PS-constituent (or its place holder) appears in 
the domain of the verb whose LS contains the argument to which it is related. An 
approach which assumes that the mapping between LS and PS is restricted by the 

(11) Compare also Horvath (1987) for chis point. 
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properties in (3) is a notational variant of the theory which falls under scenario I of 
the preceding section. In that case, the VP-node remains visible at all levels of repre
sentation. In chapter four, I will discuss the mapping between LS and syntax in more 
detail and the status of the Projection Principle in Hungarian. 

Although I think that enormous progress has been made in recent years, a num
ber of empirical arid theoretical questions concerning the. syntax of Hungarian re
main controversial. A more careful examination than hitherto is, in my view, requir
ed to account for freedom of word order, the properties of phrase-structure, and the 
parallel presence of clusters of subject-object asymmetries and symmetries. In the 
chapters to follow, I wish to make a modest contribution with respect to the settle
ment of these questions. The grouping of phenomena and their analysis is motivated 
by the theory of UG outlined in the introduction. It is my hope that this study will 
contribute to the definite solutions of the puzzles discussed above, and so will yield a 
deeper insight into the structure of Hungarian and the structure of UG. 



2. THE PHRASE STRUCTURE OF HUNGARIAN 

In the following sections, I will develop a theory for the phrase structure of Hun
garian. Recently, some generalizations on word order in Hungarian have been ob
served. In section 2.l., I will discuss these generalizations. Furthermore, in section 
2.2., these generalizations will serve as the basis for a theory of Hungarian phrase 
structure. 

2.1. Descriptive Generalizations on Word Order in Hungarian 

Hungarian has traditionally been regarded asa free word order language.1 This 
freedom of word order is, however, only restricted to ,the sentential clause. As I will 
demonstrate below, other maximal projections, like NP and PP,have a fixed word 
order. In this section, I will consider some phenomena that are related to the ques
tion of word order. These phenomena have in common that they put restrictions on 
the sentential word order variation involving (A) the neutral word order, (B) linear 
restrictions on complex verb constructions, (C) the fixed Focus-position, (D) the pos
ition and interpretation of quantifiers, and (E) linear and hierarchical restrictions on 
maximal projections other than the clause. Let us consider (A) first. 

(A) In the literature on Hungarian word order, there is no general agreement on 
the question whether Hungarian has a neutral sentence-:order. The position that 
Hungarian lacks a neutral word order has been defended in E. Kiss (1981a; and sub
sequent literature), whereas Kiefer (1967), Horvath (1981; 1986), and Kalman et al. 
(1986) hold the opposite view. It seems to me that the position in the latter referen
ces is the correct one. Hence, I will assume that Hungarian has a neutral sentence
order, namely, SVO. Let us consider, however, the position oLE. Kiss first. 

E. Kiss claims that the sentence has no neutral order, and that the only fixed part 
is constitured by the verb (cf. E. Kiss 1987: 39). The postverbal constituents may be 
scrambled around freely. In preverbal position, E. Kiss distinguishes two consecutive 

(1) The following studies on word order in Hungarian have been undertaken by, among others, Acker
man and Komlosy (1983), Deale (1988), DezsO (1965), Horvath (1986a), Hunyadi (1985), Kalman (1985a; 
1985b), Kalman et al. (1986), Kenesei (1985c; 1986b), Kiefer (1967; 1970), E. Kiss (1986b; 1987a), and 
Pleh (1982). 
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types of categories associated with different structural positions: An unstressed cons
tituent, anda constituent immediately preverbal bearing primary stress. She presents 
the following taxonomy of word order variation in a transitive sentence (' indicates 
primary stress,janos 'John', Mariat 'Mary-ACe, szereti 'loves'): 

(1) I II III IV 
Janos 'Mariat szereci 
Janos Mariat szereti 
Mariat 'Janos szereti 
Mariat Janos 'szereti 
Janos 'szereti Mariat 

'Janos szereci Mariat 
Mariat 'szereti Janos 

'Mariat szereti Janos 
'Szeeeti Janos Mariar 
'Szeeeti Mariac Janos 

CEo Kiss 1987: 39) 

E. Kiss (1987: 39) claims further that this grouping of the complements has also 
a semantic-communicative function. The constituents in position I present the infor
mation which is known both to the speaker and hearer. According to her, these cons
tituents possess Topic (T) function. Therefore, she calls this position the Topic-posi
tion. The constiruent in position II bears primary stress, and it displays a fall in 
pitch. E. Kiss claims that this constituent is not only phonologically but also seman
tically the most prominent constituent of the sentence. It is the so-called Focus (F) 
of the sentence. Therefore, she calls this the Focus-position.2 

Contrary to E. Kiss, Kiefer (1967), Horvath (1981; 1986), and Kalman et al. 
(1986) claim that sentences with a neutral order do exist in Hungarian. The order in 
such sentences is SVO. Kalman et al. (1986: 130), for example,distinguish the fol
lowing two types of sentences in Hungarian: (i) Corrective sentences, and (ii) neutral 
sentences. The first type coincides with the sentence type E. Kiss has studied. Kal
man et al. (1986: 132) claim that "In every Hungarian corrective sentence there is 
what we refer to as an 'eradicating stress', i.e., a main stress that is not necessarily 
stronger than a normal stress, but which 'eradicates' all subsequent stresses, and 
thus, cannot be followed by any more main stresses". So, according to Kalman et al. 
sentences with a single main stress may appear in Hungarian but they have a rather 
marked status. The unmarked order is represented by the sentence type which they 
call neutral. This type of sentence has no single prominent stress, and displays a 
'level-prosody' pattern from an intonational point of view. Kalml1n et al. claim that 
in corrective sentences all orders are possible, although there is a difference in inter
pretation associated with the various orders. Neutral sentences, on the other hand, 
allow only an SVO-order.3 Compare the corrective sentences in (2) with their neutral 
counterpart in (3) (' indicates normal stress): 

(2) There are a number of studies on the Focus-position in Hungarian including, among others, Farkas 
(1986), Hemon (1966), tIorvath (1976, 1986a), Hunyadi (1981b; 1981c),jekel (1984), Kiefer (1967; 1981; 
1986), E. Kiss (1981a; 1981b; 1981d; 1986b; 1987a), Kenesei (1985c; 1986b), Koml6sy (1982a; 1986), and 
Szabolcsi (1980; 1981b; 1981c; 1983d). 

(3) See for discussion of intonational and stress patterns in Hungarian: Kalman (1985a; 1985b), Kalman 
and Kornai (1985), Kenesei and Vogel (1986; 1987), E. Kiss (1987a), Koml6sy (1986), NlidilSdy (1985), 
Proszeky (1985), and Varga (1979; 1981a; 1981; 1983; 1985). 
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(2) a. 'Peter 'megvarta Marit a klubban 
Peter perf-waited Mary-ACC the club-INESS 
'Peter DID wait for Mary at the club.' 

b. 'Peter 'Marit varta meg a klubban 
'It is Mary that Peter waited for at the club.' 

c. 'Peter 'varta meg Marit a klubban 
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'There has been an occasion when Peter waited for Mary at the club.' 

(3) 

d. 'Peter a 'klubban varta meg Marit 
'It is at the club that Peter waited for Mary.' 

e. 'Peter varta meg a klubban Marit 
'It was Peter who waited for Mary at the club.' 

f. 'Peter varra meg Marit a klubban 
'It was Peter who waited for Mary at the club.' 
(Kalman et al. 1986: 131) 

a. 'Peter 'megvarta 'Marit a 
Peter perf-waited Mary-ACC the 
'Peter waited for Mary at the club.' 

b. *'Peter 'Marit 'varta 'meg a 'klubban 

'klubban 
club-INESS 

I will consider this distinction to be observationally adequate. Therefore, follow
ing Kiefer (1967), Horvath (1981; 1986), and Kalman et al. (1986), I will assume 
the following descriptive generalization on the neutral word order in Hungarian sen-
tences: 

(4) The neutral order is SVO 

In the next section, I will argue that this order is derived from the underlying 
SOY-order by V-movement. Let us now consider the position of verbal modifiers in 
the sentential clause. 

(B) Ackerman and Kom16sy (cf. Ackerman 1984; 1987a, Ackerman and Komlosy 
1983, and Kom16sy 1985) observe another restriction on sentential word order in 
Hungarian. According to Ackerman and Kom16sy, verbal modifiers must appear left
adjacent to the finite verb in neutral order. In such instances, the verbal modifier 
and the verb constitute a complex verb (cf. section 4.4.), The group of verbal modi
fiers which has this property is categorially rather heterogeneous and includes, 
among others, verbal prefixes4 (cf. (Sa», determinerless complements of the verb (cf. 
(5b», and predicative adjectives and nominals (cf. (5c». Consider: 

(5) a. Mari be dobta a labdat a t6ba 
Mary into threw-AGR3sg the ball-ACC the 1ake~Ill 
'Mary threw the ball into the lake.' 

b. Janos fdt vagott az erdoben c. 
John wood-ACC cut-AGR3sg the forest-INESS 
'john was wood-cutting in the forest." 
(Ackerman 1984: 66) 

Beteg lett 
sick became 
'He became sick' 

These sentences support the following generalization on the position of verbal 
modifiers in their neutral order: 

(4) See Kiefer (1982) for the role of verbal prefixes in the aspectual system of Hungarian. 
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(6) Verbal modifiers precede the finite verb in their neutral order 

Note that the neutral order with a determinerless object is SOY (cf. (5b». How
ever, this is only an apparent violation of (4). In section 5.3.1., I will argue that such 
cases fall under the phenomenon of Noun-Incorporation which is conditioned by the 
absence of the definite or indefinite article. Let us now turn to a discussion of the 
syntax of Focus. 

(C) Hungarian syntax is constrained by a fixed position for Focus-interpretation. 
With Kiefer (1967), among others, I will assume the following descriptive rule for 
this phenomenon:' 

(7) The Focus-position is left-adjacent to the finite verb 

That rule (7) is indeed operative in Hungarian may be observed from the Inver
sion between the verb and the verbal modifier when a constituent, apart from verbal 
modifiers themselves, -is focussed. Focussed NPs and verbal modifiers are in comple
mentary distribution.6 Compare the minimal pair (3a) versus (2b), here repeated as 
(8a) and (8b): 

(8) a. 'Peter 'meg varta 'Marit a 
Peter perf-waited-AGR3sg Mary-ACC the 
'Peter waited for Mary at the club.' 

b. 'Peter 'Marit vacta meg a klubban 
'It is Mary that Peter waited for at the club.' 

'klubban 
club-INESS 

In the neutral (8a), the verbal modifier, the prefix meg 'perfectivity marker', pre
cedes the verb, whereas in (8b) in which the accusative NP is focussed, it must be 
postponed. 

Other NPs with quantificational content trigger also Inversion. Wh-phrases in 
Hungarian occupy the Focus-position, because they must be left-adjacent to the fin
ite verb. As a consequence, with Wh-questions the verbal modifier has to be post
poned: 

(9) a. *Ki meg latta Marit? 
who perf- saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 
('Who did notice Mary. ') 

b. Ki latta meg Marit? 
'Who did notice Mary.' 

These sentences support the following descriptive generalization on the position 
of Wh-phrases: . 

(10) Wh-phrases appear in the Focus-position 

E. Kiss (1981b: 189) lists some other NPs with quantificational content which 
have to appear in Focus-position obligatorily involving, among others, constituents 

(5) This descriptive statement is incorporated into a formal appr~ach by E. Kiss (1981) and Horvath 
(1986). E Kiss puts this restriction into her phrase structure rules of Hungarian, while Horvath assumes that 
each Hungarian verb is associated with a Focus-feature which is assigned to the maximal projection to the left 
of the verb under strict local government. 

(6) E. Kiss (1981b) refers to the category of verbal modifiers as 'reduced' complements. According to E. 
Kiss, reduced complements are in Focus. On the other hand, Ackerman and Koml6sy (1983) point out, cor
rectly in my view, that although verbal modifiers and focussed constituents are in complementary distribu
tion, this does not imply that the verbal modifiets occupy the Focus-position in their neutral order. 
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modified by a negative particle, or by csak 'only'. Consequently, they also trigger In
version between a finite verb and a verbal modifier. Compare: 

(11) a. *NemJinos meg latta Marit b. NemJinos hittameg Marit? 
not John perf- saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 'Not John did notice Mary.' 
('Not John did notice Mary.') 

(12) a. *Csak Janos meg latta Marit 
only John perf- saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 
(,Only John did notice Mary.') 

b. C;sak Janos latta meg Marit? 
'Only John did notice Mary.' 

Hence, Inversion is captured by the following generalization: 

(13) Focussing triggers Inversion between the finite verb and its verbal modifier 

Let us consider now the position of quantified expressions in Hungarian. 
(D) Quantifiers prefer a position to the left of the finite verb (see, for example 

Hunyadi 1981a, among others).7 So, not only focussed NPs have to be to the left of 
the finite verb but in fact any constituent with a quantificational content. Kenesei 
(1986) regards these phenomena as subcases of the same restriction on word order in 
Hungarian. According to Kenesei, elements with a quantificational content, such as 
negated NPs, inherent quantifiers, Wh-phrases, focussed NPs, and so on, occupy a 
"field" to the left of the verb. Kenesei distinguishes the following four fields in the 
Hungarian sentence: 

(14) Initial Field Quantifier Field Verb Postverbal Field 
non-operators 
(i.e. 'Topics', 
existential Q, 
downgraded 
universal Q 
(Kenesei 1986: 148) 

even/no-phrases> 
negation> univer
sal Q > only
phrase! Wh-phrase! 
Focus 

non-operators, no-phrases! 
universal Q, existential Q, 
even-phrase 

In (14), the slant lines stand for a disjunctive relationship and the 'greater than' 
('>') sign for a strict left-to-right order. Kenesei claims that the order of constituents 
is rather free in the Initial Field and the Postverbal Field but that it displays a linear 
ordering in the Quantifier Field. Furthermore, he observes that scope-interpretation 
is a function of linear order. Kenesei postulates the following ad-hoc descriptive de
vice to capture scope-readings:8 

(15) Given quantifiers Ql and Q2 where Ql precedes Q2, Ql has scope over Q2 

(7) There is a lively discussion in this area of Hungarian grammar. The outcome of this debate might have 
important consequences for theories on the relation between syntax and semantics. Compare, among others, 
Banreti (1982), Hunyadi 0981a; 1981b; 1984; 1985; 1986a; 1986b; 1987), Kenesei (1985b; 1985c; 1986b; 
1987; to appear) Kiefer (1981; 1986), E. Kiss (l986b; 1987a), Maracz (1985a; 1986a), Ruzsa (1986), Sza
bolesi (1980; 1981b; 1981c; 1983d; 1986a; 1986b), and Varga (1980). 

(8) (14) does not cover several scope-readings. For example, a stressed universal quantifier in the Postver
bat Field may have scope over a quantified expression in the Quantifier Field (' indicates stress). Compare: 

(i) Csak Janost szereti 'mindenki 
only John-ACC loves everyone 
'For every x, only for y= John, x loves y' 
*'Only for y= John, for every x, x loves y' 
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Observe that the scope-readings in (16) are covered by (15): 

(16) a. Mindenki csak Mariat szereti 
everyone only Mary-ACC loves 
'Everyone is such that he loves only Mary.' 
*'Only Mary is such that everyone loves her.' 

b. Csak Mariat szereti mindenki 
*'Everyone is such that he loves only Mary.' 
'Only Mary is such that everyone loves her.' 
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Kenesei notes some further restrictions in the Quantifier Field. For example, 
Wh-phrases cannot be preceded by any NP with quantificational content other than 
another Wh-phrase. This is illustrated in the following pair: 

(17) a. Mitl*valakitl*mindenkitl*egy jerjftl*csak teged ki 
what-ACC/someone-ACC/everyone-ACCIa man-ACC/only you-ACC who 
latott? 
saw-AGR3sg 
'Who saw what?' 

b. Ki mit latott valakitlmindenkitlegy jerjft/csak teged? 
'Who saw what/someone/everyone/a man/only you?' 
(Kenesei 1986: 153) 

In order to make this descriptive generalization more explicit, Kenesei (1986: 
153) formulates schemes which have the effect of restricting rule (15): 

(18) *[S NP\[-Wh] ... NP2[ + Wh]] where NP2 is in the scope of NPI 
Summarizing, quantifiers in Hungarian appear preferably "stacked" to the left of 

the finite verb (cf. (14». Their scope-interpretation is determined by the linear order 
in which they appear in the sentence (cf. (15». This may further be restricted by the 
content of the quantifiers (cf. (18». It goes without saying that both the position 
and the interpretation of quantifiers heavily constrain the freedom of word order. 

Let us consider now the word order in maximal projections other than the sen
tential clause. 

(E) In general, maximal projections other than the sentential clause are head-fi
nal. Within a single maximal projection complements precede their heads. There
fore, we may formulate the following descriptive generalization on the relative order 
of complement and head: 

(19) Endocentric categories are head-final 

Observe, for example, that an NP, a PP, and a participle construction, which is an 
NP in Hungarian, have their head on the right periphery:9 

Furthermore, scope is not determined by word order with the existential quantifier valaki 'someone'; 
(ii) Valakit mindenki szeret 

someone-ACC everyone loves 
'For every x, for some y, x loves y' 
'For some y, for every x, x loves y' 

It is easy to see that the first reading is not predicted by rule (15). From these examples, I conclude that 
(15) can be overridden by phonological and lexical factors. This implies also that it does not give a complete 
picture in itself of scope-assignment in Hungarian (cf. Hunyadi 1981a and Kenesei 1986 for suggestions). 

(9) Studies on the NP include, among others, Dezsll (1967; 1971; 1982a), Gail (1978), Kenesei (1985e), 
Kornai (1985), Szabolcsi (1981a), and Tompa (1968). For discussion of the PP compare Maracz (1983; 1984; 
1985c; 1986c), Papp (1963), and Sehesryen (1965). In chapter seven, I will return to the structure of NPs 
and PPs in more detail. 
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(20) a. A piros hdz b. A haz m;jg;jtt 
the red house the house behind 
'The red house.' 'Behind the house.' 

c. A sarkon 3116 hdz 
the corner-SUPER stand-pres. part. house 
'The house which stands at the corner.' 
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Observe that (19) holds only for endocentric categories which are a projection of 
the expansion of their heads. Furthermore, from (19) it follows that maximal projec
tions are left-branching. 

Let us consider another example of an endocentric category in Hungarian, the 
possessive NP. 

Szabolcsi (1981a) has observed that this construction displays two variants. A var
iant in which the possessor NP is marked nominativeiy, and a variant in which the 
possessor NP appears with the dative case. In both constructions, the possessor NP 
precedes the noun-possessed, the head of the possessive NP. The noun-possessed 
bears an person-number agreement (glossed as npAGR).lO Compare: 

(21) a. A fiu haza b. A fiunak a haza 
the boy house-npAGR3sg the boy-DAT the house-npAGR3sg 
'The house of the boy' 'The house of the boy' 

Szabolcsi (1981a) has observed some further syntactic differences between these 
variants. 

(i) The definite article a(z) invariably precedes the nominative possessor NP (cf. 
(21a», whereas it invariably follows the dative possessor NP(cf. (2Ib». 

(ii) The nominative possessor may not be separated from the head noun. The dat
ive possessor, on the other hand, may scramble freely around in the sentence. Con
sider: 

(22) a. *A flu leegett [t haza] 
the boy down-burned house-npAGR3sg 
'The house of the boy burned down.' 

b. A flunak egett Ie [t a haza] 
the boy-DAT burned down the house-npAGR3sg 
'The house of the boy burned down.' 

From this minimal pair, Szabolcsi concludes that the dative possessor NP, unlike 
the nominative possessor NP, does not have to be in construction with its noun-pos
sessed. 

(iii) Wh-phrases may only occur as a dative possessor NP: 

(23) a. *A ki vendege 
the who guest-npAGR3sg 

b. Kinek a· vendege 
who-DAT the guest-npAGR3sg 

'Whose guest' 

The question arises what happens when a right-branching category is embedded 
in a left-branching endocentric category? This can only happen if Hungarian had 

(10) See for studies of the Hungarian possessive NP, among others, Biermann (1985), Gaal (1978), De 
Groot (1983b), Kenesei (1985e), Kornai (1984; 1985), Mel'euk (1973), and Szabolcsi (1981a; 1984; 1986e; 
1986d; 1986e; 1986g; 1987c). 
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right-branching exocentric categories. Kenesei (1984) argues that relative clauses are 
such. Compare: 

(24) a. [NP NP [cp ... ]] b. [NP A fiu b aki a sarkon all]] 
the boy who the corner-SUPER stands 

'The boy who is standing at the corner.' 

Consider now the output of embedding a relative clause in a possessive NP (cf. 
(25», or PP (cf. (26»: 

(25) a.*[[NP A fiu b aki a sarkon all]] kopenye] 
the boy who the corner-SUPER stands cloak-npAGR3sg 

b. [[NP A sarkon a116 fiu] kopenye] 
the corner-SUPER stand-pres part boy cloak-npAGR3sg 

'The cloak of the boy who was standing on the corner.' 

(26) a. *[pp [NP A haz [cp amely a sarkon aU]] megett] 
the house which the corner-SUPER stands behind 

b. [pp [NP A sarkon a116 h:iz] megatt] 
the corner-SUPER stand-part.pres. house behind 

'Behind the house on the corner' 

These sentences demonstrate that in left-branching endocentric categories no 
right-branching categories may appear. In the grammatical variants, the relative 
clause has been transformed into a left-branching category by an adjectivizing stra
tegy. This category is headed by the present participle which modifies the comple
ment of the noun-possessed or postposition. With respect to the possessive NP, there 
exists another strategy to save configuration (25a), namely, by marking the possessor 
NP with dative case: 

(27) [NP A fiunak [cp aki a sarkon allt]] veres voldt a kapenye] 
the boy-DAT who the corner-SUPER stood bloody was the cloak-npAGR3sg 

'The cloak of the boy who was standing at the corner was bloody.' 

Recall, however, that a dative possessor NP may be scrambled out of its posses
sive NP yielding a discontinuous constituent. This suggests that generalization (19) 
holds if and only if the head and its complement are in construction. Therefore, a dat
ive possessor NP, which is separated from its noun-possessed, may head a right-bran
ching structure. 

Recapitulating, in this section I have discussed the following descriptive general
izations on word order in Hungarian: 

(28) a. The neutral order is SVO (cf. (4» 
b. Verbal modifiers precede the finite verb in their neutral order (cf. (6» 
c. The Focus-position is left-adjacent to the finite verb (cf. (7» 
d. Wh-phrases appear in the Focus-position (cf. (10» 
e. Focussing triggers Inversion between the finite verb and its verbal modi-

fier (cf. (13» 
f. Quantifiers are stacked preverbally (d. (14» 
g. Given quantifiers Ql and Q2 where Ql precedes Q2, Ql has scope over Q2 (cf. (15» 
h. Enclocentric categories are head-final (cf. (19» 
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In the next section, I will rely heavily on these descriptive generalizations in the 
development of a theory for the phrase structure of Hungarian. 

2.2. Theory 

In this section, I will present a theory for the phrase structure of Hungarian. 
Following Chomsky (1986a), I will assume that the categorial component of the 
grammar universally generates the following phrase structure: 

(1) CP 
~ 

Spec C' 
/"-.... 

C IP 
/"---.. 

Spec I' 
/'-..... 
I VP 

/'--.... 
Spec V' 

Let us consider then how the descriptive generalizations of the preceding section 
fit into (1). 

2.2.1. Hungarian is an SOV-language 

In chapter five, I will argue on the basis of various subject-object asymmetries 
that Hungarian has a VP-node. The next question to anwer is what the basic order 
of this category is. 

Recall that endocentric categories in Hungarian are head-final (cf. 2.1.(28h» and 
that these categories may not contain right-branching substructures. This implies 
that the general directionality of branching in Hungarian is leftward in its endocen
tric projection. Therefore, I propose the following uniformity condition on the direc
tionali ty of branching of X' -categories: 

(1) Uniformity Condition on Branchingness of X} -Categories 
Endocentric categories are left-branching in Hungarian 

This principle is due to a core principle of the X' -component which generates 
only right- or left-branching categories in a particular language (cf. Stowell 1981). 

The following phenomena also illustrate that (1) is operative in Hungarian. 
(I) Apart from NP and PP, the VP is head-final as well, although in contem

porary Hungarian (Hungarian is historically an SOY-language (cf. Barczi et al. 
1978) the OV-order does not surface in finite sentences for reasons having to do with 
V-movement (see the next section for discussion). However, constructions with non
finite verbs, like participle constructions, are unambiguously head-final (cf. 
2.1.(25b) and 2.1.(26b». 

(II) Left-branching categories may not contain tight-branching substructures, as 
the ungrammaticality of 2.1.(25a) and 2.1.(26a) indicates. Hungarian employs seve-
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ral adjectivizing strategies to circumvent this type of embedding. For example, by 
inserting 'dummy' verbal participles (cf. the case of embedded relative clauses dis
cussed in 2.1.(25a) and 2.1.(26a» or by adjectivization with the suffix -i (cf. also 
Laczk6 1985 and section 7.2.1.). 

Nominalization is also an instance of the former strategy. The verbs atkel 'cross 
over' and tartoz 'belong to' may be nominalized by suffixing of -dsles (NOMI). Atkef 
subcategorizes for an NP with a lexical superessive case (cf. (2a» and tartoz subcate
gorizes for a lexical allative case (cf. (3a». Nominalizations with -asles are instances 
of passivization (cf. chapter three): 

(2) a. NP atkel a hidon 
NP cross-AGR3sg the bridge-SUPER 
'NP crosses over the bridge.' 

b. [NP [NP az atkeles] [NP a hidon]] 
the cross-NOMI the bridge-SUPER 

The crossing over the bridge' 
(3) a. NP tartozik a csoporthoz 

NP belong-AGR3sg the group-ALL 
'NP belongs to the group.' 

b. [NP [NP a tartozas] [NP a csoporthoz]] 
the belong-NOM! the group-ALL 

The belonging to the group' 

The (b)-phrases demonstrate that a nominalized verb may take an NP to its 
right. This NP is case-marked similarly as the NP-complement of the unmodified 
alternant in the (a)-phrases. 

The following examples show that the insertion of adjectivers, like the verbal 
participles va16 'being' of the verb van 'be' and tifrtena 'happening' of the verb tifrtenik 
'happen', may transform the right-branching structures in the (b)-phrases into left
branching structures. (Va16 is a stative present participle and tOrtino is a dynamic pres
ent participle): 

(4) a. [NP a hidon tiirt&t'o atkeles] 
the bridge-SUPER happen-part cross-NOMI 

The crossing over the bridge' 
b. [NP a csoporthoz valO tartozas] 

the group-ALL be-parr belong-NOMI 
The belonging to the group' 

Another strategy to create left-branching structures is by adjectivization with the 
suffix -i (adj). Consider the following phrases: 

(5) a. [NP [NP a lany] [NP Budapestrol]] 
the girl Budapest-DELAT 

The girl from Budapest' 
c. [NP [NP Janos kemkedese] 

John spy-NOMI-npAGR3sg 
'John's spying upon the boss' 

b. [NP [NP a foly6] [pp a hid alatt]] 
the river the bridge under 

The river under the bridge' 
[pp a tonok uran]] 

the boss after 

In the above phrases, a (possessive) NP takes an NP (cf. (5a» or a PP (cf. (5b) and 
(5c» to its right. These phrases may be turned into left-branching categories by suf
fixing the latters with the adjectivizer -i : 
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(6) a. [NP a [NP budapest]; lany]] b. [NP a [pp hid alatt]; foly6]] 
the Budapest-adj girl the bridge under-adj river 

'The girl from Budapest' 'The river under the bridge' 
c. [NP Janosnak [pp a fBnok utan]; kemkedese] 

John-DAT the boss after-adj spying-NOMI-3npAGR 
'John's spying upon the boss' 

Laczk6 (1985) reports that the types of adjectivization in (4) and (6) are quite 
common and that they are preferred over their right-branching counterparts. 

The cross-category generalization in (1) has far-reaching implications for the 
phrase structure of Hungarian. As I pointed out above, the VP is underlyingly Ov. 
This implies that Hungarian is an SOY-language. Furthermore, the VP cannot con
tainright-branching substructures. Therefore, Horvath's (1981, 1.6.3.) argument for 
a right-branching V" based on Emonds' restriction on surface recursion, must be re
jected on conceptual grounds (cf. Ackerman 1984). Let us now consider how the 
neutral SOY-order is covered (cf. 2.1.(28a». 

2.2.2. V-movement and the IP-parameter 

I will assume that the neutral SVO-order is derived from the underlying SOV-or
der, analogously with the rule which yields the V-second effect in Germanic lan
guages. In these languages, the verb is in final position in embedded clauses, but it 
is in the second position in root clauses. 

Let us consider an example of V-second in Dutch: 

(1) a. Jan dacht dat Peter hem gisteren opbe/de 
John thought that Peter him yesterday up-phoned 

b. Peter belde hem gisteren op 
Peter phoned him yesterday up 

In (la), the verb opbellen 'to phone up' is in its base-generated position in the em
bedded sentence. In (lb), on the other hand, the finite verb appears in the second 
position of the root clause and it leaves its particle stranded in base-generated pos
ition. It has been argued that V-second is derived by V-movement in root clauses (cf. 
Koster 1975, Thiersch 1978, Haider and Prinzhorn 1986, and Platzack 1982, 
among others). V-second yields the following configuration: 

(2) V-second 
CP 

/"--... 
Spec. C' 
.~ 

C IP 
Vi~ 

Spec I' 
/"'-... 

VP I 
/"----

NP V 
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Note that the C position acts as the landing site for the moved finite verb. The 
question is then what triggers V-movement. 

Koster (1986) argues that this has to do with the status of C in Germanic lan
guages. According to Koster, the governors I and C have different properties from 
ordinary lexical governors. Henceforth, I will refer to them as/unctional governors. 

Normally, lexical governors, like V, N,P, or A, determine a syntactic minimal 
maximal domain, i.e. VP, NP, PP and AP, and control a Case-position. Functional gov
ernors do not always display these properties. 

The projections of these governors, CP and IP, are auxiliary projections to VP. 
This entails, among other things, that the local domain of categories governed by V 
is not necessarily VP but may be CP, for example. Lexical governors assign argument 
status to the NPs they govern, unlike the functional governors. Neither C, nor I as
signs a a-role to any NP. I is usually assumed to be associated with nominative Case, 
but C does not even need to assign Case. 

Because of this dichotomy between lexical governors on the one hand and func
tional governors on the other hand, Koster argues that the CP- and IP-projections 
should not be treated on a par with the projections of lexical governors. Lexical gov
ernors are always strong in the sense that they determine a projection, and may con
trol a Case-position. However, the 'strength' of functional governors may vary. C or I 
can be strong or weak. With Koster (1986), I: will hypothesize that the strength of 
governors is defined as in (3a), and that strong governors have the syntactic proper
ties in (3b): 

(3) a. A governor is strong if it can be lexically filled, otherwise it is weak 
b. A strong governor determines a projection, and controls a Case-position 

Furthermore, I will hypothesize that at least one of the functional governors must 
be strong. This is probably due to the requirement that a clause must be complete 
functionally. Outside the VP, there must be a position available for the external ar
gument, the subject. This can only be guaranteed if either CP or IP is present. This 
implies then the following: 

(4) Either C or I is a strong governor 

So in order to determine the strength of a governor, we must check whether there 
is independent lexical material available to fill the position of that governor. Let us 
consider the strength of the functional governors in the Germanic languages. 11 

In all Germanic languages, C is strong because these languages possess lexical 
complementizers. As a consequence, all these languages realize a CP-projection, at 
least in embedded clauses. What, on the other hand, is the strength of I? It is gen
erally assumed that I is lexically filled in English by auxiliary verbs, like do, modal 
verbs, such as can or may (cf. Steele 1981).12 Hence, it is strong in English. If it is 
strong, I creates its own domain, namely IP, and it assigns nominative Case to the 

(11) In this chapter, I will restrict myself to Dutch, English, Frisian, and German. See for a discussion of 
V-movement in Scandinavian Koster (1986) and Platzack (1982; 1987), among others. 

(12) Koster (1986) observes two apparent exceptions to the claim that I is always lexically filled in 
English. 
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subject. In the other Germanic languages, however, there are no independent lex
ical items for the I-position available. Hence, I is weak. This yields the following 
parameter: 

(5) IP-parameter 
a. I is strong in English; b. I is weak in Dutch, Frisian, and German 

Let us consider some implications of the IP-parameter for the syntax of these 
languages. 

Both C and I are weak in the root clauses of the other Germanic languages, be
cause they remain lexically unfilled. Note that this state of affairs violates principle 
(4). How do these languages escape this conflict? 

Following Koster (1986), I will assume that movement of V to C turns C into a 
strong governor, for C gets lexically filled by the moved verb. This yields the V
second effect. Hence, there seems to be a tight relation between V-movement and 
the strength of the governor in which it lands. V-movement is triggered by a strong 
governor. The question, theri, is why V-to-C movement does not occur in English. 

V-to-C movement must proceed stepwise, as required by Chomsky's (1986a) 
Head Movement Constraint which I will define as follows: 

(6) Head Movement Constraint (HMC): An XO may move into a Y" that governs it 

Because of (6), V must first move to I before it can reach C. In English, I cannot 
function as an extraction-site for V-to-C movement, since I is always filled lexically. 
As a consequence, C remains unfilled in English root clauses.H Note, however, that 
this does not violate (4). So V-to-C movement applies only under the following 
conditions: 

(7) V-to-C movement applies if and only if C is strong and I is weak 

Let us now determine the strength of the functional governors in Hungarian. In 
Hungarian, there are no independent lexical items, such as auxiliaries or modals in 
English, .to fill I. Hence, I is weak. C, on the other hand, is strong, for Hungarian 
possesses lexical complementizers, like hogy 'that'. Hence, we derive the following: 

(8) a. C is a strong governor, and; 

(i) Sentences without I-fillers, like (ia): 
(i) a. They beat horses 

b. They do not beat horses 

b. I is a weak governor in Hungarian 

Koster argues, however, that in the D-structure representation of (ia), I is filled with do, similar to its 
negative counterpart (ib). Do is, however, deleted at S-structure in (ia). 

(ii) C must sometimes be filled by the movement of I: 
(ii) a. *lcp What [IP he has done?]] 

b. lcp What hash' [IP he tj done?]] 
These sentences show t at Wh-movement to [Spec, CP] triggers I-to-C movement. This is probably due 

to the requirement that a position in a projection is only available if the head of this projection is lexical or a 
trace of a lexical item. 

(13) Except for the case ofSubject-Aux Inversion. With this phenomenon, C is filled by the movement of 
I to C See note 12(ii) and section 5.4.3.1. for discussion ofI-to-C movement in English root clauses. 
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Observe that the functional governors have precisely the same strength in Hun
garian as in Dutch, Frisian, or German. If V-to-C movement in these languages is 
triggered by a strong C and not blocked by a weak I (cf. (7», then it follows that 
V-to-C movement applies in Hungarian as well. Hence, this yields the following 
hypothesis: 

(9) V-movement Hypothesis/or Hungarian: V moves co C in finite sentences 

Below, I will argue that V-movement is 'generalized' in Hungarian. It does not 
only apply in root clauses but also in embedded clauses. This is allowed because, as I 
will attempt to demonstrate, CP is recursive within CPo Let us first consider some 
empirical evidence for (9). . 

(1) The fact that the neutral order in Hungarian is SVO indicates that (9) is opera
tive. The application of V-movement to the underlying SOY-order and movement of 
the subject to the [Spec, CP] position yields an SVO-order (cf. 2.1.(28a». This is de
picted in the following diagram: 

(10) CP 
~ 

Spec C' 
~ 

C IP 
, /'--...... 

L.,--+-S_u...Jbject ~ 

Objet V 

(II) If V-to-C movement results in a V-second effect in Germanic languages, then 
we expect such an effect in Hungarian as well. A proper'ty of Hungarian which re
sembles V-second is the adjacency requirement on the Focus-position (cf. 2.1.(28c». 
Recall that Focus must be left-adjacent to the finite verb. Let us interpret this requir
ement as the Hungarian manifestation of V-second. Hence, a sentence with a filled 
Focus-position has the following configuration: 

(11) CP 
~ 

Spec C' 
Focus/Wh ~ 

C IP 

t·~~v 
Note from (11) that under this approach Focus equals the [Spec, CP] position. A 

wellcome consequence of this is that Wh-phrases in Hungarian occupy also the 
[Spec, CP] position (cf. 2.1.(28d», similarly to Wh-phrases in Germanic. 

A concomitant of V-second is that particles of particle-verb combinations must 
remain stranded in their base-generated position (cf. (1». We expect then that with 
the V-second effect in Hungarian, i.e. Focussing, verbal particles may not be moved 
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along with the verb. This turns out to be the case. Recall that Inversion between the 
finite verb and its verbal modifier, including particles, prefixes, and so on, is oblig
atory under Focussing (cf. 2.1.(28e». Hence, "Inversiol,1" is due to movement of the 
verb leaving its verbal modifier stranded. 

(Ill) Apart from V-second, Dutch has another instantiation of V-movement, name
ly, V-raising (cf. Evers 1975). This type of V-movement adjoins an infinitival clause 
without a complementizer that is base-generated on the left-hand side of the verb of 
the next higher clause to the right of this verb. This yields the following configura
tion: 

(12) V-raising 

IP 
~ 

NP VP 
~ 

IP Vi ............---
NP VP 
~ 

Vj 

IP -----NP VP 

---------7 IP Vx .--....... ~ 
NP VP Vi Vj 
~ 

tj 

The following sentences exemplify some instances of V-raising: 

(13) a. *Ik geloof [cp dat bp Jan [rp Nederlands te leren]] begint] 
I believe that John Dutch to learn begins 

b. Ik geloof [cp dat [IP Jan [IP Nederlands tj]] begint te lerenj] 
I believe that John Dutch begins to learn 

Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986) report that the local character of V-raising 
manifests itself with (A) adjacency effects and (B) restructuring phenomena. Let us first 
discuss (A). 

(Ai) Consider a V-raising construction with a verb combining with a particle and 
selecting a left-hand infinitival complement: 

(14) ... [IP ... V] Particle v. .. 
An example of this configuration is (15): 

(15) *Ik geloof [cp dat [IP Jan [IP Nederlands tj]] aanvangt te lerenj] 
I believe that John Dutch starts to learn 

V-raising is blocked in configuration (14). The reason for this is that the particle 
aan of the verb adnvangen 'to start' intervenes between the higher verb and the V
raised verb. Hence, the adjacency requirement on V-raising is violated. 

(Aii) Certain PPs in Dutch, may optionally be extraposed to the end of the clause 
in which they appear. Compare: 

(16) a. Ik geloof dat Jan probeert bp de schuur [pp met een spraydoos] groen te 
I believe that John tries the barn with a a spray can green to 
schilderen] 
paint 
'I believe that John is trying to paint the barn green with a spray can.' 

b. Ik geloof dat Jan probeert [IP de schuur groen te schilderen [pp met een spraydoos]] 
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When this PP-extraposition occurs in a left-hand complement of a V-raising 
verb, a structure like (17) occurs: 

(17) ... [IP .. V PP] V ... 

Note that V-raising cannot apply to this structure: 

(18) *Ik geloof dat [IP Jan [IP een schuur groen tj [pp met een spraydoos]]] wil schilderenj 
I believe that John a barn green with a spray can wants to paint 

The ungrammaticality of (18) demonstrates that V-raising is sensitive to an ad
jacency requirement. 

(Aiii) If V-raising is conditioned by an adjacency requirement, then we expect 
that the mirror-image of the D-structure order is derived when several left-hand side 
infinitival complements are embedded within each other. The following pair shows 
that this turns out to be the case: 

(19) a. Ik geloof datJan [vp [IP PRO [vp uP PRO [VP [IP PRO [vp dit boek lezenl]] leren2]] 
proberen3]] zal4] 

I believe that John this book read learn try will 
'I believe that John will try to learn to read this book.' 

b. Ik geloof dat [IP Jan dit boek] za14 proberen3 te leren2 lezenl' 

(B) Let us now consider the restructuring phenomena. So, in V-raising consttuc
tions, a V-head of a complement clause is adjoined to the V of the next higher 
clause. As a result, a complement clause without a complementizer may become 
transparent with respect to government. For example, Koster (1987: chapter three) 
discusses the following restructuring effects involving, among others, NP-raising, 
Exceptional Case Marking, Obligatory Control, Transparency, R-movement, Adver
bial Scope, and Clitic Climbing. Let us discuss, for instance, Clitic Climbing. 

Koster reports that clitics, like Dutch het 'it', can be moved across subjects in V
raising complements:14 

(20) Ik denk dat hij hetj [IP Peter [IP ti ti] hoorde zingen;J 
I think that he it Peter heard sing 
'I think that he heard Peter sing it.' 

Note that het has been moved from its object position in the complement clause 
across the subject constituent Peter of the embedded clause. According to Koster, 
this is a striking fact, because normally het cannot be moved across a subject. This 
kind of "clitic climbing" is possible only from V-raising complements. It is never 
possible to move het out of an extraposed om-complement. Hence, the ungramrnat
icality of (21b): 

(21) a. Ik denk dat Peter probeerde [cp om [IP het aan Mary te geven]] 
1 think that Peter tried COMP it to Mary to give 
'I think that Peter tried to give it to Mary.' 

b. *Ik denk dat Peter het probeerde [cp om [IP t aan Mary te geven]] 
1 think that Peter it tried COMP to Mary to give 

(14) Following Koster and May (1982), I will assume that infinitival phrases are clauses and that tensed 
and infinitival clauses share the same phrase structure. Hence, they are IPs. 
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It has been observed in the literature (cf. Evers 1982 and de Haan 1982, among 
others) that V-raising appears in languages with a V-second effect. Moreover, Evers 
(1982) even argues that these types of verb movements are different instantiations of 
the same principle. In any case, we therefore may postulate the following implic
ation: 

(22) If a language X displays V-raising, then X also displays V-movement 

From this it follows that the occurrence of V-raising in a particular language pro
vides an indirect argument for V-movement in that language. Let us consider then V
raising appears in Hungarian. 

Kalman et al. (1986) have observed that Hungarian has two groups of verbs 
which may select infinitival complements, namely auxiliary verbs and main verbs. The 
former group includes, among others, akar 'want', bir 'can', fog 'will', kelt 'have to' 
(impers.), kezd 'begin', kivan 'wish to', lehet 'it is possible to; one can' (impers.), mer 
'dare', milt6ztatik 'be pleased to; one can' (impers.),pr6bdl 'try to', szabad + copula 'it 
is permitted to' (impers.), szcindikozik 'wish to' (no definiteness agreement), szeretne 
'would like to', szokott 'used', tetszik 'be pleased to' (auxiliary of polite verb forms, 
impers.), and tud 'can'. The group of main verbs includes, among others, utal 'hate', 
imcid 'adore', elfelejt 'forget', szeret 'like to', enged 'allow', megy 'go', and viI 'believe'. 

Consider the following examples: 

(23) a. Janos bp Uszni] akart (auxiliary) 
John swim-INFI wanted-AGR3sg 
'John wanted to swim.' 

b. Janos imadott [IP secalni Marival] (main verb) 
John loved-AGR3sg walk-INFI Mary-INSTR 
'John loved to walk with Mary.' 

c. Peter bp jatszani] ment (main verb) 
Peter play-INFI went-AGR3sg 
'Peter went to play.' 

Sentence (23a) shows that in neutral order an infinitival complement occurs on 
the left-hand side of the auxiliary verbs. Sentence (23b) demonstrates, however, that 
the infinitival complements occur on the right-hand side of main verbs in their neu
tral order, except with the verbs megy 'go' (cf. (23c» and viI 'believe'. 

From the examples in (23) V-raising cannot be proved. One could argue that the 
finite verbs in (23a) and (23c) remain, for some reason, in their base-generated order, 
and the finite verb in (23b) skips over its infinitival complement by V-movement 
(cf. (8». Note therefore the following sentences: 

(24) a. Janos [IP el tj] akart usznij 
John away wanted-AGR3sg swim-INFI 
'John wanted to swim away.' 

b. Janos imadott bp elsetalni Marival] 
John loved-AGR3sg away-walk-INFI Mary-INSTR 
'John loved to walk away with Mary.' 

c. Peter [IP ti beiratkozni] ment az iskoldbai 
Peter in-register-INFI went-AGR3sg the school-ILL 
'Peter went to register with the school.' 
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Auxiliaries induce "Aux-splitting" when they select an infinitival complement 
which is itself modified by a verbal modifier. The auxiliary akar must obligatorily 
appear between the prefix el and the infinitive uszni of the particle-infinitive 
combination elUszni 'to swim away' (cf. (24a». Main verbs, on the other hand, do not 
trigger Aux-splitting. Let us concentrate on the infinitive constructions with auxi
liary verbs. 

Aux-splitting cannot be derived by movement of the finite verb into the infinit
ival complement, because this would violate the c-command condition on traces. If 
this option is ruled out, then the only possibility to derive Aux-splitting is by V
raising as indicated in (24a). V-raising of the infinitive leaves the particle stranded in 
its base-generated position. Hence, Hungarian displays V-raising. 

Above, I noted that V-raising has two sorts of diagnostics. It exhibits locality and 
restructuring effects. In section 5.3.2., I will argue that restructuring phenomena 
with V-raising appear in Hungarian as well. These phenomena involve, among 
others, some auxiliaries displaying person-number agreement with the object NP of 
their infinitival complement, and obligatory subject control. 

Adjacency effects are much harder to prove with V-raising in Hungarian, because 
it allows scrambling. For example, a sentence adverb, like tegnap 'yesterday', may in
tervene between the auxiliary verb and a V-raised infinitive. Compare the counter
part of (24a): 

(25) Janos [IP el tj] akart tegnap usznij 
John away wanted-AGR3sg yesterday swim-INFI 
'John wanted to swim away yesterday.' 

Locality effects, however, appear with the stacking of V-raised infinitives. Recall 
that the order in which V-raised infinitives are attached to the higer verb is precisely 
the opposite of the D-structure order (cf. (19». Kenesei (1985c) has observed that 
this also appears in Hungarian. Consider the following sentences: 

(26) a. Janos [vp [IP PRO [VP [IP PRO [vp a biciklit szetszednij]] tudni2]] fogja3] 
John the bike-ACC apart-take-INF] can-INF] will-AGR3sg 
'John will be able to take apart the bike.' 

b. Janos [vP [lPszet] fogja3 tudni2 szednh] a biciklit 
c. *Janos [vp [IP szet] fogja3 szednil tudni2] a biciklit 

In (26a), V-raising obligatorily applies yielding Aux-splitting. The deepest em
bedded infinitive may not occur in the derived structure between the auxiliary and 
the infinitive which is directly embedded under this auxiliary at D-structure (cf. 
(26c». Only the reversed order is grammatical (cf. (26b». 

This locality effect is demonstrated even more persuasively in (27). Note that in 
these sentences the embedded infinitives are both prefixed. The infinitive probdlni 'to 
try' is prefixed with the perfectivity marker meg and the infinitive uszni 'to swim' is 
prefixed with el 'away'. Compare: 

(27) a. Janos [vp [IP PRO [VP [IP PRO [vp a parttal elusznit]] 
John the beach-ALL away-swim-INFI 
megpr6balni2]] akart3] 
pref-try-INFI wanted-AGR3sg 
'John wanted to try to swim away from the beach.' 
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b. *Janos [vp [IP ell akart3 megprobaJ.ni2 usznid a parttol 
c. *Janos [vp [IP ell akart3 ilsznit megprobaJ.nb] a parttol 
d. *Janos [vp [IP meg] akart3 elilsznh probaJ.nb] a partt61 
e. Janos [vp [IP meg] akart3 probaJ.ni2 elusznid a partt61 

Structure (27a) represents the underlying order of this paradigm. V-raising has to 
apply, because these infinitives have a prefix. Note now that only the prefix of 
the deepest embedded infinite may remain stranded and that the derived order must 
be the mirror-image of the D-structure order. Hence, only (27e) yields a grammati
cal result. 

In conclusion, the locality effects in the paradigms of (26) and (27) strongly sug
gest that V-raising applies in Hungarian. If that is correct and implication (22) 
holds, then we provided an argument for the existence of V-movement. 

So far I did not discuss generalization 2.1.(28b) which states that verbal modi
fiers precede the finite verb in their neutral order. Let us consider how this fits into 
the system outlined above. 

With V-movement in Dutch, the particle remains obligatorily stranded in its 
base-generated position. This is illustrated by the following pair: 

(28) a. Peter beldej hem gisteren op tj 
Peter phoned him yesterday up 

b. *Peter opbeldej hem gisteren tj 

In Hungarian, on the other hand, verbal modifiers, including prefixes, must pre
cede the finite verb in their neutral order. Therefore, I will assume that verbal modi
fiers in Hungarian move along with the finite verb, contrary to Dutch. Therefore, 
the Hungarian counterpart of (28b) is grammatical: 

(29) Janos folhfvtaj at tegnap tj 
John up-phoned him yesterday 
'John phoned him up yesterday.' 

The phenomenon that a verb takes along its prefix under movement is not so ex
ceptional. Observe from (27) that this may also appear with V-raising. The following 
pair demonstrates this optionally applies with V-raising in Dutch as well: 

(30) a. Ik heb [IP Jan op tj] willen bellenj b. Ik heb [IP Jan til willen opbellenj 
I have John up will phoned I have John will up-phoned 

The reason for this dichotomy between V-movement and V-raising in Dutch is 
not clear to me. However, the Hungarian cases in which the prefix moves along can 
be accounted for much easier. 

Suppose that the prefix may be incorporated by the verb at D-structure before 
movement applies. Incorporation of verbal modifiers is a quite general phenomenon 
in Hungarian (cf. the sections 4.4. and 5.3.1.). Hence, the tight connection beween 
the prefix and verb in the neutral order is a subcase of a much broader phenomenon. 
Furthermore, if incorporation takes place at D-structure, we expect that the complex 
verbs reflect the D-structure order. This appears to be the case. In all such cases, the 
verb is in final position. 
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Let us now turn to the consequences of the IP-parameter for the phrase structure 
of English, Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian. Consider first English, a language with a 
strong I. 

In languages with a strong I, an independent lexical I-item fills the I-position. 
This yields the foHowing phrase structure for English: 

(31) English IP 
~ 

Subject I' 
~ 
I VP 

/'---.... 
Object V 

Observe from (31) that I governs the subject, and that V governs the object. 
Consequently, the minimal maximal domain of the subject does not coincide with 
the minimal maximal domain of the object. The domain of the subject is IP, the pro
jection of its governor, whereas the domain of the object is CP, the projection of the 
verb.15 Hence, we derive the following assumption: 

(32) Assumption 1: In languages with strong I, the minimal maximal domain of the is 
IP but the minimal maximal domain of the object is CP 

Let us now consider the phrase structure of languages with weak I. First of all, a 
weak I is a bound morpheme which has to satisfy the following condition: 

(33) _ A bound morpheme may not remain stranded 

This principle can be satisfied in several ways. Either I itself attaches to a host 
word, like C or V, or another lexical head, such as V, is moved to I. Let us examine 
how principle (33) is satisfied in Dutch, Hungarian and Frisian. 

Bennis and Hoekstra (1987) have argued that in Dutch the V moves first to I be
fore the VII complex lands in C. Note that the merging of V and I in the I-position 
satisfies principle (33). A consequence of V-to-I movement is that I is lexically sup
ported. Therefore, it may project into an IP (cf. (3». Hence, Dutch has the following 
phrase structure: 

(34) Dutch CP ------Spec C' 
~ 

C IP 
VII ~ 

Subject I' 
~ 

VP I 
~ 

Object V 

(15) As regards the second claim, I will follow Koster (1987). According to Koster, CP and IP, are aux
iliary projections to VP. This implies, among other things, that the local domain of categories governed by V 
is not necessarily VP but may be CPo 
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The VI! complex leaves a trace in 1. By virtue of this trace, the verb governs the 
subject as well. Consequently, the minimal maximal domain of the subject is the 
same as the minimal maximal domain of the object, namely CPo 

For Hungarian, I will assume that I-to-V movement satisfies principle (33). There 
are two pieces of evidence supporting this assumption. First, besides referential sub
ject pro-drop, Hungarian also displays referential object pro-drop (cf. section 4.2.4.). 
According to Rizzi's (1986) theory on pro-drop, which I will follow here, referential 
overt pronouns may only be omitted if and only if they are governed by a Case-assig
ning head equipped with the relevant AGR-features. Hence, a proper context for ob
ject pro-drop can only be created ifI lowers to V in Hungarian. 

Second, infinitives in Hungarian may be optionally inflected for person-number 
agreement. However, this is only allowed in case the verbal governor does not host 
these features. For example, the auxiliary verb kell 'has to' may only be inflected for 
Tense but not for AGR (see, section 5.3.2. for details). Compare: 

(35) }inosnak menni(e) kell/kellett 
John-DAT go-AGR3sg has to/had to 
'John has/had to go.' 

This sentence has the following D-structure: 

(36) IP 
~ 

] tinosnak l' 
~ 

VP I 
~ 

VP V 
\ kell 

V 
menni 

I cannot attach to kell. In order to avoid a violation of (33) two options are avail
able. The infinitive moves to I, or I lowers to infinitive. The former option is ruled 
out, because of the HMC (cf. (6». This principle forces menni to move through the 
position of the auxiliary but this is already lexically filled by kell. So I must lower to 
the infinitive to avoid a violation of (33). Hence, I-to-V movement derives the phen
omenon of inflected infinitives in Hungarian. 

Let us consider the implications of I-to-V movement for the phrase structure of 
Hungarian. I will assume that moved bound morphemes do not leave a trace. As a 
consequence, the IP-projection is bereft of its head. Following Chomsky (1973), I 
will assume that the minimal condition for domain distinctedness is that a domain 
must have a head. If this is not fulfilled, L-containment applies, which I will define as 
follows: 

(37) L-containment: Projection XP L-contains projection yP if and only if yP directly 
dominates XP and yP does not contain a yo 
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So, in the following configuration XP L-contains YP: 

(38) yP XP 
~ .......................... 

XP ~ XP 
/"-.. ~ 

X· X· 

Hence, we derive the following phrase structure for Hungarian: 

(39) Hungarian CP ------.... 
Spec -->--

C VP 
VII ~ 

Subject VP ----Object V 

Note from (39) that VP L-contains IP. As a consequence, the subject is adjoined 
to VP. The question then is what the governor of the subject is. 

Following Chomsky (1982: fn.14), I will assume that an adjoined category is gov
erned by the head of the category to which it is adjoined. This can be accommodated 
within Aoun and Sportiche's (1982) theory of government as follows: 

(40) X governs Y if and only if 
a. X is an XO and 
b. Xc-commands Y if X and Y are X", X * Y and for V cP a maximal projection, 

cP dominates X ~ cP dominates Y where cP includes all member-nodes of cP 

Therefore, in configuration (39) V governs the subject. This implies that the min
imal maximal domain of the subject is the projection of V, that is, CPo Again, just as 
in Dutch, the minimal maximal domain of the subject is the same as the minimal 
maximal domain of the object in Hungarian. 

Hoekstra and Maracz (1989) argue that I moves to C in Frisian independently of 
V. Note that this satisfies (33). Empirical evidence for I-to-C movement may be ob
tained from the fact that Frisian possesses inflected complementizers. Compare:' 

(41) Ik tink [cp datst [IP (do) jan kornst]] 
I think that-AGR2sg you tonight come-AGR2sg 
'I think that you will come;tonight.' ' 

If I moves independently to C without leaving a trace, then L-containment of the 
IP-projection applies, like in Hungarian. This yields the following st~cture: 

(42) 'Frisian CP 
~ 

Spec C' 
~ 

C VP 
VII ~ 

Subject VP 
~ 

Object V 
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Observe from (42) that in Frisian, like in Hungarian, the governor of the subject 
is V, and consequently the minimal maximal domain of the subject is CPo 

In sum, there are several possibilities to satisfy principle (33) in languages with 
weak I. Either V moves to I, like in Dutch, or I moves to a host word, like C in Fri
sian or V in Hungarian. As a result, the subject in this type of language gets into the 
government domain of V. The minimal maximal domain of the subject is therefore 
identical with the mininal maximal domain of the object, namely CPo Hence, we de
rive the following assumption: 

(43) Assumption 2: In languages with weak I, the minimal maximal domain of the subject 
is similar to the minimal maximal domain of the object, that is, CP 

Both in languages with strong I and in languages with weak I the subject is 
structurally prominent over the object. However, in languages with weak I the min
imal maximal domain of the subject is identical with the minimal maximal domain 
of the object, unlike in languages with strong 1. In chapter five, I will argue that 
this covers the fact that subject-object asymmetries arise in both Dutch, English, 
Frisian, and Hungarian but that sometimes subject-object symmetries appear in 
Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian where English displays subject-object asymmetries. 

Let us consider now what the position of topicalized NPs, or quantifiers preced
ing Focus in the Hungarian phrase structure is (cf. 2.1.(28£). 

2.2.3. CP is recursive within CP 

In the preceding section, I concluded that the Focus-position is identical to 
[Spec, CP]. If topicalized NPs and other quantifiers may precede Focus, then these 
phrases must be embedded under CP as well. Because of the fact that there may be 
infinitely many constituents in front of Focus, I will assume that CP is recursive wit
hin CPo This yields the following property of phrase structure in Hungarian: 

(1) CP is recursive within CP 

Let us consider whether we can find further empirical support for (1). 
Indirect Wh-questions in Hungarian may be introduced by the complementizer 

hogy 'that'. For example, the verb tud 'know' may select a [+ Wh] CPo Compare: 
(2) Nem tudom hogy kive! talaIkozott Janos 

Not know-AGRlsg that who-INSTR met-AGR3sg John 
'1 do not know who John met.' 

Sentence (2) demonstrates that a complementizer may precede an indirect Wh
question in Hungarian, unlike in English. This demonstrates that the CP is recur
sive within CP in such embedded clauses: 

(3) Cp* ..-----...... 
Spec C' 

-----------C Cpo 
hogy ~ 

Spec C' 
Focus/Wh ~ 

C VP 
V[ +finite] 
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Observe from (3) that the upper CP, CP*, is headed by the complementizer, and 
that the lower CP, CPO, serves as a landing-site for V-movement. Topicalized NPs 
can intervene between cp* and Cpo requiring further recursions of CP: 

(4) Nem tudom [cp* hogy [cp Janos [cp tegnap [epo kivel talalkozott]] 
not know-AGRlsg that John yesterday who-INSTR met-AGR3sg 
'I do not know who John met yesterday: 

A consequence of (1) is that it also allows V-movement in embedded clauses with 
a lexical complementizer. Hence, we may say that V-movement in Hungarian is gen
eralized. It does not only apply in root clauses, like in Dutch, but also in embedded 
clauses. Below I will demonstrate that V-movement in Frisian is sometimes also 
allowed in embedded clauses with a lexical complementizer. In that case, these 
clauses contain multiple CPs. 

Property (1) of the Hungarian phrase structure is not so exotic as it looks at first 
sight. The phenomenon of multiple CPs has been attested in other languages as 
well. For example, it also appears in Spanish and Germanic. 

Plann (1982) reports that in Spanish the complementizer que 'that' can occur be
fore an indirect question after certain verbs of communication. In the following sen
tences, que precedes a Wh-phrase, similarly to Hungarian. Compare: 

(5) a. Te preguntan [cp* que [cpo para que quieres el prestamo]] 
you ask-AGR3pl that for what want-AGR2sg the loan 
'They ask you what do you want the loan for.' 

b. Penso [cp* que [cpo cuales sedan adecuados]] 
thought-AGR3sg that which ones would be appropriate 
'He wondered which ones would be approppriate.' 

Let us discuss now some examples of multiple CPs in Germariic. 
Hooper and Thompson (1973) have observed that the phenomenon of multiple 

CPs in English arises with embedded main clauses. Such clauses are embedded 
clauses to which root transformations in the sense of Emonds (1969) apply. For ins
tance, objects may be topicalized in embedded main clauses: 

(6) He said [cp* that [epo such people [IP he doesn't like tm 

This embedded clause may be represented in the following tree-structure: 

(7) cp* 
~ 

Spec C' 
~ 

C CPO 
that ~ 

Spec C' 
suchpeopk ~ 

C IP 

Note that [C, CPO] may not be filled in English by a lexical complementizer. The 
reason for this is that English does not allow a head of CP and its specifier to be fil-
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led simultaneously (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik's (1977) doubly-filled COMP Filter). 
This is, however, a language-particular restriction, because in Dutch, for instance, 
topicalized objects may intervene between cp* and a cpo headed by a lexical com
plementizer. Compare: 

(8) Ik denk [cpo dat die mensen [cpo dat [IP die gek zijn t]]] 
I think that those people that those crazy are 
'I think that those people are crazy.' 

This embedded clause has the following structure: 
(9) cp* 

----------Spec C' 

-------C Cpo 

riat ~ 
Spec 

diemensen 

C IP 
riat ~ 

De Haan and Weerman (1986) discuss the occurrence of multiple CPs in Frisian. 
De Haan and Weerman note that V-movement is not only restricted to root clauses 
but may also apply in embedded clauses with a lexically filled c.'6 However, this is 
not allowed freely. Such embedded clauses must be complements of verbs denoting 
statements, feelings or observations. '7 Compare the following pairs: 

(10) a. Ik leau [cp dat hy him wol fedde kin] 
1 believe that he himself take care of can 
'I believe that he can take care of himself.' 

b. Ik leau [cp* dat [cpo hy kin [him wol redde t]]] 
(11) a. Ik sei [cp dat hy my sjoen hie] b. Ik sei [cp* dat [cpo hy hie [my sjoen t]]] 

1 said that he me seen had 
'I said that he had seen me.' 

Recall that the landing-site of a moved finite verb is C in Germanic. Hence, the 
(b)-sentences in (10) and (11) must contain a multiple CPo Therefore, the embedded 
clause of (lIb), for instance, has the following structure: 

(12) Cp* 
~ 

Spec C' 
~ 

C Cpo 

riat ~ 
Spec C' 

hy ~ 
C VP 

hie ~ 

(16) Hoekstra (1987) argues this is also the case in the Frisian Imperativus-pro-Infinitivo. 
(17) De Haan (1983) reports that there are further restrictions on V-movement in clauses with a lexical 

complementizer. The matrix verb must be factual, it cannot be negative or modalized. 
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This phenomenon may also appear with adverbial degree clauses: 

(13) a. Hy is sa meager [cp dat hy wol efter in reid skt11je kin] 
he is so skinny that he behind a cane hide can 
'He is so skinny that he can hide behind a cane.' 

b. Hy is sa meager [cp' dat [cpo hy kin [wol efter in reid skt11je t]]] 
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De Haan and Weerman provide the following pieces of evidence which demon
strate that the clauses embedded under the complementizer of the (b)-sentences in 
(10), (11), and (13) have the same structure as root clauses. 

(i) The distributional property of the subject clitic er 'he', a variant of the non
clitic hy. This clitic subject optionally appears after lexical complementizers such as 
dat, but it cannot appear sentence-initially. Compare: 

(14) a. Hy sei [cp dat hyler my sjoen hie] b. [cp Hy/*er hie my sjoen r] 
he said that he me seen had He had me seen 
'He said that he had seen me.' 'He had seen me.' 

Note that in clauses with a lexical complementizer and V-movement, the eli tic 
subject er cannot appear immediately after the complementizer: 

(15) Hy sei [cp dat [cp hy/*er hie my sjoen tn 
He said that he had me seen 

(ii) Consider the following sentence: 

(16) Douwe [cp dy woe net komme t] 
Douwe that wanted not come 
'Douwe, he did not wanted to come.' 

This sentence demonstrates that Left Dislocation may apply in root clauses. Note 
now that this phenomenon is blocked in regular embedded clauses (cf.(17a» but it 
is allowed in embedded clauses with V-movement (cf. (17b»: 

(17) a. *Hy sei [cp dat Douwe dy net komme woe] 
he said that Douwe that not come wanted 

b. Hy sei [cp dat Douwe [cp dy woe net kommen ~]] 
He said that Douwe tbat wanted not come 

So embedded clauses with lexical complementizers arid V-movement pattern the 
same as root clauses with Left Dislocation. 

De Haan and Weerman conclude from these similarities that root clauses and 
embedded clauses with V-movement have, at least partly, a similar structute. Accor
ding to De Haan and Weerman, this suggests that embedded clauses with a lexical 
complementizer and V-movement have a double CPo The upper CP is filled with the 
lexical complementizer, and the lowest CP serves as a landing-site for V-movement. 

Hoekstra (1987) provides an additional argument for a double CP in such 
clauses. 

(iii) Hoekstra observes that embedded clauses with a lexical complementizer and 
a moved verb have syntactic properties different from regular embedded clauses. The 
latter allow long Wh-movement of the object (cf. (18a», whereas the former block 
this type of movement: 
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(18) a. Hokker boek j seist [cp dat se tj lezenhie] 
which book said-you that she read had 
'Which book did you say she had read.' 

h. * H okker boek j seists [cp dat [cp se hiej [tj lezen tj]]] 
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Hoekstra suggest that this difference is due to the fact that the embedded sen
tence in (I8b) contains an extra CP-node which serves as a barrier in the sense of 
Chomsky (1986a).ls 

Recapitulating, in embedded clauses with lexical complementizers root transfor
mations may apply involving Topicalization of objects (English, Dutch), and V-mov
ement (Frisian). Furthermore, such clauses may contain indirect Wh-questions (Spa
nish). These phenomena require a recursion of CPo This demonstrates that multiple 
CPs appear in other languages than Hungarian as well, although it certainly is more 
restrictred in these languages. 

It has been observed in the literature (cf. Hooper and Thompson 1973, De Haan 
1983, and Plann 1982) that embedded main clauses exist only under certain condi
tions. First, these clauses must be introduced by the complementizer that, and se
cond the verb of the matrix sentence governing the embedded main clause must ha
ve an asserted reading. The categorial component of Hungarian generates CPs much 
more freely. It must be admitted that the ultimate rationale behind this is unclear at 
the present state of research. I will leave this problem for further research. 

A further consequence of (1) is that the universal condition on scope-interpretation 
(cf. Reinhart 1983) covers the descriptive generalization on the scope-interpretation 
of quantifiers (cf. 3.1.(28g»: 

(19) A quantifier c-commands its scope at S-structure 

The recursion of the CP within CP creates binary branching structures to the left 
of the verb which may acconimcidat~·the Quantifier Field. In a left-branching phrase 
structure, the leftmost constituent has the largest c-command domain. Therefore, in 
correspondence with (19), the leftmost quantifier in Hungarian has wide scope. A 
separate condition on scope in terms of linearity is thus 'superfluous (cf. also chapter 
six for discussion of scope phenomena). 

2.2.4. Summary 

I argued in this chapter that the underlying order of Hungarian is SOY, and that 
C is a strong and I is a weak governor in this language. Because strong governors 
must be lexicalized at S-structure, V-to-C movement applies. I presented empirical 
evidence for this type of movement involving the neutral SVO-order, V-second phen
omena (Focussing, Inversion between finite verb and its modifier, and the phrase
structural position ofWh-phrases), and V-raising. 

(18) In Chomsky's (1986b) theory, extraction out of embedded clauses with multiple CPs is allowed. The 
lower CP is not an argument. Therefore, a moved category may adjoin to it and subsequent movement of this 
category crosses one barrier only. Hence, no violation of Subjacency arises. The ungrammaticality of (18b) 
can, however, be accounted for under the assumption that the complementizer L-marks the lower CPo In that 
case, it becomes an argument and it can no longer act as an adjunction-site. Hence, extraction out of this 
category results in a violation of the Subjacency Condition. (See also chapter six for discussion of extraction 
with multiple CPs in Hungarian). 
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Further, I argued that CP is recursive within CPo Evidence for this was provided 
from various languages including Spanish, Dutch, English, Frisian and Hungarian. 
Repetition of CP appears unrestrictedly in Hungarian but not in the other lan
guages. Multiple CPs accommodate indirect Wh-questions introduced by lexical 
complementizers, Topicalization and the position and interpretation of quantifiers. 
Furthermore, a recursive CP allows generalized V-movement. It may also apply in 
embedded clauses with multiple CPs. Hungarian shares this phenomenon with Fri
sian precisely when this language exhibits multiple CPs. 

The phrase structure of Hungarian elaborated in this chapter resembles the 
phrase structure of Germanic languages, like Dutch, Frisian or German. C and I are 
the same in strength. C is strong and I is weak. We expect then that Hungarian and 
these languages will have several syntactic properties in common that are not shared 
by English. In this chapter, I concluded that languages with a strong C and a weak I 
display V-to-C movement. Furthermore, in chapter five I will show that some sub
ject-object symmetries in Hungarian, including the absence of verb-object adja
cency, the lack of that-trace effects, the absence of VP-deletion, and the lack of super
iority effects, are caused by the fact that C is strong, and I is weak in this langiIage. 
What is more, the very same properties tum also up in Dutch, Frisian, and German, 
but not in English. 



3. THE LEXICON AND ASYMMETRIES 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter discusses some properties of the lexicon and principles which me
diate between lexical properties such as a-assignment and syntactic structure. l I 
would like to argue for the following two claims: 

1. In.Hungarian the Unmarked a-Assignment Conventions are operative 
II. The realization of the Unmarked 9-Assignment Conventions is parametrized 
Consider first the Unmarked a-Assignment Conventions (cf. Carter 1967): 

(1) Unmarked a-Assignment Conventions (UTHAC) 
a. The theme role is assigned to the object GF 
b. The agent role is assigned to the subject GF 

These conventions mediate between lexical properties of verbal predicators and 
. syntactic structure. I will demonstrate that the assignment of a-roles is guided by 
the principles in (1) in Hungarian. If these conventions are operative, then, this im
plies a subject-object asymmetry, that is, the subject and object GFs are discriminated 
structurally. This subject-predicate dichotomy of the sentence will be empirically 
supported by the following phenomena: 

(1) An inventarization of the case frames which may be associated with basic ver
bal predicators in Hungarian. The cases selected by a verbal predicator and their cor
responding 9-grids, that is, the set of a-roles selected by that verbal predicator 
shows that Hungarian is a nominative-accusative language. The agent role of a basic 
verb is always related to the subject, i.e. the nominatively marked argument, and the 
theme role is always associated with the object, i.e. the accusatively marked argu
ment. Hence, an interplay of the principles of Case theory, a-theory, and the UT-

(1) See for studies of the lexicon in generative grammar: Bresnan (1982), Chomsky (1970; 1981), Guers
sel et al. (1985), Hale (1983), Hale and Laughren (1983), Jackendoff (1972), Levin (1983), Marantz (1984), 
Ostler (1980), Perlmutter (1984), Simpson (1983), Stowell (1981), Williams (1981), and Zubizarreta (1985). 
These studies also discuss the relation between and the universal status of case-systems, a-roles, and GFs. 
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HACs provide support for the subject-predicate dichotomy of the Hungarian sen
tence (cf. section 3.2.). 

(11) Subjects may be assigned a a-role compositionally but not objects. This is also 
the case in Hungarian, although ambiguities with predicates containing inalienable 
body part objects are absent from this language (cf. section 3.2.2. and 3.2.3. for dis
cussion). 

(III) Hungarian displays transitivity alternations such as the middle, unaccusative, 
ergative, and passive alternation (cf. section 3.3.). In spite of the fact that these alter
nations are lexical in nature, i.e. they can only be triggered by adding morphology to 
basic verbs, they provide evidence for a subject-predicate partitioning of the sen
tence. The following question then arises. Why are syntactic transitivity alternations 
in Hungarian absent but present in English? 

Hale and Keyser (1985) argue that transitivity alternations are the result of the 
interaction of properties that enter into the lexical representation of basic verbs with 
both universal principles, such as formulated in Chomsky (1981), and language-spec
ific rules. It may be clear that the absence versus presence of syntactic transitivity al
ternations with morphologically unaffected basic verbs in Hungarian and English 
respectively is due to a language-specific rule. 2 I will attribute this -difference bet
ween Hungarian and English to a parameter, namely, to the a-Assignment Parameter: 

(2) a-Assignment Parameter (THAP) 
± apply the UTHACs in the syntactic representation of basic verbs 

I will argue that Hungarian is specified positively for this parameter, whereas 
English may be specified negatively for it. 

It has been claimed that the absence of syntactic transitivity alternations, i.e. 
NP-movement in Chomsky's (1981) sense, like syntactically derived middle verbs, 
ergatives, passives, and raising verbs is a diagnostic for a non-configurational sen
tence structure (cf. section 1.1.(6d) and E. Kiss 1987: 75). Since non-configurational 
languages do not distinguish the subject and object GF structurally, function-depen
dent operations cannot be executed in the syntax.3 Below, I will demonstrate how 
the positive value of the THAP provides a straightforward answer to the question 
why in nominative-accusative languages, such as Hungarian, syntactically derived 
transitivity alternations might be missing in the syntactic representation of basic 
verbs. This will, then, compensate this diagnostic of non-configurationality without 
giving up the subject-predicate dichotomy of the sentence. 

Let us, first, turn to a discussion of some properties of the lexicon. In section 3.2., 
I will introduce the sll;bcomponents of which the lexical entries are composed. . 

3.2. The Structure of Lexical Entries 

Following Hale and Keyser (1985), I will assume that in addition to its mor
phophonological and categorial features a lexical entry of a verb contains two parts 

(2) See for transitivity alternations in other languages: Burzio (1981), Guerssel et al. (1985), Hoekstra 
(1984), Levin (1983), and Marantz (1984). 

(3) Thoughout this study, I will adopt the position that GFs are structurally encoded (cf. Chomsky 1965: 
68-74; 1981: 10). 
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which are relevant for its syntactic realization. The first part is the Lexical Conceptual 
Structure (LCS), roughly its dictionary meaning, from which the 8-grid, that is, the 
inventory of 8-roles can be derived (cf. Stowell (1981). The second part is the subcat
egorization frame or Lexical Structure (LS), an abstract syntactic projection of the ver
bal lexical item, embodying the basic syntactic organization of its arguments. For 
example, the English dyadic verb cut has the following lexical entry: 

(1) a. LCS for English 'cut': 
{x produce linear separation in the material integrity of y, by sharp edge com
ing into contact with y} 

b. a-grid for English 'cut': (agent, theme) 
c. LS for English 'cut': [s arg [vp arg v ]] 

(Hale and Keyser 1985: 16) 

The entities in the 8-grid belong to a universal set of o-roles such as agent, theme, 
goal, path, etc. (cf. Gruber 1965, Fillmore 1968, and Jackendoff 1972). They are in
troduced by the participants involved in the action denoted by the verb. In the case 
of English cut, these participants are represented in the LCS of that verb by means of 
the variables x and y. These variables are projected into the 8-grid of the associated 
verb. In this way, for example, x and y of (la) are represented, respectively, by the 8-
roles agent and theme in the 8-grid (1b) of the verb cut. 

In Chomsky (1981: 36) the following condition on the realization of 8-roles is 
formulated. Chomsky supposes that all 8-roles selected by a verbal predicator must 
be assigned to its arguments, the so-called 8-criterion:4 

(2) a-Criterion a. Each argument bears one and only one a-role, and 
b. Each a-role is assigned to one and only one argument 

(cf. Chomsky 1981: 36) 

In (lc), the LS-projection of the transitive verb cut is depicted. Following, Hale 
and Keyser (1985), I will take (lc) to be a syntactic representation in the relevant 
sense. In particular, it represents the fact that the transitive verb governs an object, 
and that the subject is external to the VP.S With respect to its configurational pro
perties I assume, in agreement with Chomsky (1981), that LS is universal. 

The next question to answer is: how are the 8-roles in the 8-grid associated with 
the syntactic arguments in the LS of the verb? Hale a~d Keyser (1985) adopt the 
view that in syntactically nominative-accusative languages, verbs like transitive cut, 
which select both agent and theme 8-roles, assign the theme to the internal argu
ment (the grammatical object) and assign the agent to the external argument (the 
grammatical subject). According to Hale and Keyser, this is the unmarked linking rel
ation. They suppose that each of these conventions of 8-assignment is a genuine 
principle of UG, representing the unmarked case:6 

(4) See for reformulations of the a-Criterion: Hale and Laughren (1983), Higgingbotham (l985a), 
Rothstein (1983) and Williams (1983). 

(5) The fact that the subject is always external to the VP is due to the operation of Predication. Compare 
Williams (1980) and Rothstein (1983) for details. 

(6) Several authors, for example, Jackendoff (1972), Ostler (1980) and Carrier-Duncan (1985) have pro
posed a a-hierarchy with a universal status: 

(i) agent > theme> path (goal, source, location) 
Observe that this hierarchy is rendered in structural terms by the UTHACs in (3). 
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(3) Unmarked a-Assignment Conventions (UTHAC) 
a. The theme role is assigned to the object GF 
b. The agent role is assigned to the subject GF 

These conventions become operative regularly where possible, i.e., where their 
application is not precluded for some reason, such as the prior application of some 
other convention or conventions, or the operation of other general principles of 
grammar. 

The full lexical representation, which will be referred to as Predicate Argument 
Structure (PAS), of for example the verb cut indicates the projection of the agent and 
theme of the a-grid, which are represented as the x- and y-variable respectively in 
LCS, onto the external and internal argument position of 18 respectively. These con
nections will simply be indicated with the help of an association line. Compare: 

(4) PAS for Transitive cut 

s 

/'-. 
arg vp 

I V1 
[x CUT y] 

The question is whether Hungarian is a nominative-accusative language. To ans
wer this question, we will check whether the UTHACs are operative in Hungarian. 
This will be done by inventarizing the case frames and a-grids associated with some 
basic verbs. 

3.2.1. Case Frames and a-Grids in Hungarian 
Before an inventory of case frames and a-grids in Hungarian can be presented, I 

will first discuss its case-system. Among Hungarian linguists, there is no agreement 
about which suffixes should be considered inflectional and which should be included 
into the set of case-markers.7 The classification below follows Antal (1961b). Accor
ding to Antal, case-markers are the markers that may be attached to each of the 14 
different stems of the Hungarian noun. Consider: 

(5) Case mark~ Conjugation of the noun fiu 'boy' 
a. NOM 
b. ACC 
c. DAT 
d. INSTR 
e. III 
f. SUBL 
g. ALL 
h. INESS 
i. SUPER 

-0 
-t 
-naklnek 
-val/vel 
-balbe 
-ralre 
-hoz/hezlhOz 
-ban/ben 
-on/en/on 

fiu (subj) 
filit (obj) 
fi11nak 'to the boy' 
fiwal 'with the boy' 
fiUba 'into the boy' 
fiUra 'onto the boy' 
fiUhoz 'near the boy' 
fiUban 'in the boy' 
filin 'on the boy' 

(7) Kiefer (1988), for example, argues that Hungarian may have 18 cases if the following criterion is 
decisive: 

(i) A bound morpheme is a case-marker if and only if it appears in a case frame. 
(8) The alternants in this array are subject to the phonological rule of Vowel Harmony (cf. Vago 1980). 

I' 

i,' 
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j. ADESS 
k. ELAT 
1. DELAT 
m. ABL 
n. CADS 
o. TRANS/ESS 
p .. FORMlESS 
q. TERM 

-nu/nel 
-b611bol 
-r611r01 
-t611tol 
-ert 
-va/ve;-ulliil 
"kent;-kepp;-ulliil 
-ig 

fiundl 'at the boy' 
fiubOl 'out of the boy' 
fiUrol 'of the boy' 
filit61 'from the boy' 
fiUbt 'for the boy' 
fiuvd 'become a boy' 
fiUkent 'like a boy' 
fiuig 'up to the boy' 

57 

Case-markers in Hungarian may have the following three main syntactic uses: (i) 
they may function as argument relators, (it) as argument taking predicates (ATP), or 
(iii) as attribute relators.9 In the use of argument relators, they mark the relation bet
ween an ATP and one of its arguments. The nominative and accusative cases are ex
clusively used as argument relators. The cases (c)-(q) may have both the function of 
argument relator signaling a thematically selected argument and of an ATP in which 
they subcategorize for a nominal complement yielding a 'free' or adverbial argu
ment. The terminative case indicates that the NP to which it is attached is an adver
bial argument. 

I will discuss the use of case as attribute relator in section 4.6. 10 

Let us turn to an overview of the case frames and corresponding a-grids of basic 
predicates in Hungarian appearing with respectively one argument (monadic), two 
arguments (dyadic), and three arguments (tryadic). I delay the introduction of deriv
ed predicates until section 3.3. Here I will not present a complete list of case frames 
but rather concentrate on the generalizations which may be derived from this sam
ple. l1 Consider: 

(6) Verb Case frame 
a-roles 

Monadic Verbs 
fut 

setdl 

Dyadic Verbs 
ldt 

szeret 

beszil 

vdg 

megy 

'NOM run' 
agent 
'NOM walk' 
agent 

'NOM see ACe 
agent - theme 
'NOM love ACe 
agent - theme 
'NOM speak to DAT' 
agent - goal 
'NOM cut with INSTR' 
agent - instrument 
'NOM go into ILL' 
agent - goal 

(9) See section 7.2.1. for the semantic-thematic classification of morphological case-markers in 
Hungarian. 

(10) See Ackerman (1984) and Koml6sy (1985) for further discussion of the functions of case-markers in 
Hungarian. 

(11) A more extensive list of the Hungarian case frames can be found in: De Groot (1981a; 1984; to ap
pear) Horvath (1983), Karoly (1982), E. Kiss (1982a), Koml6sy (1985), and Molnar (1966; 1967; 1973). 
These references discuss also some theoretical problems associated with case frames. 
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mutat 'NOM point to SUBL' 
agent - goal 

all 'NOM stand in INESS' 
agent (theme?) - goal 

megy 'NOM go on SUPER' 
agent - path 

all 'NOM stand at ADESS' 
agent (theme?) - path 

jon 'NOM come out of ELAT' 
agent - source 

lelif; 'NOM steps off from DELAT' 
agent - source 

elfut 'NOM run away from ABL' 
agent - source 

Tryadic Verbs 
ad 'NOM give ACC to DAT' 

agent - theme - beneficiary/goal 
atka'! 'NOM bind ACC with INSTR' 

agent - theme - instrument 
bedob 'NOM throw ACC into ILL' 

agent - theme - goal 
dob 'NOM throw ACC onto SUBL' 

agent - theme - goal 
csatol 'NOM attach ACC to ALL' 

agent - theme - goal 
akaddlyoz 'NOM hinder ACC in INESS' 

agent - theme - goal 
kivesz 'NOM take ACC out of ELAT' 

agent - theme - source 
beszed 'NOM withdraw ACC from ABL' 

agent - theme - source 
beszil 'NOM speak to DAT about DELAT' 

agent - goal - source 
beszil 'NOM speak with INSTR about DELAT' 

agent - instrument - source 
besz{l 'NOM speak to ALL about DELAT' 

agent - goal - source 

If an agent is present in the a-grid of a basic verb it is always associated with the 
nominative case, while a theme when present is always associated with the accusative 
ca~e. These associations are rather fixed and they conform to a general rule of Hun
garian grammar. For example, basic transitive verbs such as ldt 'see' of the agent
theme semantic class occur always with a NOM-ACC case frame. This generalization 
is further supported by the association between case and a-roles with active intran
sitive verbs. For example, the agent role of the active intransitive (unergative) verb 
fut 'run' is connected to the nominative case. 

languages in which the agent corresponds to the nominatively marked comple
ment of a basic verb, while its theme to the accusatively marked complement are 
classified as nominative-accusative languages in the literature (cf. Marantz 1984: 
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198, among others). Hungarian, then, is a nominative-accusative language. These cor
respondences are established by an application of the UTHACs (cf. (3». This implies 
that such languages recognize a structural subject-predicate partitioning since the 
GFs subject and object are defined as [NP, IP] and [NP, VP] respectively 
(cf. Chomsky 1965; 1986b). The structural configuration mediates between cases 
and a-roles. 

The nominative and accusative cases are assigned to the subject and object res
pectively by the Case-assignment rules for nominative-accusative languages (cf. 
Chomsky 1981; 1986b). Therefore, I will assume that Hungarian obeys the follow
ing Case-assignment rules as well: 12 

(7) Case-Assignment Rules for Nominative-Accusative Languages 
a. Nominative Case is assigned to [NP, IP] under government by I[ +AGR] 
b. Accusative Case is assigned to [NP, VP] under government by V 

As a result of the properties of nominative-accusative languages a classification of 
the overt morphological realization of Case in Hungarian may be set up. The nom
inative and accusative cases are structurally assigned under government and may 
henceforth be called structural Case, whereas the other cases in (5) are thematically 
dependent on verbal predicators. 

(12) The nominative Case assignment rule (7a) is not general enough. It holds only from right to left. 
This follows from the fact that nominative Case may be assigned without a governing I[ +AGR]. Koster 
(1986: 258) presents examples with nominative topics from German and Dutch. The topic positions in (ia) 
and (ib) are not governed by I[ +AGRJ: 

(i) a. Der Hans, mit dem spreche ich nicht mehr 
the Hans-NOM with him-DAT talk I not More 
'Hans, I don't talk co him any longer.' 

b. Hij een huis kopen, wie had dat kunnen denken 
he-NOM a house buy who had that can think 
'He buying a house, who could have imagined that.' 

In Hungarian, too, nominative Case may appear without being governed by I[ +AGRJ. Consider, for 
example, the following two constructions: 

(i) The complement of a nominalized verb is in the unmarked or nominative case (see also section 
5.3.1.2. on Noun-Incorporation): 

(ii) fa vagas 
wood-NOM cut-NOMI 
'wood-cutting' 

(ii) Some PPs in Hungarian may display person-number inflection with pronominal complements (d. 
section 7.3.1.). Consider: 

(iii) ~ mogote 
he-NOM behind-ppAGR3sg 
'behind him' 

The pronominal complement of these PPs bear nominativa case. This nominative Case assignment may 
be subsumed under (7a). 

Nominal complements in such PPs appear also in the nominative case: 
(iv) a fiu mogott 

the boy-NOM behind 
'behind the boy' 

Note, however, from the minimal pairs in (iii) and (iv) that these complements do not trigger person
number inflection on the P. 

Following Borer (1986), Taraldsen (1984), and Zwart (1988), I will assume that the nominative Case 
without being governed by I[ +AGR] is a default Case. See chllpter seven for the determination of the struc
tural conditions on default Case in Hungarian. 
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For example, the three variants of the tryadic verb beszil 'speak' in (6) demons
trate that the case assigned to the non-nominative arguments is determined by them
atic or lexical factors in a rather arbitrary way. Goal, instrument, goal and source co
rrespond to the dative, instrumental, allative, and delative case respectively. A spec
ific a-role goes together with a particular case. Therefore, I will refer to the 
morphological cases in (Sc)-(Sq) as lexical case. 

In order to formulate the principles of Case theory as strongly as possible it 
would be necessary to specify a unique structural position for lexical case as well. 
The determination of such a position and its relative structural prominence with res
pect to the positions of structural Cases is an empirical matter. In chapter five (see 
especially section 5.4.1.), I will return to these issues in more detail. 

If the Hungarian sentence displays indeed a subject-predicate partitioning as is 
witnessed by the fact this language is a nominative-accusative language in which the 
UTHACs apply, it is to be expected that a subject-object asymmetry occurs with 
respect to the assignment of a-roles. Chomsky (1981) suggests that objects (internal 
arguments) are assigned their 9-roles directly by their governing verb, whereas sub
jects (external arguments) are assigned a 9-role compositionally by the VP of which 
they are predicated. In the following section, I will discuss whether this asymmetry 
appears in Hungarian as well. 

3.2.2. The Asymmetric Nature ol9-Role Assignment 
Chomsky (1981: 104) has argued that a sentence like John broke his arm is ambi

guous, depending on whether the subject bears the agent role or the patient role, in 
contrast to sentences such asJohn broke the window in which John has only an agent 
reading. Chomsky accounts for these readings by arguing that the subject but not 
the object may be assigned a a-role compositionally, that is, by the VP.1'I The differ
ences in the kinds of 9-assignments to the subject in the above sentences are clearly 
dependent on the choice of a different direct argument for the verb break. 

Marantz (1984: 22-30) further elaborates on this asymmetry. Marantz presents 
two other pieces of empirical evidence for his hypothesis. First, he shows that simple 
transitive verbs in English express a wide range of predicates depending on 
the choice of the direct object but the predicates of transitive verbs remain unaffec
ted by the choice of the subject. Second, Marantz argues that idiom frames in 
English are nearly always object-verb combinations but hardly ever of a subject-verb 
combination. 

Evidence for a selectional subject-object asymmetry on the basis of the Hunga
rian equivalents of Chomsky's (1981) original examples cited above and the syntax 
of idiom frames does not easily carry over to Hungarian. Below I will attempt to 
make clear why compositional 9-assignment in Hungarian is more restricted than in 
English. However, discussion of idiom frames will have to wait until section 5.2.1.2. 

Let us discuss first the selectional asymmetry between the (grammatical) subject of 
the predicate and the direct arguments of the verb. 

(13) Jan Koster (personal communication) brings to my attention that facts about the world such as his 
arm and the window should not change rules of syntax. Although this position seems to me correct in essence, 
it must be noted that knowledge of the world such as 'agent of', 'theme of, etc. is mediated by a-theory. 
Therefore, it should be not too surprising to find precisely in this domain interaction of structural conditions 
with knowledge of the world. . 
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Horvath (1987) argues, convincingly in my view, that Hungarian exhibits selec
tional subject-object asymmetries. Horvath notes (cf. Horvath 1987: 150): "That sel
ection of subjects by verb-object, but not selection of objects by verb-subject is quite 
systematically in Hungarian can be demonstrated by picking any common transitive 
verb, examining the variety of predicates it can produce with its objects, and con
trasting this with the lack of parallel phenomena between the same verb and its sub
ject". In order to support her claim, Horvath presents the following examples with 
lexical variants of the verb vesz 'take', i.e. elvett 'take away', kivett 'take out', and dt
vett 'take over' respectively. Compare: 

(8) a. NP elvette a konyvet az asztalr61 
away-took the book-ACC the table-DELAT 

'NP took the book from the table.' 
b. NP elvette a penzt c. NP elvette Marit 

away-took the money-ACC away-took Mary-ACC 
'NP accepted the money.' 'NP married Mary.' 

d. NP elvette a kedvemet az utazast61 
away-took the mood-npAGRlsg-ACC the trip-DELAT 

'NP spoiled my interest in the trip.' 
(9) a. NP kivette a levelet a zsebebOL 

out-took the letter-ACC the pocket-npAGR3sg-ELAT 
'NP took the letter out of his pocket.' 

b. NP kivette a szobat 
out-took the room-ACC 

'NP rented the room.' 
c. NP kivette a reszet a munkab61 

out-took the share-npAGR-3sg-ACC the work-ELAT 
'NP did his share of the work.' 

(10) a. NP atvette a dijat b. NP atvette az iranyitast 
over-took the prize-ACC over-took the direction-ACC 

'NP received the prize.' 'NP took charge.' 
c. NP atvette a hazifeladatot Marival 

over-took the homework-ACC Mary-INSTR 
'NP went through the homework with Mary.' 
(Horvath 1987: 11) 

Horvath notes that the a-roles assigned to the subject NP in these sentences vary 
considerably, due to the wide range of predicates the verb produces with different 
objects (and other direct arguments). She proceeds to note that no corresponding 
variation in the interpretation of the object can be induced by varying the subject in 
the same case. The options for the assignment of a-roles remain unaffected by the 
choice of subject: 

(11) { 

{ 

A tanar 
Egy bolond 
Mindenki 
Azapam 
A csapat 
The teacher 
A fool 
Everyone 
The father-my 
The team 

} 

} 

[ 
e~vette I 
ktvette 
atvette 

(
away-took I 
out-took 
over-took 

NP. 
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Obviously, Horvath presented clear instances of selectional subject-object asym
metries. From them it is apparent that the a-role of the subject is affected by the 
choice of the direct argument of the verb but the choice of subject does not influence 
the assignment of the a-role to the object of the verb. Therefore, it must be conclud
ed that the subject-predicate partitioning of clauses is well-established and that 
Hungarian does not form an exception to this hypothesis. l4 Let us consider now 
compositional a-assignment in English and Hungarian. 

3.2.3. Compositional a-Assignment 

In the preceding section, I noted that some arguments concerning selectional 
subject-object asymmetries in English do not easily carry over to Hungarian. Consi
der again the sentences on which Chomsky (1981: 105) based an argument in favor 
of the idea that the VP assigns a a-role to the subject of which it is predicated: 

(12) a. John broke the window b. John broke his arm 

According to Chomsky, the subject John in (12a) is normally understood as the 
active participant of the action. The sentence in (12b), however, has an additional in
terpretation, its more normal interpretation, in which John represents the pas~ive 
participant in the sentence. Chomsky attributes this ambiguity to the fact that the 
subject is assigned a a-role compositionally.by the VP, i.e., by a combination of the 
verb and its direct arguments. The choice of the different internal arguments' is res
ponsible for the different readings in (l2b). According to Hale and Keyser (1985), it 
seems to be quite generally the case in English that a VP of the form [V X's N], 
where X is an anaphor and N is a body part, can assign the experiencer role to the 
subject. '5 

Of course, the 'literal' reading of sentences like (12b) is also available. In this case 
the compositional a-assignment of the VP to the subject is regular. The agent is as
sociated with the subject subsumed under the UTHAC (3b). 

From pairs as in (12), I conclude that the assignment of the agent role of a transi
tive verb to its subject might be suppressed in English in favor of the assignment of a
role determined by the content of the predicate. 

Let us consider the Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (12): 

(13) a. Janos eltorte az ablakot 
John broke the window-ACC 
'John broke the window.' 

b. Janos eltorte a karjat 
John broke the arm-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'John broke his arm.' 

In contrast to the English pair, the subject Janos in the Hungarian sentences may 
only have an active reading. 

In Hungarian, the two readings associated with the English (12b) are disambi
guated. They are associated with two different lexical forms of the verb eltiir 'break'. 
The active reading is expressed by the basic unaltered form eltiir which is of the 

(14) I will discuss some selectional subject-object symmetries in. section 5.2.2. and I will evaluate their 
theoretical consequences in section 5.4.2.6. 

(15) Chomsky (1981) refers to this a-role as patient. Here I will follow Hale and Keyser (1985) in label
ling this role as experiencer. 
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agent-theme semantic class and is associated with a NOM-ACC case frame. The pas
sive reading associated with (12b) is expressed by employing the intransitive variant 
of the verb eltiir by adding the verbal suffix -ik, as we will see below an instance of 
passive morphology, to the basic transitive verb stem eltiir. 16 Compare: 

(14) Janos karja eltorott 
John arm-npAGR3sg broke 

The verb in (14) has only one argument which is a possessive NP that consists of 
the experiencer, the possessor NP, and an inalienable body part, the noun-possessed. 
This possessive NP is marked nominatively. 

The question is now: what should we conclude from the strategies employed by 
Hungarian in order to derive the readings of sentence (12b)? One could argue that 
the subject in Hungarian is not assigned its a-role compositionally but relies on 
another kind of mechanism. This answer cannot be correct, however, because as we 
have noted in the preceding section the predicate of Hungarian transitive sentences 
may assign the subject a compositional a-role as well. A more reasonable hypothesis 
is rather that a basic Hungarian transitive verb of the agent-theme semantic class 
realizes its a-roles according to the UTHACs (cf. (3». Therefore, the subject of a 
clause which contains a morphologically underived transitive verb of this semantic 
class receives always an active reading. 

Obviously, the connection between the agent and subject is not so tight in 
English. It may be overruled by other grammatical factors. This dichotomy between 
English and Hungarian exemplifies that there is a difference in the application of the 
UTHACs between these languages. In the following section, I will discuss. some 
instances in the domain of transitivity alternations which are due to this difference 
as well. 

3.3. Transitivity Alternations in Hungarian 

In the preceding section, I have presented evidence for the claim that the Unmar
ked a-Assignment Conventions 3.2.(3), here repeated as (1), 

(1) Unmarked a-Assignment Conventions (UTHAC) 
a. The theme role is assigned to the object GF 
b. The agent role is assigned to the subject GF 

apply in Hungarian. Recall that a language in which these principles hold is defined 
as a nominative-accusative language. 

Suppose now that the UTHACs apply unrestrictedly in a particular nominative
accusative language. As a result of this, the D-structure thematic relations would be 
mirrored at surface structure. We expect then that in such a language no transitivity 
alternations would occur with morphologically unaffected basic verbs other than the 
ones made possible by the above rules. Transitive verbs of the agent-theme semantic 

(16) The morpheme -ik itself appears only in the third person present tense: eltiirik 'break-present tense
AGR3sg'. In the past tense, the transitive and the intransitive alternant can be kept apart, because they are 
conjugated differently. The transitive variant takes the definite conjugation, whereas the intransitive variant 
takes the indefinite conjugation. (See for a discussion of these verbal conjugations section 4.2.). 
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class will only have an agentive alternant, while non-agentive basic intransitive 
verbs cannot exist, because their subject position would remain empty yielding a 
violation of the universal requirement that all sentences must have a subject (the Ex
tended Projection Principle of Chomsky 1982). 

In this section, I will attempt to demonstrate that in Hungarian, as distinct from 
English, the UTHACs hold unrestrictedly. I will relate this difference to the follow
ing parameter, i.e. the a-Assignment Parameter: 

(2) a-Assignment Parameter (THAP) 
+/- apply the UTHACs in the syntactic representation of basic verbs 

Hungarian takes the positive value of this parameter, whereas English may take 
its negative value. In Hungarian, the UTHACs apply whenever it is possible. In En
glish, the application of these rules may be suppressed, although rule (la) applies 
more rigidly than rule (lb). The theme role is nearly always associated with the ob
ject GF (but see section 3.3.6. on the Dative Shift Alternation), the realization of the 
agent role in English is more 'liberal'. 

This parameter accounts for the fact why syntactic transitivity alternations, i.e. 
NP-movement in Chomsky's (1981) terminology, might be absent from the gram
mar of a purely nominative-accusative language. Because Hungarian is specified posit
ively for (2), it is not possible to derive syntactic transitivity alternations which do 
appear in English, such as the Middle Alternation, the Causative/lnchoative Altern
ation, the Passive Alternation, Experiencer Verbs, Raising Predicates, and the Dative 
Shift Alternation. The difference in application of the UTHACs produces, then; 
superficial differences within the nominative-accusative languages yielding a typolog
ical difference, namely, the presence or absence of NP-movement. 

Languages in which these conventions hold unrestrictedly, such as Hungarian, 
represent the unmarked case. The equivalents of the syntactic transitivity alternations 
in English can only be derived in Hungarian by carrying out a morphological 
operation which has the effect of altering the substructures in the lexical entry of a 
basic verb. 

This section is organized as follows. First, I will discuss transitivity alternations 
which have a transitive and an intransitive alternant involving the Middle Altern
ation (cf. section 3.3.1.) and the Causativellnchoative Alternation (cf. section 3.3.2.). It 
appears that in Hungarian the transitive alternant is always the basic one. Then, I 
will deal with transitivity alternations which can be derived in Hungarian only with 
the help of morphological markers, like the Passive Alternation cf. (section 3.3.3.), 
Experiencer Verbs (cf. section 3.3.4.) and Raising Predicates (d. section 3.3.5.). Finally, 
section 3.4.3.6. will focus on the presence versus the absence of the Dative Shift Al
ternation in English and Hungarian respectively. This difference will be attributed to 
the fact that the theme role in English can be assigned by the structural position 
[NP, VP] but not in Hungarian. 

3.3.1. The Middle Alternation 

Consider the following sentences: 

(3) a. John cuts the bread b. The bread cuts easily 
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Some basic transitive verbs like cut, slice, kill, bribe, crush, assemble, maim, discour
age, convince, corrupt, etc. of the agent-theme semantic class may optionally undergo a 
process of detransitivization yielding the Middle Alternation (3 b).17 In the Ii terature, 
two analyses. are proposed for its derivation. 

(1) Keyser and Roeper (1984) argue that this alternation may be derived from. an 
interaction of Case and 9-theory. Some verbs are lexically specified to lose .their abil
ity to assign accusative Case to their object. In accordance with Burzio.'s Generaliz
ation which states: 

(4) Burzio's Generalization: If some NP governed by V is assigned no Case, then the VP 
of which V is the head assigns no a-role (cf. Burzio 1981) 

The verb or the VP fails to assign its subject a 9-role. Hence, for example, the D
structure object bread is moved to the subject position of (3b) in order to escape a 
violation of the Case Filter. The Case Filter is defined as: 

(5) Case Filter: Every NP with phonological content must receive Case 
(cf. Chomsky 1983: 6) 

(II) Hale and Keyser (1985) present an alternative analysis of the middle cons
truction. Their approach is similar to that of Keyser and Roeper in that this altern
ation is the result of the interaction of independent modules and principles. Accor
ding to Hale and Keyser, the external position in English is not a canonical agent 
position. The mapping of the agent onto the external position is optional, in con
trast with the theme which is steadily linked to the D-structure object position. 
Hence, ( 1 b) is not a core rule of English grammar. 

They assign bask transitive verbs which participate in the middle alternation the 
following PAS (cf. also Guerssel et al. 1985): 

(6) PAS for Middle cut s 
~ 

arg ~ 

v arg 

t 
[xCUTy] 

The themerple represented by the y variable in the LCS of the verb cut is associat
ed with the internal position in LS by (la). Hale and Keyser assume the projection of 
the agent role onto the subject position to be optional in such cases. In case the 
agent role represented by the variable x is assigned to the subject the Transitive Al
ternant (3 a) is derived, whereas if it fails to project the Middle Alternant (3b) is der
ived. In the iatter case, the theme argument is moved in the syntax to the subject 

. position as an instance of the Extended Projection Principle which states: 18 

(17) The obligatory presence of an adverbial in the middle construction is not well understood yet. See 
Hale and Keyser (1985) for suggestions. 

-(18) This principle is responsible for the appearance of expletive it in the subject position of weather verb 
constructions (cf. (ia» (see Chomsky 1981: 27, and in constructions with a preliminary subject it and a clause 
as a real subject (cf. (ib» (see Stowell 1981): 

(i)a. It rains h. It is clear that he will come 
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(7) ExtentietJ Projection Prindple (EPP): Clauses must have subjects 
(cf. Chomsky 1982: 10, Perlmutter 1984) 

Under both analyses, the theme argument receives its Case-features in the sub
ject position. This is, of course, only possible if the agent role is not present in the 
subject position, otherwise a violation of the 9~riterionwould arise. Therefore, both 
analyses presuppose a relaxation of principle .(1b) with respect to the realization of 
the agent role. 

In section 3.2.3., I presented empirical evidence for the claim that the UTHACs 
apply unrestrictedly in the syntactic representation of basic Hungarian transitive 
verbs of the agent-theme semantic class. H that is correct, then we expect that there 
is· no possibility in Hungarian for deriving syntactically middle constructions. This 
turns out to be the case. In order to derive this construction Hungarian necessarily 
employs an alternative strategy. 

The transitive variant is always the basic alternant similar to English. The Mid
dle Alternation is derived by morphological operations on these basic verbs. There are 
several morphological suffixes which have the effect of forming Middles. For exam
ple, the complex sufftx -hato (cf. (8b», which consists of a combination of the poten
tialis sufftx (POl') -hat and the suffix of the participle present (pres.part.) -0, or the 
reflexive suffix (refl) -Delik (cf. (9» (see Karoly (1982) for a classiftcation of transit-
ivity morphology in Hungarian): . 

(8) a. Janos vagja a kenyeret b. A kenyer konnyen vaghat6 
John cuts the bread-ACC the bread easily cut-POT-pres.part. 
'John cuts the bread.' the·bread can be cUt easily (lit.) 

'The bread cuts easily.' 

(9) a. A:z emberek konnyen megvesztegetnek biirokratakat 
the people easily bribe-AGR3pl burocrats-ACC 
'People easily bribe burocrats.· 

b. A biirokratak konnyen megvesztegetiidnek 
the burocrats easily bribe-refl-AGR3pl 
'Burocrats bribe easily.' 

An analysis for the lexically derived Middle Alternation in Hungarian may be elab
orated along the lines of Chomsky (1981: 126). According to Chomsky (1981), 
morphological processes may absorb the assignment of a a-role to the subject (for 
example passive morphology). Suppose, then, that the sufftxes triggering the.Middle 
Alternation have exactly this effect. They absorb the assignment of the agent role to 
the subject. Further, parallel to the English equivalents the theme argument in 
Hungarian is promoted to the subject position. This can be seen from the fact that it 
appears in nominative Case (cf. 3.2.(7a». This movement to the subject position 
may then be the result of avoiding a violation of the Case Filter or the EPp'19 Hence, 
the attachment of passive morphology to a basic transitive verb in Hungarian has the 
following consequences: 

(19) Koster (1986; 1987: 262-266) argues that the obligatoriness ofNP-movement in the case of passiv
ization cannot be attributed to the· Case Filter, because Case absorbed objectS can remain in-situ in Dutch. Ac
cording to Koster, this follows from the filct that the unclerlying object in passives appears both to the right 
and to the left of an immobile indirect object. In the former case it is in a VP-intemal position. Consider: 
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(10) The Properties of Passive Morphology: 
a. It absorbs the assignment of the agent role to the subject, and 
b. The theme role is realized in surface subject position 

Although Hungarian has no overt syntactic NP-movement, this rule may be 
triggered in the lexicon by adding passive morphology to a basic transitive verb. 

3.3.2. The Causativellnchoative Alternation 

Let us turn t~ the causativelinchoative alternation referred to in the theoretically 
oriented literature as 'ergative' alternation (cf. Burzio 1981) or 'unaccusative' alter
nation (cf. Perlmutter 1984). Some of the verbs belonging to this class are: break, 
close, open, tighten, collapse, drop, slide, happen, arrive, appear, etc. An example of the syn-
tactic alternation at stake is provided by the foll6wing pair: . 

(11) a. The glass broke b. John broke the glass 

The single argument in the intransitive alternant here denotes a passive partici
pant in the event or process depicted by the verb (cf. Burzio 1981, Perlmutter 1984, 
among others). The theme role is assigned to the D-structuce object in correspon
dence with (1a). Therefore, we may set up the following PAS of the verbs belonging 
to this class (cf. Hale and Keyser 1985 and Guerssel et al. 1985): 

(12) PAS for Inchoative break s 
~ 

arg vp 

~ 
v arg 

+ 
[y come to be BROKEN] 

The NP bearing the object relation comes to bear the subject relation under the 
application of move-a.. By the Case-marking rule 3.2.(7a) this argument is assigned 
nominative Case ensuring that the Case Filter is met. The theme argument is, of 
course, also the passive participant in the related transitive variant (llb). 

Jackendoff (1983) hypothesizes that the intransitive and transitive variant of this 
alternation are related by means of a causative rule. The principal observable effect of 
this rule in English is to embed the monadic LCS of the intransitive alternant as the 
complement of the causative function, which is itself dyadic, possessing an agentive 
argument as. well as the complement it receives, as a result of the carisativization 
process. Thus, for example, if the LCS of break is, roughly, [yBREAK], then the der
ived causative is, approximately, [xCADSE(yBREAK)]. This rule is fully productive 
in English and applies to verbs which take an LeS of the form y come to be a STATE. 

(i)· a. dac hem het hoek gegeven werd b. dat het hoek hem_ gegeven werd 
that him the book given was 
'chat he was given the book.' 

Koster concludes that the obligatoriness ofNP-movement in English cannot be caused by the Case Filter 
but by the EPP. This difference between English and Dutch, then, is related to the satisfil.ccion of the EPP in 
these languages. In English NP-movement applies, whereas in Dutch the subject position may be filled op
tionally by the insertion of smail pro (cf. Koster 1986). 
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Guerssel et al. (1985) assign the following PAS to the Causative Variant of the 
verb break: 

(13) PAS for Causative break s 

./'---... 
argvp 

/'-.... 
v arg 

+ 
[x CAUSEfy come to be BROKEN]] 

Verbs participatIng in the middle alternation are basically transitive introducing 
an active and passive participant in the action denoted by them. The passive variant 
of the middle is derived by preventing the realization of the agent argument in the 
syntax. The inchoative alternation, on the other hand, is basically intransitive having 
a single passive participant.20 The transitive variant of the inchoative construction, 
the causative alternant, is derived by adding an agentive role to the LCS of the in
choative verb which may then be projected onto the syntactic subject position. 

In relation with the Hungarian equivalents of the examples in 3.2.(12),1 already 
noted that the agent of a basically transitive verb in Hungarian may not be wiped 
out from its position by a rule assigning compositionally another a-role to the sub·: 
ject. The verb involved in those examples belongs to the class of verbs. which under
go the Causative/Inchoative Alternation. Recall that in Hungarian the Causative va
riant is the basic variant, that is, morphologically underived, whereas the Inchoative 
Alternant involves the suffIxation of the passive morpheme -ik. Compare the Hun
garian equivalents of the sentences in (11):21 

(14) a. Az uveg eltorott 
the glass broke-AGR3sg-indef 
'The glass broke.' 

b. Janos eltorte az uveget 
John broke-AGR3sg-def the glass-ACC 
'John broke the glass.' 

In Hungarian as distinct from English,· the 'Causative' Alternant is the basic al
ternant which realizes its agent and theme role according to the UTHACs; whereas 
the Inchoative Alternant is the derived one.22 Its derivation involves the same effects 
as noted with respect to the derivation of the Middle Alternant (cf. (10». The as-

(20) Compare Keyser and Roeper (1984) for the claim that there is an implicit agent in the middle cons-
truction but not in the inchoative (ergative) construc.tion. . . 

(21) See for the .different types of conjugations in these sente!1ce note 16. 
(22) Hungarian has a morphological causative which may be derived by adding the suffix (CAUSAT) 

-(t)atl(t)et to verbal stems. If the verb is intransitive, then the original agent becomes the causee accusatively 
marked, while the causer is marked nominative1y: . 

(i) a. Janos setal b. Marl seral tatja . Janost 
John walk-AGR3sg Mary walk-CAUSAT-AGR3sgJohn-ACC 
'John walks: '. 'Mary makes John walk: 

If the verb is transitive, then the original agent becomes the causee instrumentally marked, while the 
causer is marked nominative1y in this construction as well (cf. (ii»: 

(ii) a. A· szabO varrja a ruhat' b. A szab6val vartatom a . ruhat 
the tailor Sew-AGR3sg the dress-ACC the tailor-INSTR sew-CAUSAT-AGRlsg the dress-ACC 
'The tailor sews the dress: 'I make·the tailor sew the dress:, . 

See Henron (1976) for an extensive discussion of the morphological cauSative in Hun:garian. 
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signment of the agent role to the subject is blocked and the theme role is realized in 
the surface subject position. Korponay (1980) and Kiroly (1982) observe that the 
following suffixes may yield Inchoative Alternations in Hungarian, like the reflexive 
suffix -Odik/fJdik, -ul/iil and -ad/ed. These suffixes take a transitive base or a base uns
pecified for transitivity and add the syntactic properties in (10) to these stems.23 

Compare an example with the suffix -Odik. The inchoative verb becsukOdik 'close' 
(cf. (15a» is formed by the suffixation of the morpheme -Odik to the morphologically 
unaffected variant becsuk 'close' (cf. (15b»: 

(15) a. Az ajt6 becsukOdott 
the door closed-refl-AGR3sg 
'The door closed.' 

b. Mari becsukta az ajt6t 
Mary closed-AGR3sg the door-ACC 
'Mary closed the door.' 

In sum, the syntactic properties of the Hungarian equivalents ()f the Incho
ative/Causative Alternation show that the transitive variant, unlike. its equivalent in 
English of the agent-theme semantic class, is the basic alternant. The unmarked case 
involves the core case of the generalization in (1). The Inchoative Alternant is der
ived by morpholexical operations. Adding passive morphology results in the syntac
tic properties specified in (10). 

A subgroup of the inchoative verbs (ergatives) is formed by the unacc1!sative alter
nation. An unaccusative verb, like an inchoative verb, assigns its 8:-role to the object 
NP which appears as the surface subject under application ofNP-movement. How
ever, an unaccusative verb, unlike an inchoative, has no transitive counterpart.24 

Compare the following examples: 

(16) a. Three men arrive b. A problem arises c. Several solutions exist 

In Hungarian, Unaccusatives bear passive morphology, like the suffixes -ik, 
-Odik/fJdik, -ul/iil and -ad/ed. Recall that passive morphology involves the syntactic 
properties in (10). (lOa), which states that the agent role is not assigned to the 
subject, applies vacuously because these verbs are inherently monadic selecting only 
a theme role. Property (lOb), however, also holds with Unaccusatives. This is clear 
from the fact that the underlying theme object appears as the surface subject, in the 
nominative Case (cf. 3.2.(7a». Consider the Hungarian equivalents of the sentences 
in (16):25 

(23) Hungarian has also a set of transitive morphology which has the oppositie effect of passive morph
ology. (i) The subject is assigned an agent role and (ii) a (verbal) root is turned into an accusative Case assigner. 
The suffixes of passive and transitive morphology often occur in oppositional pairs. For example -Ifdiklgdik 
(pass.) versus -it (tr.), -ulliil (pass.) versus -it (tr.) and -ailed (pass.) versus -asztleszt (tr.). These suffixes may be 
added to transitive and intransitive verbal bases respectively, and to verbal bases which are unspecified for 
transitivity such as. adjectives or nouns. Compare: feheredik 'whiten' (pass.) versus fehBrit 'make white' (tr.), 
barnul 'get brown' (pass.) versus barnit 'make brown' (tr.) and Jakad 'spring' (pass.) versus Jakaszt 'cause to 
spring' (tr.). See Banhidi and J6kay (1960), Korponay (1980), Karoly (1982) and De Groot (to appear) for 
more examples of such oppositions. 

(24) See Perlmutter (1978) and Hale and Keyser (1985) for distributional differences becween ergatives 
and unaccusatives. For example, Unaccusatives (cf. (ia», unlike Ergatives (cf. (ib» may participate in the rule 
of There-insertion: 

(i) a. There arrived three guests b. *There closed a door 
(25) See Szabolcsi (1986e; 1986£; and 1986g) for the participation of Un accusatives in the definiteness ef

fect in Hungarian. 
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(17) a. Harom ember erkezik b. Egy problema adOdik 
three man arrive-AGR3sg a problem arise-AGR3sg. 

c. Tobb megoldas l¢tezik 
several solution exist-AGR3sg 

3.3.3. The Passive Alternation 

So far I have investigated the effect of passive morphology on a transitive base or 
on an inherently intransitive base. It was concluded that the verbs derived in this 
way lack agentive arguments. The standard case of Passivization in English, however, 
allows the realization of an agentive argument as a demoted subject. Compare: 

(18) a. The enemy beats the army b. The army is being beaten by the enemy 

In (18a), we have the transitive verb beat of the agent-theme semantic class. By 
adding passive morphology -en to this verb the passive participle beaten is formed. 
The attachment of passive morphology has the properties in (10). The agent role is 
blocked from being assigned to the subject, and the underlying theme obje«:t is mov
ed to the subject position where it can be assigned nominative Case by 3.2.(7a». Note, 
however, that the agent role may be realized as a prepositional by-phrase.26 The 
question arises whether passive morphology in Hungarian yields a two-place passive 
construction. In the literature, two instances of the passive alternation have been 
discussed. 

(1) According to Karoly (1982), the Passive Alternation is passing out of use but is 
entirely productive.27 It may be formed by attaching to a transitive verb stem of the 
agent-theme semantic class the suffix (PASS) -tatikltetik. Compare the Hungarian 
equivalents of the sentences in (18): 

(19) a. Az ellenseg megveri a sereget 
the enemy beated-AGR3sg the army-ACC 

b. A sereg megveretik az ellensegtol/ellenseg altaI 
the army beated-PASS-AGR3sg the enemy-ABU enemy by 

The D-structure object is realized as the surface subject, and the demoted sub
ject is expressed by a constituent marked ablatively or similarly as in EQglish by a 
by-phrase. 

(II) Kiss 1982a and Laczk6 1985a observe that Deverbal Nominalization with the 
suffix (NOMI) -isltis patterns like passivization in Hungarian. Compare, for example: 

(26) Compare Hoekstra (1986), among others, on the status of the demoted subject and P3liSive morph
ology with passivization: 

(27) Since the nineteenth century the passive formed with the suffIx -(t)atikltitik is not used any longer 
in active speech. To avoid this construction several kinds of strategies are employed-. For example, it may be 
circumvented by either an impersonal infinitive construction: 

(i) Ict dolgozni kell! 
here work-INFI must 
'Here one must work!' 

or by a third person plural missing person construction (cf. section 4.2.4.1. for an analysis of this construc
tion): 

(ii) a. Ettek a levest 
ate-AGR3pl the soup-ACC 
'The soup was eaten.' 

b. Itt magyarul beszelnek 
here Hungarian speak-AGR3pl 
'Hungarian is spoken here.' 
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(20) a. A2. ellenseg megveri a sereget 
the enemy beats-AGR3sg the army-ACC 
'The enemy beats the army.' 

b. A sereg megverese az ellensegtoll az ellenseg altaI 
the army beat-NOMI-npAGR3sg the enemy-ABLI the enemy by 
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Again, the D-structure theme is realized as the surface subject and the D-struc
ture agent appears as a demoted subject assigned ablative case or as a PP.2B 

3.3.4. Experiencer Verbs 

In section 3.3.2., I discussed the syntax of Unaccusative Verbs in Hungarian. 
These verbs lack an underlying agent subject. Two other verb classes in Hungarian 
also display this property, namely, Experiencer Verbs and Raising Predicates. The former 
are dyadic verbs which select a theme and an experiencer role and the latter are mon
adic verbs having a theme role in their a-grids. Let us first consider Experiencer 
Verbs. 

Compare, for example an experiencer verb construction with tetszik 'please': 

(21) Janos tetszik Marinak 
John please-AGR3sg Mary-DAT 
'Mary likes John.' 

Most of the Experiencer Verbs, like tetszik 'please', hidnyzik 'is missing', and so on 
are inherently passive displaying passive morphology such as the suffix -ik. Conse
quently, they trigger (10b) as can be seen from the fact that the D-structure object 
theme is realized at surface structure in the nominative Case. The experiencer role is 
assigned to the dative complement (cf. Fiiredi 1976; E. Kiss 1982a and PlI~h 1982).29 

3.3.5. Raising Predicates 

Raising Predicates in English as seem, certain and so on may select either an infin
itival complement clause (cf. (22a» or a tensed embedded complement (cf. (22c»: 

(22) a. - seems [IP John to be sad] b. John seems [IP - to be sad] 
c. It seems [cp that John is sad] 

The embedded complement clause in (22a) lacks a fully specified I-node. Accord
ing to Chomsky (1981), the D-structure subject in this clause cannot be assigned 

(28) The suffix of the past participle -(t)t (cf. (ic» follows the pattern of passive morphology, whereas the 
present participle -0 (cf. (ib» leaves the transitive pattern of a verb of the agent-theme class unaffected (cf. 
(ia» (see also Laczk6 1985): 

(i) a. Az. ellenseg elszigetelre a haj6t b. A haj6t elszigetelo ellenseg 
the enemy isolated-AGR3sg the ship-ACC the ship-ACe isolate-pres part enemy 
'The enemy isolated the ship.' 'The enemy isolating the ship.' 

c. Az ellensegtoVellenseg i1tal elszigetelt haj6 
the enemy-ABL enemy by isolate-past part ship 
'The ship isolated by the enemy.' 
(Laczk6 1985: 93) 

(29) Consider Pleh (1982) for the behavior of Experiencer Verbs with Switch Reference in Hungarian (cf. 
also section 5.3.4.). 
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Case, which results in a violation of the Case Filter.30 However, the grammar provi
des for a way out of this conflict. 

Raising predicates do not assign a a-role to their subjects as can be seen from the 
realization of an expletive in (22c). Therefore the matrix subject position in (22a) 
qualifies as a landing site for NP-movement. So, the embedded D-structure subject 
of the infinitival complement may move to this position in order to receive a Case
feature of the matrix I. This results in the licit S-structure representation (22b). 
. As distinct from D-structure representation (22a), in (22c) a fully specified I is 
present in the embedded complement. Therefore, it assigns (nominative) Case to the 
embedded subject. An expletive is realized in the subject position of the matrix 
clause. 

It has been observed that Raising Predicates in Hungarian, such as latszik 'seem' 
arid tiinik 'appear\ do not trigger NP-raising (cf. E. Kiss 1987a: 64). Hence, the 
construction analogous to (22b) is lacking in Hungarian. In the equivalent of (22c), 
the Raising Predicate selects a tensed complement clause in which there is a null 
realization of the verb van 'be' (cf. Kiefer 1968) which acts as a nominative Case-as
signer. Compare: 

(23) (*Az) latszik [cp hogy Janos szomoru] 
it seem-AGR3sg that John sad 

From a closer investigation .of some of the Raising Predicates it appears that 
morphologically they belong to the -ik class which we met already with 
Causative/Inchoative Alternation for example (cf. section 3.3.2.). As noted above, lex
ically raising predicates are monadic predicates which select a theme role. A result·of 
the fact that they bear passive morphology is that this a-role is realizedin the.sub
ject position of these predicates. This can be seen from the fact that the anticipatory' 
pronoun az 'thaf which is a representant of the embedded clause in the LS of the 
matrix verb (cf. section 4.5.) appears in the nominative Case.3! Therefore, a cons
tituent cannot be raised from the embedded clause into the matrix clause without 
violating the a-criterion (cf. 3.2.(2».32 Hence the absence of (22b) in Hungarian .. 

(30) Koster (1987: 262-265}.argues that Raising Predicates are Unaccusatives in English and Dutch, and 
that the it e%pletive in raising predicate constructions (cf. (22c» is an underlying theme object. This object 
rep~ents the embedded clause in the LS of the v~rb. NP-movement of it to the subject position is then due 
to the EPP. In Dutch, the expletive het does not have to be present in raising predicate constructions: 

(i) a. Het schij~1t zeker dat Jan ziek is b. Dat Jan ziek is schijnt zeker 
it seems sure that John ill is 
'It seems to be sure that John is ill.' 

Similar to passivization, the subject position in Dutch may be filled optionally by sma! pro (cf. note 19). 
These parallelisms between passive and raising predicates suggest that NP-movement is not caused by the 
Case Filter but rather by the EPP. 

(31) Note, however, that in this case the anticipatory pronoun mJlSt be replaced by small pro (cf. chapter 
four). . 

(32) Raising Predicates may select not only an embedded clause but also a small clause: 
(i) a. __ seems [s John sad] b. John seems [s __ sad] 
The difference with the infinitival complement in (22), is, that in: these sentences the predicate is an AP 

instead of a VP. What (ia) shares with (22a) is that the embedded D-structure subject cannot be assigned Case 
because there is no suitable Case assigner present. By raising it to the matrix subject position it can receive a 
(nominative) Case ftom I. Compare the Hungarian equivalent of(ib}: . 
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3.3.6. The Dative Shift Alternation 

The transitivity alternations discussed so far were all related to UTHAC (lb). In 
Hungarian, the agent is always connected to the subject, unless passive morphology 
specifies otherwise. In English, on the other hand, this mapping convention is not so 
strictly obeyed. Concerning the theme role, we have hypothesized so far that in both 
languages this a-role is connected to the object. The question arises whether this is 
always the case. Marantz (1984) discusses the Dative Shift Alternation exemplified in 
the following pair:· . 

(24) a. John gives a book to Mary b. John gives Mary a book 

(24a) is an example of the unshifted alternant, whereas (24b) represents an in
stance of the shifted one. 

Marantz presents the following analysis of this alternation. a-roles may not only 
be assigned by lexical predicators and case-markers but also by structural positions. 
Further, Marantz assumes, adopting Chomsky's (1981) a-criterion, that verbs may 
only assign one a-role. He captures this restriction in his One role/One assigner 
principle: Marantz assigns the English verb give the following a-grid: 

(25) (theme, goal) 

In (24a), the verb give assigns the theme role. According to the One role/One as
signer principle, some other a-role assigner must assign the goal role. Marantz ar
gues that this is done by the preposition to. In (24b), however, the goal role is assig
ned by the verb. Hence, according to the One role/One assigner principle the theme 
role must be assigned by another a-role assigner. Marantz claims (1984: 168) that 
the structural position [NP, VP] in English may qualify as a theme role assigner. 

In Hungarian only the equivalent of the unshifted variant, that is, (24a) appears: 

(26) Janos adja a konyvet Marinak 
John gives the book-ACC Mary-DAT 
'John gives the book to Mary.' 

From the meaning of the verb ad 'give', it follows that this verb selects the same 
a-grid as its English equivalent. Ad itself licenses the theme role, as is the case with 
the English variant (24a), whereas the dative marker has a similar function as the 
preposition to, namely, the assignment of the goal role. 

The question is now of course: why is the shifted variant absent from Hungarian? 
If the analysis of the Dative Shift Alternation proposed in Marantz (1984) is correct, 
then, there might be two possibilities. Either Hungarian verbs do not assign a goal, 

---mY Janos szomorunak Iatszik 
John sad-DAT seem-AGR3sg 

According to Koml6sy (1985), the small clause complement is fully incorporated into the LS of the verb 
and forms a complex verb with it (cf. section 4.4.) in which the adjective is assigned dative case. It is unclear 
why Hungarian displays 'restructuring' in these cases (c£ also section 5.3.6.2. for the. discussion of (ii) as an 
instance of secondary predication). Restructuring also applies with Raising Predicates· which may select an in
finitival complement (cf. Kalman et al. 1984): 

(iii) Janos futni hirszott 
John run-INFI seemed-AGR3sg 
'John seemed to be running.' 
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or the structural object position [NP, VP] does not qualify as a licit theme role assig
ner. The first option is clearly incorrect as can be seen from the list in section 3.2.(6). 
Compare for example the verb megy 'go' which may select a goal argument: 

(27) Janos a konyhaba ment 
John the kitchen-ILL went 
'John went into the kitchen.' 

Therefore, the latter option remains. The fact that the [NP, VP] position does not 
qualify as a a-role assigner may be attributed to the strict application of the UT
HACs. The [NP, VP] position in Hungarian may not be a theme role assigner because 
it is assigned this role itself whenever possible. Again, the application of such a con
vention seems to be more relaxed in English, although the association theme-object 
is more stable than agent-subject in that language. 

3.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter, I discussed some properties of the lexicon in general and the lexi
con of Hungarian in particular. We have adopted the position that the lexicon con
tains several subcomponents such as LCS, LS, and a a-grid. Further, we have adopted 
the Unmarked a-Assignment Conventions, here repeated as (1), which mediate bet
ween lexical properties and syntactic structure: 

(1) Unmarked a-Assignment Conventiom (UTHAC) 
a. The theme role is assigned to the object GF 
b. The agent role is assigned to the subject GF 

From the assumptions ofLS and these conventions, it follows that the sentence in 
Hungarian recognizes a subject-predicate divisioning. 

This hypothesis has been supported, first, by the fact that liungarian is a nomin
ative-accusative language. Since the agent of underivedtransitive verbs of the agent
theme semantic class and of active intransitive verbs is 8.ssociatoo. with the subject, 
i.e. the nominatively marked argument, and the theme of undedved transitive verbs 
of the agent-theme semantic class is associated with the object, i.e. the accusatively 
marked argument. 

Secondly, the assignment of a-roles is subject to a subject-object asymmetry. The 
subject but not the object may receive its a~role compositionally in Hungarian as weH. 

Thirdly, Hungarian displays morphole]f;ically induced transitivity alternations, 
These phenomena are instances of NP-movement which apply 31: D-structure. This 
can be seen from the fact that the D-structure theme object may appear in the S\.lP= 
jective (nominative) Case of morpholexically derived Middles, Ergatives, Unaccus~{= 
ives, Passives, Nominalizations, Experiencer Verbs and Raising Predicates. 

I have further demonstrated that although Hungarian and Bnglish are both 
nominative-accusative languages, there are some differences in the domain of compg§" 
itiona! a-assignment by a predicate which contains an inalienable body part objeCt, 
and in the domain of transitivity alternations. 

In Hungarian, the subject may not be assigned the a-role expedencer by a predic
ate which contains an inalienable body part with a transitive verb of the agent-
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theme semantic class. The agent role of basic transitive verbs in Hungarian may not 
remain unrealized as in the English Middle Alternation, the agent role in Hungarian 
may not be introduced as with the case of the English Causative/lnchoative Altern
ation, and the theme in Hungarian may not be assigned by a structural [NP, VP] 
position as in the English Dative Shift Alternation. 

These differences between Hungarian and English can be accounted for by a di
chotomy in the application of the UTHACs. It is attractive to associate this dicho
tomy with a parameter. Intuitively, it is plausible to suppose that languages may dis
play parametric variation in the way a-roles and syntactic positions are related. There
fore, I will set the a-Assignment Parameter as follows: 

(2) a-Assignment Parameter (THAP) 
+/- apply the UTHACs in the syntactic representation of basic verbs 

If we assume that Hungarian takes the positive value, of this parameter, and En
glish may take its negative value the differences between these languages discussed 
above are accounted for. Thus, Hungarian is much stricter in the application of (1) 
in the syntax of basic verbs than English. 

Transitivity alternations in Hungarian have in fact a fairly simple structure. The 
core cases are produced by the UTHACs, whereas the alternants such as Ergatives, 
Unaccusatives, Passives, Nominalizations, Experiencer Verbs and Raising Predicates 
are derived by adding passive morphology to the basic verbal stems. These morpho
lexical rules operate on the subcomponents of the lexical entries of these verbal 
stems, and have the effect of 3.3.(10). 

It has been claimed that the absence of syntactic transitivity alternations (NP
movement), such as the lack of syntactically derived middle verbs, ergatives, pas
sives, and raising verbs is a diagnostic for non-configurationality,l3 since in non-con
figurational languages the GFs subject and object cannot be distinguished struc
turally and hence function-dependent operations cannot apply in syntax. I have 
suggested, however, that a possible source for the absence of these alternations in 
nominative-accusative languages lies in the strict application of conventions (1). . 

Reineke Bok-Bennema (personal communication) points out to me that there is 
no one-to-one correspondence between overt syntactic NP-movement and the mor
phological encoding of transitivity alternations. According to her, in Spanish, for 
example, all transitivity alternations which are instances of NP-movemenr cooccur 
with a morphological reflex. Hence, it could be claimed that all morpholexically in
duced transitivity alternations in Hungarian are cases of NP-movement as well. 
Above I have shown that there is indeed some evidence for this hypothesis. 

Rather, the problem of this chapter is formed by the following implication. If 
overt syntactic NP-movemenr is absent with transitive basic verbs, then it c~n only 
apply with the help of morpholexical means. Thill statement holds from left-tQ~right 
but not the reverse. Further, it also implies that a ~~rict application of the UTHACs 
in a language L and the lack of the morphological means to manipulate them would 

(33) The appearance of transitivity alternations in a particular lap.gua8~ is an argument in fuyor of the 
configurational structure of such a language. Levin (1989) argues tha~ Dasque must have a subjeq~predicate 
dichotomy on the basis of the syntactic properties ofUnaccusative Verb$ in that language. . 
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predict L to be active. Mary Laughren (personal communication) informs me that 
Warlpiri is such a case. It has no transitivity alternations such as Causatives, Pas
sives, Anti-Passives, and so on. The only transitivity alternation appearing is the 
Causative/Inchoative Alternation, which is encoded morphologically. 



4. THE PROJECTION PIUNCIPLE IN HUNGARIAN 

4.1. Introduction 

It has been argued that the Projection Principle in non-configurational languages 
is satisfied only at LS.l In these languages, constituents may be base-generated freely 
atPS as a consequence of this parameter, and the relation between LS and PS may be 
either one-to-null, or one-to-many (cf. section 1.1.). The way in which the Projec
tion Principle applies in non-configurational languages accounts for some of their 
properties, such as free word order, extensive use of null pronouns and split consti
tuents. 

In this chapter, I will present some empirical evidence for the hypothesis that the 
Projection Principle holds in Hungarian at all levels of representation. This implies 
that Hungarian is a configurational language and that the "non-configurationality" 
diagnostics above must be derived without making reference to a pa,rametrization of 
the Projection Principle. : 

The intuitive sense of the Projection Principle may be stated as follows: 2 

(1) The a-marking propenies of each lexical item must be represented categorially at 
each level of representation: at LF, S-structure, an D-structure (cf. Chomsky 1982: 8) 

In section 3.2., we pointed out,that the a-marking properties of each lexical pre
dicator are associated with an LS. Therefore, this formulation of the Projection Prin-
ciple may be replaced by (2): . 

(2) Projection Principle: The LS must be represented categorially at each level of repre
sentation.(cf. Chomsky 1986a: 84) 

(1) See Chomsky's (1981) parameter A~sume a GP, Hale's (1983) Configurationality Parameter, Mohanan's 
(1983) distinction between Lexical Structure and Configurational Structure and Zubizarreta and Vergnaud's 
(1982) dichotomy between Virtual Stmcture 3l'ld Actual Structure (cf. section 1.1. for discussion). 

(2) See Chomsky (1981; 1986a), Bresnan (1982), Marantz (1984), and Pesetsky (1983) for discussion of 
the Projection Principle and its status within UG. 
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This principle specifies the relation between the PAS of a lexical predicator and 
its syntactic realization. The determination of this relation is a fundamental problem 
of any syntactic theory.3 Note that (2) puts the strongest possible constraint on rela
tions at different levels in the syntactic analysis of a sentence. The above formulation 
states that the relation between PAS and phrase structure is a structure-preserving 
isomorphism. Hence, syntactic configuration is projected from the lexicon. Conse
quently, the phrase structure rules become superfluous. 

The relation between PAS and phrase structure has the following characteristics: 

(3) a. identity b. biuniqueness c. obligatoriness d. locality 

The Projection Principle determines that this relation is one of identity. The 
structural relations established by a-assignment and subcategorization frames are 
preserved in the course of the derivation. 

Identity between PAS and phrase structure does not affect word order. The linear 
ordening of constituents is relevant only at surface structure. Language particular di
rectionality principles, like the Head Parameter (cf. Chomsky 1988) which specifies 
the order of heads and complements, yield surface word order. 

The relation between PAS and phrase structure is biunique in the sense that each 
argument selected by a lexical predicator has precisely one counterpart in phrase 
structure. This excludes the possibility of having, for example, one-to-null or one
to-many relations. So, all the arguments of a lexical predicator are visible at surface 
structure. 

Consider, for example, the following pair: 

(4) . a. John eats a cake b. John eats 

Sentence (4a) contains the transitive verb eat of the agent-theme semantic class. 
In sentence (4b), the object NP is missing. The question arises now whether there is 
a null pronoun present in the phrase structure and whether the object NP is truly 
missing. The former option is ruled out by the fact that English is not a pro-drop 
language, it has no morphological means to license non-overt pronouns. The latter 
option is not allowed by the Projection Principle, since the mapping between PAS 
and phrase structure would be one-to-null in that case. From this it follows that 
verbs such as eat. in English are specified in the lexicon as intransitive, and may op
tionally also be realized as transitive Vs. 

The obligatoriness of the mapping between PAS and phrase structure has the fol
lowing two consequences. Firstly, we observed that Hungarian has two types of cases 
(cf. section 3.2.1.), involving (i) structural Case (nominative governed by I[ +AGR] 
and accusative governed by V) and (ii) lexical case, which is assigned under a-go
vernment (cf. (3)-(16) of 3.2.(5». Recall, furthermore, that both types of cases might 
function as argument relators indicating the dependency relation between the NPs 
which bear them and an argument taking predicates (ATP). As a consequence of the 
Projection Principle, NPs with these cases must be present at S-structure and surface 

(3) Most linguistic frameworks incorporate something comparable to the Projection Principle. For exam
ple, in Montague grammar there is a homomorphism from syntax to semantics. This means. that the mapping 
between semantic values and syntactic categories is structute-preserving (cf. Dowty et al.1981). 
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structure. Secondly, Chomsky (1985: 84) notes that if some element is "understood" 
in a particular position, then it is there in the phrase structure, either as an overt cat
egory that is phonetically realized or as an empty category assigned no phonetic 
form. This means that when NPs are missing from the phrase structure their posi
tion is filled by an empty category. 

A further property of the relation between PAS and phrase structure is that it 
obeys a locality constraint. This constraint arises from the fact that the structural 
government relation between a head and its argument determines the LS. An NP in 
the phrase structure must be in the local domain of the verb of which the LS con
tains the argument to which that NP is related. 

This locality requirement has consequences for the analysis of unbounded depen
dencies. For example, long Wh-movement fronts a Wh-phrase from its base-generat
ed position in the embedded clause to the matrix sentence. The locality constraint 
on the mapping from PAS onto phrase 'structure dictates that in the embedded 
clause an empty category must be present which satisfies the 8- and subcategoriz
ation-features of the embedded verb. Empirical support for the local implementation 
of the Projection Principle will be postposed until chapter six, in which I will dis
cuss long Wh-movement in Hungarian. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the following phenomena from Hungarian bearing 
on the Projection Principle. These involve the system of personal pronouns (cf. section 
4.2.), Left Dislocation (cf. section 4.3.), complex verb constructions (cf. section 4.4.), em
bedded clause formation (cf. section 4.5.) and split constituents (cf. section 4.6.). The pro:
perties in (3) characterizing the Projection Principle figure in all these phenomena. 

Section 4.2. investigates the system of personal pronouns in Hungarian. This sys
tem is determined by a morpholexical and syntactic split between the 
nominative/accusative personal pronouns (pronouns assigned structural Case) on the 
one hand, and the personal pronouns with lexical case (cf. (3)-(16) of 3.2.(5» on the 
other hand. The former have a constant lexical stem which is declined as an ordinary 
noun, whereas the latter have a stem which is often homophonous with the corres
ponding case-suffix. In order to derive a fully specified personal pronoun in these 
cases, person-number agreement must be added to the case-stem. 

In accordance with the Projection Principle, the personal pronouns with lexical 
case may not be omitted when they function as a verbal complement. Personal pro
nouns assigned structural Case, however, are used for reasons of emphasis only and 
are preferably omitted in neutral contexts. Therefore, Hungarian is a so-called pro
drop language (cf. Chomsky 1981). As a consequence of the Projection Principle, an 
empty category must be present in the phrase structure of pro-drop languages. I will 
attempt to demonstrate that this empty category is small pro (cf. Chomsky 1982), 
because it displays the diagnostics of pro: 

(5) a. It is recoverable from AGR 
b. It is a non-anaphoric pronominal with independent (deictic) reference, and 
c. It is free in its governing category 

The Projection Principle is also operative in Left Dislocation. Section 4.3. shows 
that in Hungarian a pronominal item marks the complement position of a verb to 
which the left-dislocated NP is related. 
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Section 4.4. discusses complex verb constructions in Hungarian. The verbal 
prefixes involved are homophonous with personal pronouns bearing lexical case. 
The verbal prefixes receive an argumental interpretation if a verbal complement is 
selected. 

Section 4.5. demonstrates that embedded sentences in Hungarian are always ac
companied by a dummy pronoun which has a syntactic function comparable to ex
pletive it in English. It holds the syntactic complement position of an embedded 
clause in order to satisfy the Case- and a-features of a verb. 

Section 4.6. analyzes split constituents in Hungarian. I will conclude that split 
constituents with NPs are highly restricted by syntactic and semantic conditions. If 
split constituents were not constrained, this phenomenon would constitute a counter
example against the Projection Principle. The mapping between PAS and phrase 
structure would be one-to-many in such cases. 

4.2. The System of Personal Pronouns in Hungarian 

In this section, I will discuss the system of personal pronouns in Hungarian and 
its relation to the Projection Principle. Not all the personal pronouns trigger the 
same conjugational pattern when accusatively specified. Hence, I will first have to 
introduce the two different conjugational patterns of the Hungarian verb, the so-cal-:
led indefinite and definite conjugation. 

4.2. L The lndefin#e and Definite Conjugation of the Hungarian Verb 

Hungarian verbs may be conjugated with two different types of conjugations in 
all tenses and moods, the so-called indefinite and definite conjugation. Consider, for 
example, the indefinite and definite paradigm of the verb tat 'see' in the presenttense:4 

·(1) indefinite conjugation . definite conjugation 

1sg. l:ltok 1sg. hirom 
see-AGR1sg-indef see-AGR1 sg-def 

2sg. hitsz 2sg. hirod 
see-AGR2sg-indef see-AGR2sg-def 

3sg. hit <I> 3sg. hitja 
see-AGR3sg-indef see-AGR3sg-def 

1pl. latunk 1pl. l:ltjuk . 
see-AGR1pl~indef see-AGR1pl-def 

2pl. Mttok 2pl. 14tjatok 
see-AGR2pl-indef see-AGR2pl-def 

3pl. latnak 3pl. latnak 
see-AGR3pl-indef seeAGR3pl-def 

The question arises: when are these patterns used? Roughly, the choice of these 
conjugational patterns depends on the definiteness feature of the accusative object of 
the verb. This may be captured by the following descriptive statement:5 

(4) Hungarian pe~sonal suffixes are subject to Vowel Harmony (cf. Vago 1980). 
(5) Szamosi (1976) argues that the indefinite pattern is the basic one and that the definite pattern is deri

ved by Clitic Doubling. According to Szamosi, the definite pattern obeys the cross-linguistic condition on 
this rule. It takes place with all and only those direct objects which are definite. 
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(2) The definite paradigm is triggered' in case the accusative object of the verb is 
definite, otherwise the indefinite paradigm is triggered 

The next question to answer is: what counts as an indefinite or definite object? 
At this place I will not give an exhaustive answer to this question. The reason 
for this is that there is no unique criterion available to determine grammatical 
definiteness. 

A classification of grammatical definiteness might be related to the (in)definite 
status of the entity denoted by the NP in the discourse. From this point of view two 
classes of objects may be distinguished. Firstly, objects which are indefinite or def
inite in the discourse, and consequently trigger indefinite or definite conjugation 
respectively. In these cases there is a perfect match between the (in)definite status of 
the entity denoted by the object and the conjugation it triggers. I will call NPs 
belonging to this group properly (in)definite. Secondly, the conjugational pattern trig
gered by an object cannot be related to the (in)definite status of the entity denoted 
by it. Such cases arise when it is impossible to determine whether a certain linguistic 
object denotes an (in)definite entity in the discourse, or when an NP connected to a 
definite entity in the discourse triggers indefinite conjugation and vice versa. There
fore, I will refer to the NPs in this class as inherently (in)definite. Consider first some 
examples of properly (in)definite NPs: 

(3) properly indefinite 
- NPs modified by the indefinite article egy 'a' 
- indefinite quantifiers: vaiaki 'someone', (egy) nthany 'a few', and semmi 'nothing' 
- Wh-phrases: ki 'who', and mi 'what' 

properly definite 

- NPs modified by the definite anicle az 'the' 
- quantifier: iisszes 'all', valamennyi 'all of', mindnyajuk 'we', and mindnyajatok 'you all' 
- proper names: Mari 'Mary', Jinos 'john', and so on 
- noun-possessed: az anyja 'his mother', az apja 'his father', and so on 
- demonstrative pronouns: az ilyen 'such', and az a(z) 'that' 
- reflexive pronoun: maga 'himself' 
- reciprocae pronoun: egymas 'each other' 

Consider now some NPs which belong to the class of inherently (in)definite ex
pressions: 

(4) inherently indefinite 

- personal pronouns: accusative Isg, 2sg, 1 pI, and 2pl 
- relative pronouns: aki 'who', and ami 'which' 
- demonstrative pronouns: egy amolyant 'one of that kind-ACe, ugyanilyent 'the same 

kind-ACe, and egy ilyen 'such' 
- quantifiers: mindent 'everything-ACe 
- demonstrative pronouns and universal quantifiers with partitive interpretation: azt 'some 

of-ACe, valamennyi 'all' in the sense of 'some of' 
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inherently definite 
- personal pronouns: accusative 3sg, and 3pl 
- relative and interrogative pronouns ending in -ik:6 melyik 'which', valamelyik 'some-

one', and amelyik 'whichever' 
- embedded clauses 

Compare the following pairs exemplifying the distribution of the indefinite and 
definite conjugation in Hungarian: 

(5) a. Utok egy lanyt 
see-AGRlsg-indef a girl-ACC 
'I see a girl.' 

b. Litok valakit 
see-AGRlsg-indef someone-ACC 
'I see someone.' 

c. Kit latok? 
who-ACC see-AGRlsg-indef 
'Who am 1 seeing?' 

d. Utsz engem? 
see-AGR2sg-indef me 
'Do you see me?' 

e. Litlak teged 
see-AGRlsg-indef you-ACC 
'I see you.' 

a' . Utom a lanyt 
see-AGRlsg-def the girl-ACC 
'I see the girl.' 

b'. Litom Marit 
see-AGRlsg-def Mary-ACC 
'I see Mary.' 

c'. Melyiket latom? 
which-ACC see-AGRlsg-def 

'Which one do 1 see?' 
d'. Utom at 

see-AGR1 sg-def him 
'I see him.' 
e' .Latom magamat 
see-AGR1 sg-def myself-ACC 
'I see myself.' 

Observe from the comparison between (Sa) and (Sa') that a properly indefinite 
and definite NP trigger the indefinite, and definite conjugation respectively. Mo
ravcsik (1984) notes, however, that modification by a definite article is a sufficient 
condition for triggering the definite conjugation, whereas modification by the in
definite article is not always a sufficient condition for triggering the indefinite con
jugation: 

(6) a. Utom az egyiket b. Egy masikat is latom 
see-AGRlsg-def the one of-ACC an other of them-ACC also see-AGRlsg-def 
'I see one of them.' 'I see another of them also.' 

The indefinite and definite conjugation is triggered also in the pair «5b), (Sb'») 
in which the properly indefinite quantifier valaki 'someone' and a properly definite 
name appear, respectively. 

As noted above, however, in a number of cases there is no direct relation between 
definiteness in the discourse and the grammar. In the case of Wh-phrases there is 
even a split between who-phrases and which-phrases. Note from the comparison bet
ween (5c) and (5c') that accusative who-phrases trigger indefinite conjugation but ac
cusative which-phrases trigger definite conjugation. According to Comrie (1975), the 
difference in the conjugation type between who-phrases and which-phrases in Hunga
rian is not controlled by definiteness in the strict sense, but by the related notion of 

(6) Pronouns ending on -ik trigger the definite conjugation, except masik 'the other'. Compare: 
(i) Kerekl*kerem masikat 

ask-AGRlsg-indef/def other-ACC 
'I want the other.' 
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restriaed superset. In the case of which-phrases, the speaker presupposes that both speak
er and hearer can identify the restricted set from which the choice is to be made, 
whereas with who-phrases this choice is completely free. 

Pesetsky (1987) observes another split between who-phrases and which-phrases in 
English. Which-phrases in-situ fail to exhibit superiority ef/eas, unlike who-phrases in
situ. Pesetsky relates this to the fact that which-phrases are discourse-linked whereas 
who-phrases are not. It would be worth exploring whether the split in the category of 
Wh-phrases in Hungarian is connected to discourse-linking. 

In some cases the conjugational pattern triggered by the accusative object is the 
reverse of what we expect on the basis of relations in the discourse. The first and se
cond person, i.e. the speaker and hearer in discourse, are referentially unique and 
hence count as definite. The third person, on the other hand, is assigned reference in 
discourse only. Therefore it counts as indefinite. Notice, however, that from a comp
arison between «5d), (5e), and (5d'), it appears that exactly the opposite is the case 
concerning the conjugational-type. First and second person accusative objects trig
ger indefinite conjugation, whereas third person accusative objects trigger definite 
conjugation. 

Summarizing, for our purposes it is sufficient to keep in mind that the conjug
ational pattern of the Hungarian verb is determined by the definiteness feature of the 
accusative object. By and large the descriptive statement in (2) captures the distrib
ution of the indefinite and definite paradigm. Let us turn now to a discussion of the 
system of personal pronouns in Hungarian starting with the nominative and accus
ative personal pronouns. 

4.2.2. The Nominative/Accusative Personal Pronouns 

Consider the following paradigms: 

(7) a. (l~n) thorn (Or) 1*(Oket) h. (Te) latod (Or) 1*(Oket) 
I see-AGR1 sg-def him/herlthem you-sg see-AGR2sg-def him/herlthem 
'I see him/herlthem.' 'You see him/herlthem.' 

c. (0) hitja (Or) 1*(Oket) d. (Mi) latjuk (Or) 1*(Oket) 
he/she see-AGR3sg-defhim/herlthem we see-AGRlpl-defhim/herithem 
'He/she sees him/herlthem.' 'We see him/herlthem.' 

e. (Ti) latjatok (Or) I*(oket) £ (Ok) Iatjak (Or) I*(oket) 
you-pI see-AGR2pl-def him/herlthem they see-AGR3pl-defhim/herlthem 
'You see him/herlthem.' 'They see him/herlthem.' 

(8) a. (En) latlak (teged)/*(titeket) 
I see-AGRlsg2sg/pl-indef you-sg/you-pl 
'I see you.' 

h. (Te) latsz (engem)/*(minket) 
you-sg see-AGR2sg-indef me/us 
'You see me/us.' 

c. (0) lat-lI') (engem)/*(minket)l(teged)/*(titeket) 
he/she see-AGR3sg-indef me/us Iyou-sg/you-pl 
'He/she sees me/us/you.' 

d. (Mi) !amnk (teged)/*(titeket) 
we see-AGRI pi-indef you-sg/you-pl 
'We see you.' 
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e. (Ti) I.attok (engem)/*(minket) 
you-pi see-AGR2pl-indef me/us 
'You see me/us.' 

f. (Ck) I.atnak (engem)/*(minket)l(teged)/*(titeket) 
they see-AGR3pl-indef me/us /you-sg/you-pl 
'They see me/us/you.' 

In (7) and (8), the full definite and indefinite paradigm of the transitive verb tat 
'see' is listed. Overt pronouns marked nominatively and accusatively are used in 
Hungarian for reasons of emphasis only. In a neutral context, they are usually omit
ted. Mostly personal pronouns are recoverable from verbal inflection, which specifies 
person and number. Therefore, the behavior of these pronouns is subsumed by 
Chomsky's (1981) Avoid Pronoun Principle. Below I will return to an extensive discus
sion of the omissibility of overt nominative and accusative personal pronouns. 

Let us first determine the intrinsic features of personal pronouns in Hungarian, 
that is the so-called ~-feat1!res, such as number, gender, etc. Observe from the glosses in 
(7) and (8) that personal pronouns are specified for person and number, similarly as 
their counterparts in English. Note, however, that personal pronouns in Hungarian 
are not specified for gender. The personal pronoun of the third person 15 (cf. (7c), (8c» 
may be translated in English with he; or she. This means they are neutral with res
pect to the feature gender. Further, recall tha~ personal pronouns in Hungarian, in 
their accusative forms, are specified inherently for definiteness (cf. (4». These pro
nouns of the first and second person ~e [+definite], and the personal pronouns of 
the third person are [+definite]. Hence, personal pronouns in Hungarian have the 
following ~-features: 

(9) ip-features of personal pronouns in Hungarian: person, number, and definiteness 

Let us turn to the personal pronouns corresponding to the cases (c)-(p) in 3.2.(5), 
i.e. the personal pronouns bearing lexical case. 

4.2.3. Personal Pronouns with Lexical Case 

Elsewhere (cf. Maracz 1984), I observed that the fully specified forms of the per
sonal pronouns with lexical case differ from those of the nominative and accusative 
personal pronouns and other kinds of pronouns, like demonstrative pronouns, 
interrogative pronouns, etc. The latter group of pronouns have a constant lexical 
stem, i.e. the pronoun itself, which may be declined as an ordinary nominal such as 
fiu 'boy' in 3.2.(5). The stems of the personal pronouns with lexical case are, how
ever, not constant lexical items but are often homophonous with the corresponding 
case-suffix: 

(10) Stems of personal pronouns with lexical case: 
DAT nek- . SUPER 
INSTR vel- ADESS 
ILL bele- ELAT 
SUBL ra- DELAT 
ALL hozz- ABL 

rajt
nal

·be!ol-
rol
tZI-
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In order to receive a fully specified personal pronoun, person-number agreement 
must be added to the case-stems in (10). Compare, for example, the paradigms of the 
dative (cf. (11» and sublative personal pronouns (cf. (12»: 

(11) a. nekem (12) a. ram 
DAT-AGR1sg SUBL-AGR1sg 
'tome' 

h. neked 
DAT-AGR2sg 
'to you (sg)' 

c. neki 
DAT-AGR3sg 
'to him' 

d. nekiink 
DAT-AGR1pl 
'to us' 

e. nektek 
DAT-AGR2pl 
'to you (pI)' 

f. nekik 
DAT-AGR3pl 
'to them' 

'on me' 
b. rad 

SUBL-AGR2sg 
'on you (sg)' 

c. ra-0 
SUBL-AGR3sg 
'on him' 

d. rank 
SUBL-AGRlpl 
'on us' 

e. ratok 
SUBL-AGR2pl 
'on you (pI)' 

f. rajuk 
SUBL-AGR3pl 
'on them' 

Obviously, case-stems are lexically specified for selecting AGR. Other lexical cat
egories, such as nouns or the so-called dressed postpositions, also display this pro
perty (cf. chapter seven). AGR is "rich" enough to sanction the omission of an overt 
nominative pronoun in these constructions. An overt nominative personal pronoun 
is spelled out only when it expresses emphasis. Compare the paradigm of an inflec
ted dative case-stem with the nominative pronouns:7 

(13) a. (en) nekem 
I-DAT-AGRlsg 
'toME' 

h. (te) neked 
you (sg)-DAT-AGR2sg 
'to YOU (sg)' 

c. (0) neki 
he-DAT-AGR3sg 
'to HIM' 

d. (mi) nekiink 
we-DAT-AGRl pI 
'to US' 

e. (ti) nektek 
you (pl)-DAT-AGR2pl 
'to YOU (pI)' 

f. (0) nekik 
they-DAT-AGR3pl 
'to THEM' 

Therefore, nominative personal pronouns in combination with inflected case
stems behave like nominative and accusative personal pronouns in combination with 
verbal agreement. In neutral contexts, they are omitted, and they are recoverable 
from person-number agreement. Therefore, I will assume that the nominative person
al complements of a case-stem fall under the Avoid Pronoun Principle as well. (See 
the following section and chapter seven for a discussion of the syntactic role of AGR 

[7) The nominative third person plural pronoun (cf. (13f) is homophonous with the nominative third per
son singular pronoun (cf. (l3c». Regularly, the nominative third person plural pronoun is ~k 'they'. The 
omittance of -k in (13f) is due to a functional principle of redundancy, because AGR already marks plurality. 
This phenomenon appears also in inflected NPs and PPs (cf. section 7.3.1.). 
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in Hungarian). The projection of an inflected case-stem with a nominative personal 
pronoun may be represented in the following tree-diagram: 

(14) CaseP ---------(pronoun) Case[ +AGR] 

Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) points out that the existence of the 
forms in (13) make possible an alternative analysis of personal pronouns with lexical 
case. Instead of taking the case-suffix as the stem of a personal pronoun with lexical 
case, it would be a regular case-ending attaching to the constant lexical stem provid
ed by the personal pronoun marked nominatively. Note that under this proposal, 
personal pronouns with lexical case would have a morphological structure identical 
to other inflected lexical items such as nouns. There are, however, two arguments 
against this position. 

First, if a nominative personal pronoun is the stem of the lexical case forms of 
personal pronouns instead of a case ending, it would be unclear why the suppletive 
forms rajt- and belol- of the superessive and the elative case appear with fully inflec
ted forms and not the corresponding regular case endings -n and -!JOt. So, why do we 
not find (l5b) and (16b) instead of (15a) and (16a)?: 

(15) a. (en) raj tam 
I SUPER-AGRlsg 
'on me' 

b. *enen 
I-SUPER 

(16) a. (en) beloiem . 
I ELAT-AGRlsg 
'out of me' 

b. *enbol 
I-ELAT 

Second, Vago (1980: 97) formulates a phonological rule capturing the behavior of 
the v- of the instrumental case-suffix -val/vel and the translative suffix -va/vi. The 
initial sound of these suffixes undergoes total assimilation with a preceding consonant 
of the stem to which these suffixes are added: 

(17) v-Assimilation 
C + v 
123~121 

Compare, the phonetic realization of the instrumental form of the noun ven 'old 
one': 

(18) ven + -vel ~ vennel 

If the nominative personal pronoun en 'I' were the stem of the instrumental per
sonal pronoun, the conditions of v-Assimilation would be met. We would expect, 
then, the initial v- to assimilate to the preceding -n, resulting in: 

(19) en + -vel ~ *ennel 

However, this form does not exist. The grammatical form envelem (I INSTR
AGRlsg) 'with me' suggest that not the personal pronoun but the case-marker is 
the stem. 

If we compare the case-markers in 3.2.(5) with the personal pronouns with a 
case-stem in (10), it appears that the tramlative, essive, formalis, and terminative are ab-
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sent in the latter. Thus, we do not find the following personal pronouns, among 
others: 

(20) a. *(en) kentem c. *(en) vern 
1 TRANS-AGRlsg 1 FORM-AGRlsg 
'becoming me' 'like me' 

b. *(en) UlOm d. *(en) igem 
1 ESS-AGRlsg 1 TERM-AGRlsg 
'like me' 'until me' 

According to Koml6sy (1985), the primary function of these cases is to mark se
condary predication. They indicate that the arguments to which they are attached are 
referentially bound to another argument of the predicate. NPs with translative, for
malis, or essive function as constants with an idiomatic sense (cf. section 5.3.6.2.). 
An intrinsic property of personal pronouns, however, is that they may have indepen
dent reference. Hence, this explains why these cases do not have pronominal forms. 
The terminative case is the only case-suffix which marks exclusively non-selected, ad
verbial NPs. The cases which serve as stems for personal pronouns, however, may 
function both as argumental and adverbial case. Obviously, this is a necessary con
dition for being a member of the group in (10). This accounts, then, for the fact that 
the personal pronouns of the terminative case do not exist. 

Paradigms (7) and (8) in the preceding section demonstrate that the personal 
pronouns of the nominative and accusative may be omitted. The question arises 
whether this occurs with the personal pronouns with lexical case as well. Consider 
the following examples with argumentallexical pronouns: 

(21) a. Beszelek *(neki)/*(nekik) h. Varok *(ra)/*(rajuk) 
speak-AGRlsg he-DAT/they-DAT wait-AGRlsg he-SUBLlthey-SUBL 
'J am speaking to him/them.' '1 am waiting for him/them.' 

c. TaWkoztam *(vele)/*(veliik) 
met-AGRlsg he-1NSTR/they-INSTR 
'1 met himlthem.' 

The verbs beszel 'speak to', var 'wait for', and taldlkoz 'meet' may select an in
herent dative, sublative, and instrumental case, respectively. Observe that the pro
nominal forms of the lexical cases may not be dropped. This contrasts, as we have not
iced above, with the behavior of nominative and accusative personal pronouns. 

The personal pronouns in the sentences (21a) and (21b) may sometimes be omit
ted. However, in those cases the meaning is not preserved. So, if the personal pro
nouns are dropped these sentences mean I am speaking and I am waiting. The reason 
that verbs such as speak or wait may have two grammatical variants is related to the 
fact that these verbs may be specified in the lexicon both as transitive and intransit
ive. Therefore, in case the pronominal forms of lexical cases are missing, they are 
truly missing. Let us tum now to a discussion of the conditions on the omission of 
personal pronouns in Hungarian. 

4.2.4. Pro-drop in Hungarian 

In this section, I will discuss the restrictions on omission of personal pronouns, 
that is pro-drop, in Hungarian. The question arises whether the syntactic position of a 
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dropped pronoun remains empty or is filled by a null pronominal. Chomsky (1982) 
identifies the missing pronominal in such cases as the empty category small pro. Ac
cording to Chomsky, pro has the following properties: 

(22) a. It is recoverable from AGR 
b. It is a non-anaphoric pronominal with independent (deictic) reference, and 
c. It is free in its governing category 

The presence of null pronominals is guaranteed in case of pro-drop by the Projec
tion Principle in combination with the a-criterion. These principles are supported 
empirically if evidence can be provided for the claim that the non-overt counterpart 
of a full pronoun is present in the syntactic representation. First, I will attempt to 
demonstrate that in case personal pronouns are dropped in Hungarian, pro is actually 
present (cf. section 4.2.4.1.). After we have settled this, I will formulate the condi
tions'on the distribution of pro in Hungarian (cf. section 4.2.4.2.). 

4.2.4.1. Is There pro in Hungarian? 
Above we noted that nominative and accusative pronouns are usually omitted in 

a neutral context (cf. the paradigms (7) and (8». Consider again clause (7a), here re
peated as (23): 

(23) (1~n) !atom (ot) 
I see-AGRlsg-defhim/her 
'I see himlher.' 

First of all, observe that omission of the overt pronoun does not affect the inter
pretation of the clause. This implies that a non-overt item with independent deictic 
reference must be present in the syntactic position of the overt pronoun. 

Of course, one could argue that verbal agreement takes over this function of per
sonal pronouns when they are omitted. Hence, I will· present more sophisticated evi
dence for the presence of a null pronoun in the case of pro-drop. This evidence comes 
from: (1) the parallel distribution of overt and null pronominals (with syntactic prin
ciples such as the Binding Principles), and (11) the different distribution between 
overt and null pronominals in various syntactic phenomena. Let us first turn to a 
discussion of the cases in (1). 

(I) Recall that binding theory specifies the relation of referential expressions to 
possible antecedents. The conditions on which I will rely in the argumentation be
low are the Binding Principles B and C (cf. Chomsky 1981: 188). These conditions 
specify the environment in which a pronominal and a name may be bound: 

(24) a. Binding Principle B 
A pronominal (a category that may be referentially independent or may de
pend upon an antecedent for its reference, and thus includes the classes of pro
nouns) is free in its governing category 

h. Binding Principle C 
An R-expression (a category that is referentially independent, and it includes 
all other NP-types, for example names and Wh-ttaces) is free 

A parallel distribution between an overt pronoun and pro shows up with struc
tural conditions on coreferentiality between (I) a pronoun and another pronoun or name, 
and (it) between a pronoun and a Wh-trace. Let us first consider (i). 
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(i) Compare the following sentences: 
U u 

(25) a. *(0) latta (ot) 
he saw-AGR3sg him 
*'F£elshe saw himlher.' 

b. *(0) latta Marit 

c. *Mari latta (ot) 
Mary saw-AGR3sg her 
*:Mary saw her.' 

d. (0) latta az (0) anyjat 

89 

she saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 
*'She saw Mary.' 

she saw-AGR3sg the she mother-npAGR3sg 
-ACC 

'She saw her mother.' 
e. Az (0) anyja latta (ot) 

the she mother-npAGR3sg saw-AGR3sg her 
'Her mother saw her.' 

The ungrammaticality of a coreferential reading in the clauses (25) is accounted 
for by either Binding Principle B or C. Disjoint reference in the English equivalents of 
the clauses (25a)-(25c) is covered by Binding Principle B (cf. (25a), and (25c» and 
Binding Principle C (cf. (25b». In (25a) and (25c), the object pronoun is bound in 
its governing category, that is the sentence, and in (25b) the name in object position 
is not free, because it is bound. 

The Hungarian counterparts exemplifying disjoint reference may be ruled out 
with the help of the Binding Principles in a similar fashion. Observe now that with 
respect to the coreferential interpretations in (25a)-(25c) there is no substantial differ
ence between an overt and non-overt pronoun.· This suggests that if overt pronouns 
are dropped in Hungarian null pronouns are present at their positions in syntax. 

The pairs in (25d)-(25e) illustrate a similar point. Both the subject and object 
pronominals and the pronominals embedded in the possessive NPs in (25d) and 
(25e) are free in their governing categories. The clause counts as the governing cate
gory for the subject and object pronominals, and the possessive NP counts as the gov
erning category for the embedded pronominals (cf. section 7.4.2.3. for this claim). 
So, a grammatical reading under coreferentiality of the personal pronouns is allowed 
by Binding Principle B both in (25d) and (25e). The grammaticality of these sen
tences remains unaffected in case one of the overt pronouns or both overt pronouns are 
omitted. 

(ii) Horvath (1987: 140) presents an argument for the presence of pro and Wh
trace in the syntactic representation based on Binding Principle C. Horvath discusses 
the following pair: 

(26) a. *Kilol gondoltad hogy (0) gyanftotta hogy Mad 
who-DELAT think-AGR2sg that s(he) suspected-AGR3sg that Mary 

ellopott egy konyvet t? 
stole-AGR3sg a book-ACC 

*'From who did you think that s(he) suspected that Mary had stolen a book t?' 
b. Ki mondta hogy (0) gyanftotta hogy Mari ellopott 

who said-AGR3sg that s(he) suspected that Mary stole-AGR3sg 
lole egy konyvet? 
he-DELAT a book-ACC 

'Who said that s(he) suspected that Mary had stolen a book from herlhim?' 

Horvath argues that (26a), unlike (26b), is a case of Strong Crossover (SCO), that is, 
a Binding Principle C violation with Wh-traces. According to Horvath, the trace of 
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Wh-movement in the deepest embedded clause of (26a) may not be coindexed with 
a pronoun in the intermediate clause. This follows from the requirement that Wh
traces fall under Binding Principle C, and thus have to be free. The grammaticality 
of (26a) and (26b) does not change in case the pronouns in the intermediate clauses 
are dropped. Horvath concludes, then, that SCQ yields an argument for both Wh
trace and small pro in Hungarian (cf. the sections 5.2.3. and 5.4. for seQ effects). 

(II) The null-hypothesis is that non-overt pronouns have the same set of <I>-feat
ures as overt pronouns. However, I will demonstrate that overt pronouns in Hunga
rian clearly have different grammatical features than non-overt pronouns. If correct, 
then, this would provide an argument for their independent existence in the gram
mar. I will illustrate this by investigating the following phenomena. including (i) 
the weather verb construction, (ii) coreference with third person pronoun$, and (iii) the im
personal passive construction. 

(i) Consider an instance of a weather verb construction in English: 

(27) It rains 

The Extended Projection Principle (cf. 3.3.(7» is responsible for the appearance 
of expletive it in this type of construcdon (cf. Chomsky 1981: 27). With Chomsky 
(1981: 325), I will assume that weather verbs assign a quasi-$-fole to their subject 
NP. In Hungarian, overt expletives such as the demonstrative pronoun az 'that' may 
not appear in weather verb constructions.8 Compare: 

(28) a. (*Az) esik 
that rains 
'It rains.' 

b. (*Az) zuhog 
that pours 

c. (*Az) locsog 
that plashes 
'It is plashing with rain.' 

'It is pouring with rain.' 

d. (*Az) vilhimlik 
that lightens 
'It is lightnin~.' 

e. (*Az) dorog 
that thunders 
'It is thunc;kring.' 

The question arises now whether there is a non-overt e:lfpletive pronoun present 
in the syntactic representation of these phrases. The noun undergoing the action in 
weather verb constructions may be spelled out in Hungarian (cf. Molnar 1967): 

(29) a. Esik az eso 
rains the rain 

c. Locsog az eso 
plashes the rain 

'It rains.' 'It is plashing with f/lin.' 
h. Zuhog az eso d. VilJ.amlik az {g 

pours the rain lightens the sky 
'It is pouring with rain.' 'It is lightning.' 

e. Dorog az eg 
thunders the sky 
'It is thundering.' 

(8) This pronoun may function as an expletive anticipatory pronoun holding thll wntactic position of em
bedded clauses (cf. section 4.5.). 
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Observe from (28) and (29) that weather verb constructions consisting of the pre
dicate only and weather verb constructions with a subject NP have the same mean
ing. In the phrases of (29), the subject NPbears the quasi-a-role which is assigned 
by the weather verb. The null-hypothesis is, therefore, to postulate a null expletive 
pronoun in the subject position of (28) which absorbs this a-role. The weather verb 
constructions with an overt expletive is ruled out by the fact that the demonstrative 
pronoun az 'that' must be assigned a referential a-role. Note, then, that there is a 
distributional difference between expletive small pro and its overt counterpart az. 
The latter may not appear in the subject position of weather verb constructions. 

Empirical evidence for this hypothesis is provided by investigating Binding 
Principle C effects with these constructions. Consider the following sentences: 

(30) a. Esik (az eso) csak ugy zuhog (*az eso) 
rains the rain just as pours the rain 
'It is pouring with rain.' 

b. Esik (az eso) csak ugy locsog (*az eso) 
rains the rain just as plashes the rain 
'It is plashing with rain.' 

In these expressions, the subject of the matrix clause is intended to be coreferen
tial with the subject of the embedded clause. The predicate of both the matrix clause 
and the embedded clause is a weather verb which may appear independently with an 
overt NP (cf. (28b)-(28c) and (29b)-(29c». Note that under the coindexing in (30) 
the overt NP az e/o in the embedded clause may not be spelled out. 

This fact may be accounted for along the following lines. The NP az eso is an R
expression. Hence, its distribution when it is coreferent with another NP is determin
ed by Binding Principle C. If the subjects of both the matrix clause and the embed
ded clause are overt NPs, az esa in the embedded clause may not be spelled out. This 
is due to the fact that it is bound by the subject NP of the matrix clause. This yields 
then a Binding Principle C violation. Nor may az eSo be spelled out in the subject 
position of the embedded clause when the subject NP of the matrix clause is omit
ted. In order to accollnt for the ungrammaticality of a coreferential reading in this 
case, I will hypothesize that an expletive pro is present when there is no overt subject 
present. Under this assumption these sentences display a configuration which is ru
led out by Binding Principle C as well. 

This parallel distribution between overt NPs and their non..,overt counterparts 
with Binding Principle C resembles the parallel distribution of overt and null pro
nominals with principles of the binding theory discussed under (1) above. The as
sumption of an expledve pro in Hungarian weather verb constructions also explains 
why a coreferential f(~ading in (30) is possible when az eia in the embedded clause is 
dropped. If its position is occupied by small pro no binding theory violation appears. 
Small pro, being a pronoun, is subsumed under Binding Principle B. Embedded pro 
in (30) is free in its governing category, the embedded clause. This provides support 
for the assumption that null expletive pro is present in weather verb construction. 

(ii) Coreference of third person pronouns also indicates that overt l'ronouns and their 
non-overt counterpa,rts do not have the same distribution. Kenesei (1985: fn.6). ob-
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serves that the nominative third person personal pronouns ~ 'he/she' and the accusat
ive third person pronoun 'Ot 'him/her', can only have [+human] referents. The de
monstrative pronoun az 'that' refers to [-human] referents. The dropped versions of 
the nominative and accusative third person personal pronouns, however, may refer 
both to [ + human] and [-human] referents. Compare: 

(31) a. Mari latta a konyvet, de nem olvasta (azt)/(*ot) 
Mary saw-AGR3sg the book-ACC but not read-AGR3sg that-ACC/him 
'Mary saw the book, but she didn't read it.' 

b. Mari hitta a konyvet, de nem itt *(?*arro/)/*(r6Ia) 
Mary saw-AGR3sg the book-ACC but not wrote-AGR3sg that-DELAT/it-DELAT 
'Mary saw the book but she didn't write about it.' 
(Kenesei 1985: 163) 

This shows that the coreference with nominative and accusative third person pro 
has a wider range of antecedents than its overt nominative and accusative counter
parts. 

(iii) The impersonal passive construction in English is formed by means of the rule of 
there-insertion. Consider: 

(32) There is ringing 

Hungarian employs a different strategy. The impersonal passive construction is 
rendered by a third person plural missing subject construction. The subject personal pro
noun must be dropped. Otherwise the sentence would receive an active interpret
ation with the pronoun functioning as a referential expression. Compare: 

(33) a. Ok csengetnek 
they ring-AGR3pl-indef 
'They are ringing.' 

b. Csengetnek 
'There is ringing.' 

In accordance with the Extended Projection Principle (cf. 3.3.(7», I will assume 
that small pro is present in the subject position of (33b) which absorbs the agent role 
of the verb csenget 'to ring'. Clause (33b) may be translated, in fact, more correctly as 
someone is ringing. So, the difference between (33a) and (33b) does not lie in an active
passive dichotomy but rather in that the overt pronoun is specified, whereas small pro 
is unspecified. The latter yields the impersonal passive construction in Hungarian. 
This implies that a subjective third person plural pro need not have an overt counter
part. 

Recapitulating, I have presented two types of arguments in favor of pro in the 
syntax of Hungarian. (I) The parallel distribution of overt and their non-overt coun
terparts with Binding Principles Band C. A non-overt pronoun must be assumed in 
the position of omitted ones in order to account for the identity of coreference possi
bilities. (II) Overt pronouns and their non-overt counterparts may have a different 
distribution. Null expletive pro may function as the subject in weather verb 
constructions. Nominative and accusative third person pronouns may only refer to 
[+human] antecedents, whereas their non-overt counterparts may also corefer with 
[-human] antecedents. Small pro but not an overt third person plural pronoun may 
be the subject of an impersonal passive construction. This division of functions bet-
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ween overt and non-overt personal pronouns provides an argument for the indepen
dent status of pro in the grammar. Having provided evidence for the presence of this 
category in the syntax of Hungarian, let:us determine its distribution. 

4.2.4.2. The Distribution of pro in Hungarian 

The conditions under which personal pronouns can be dropped have been cap
tured in the Pro-drop Parameter (cf. Chomsky 1981; among others). Informally, this 
parameter states that personal pronouns may be omitted in a language if that lan
guage possesses "rich" person-number inflection. Theories about the licensing of pro 
rely on the concept of local recovery. This involves two subparts, namely the condi
tions specifying its structural sanctioning and conditions specifying its ~-features. 
Rizzi (1986), which I will follow here, proposes a theory of licensing conditions of 
pro. The structural sanctioning of pro is linked to the presence of a Case-assigning 
head. This head may belong to a language-specific set, like I[ +AGR] in Romance. 
The feature specification of pro is licit only when it is recovered through a binding 
relation with a head bearing AGR-features. Rizzi further argues that a successful re
covery of the person and number features is a necessary condition for functioning as 
a referential NP. 

The phenomenon of pro-drop in Hungarian is more extensive than in Romance. As 
we have observed above not only nominative pronouns but also accusative pronouns 
may be dropped. The phenomenon is further conditioned by the distribution of the 
conjugation-type of the verb. Recall that first and second person accusative pronouns 
trigger indefinite conjugation, whereas third person accusative pronouns trigger de
finite conjugation. 

Observe from the paradigms in (7) and (8) that nominative personal pronouns 
may be dropped in all persons and numbers both in the indefinite and definite con
jugation. Accusative personal pronouns, on the other hand, may only be dropped in 
the singular. (This is also the case with the verbal suffix -lak, which signals that the 
nominative subject is first person singular and the accusative object is second person 
singular or plural (cf. (8a». Recall that pronominal forms of the lexical cases may not 
be dropped. Summarizing, pro-drop in Hungarian has the following distribution: 

(34) The Distribution of pro in Hungarian 
a. Nominative personal pronouns may be dropped in all persons and numbers 
b. Accusative personal pronouns may be dropped only in case they are singular. 

First and second person pronouns may be dropped with the indefinite conjuga
tion. Third person pronouns may be dropped only with the definite conjugation 

c. Personal pronouns with lexical case may not be dropped 

Let us determine how the distribution of pro in Hungarian is related to Rizzi's 
(1986) theory of pro.:.drop. 

The question is how pro is licensed in Hungarian. Structurally, nominative and ac
cusative pro may be licensed by I[ +AGR] and V respectively, which are both Case
assigning heads (cf. 3.2.(7». If we assume that the licensing of pro is related to 
structural Case, it is obvious why pronouns with lexical case (cf. (21» may not be 
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dropped. Recall that lexical case is thematically governed (cf. section 3.2.1.). This 
yields the following generalization on pro-drop in terms of Case theory: 

(35) Pronouns in Hungarian may only be dropped if they are assigned structural Case 

The licensing of the content of pro is connected to the AGR-features on the ver
bal head.9 An apparent problem for this hypothesis is the absence of overt AGR in 
the case of the indefinite conjugation third person singular (cf. (8c». Note, however, 
that in this case as well I has discrete grammatical features. The gap in the indefinite 
paradigm is unambiguously marked by absence of all other phonetically represented 
members of the relevant paradigm. Therefore, the zero-realization in (8c) has exactly 
the same status as any other realization of AGR. 

As may be clear from (34), asymmetries show up between the nominative subject 
and the accusative object with respect to the licensing of pro. The AGR-features of 
both the definite and the indefinite pattern are "rich" enough to recover the features 
of non-overt nominative pronouns but obviously cannot license all persons and num
bers in the accusative paradigm. If no additional constraints were operative we 
would end up with ambiguities in cases ~ (7) and (8). However, the outranking of 
plural by singular in both conjugational patterns, and the prominence of first person 
singular over the second person singular and plural in the case of the verbal suffix 
-lak suggest that there is an association between the phenomenon of pro-drop and 
discourse. 

The discourse helps to reduce ambiguities. The restrictions in discourse which 
condition the "filling in" of the content of pro have the form of individuation hierar
chies (cf. Timberlake 1975). According to Timberlake, individuation is the degree to 
which the participants are characterized as a distinct entity or individual in dis
course. Timberlake proposes the following individuation hierarchies (cf. also Silvers
tein 1985): 

(36) Individuation hierarchies 
a. 1 > 2 > 3 b. sg > pI 

So, first person is higher on the scale than second or third, in the sense that its re
ferent is more highly individuated than second and third person. First and second 
person are more highly individuated (the speaker and hearer are uniquely referential 
in the clause) than third person which is assigned reference only in discourse. Singu
lar has a higher degree of individuation than plural. 

Therefore, we formulate the following tule which applies at the interface between 
syntax and discourse: 

(37) If structural and morphological conditions do not sanction pro unambiguously, 
then apply pro-drop in agreement with the hierarchies in (36) 

For example, verbal morphology and sttuctural configuration cannot disambi
guate accusative pro-drop. The feature number of accusative personal pronouns is not 

(9) Besides the licensing of pro by AGR, Huang (1984) observes that in languages such as Chinese, Japa
nese, or Korean pro may be licensed by an antecedent in discourse. Huang argues that this type of pro-drop is 
a subcase of a more general property of those languages, namely the property of being discourse-oriented. 
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recoverable. Hence, in accordance with (37) orily object singular pronouns may be 
omitted. I will leave the elaboration of the precise relation between pro-drop and dis
course strategies as a topic for further research. 

Whatever the exact principles are which determine pro-drop in Hungarian, the 
rather specific, not to say bizarre, distribution of pro in Hungarian (cf. (33a) and 
(33b» provides an excellent diagnostic for "knowing" when there is a small pro pre
sent in the syntactic representation. 

4.2.5. Summary 

The system of personal pronouns in Hungarian provides two pieces of evidence in 
favor of the Projection Principle. Firstly, I noted that the nominative and accusative 
personal pronouns may be dropped. The presence of a pronominal empty category in 
such cases is provided by the Projection Principle together with the a-criterion. Evi
dence from the distribution of overt and omitted pronouns has shown that this is in
deed the case and that this pronominal empty category is Chomsky's (1982) small 
pro. Further, I have specified in (34) the distribution of pro. The conditions under 
which pronouns in Hungarian may be omitted depend on structural configurations, 
verbal AGR-features, and individuation hierarchies in discourse. Secondly, I obser
ved that the stem of personal pronouns with lexical case is often homophonous with 
the corresponding case-suffix. It follows from this property and the requirement that 
pronouns with lexical case may not be dropped (cf. (34c» that an argumental prono
minal with lexical case is always visible at surface structure. This is in agreement 
with the Projection Principle. The CI>-features of the personal pronoun with a case
stem are specified by adding AGR to the case-stem. 

4.3. Left Dislocation in Hungarian 

Consider the following clauses: 

(1) a. Mari, olaz szereti Imret 
Mary she/that loves Imre-ACC 
'Mary, she loves Imre.' 

b. Marit, otlazt szereti Imre 
ACC she-ACClthat-ACC loves Imre 

'Mary, Imre loves her.' 
c. Marinak, nekilannak nem adtam semmit 

Mary-DAT she-DATlthat-DAT not gave nothing-ACC 
'Mary, I did not give her anything.' 

d. Marival, velelazzal tahllkoztam tegnap 
Mary-INSTR she-INSTRIthat-INSTR met yesterday 
'Mary, I met her yesterday.' 

e. Marira, rdlarra sokat gondoltam 
Mary-SUBL she-SUBLlthat-SUBL a lot thought 
'Mary, I have thought a lot of her.' 

f. Marital, lolelatMI kaptam egy konyvet 
Mary-ABL she-ABLlthat-ABL got a book-ACC 
'Mary, I got a book from her.' 
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The above clauses are instances of Left Dislocation in Hungarian. The left-dislocat
ed NP is pronounced with a rising intonation and is separated from a clause by a 
pause indicated by a comma in (1). 

The pronoun has the following properties. (i) It bears stress. (it) The pronoun co
referential with the left-dislocated NP may appear either as a personal or as a de
monstrative pronoun. This personal pronoun/demonstrative-switch is subject to dia
lectal variation. Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) informs me that in her 
dialect only the demonstrative pronoun is used. (iit) The pronoun must be right-ad
jacent to the left-dislocated NP, that is, in clause-initial position. (iv) It may not be 
omitted even when it. is associated with AGR and satisfies the diagnostics of pro
drop (cf. (34».10 (v) It bears the lexical case assigned by the verb. Note that the verbs 
ad 'give', taldlkoz 'meet', gondol 'think', and leap 'get' subcategorize for a lexical dat
ive, instrumental, sublative, and ablative in (lc)-(If) respectively. 

At this place, I will not present an exhaustive analysis of this phenomenon (cf. 
De Groot 1981 b for discussion) but I will rather concentrate on the question why a 
pronoun is present in the clause. 

In the literature on Left Dislocation (cf. Van Riemsdijk and Zwarts 1974; Koster 
1987; among others), it has been argued that clauses such as: 

(2) That book, I won't read it· 

are not derived by an application of move-a. Instead the left-dislocated NP that 
book is base-generated outside the clause in a non-A-position which is adjoined to the 
sentence. The left-dislocated NP depends for its Case- and a-features on the pronoun 
with which it is coreferential, in (2) it. 

Left Dislocation in German indicates that this rule may not only transfer a-but 
also Case-features, as has been pointed out in Koster (1987: 65). Consider: 

(3) Den Hans, ich habe ihn gestern gesehen 
the John-ACC I have him yesterday seen 
'John, I saw him yesterday.' . 
(Van Riemsdijk 1978: 175) 

Folllowing Koster (1987: 65), I will assume that Left Dislocation is non-transfor
mationally derived and has the properties discussed in connection with the clauses 
(2) and (3). Having settled this, let us return to the Hungarian cases in (1) and pro
vide an answer to the question put forth above. 

We observed that the anaphoric pronoun in the sentence satisfies the Case- and 
a-requirements of the verb which are transferred to the connected NP in left disloca
tion position. The presence of the pronoun in the local domain of the verb, i.e. the 
clause, can only be guaranteed if the Projection Principle is operative which maps lex
ical requirements onto the overt syntactic representation. 

(10) Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) reports that Counterfocus is an instance of Left Disloca
tion with pro instead of an overt pronoun (cf. Szabolcsi 1981b; 1981c, and Kenesei 1984c for the phonetics 
and semantics of this construction): 

(i) Marit, pro SZEreti lmre 
Mary-ACC her loves Imre 
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4.4. Complex Verb Constructions in Hungarian 

In this section, I discuss the syntactic behavior of lexical items in Hungarian 
which may function either as personal pronouns or as Verbal Modifiers (VM). In the for
mer case they have an argumental interpretation, whereas in the latter case they have 
a non-argumental one. This difference is due to an interaction of lexical properties 
and the Projection Principle. Before determining how the Projection Principle ope
rates in these cases, let us first discuss complex verb constructions in Hungarian. 

4.4.1. The Structure of Complex Verb Constructions 

I noted briefly in chapter two that Hungarian possesses a productive strategy to 
. form complex verbs. According to Ackerman and Komlosy (1983), these verbs consist 
of a VM and a V, and may be represented categorially as V': 

(1) V' 
~ 

VM V 

Verbal prefixes may also function as VMs. Ackerman and Komlosy argue that 
verbal prefixes have no independent a-role and therefore they treat them as affixes in 
the sense of Lieber (1980). Such affixes may subcategorize for other morphemes. The 
lexical entries of affixes indicate both the category of items to which they attach and 
the category of items produced. The verbal prefix meg 'perfectivity marker' has the 
following subcategorization frame: . 

(2) meg: [Y' - [ V ]] 

Context-free rewrite rules and feature percolation conventions guarantee that a 
complex verb is formed and that it receives a new category label. 

Ackerman and Komlosy present the following evidence for this V' -constituency. 
Firstly, the word order of the [VM-V] combination is restricted. In their neutral order, 
VMs must appear immediately in preverbal position (cf. (3a)). The neutral order is 
characterized by a level-prosody intonation in the sense of Kalman et al. (1986). On 
the other hand, the verbal prefix must be postposed in non-neutral orders, like in 
(3b) in which the accusative NP hdzat is focussed. ll Compare: 

(3) a. Mari meg vette a hazat 
Mary perf bought-AGR3sg the house-ACe 
'Mad has bought the house.' 

b. Mari a hazat vette meg 
'It was the house that Mary has bought.' 

Secondly, the VM and the V may not be separated by sentence adverbs (cf. also 
Horvath 1981). Therefore, strings with these adverbs (ADV) and [VM-V] combina
tions pattern in the following manner: 

(4) a.... ADV VM V ... b .... VMVADV ... c. * ... VMADVV ... 

(11) See for derivation of the inverse-order of the [VM-V] section 2.2. 
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Consider an example with the sentence adverb remelhe/Meg 'hopefully'. 12 

(5) a. Afiu remelhel6leg be fejezte a feladatot 
the boy hopefully perf-finished the assignment-ACC 
'Hopefully, the boy has finished the assignment.' 

b. A fill befejezte remllheloleg feladotot 
c. * A fiu be remelhetoleg fejezte a feladatot 

Thirdly, [VM-V] combinations may interact with the morpholexical component of 
the grammar. They may be input to derivational processes which create verbs and 
nominals from a [VM-V] sequence. Consider for example the following derivations: 

(6) " , . , a. gyoz WIn c. *gyozodik 
b. meggyoz 'convince' d. meggyozodik 'be convinced of' 

The verb gyfa in (6a) may be prefixed with the VM meg 'perfectivity marker' deriv
ing the verb meggyfa (cf. (6b». As may be observed from the ungrammaticality of 
(6c), gy'fa cannot be suffixed with the verbal derivational suffix -Odik, a passivizer 
with the properties in 3.3.(10». This suffix relates for example the verbs nyel'swal
low', and nyetOdik 'is swallowed'. The derived lexical item meggy/rlOdik in (6d), how
ever, contains both the prefix meg and the suffix -'Odik. 

The question is now hQw it is derived? The input to this verbal item cannot be 
(6c) because gyfa to which .!Odik isatt;a.cl;1ed is a lexical gap. Another possibility is 
that (6d) is formed by attaching -Odik to the verb meggjfa in (6b). If this derivation 
takes place in the lexicon, then the prefix meg must be atfa~hed to the verb gjfa al
ready in the lexicon. 

Fourthly, [VM-VJ combinations may have different substructures in their Predic
ate Argument Structure (PAS) than the basic verb which participates in the complex 
verb construction. The reason for this difference is that the attachment of VMs may 
affect the substructures in the lexical entry of a basic verb. The fact that the PAS of 
complex verb constructions is already determined in the morphological component 
of the lexicon demonstrates that they are already merged into a V' in this component 
of the grammar. For example, the verb tol 'push' is a tryadic verb subcategorizing for 
a NOM-ACC-ILL case frame (cf. (7a». However, when combined with the verbal 
prefix meg 'perfectivity marker' it turns into a dyadic verb with a NOM-ACC case 
frame (cf. (7b». Compare: 

(7) a. Janos a sarokba tolta a szekrenyt 
John the corner-ILL pushed the cupboard-ACC 
'John pushed the cupboard in the corner.' 

b. Janos meg tolta a szekrenyt 
John perf-pushed the cupboard-ACC 
'John has pushed the cupboard: 

c. *Janos meg tolta a szekrenyt a sarokba 

(12) The fact that sentence adverbs may be interposed between the verb and its accusative object will be 
discussed in section 5.2.1.1. and 5.4. 
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4.4.2. Complex Verb Constructions and the Projection Principle 

This section discusses complex verb constructions consisting of a verbal prefix and 
a verb. I will focus on the following four prefixes: 

(8) a. neki '(in)to 
b. bele'into' 

c. rtf 'on' 
d. hozztf'to' 

The reason we isolated these prefixes is that they are homophonous with the dative, 
illative, sublative, and alladve personal pronouns of the third person singular. 
Compare: 

(9) a. neki b. bele 
DAT-AGR3sg Ill-AGR3sg 
'to him/her' 'into him/her' 

c. rtf d. hozztf 
SUBL-AGR3sg All-AGR3sg 
'on(to) him/her' 'to him/her' 

The double-faced nature of these items offers an excellent opportunity for provid
ing insight into the application of the Projection Principle in Hungarian. 

The verbal prefixes in (8) may select a verb of the semantic class of linear motion. 
Compare, for example, the lexical entry of the Hungarian verb Jut 'run' which con
tains the following substructures, among others: 

(10) LCS for Hungarian 'run'; {x moves along a path rapidly} 
a-grid for Hungarian 'run'; (agent) 

Because the variable x undergoes a change of location it could also be defined as 
the theme of the action denoted by the verb (cf. Hale and Laughren 1983). However, 
whatever the exact a-role is of the argument selected by the verb, it always appears 
in the nominative Case: 

(11) Mari futott 
Mary ran-AGR3sg 
'Mary has run' 

Attaching the prefixes in (8) to the verb fut 'run' has the following consequences 
for the substructures of its lexical entry. In the LCS an entity is added corresponding 
to the place into/to/at/on which the agent is going. This entity is associated with the 
goal. From this it follows that these VMs introduce an extra argument, Therefore, 
these prefixes function as argument taking predicates (ATP). The argument added is 
assigned dative, illative, sublative, or ablative depending on whether neki, bele, ra, or 
hozzd is prefixed respectively to the verbal stemfut 'run'. Further, LCS indicates how 
the goal is affected by the agent. Compare some of the substructures of the lexical 
entry of the complex verbs formed by the verb fut and these prefixes: 

(12) a. nekifut: 
LCS for nekifut: {x moves along a path rapidly toward y such that it comes into 
contact with y} 
a-grid for nekifut: (agent, goal) 
case frame for nekifot: NOM run into DAT 
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b. bele/ut: 
LCS for belefut: {x moves along a path rapidly coward y such that it comes to be 
internal to y} 
a-grid for belefut: (agent, goal) 
case frame for bele/ut: NOM run into ILL 

c. rd/ut: 
LCS for rd/ut: {x moves along a path rapidly coward y such that it gets on the 
surface of y} 
a-grid for rd/ut: (agent, goal) 
case frame for rd/ut: NOM run on SUBL 

d. hozzd/ut: 
LCS for hozzdjut: {x moves along a path rapidly toward y such that it comes in
to facinity co y} 
a-grid for hozzd/ut: (agent, goal) 
case frame for hozzdjut: NOM run to SUBL 

Observe the following sentences with the verb rdfut (cf. (12c». This choice does 
not affect the course of the argumentation below. In fact, examples with any of these 
verbs could have been chosen. Compare: 

(13) a. Rd [ATP] fucott a hegyre [ARG] 
onto ran-AGR3sg themountain-SUBL 
'He ran onto the mountain.' ; 

c. *Rd [ARG] futott a hegyre [ARG] 
it-SUBL ran-AGR3sg the mountain-SUBL 

d. *Rdm [ARG] futott a hegyre [ARG] 
I-SUBL ran-AGR3sg the mountain-SUBL 

b. *Rd [ATP] fucott 
onto ran-AGR3sg 

e. Rd [ARG] futott 
it-SUBL ran-AGR3sg 
'He ran onto it.' 

f. A hegyre [ARG] futott g. Rdm [ARG] futott 
the mountain-SUBL ran-AGR3sg 
'He ran onto the mountain.' 

I-SUBL ran-AGR3sg 
'He ran onto me.' 

As already noted, the prefixes in (8) are homophonous with the dative, illative, 
sublative, and allative personal pronouns of the third person singular. Further, we 
noticed that these prefixes may function as ATPs, whereas they may be argumental 
(ARG) as personal pronouns. 

In (13a), rd 'onto' functions as a prefix and the NP a hegy 'the mountain' is asso
ciated with the sublative argument in the case frame of rdfut. The ungrammaticality 
of (13b) shows that the sublative argument may not be omitted. The sentences in 
(13c) and (13d) exemplify that rd 'it-SUBL' and rdm 'I-SUBL' respectively may not 
receive an argumental interpretation when another sublative argument, i.e. a hegyre 
'the mountain-SUBL', is present in the sentence. The reason for the ungrammatic
aliry in (13c) and (13d) is not caused by the absence of a verbal prefix, for the sen
tences in (13e)-(13g) demonstrate that the verb fut 'run' may always surface with an 
optional sublative NP which receives an argumental interpretation. 

From this paradigm, we may draw the following conclusions. The comparison of 
(13a) with (13b) demonstrates that the mapping of is onto phrase structure is obli
gatory. Argumental NPs, selected, may not be omitted. Further, the sentences (13a) 
versus (13e) or (13d) show that the relation between LS and phrase structure is also 
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restricted by a biuniqueness condition. In case ra or one of its inflected alternants 
and a full referential NP are present, the sentence receives only a grammatical read
ing if it is possible to interpret ra as a verbal prefix, such as in (13a). In (13d), this is 
impossible because ra is inflected for the first person singular. Therefore, (13d) has 
no grammatical counterpart. 

4.5. Embedded Clause Formation in Hungarian 

In this section, I will discuss the formation of embedded clauses in Hungarian. I 
will conclude that their shape supports the hypothesis that the Projection Principle 
is operative in Hungarian. Before discussing some linear restrictions on the forma
tion of embedded clauses, let us first turn to a discussion of their structure. 13 

4.5.1. The Structure o/Embedded Clauses 

Hungarian distinguishes two types of subordination. Embedded clauses may either 
be related to a constituent of the matrix sentence, or may appear freely in the matrix 
sentence.14 In the present context only a discussion of the former type is relevant. 

Kenesei (1985) observes that the NPs to which embedded clauses are related may 
be of two types: they are either lexical or pronominal (,anticipatory'). This pronoun is 
homophonous with the non-proximate demonstrative pronoun az 'that', or with the 
third person singular personal pronoun. In this section only examples with the de
monstrative anticipatory pronoun will be presented, postponing the discussion of 
embedded clauses related to a personal anticipatory pronoun until the following sec
tion. These two types of constituents may be used in the formation of both relative 
and that-clauses in Hungarian. Compare: 

(1) a. Relative, lexical NP 
Az a darab, amit Peter latott, erdekes volt 
that the play what-ACC Peter saw-AGR3sg interesting was 
The play that Peter saw was interesting.' 

b. Relative, anticipatory pronoun 
Az, amit Peter latott, erdekes volt 
that what-ACC Peter saw-AGR3sg interesting was 
'That what Peter saw was interesting.' 
(Kenesei 1985f: 145) 

(2) a. That-clause, lexical NP 
Az a kerdis, hogy mit latott Peter, erdekes 
that the question that what-ACC saw-AGR3sg Peter interesting 
'The question of what Peter saw is interesting.' 

(13) Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) brings to my attention that there is an altemant of the sub
lative, illative, and allative third person singular pronoun which dissolves the syntactic ambiguity berween 
the verbal prefix and personal pronoun function. By adding the suffix -ja/je of the third person possessive 
agreement to ~d, bele, and hozza, they are turned unambiguously into personal pronouns: ~dja 'on him/her', 
beJeje 'into him/her', and hozzaja 'to him/her'. 

(14) To the latter type belong embedded clauses introduced by complementizers such as mivel 'since', bd~ 
'though', and free relatives. (See Kenesel1985a, 1985f and section 5.4. for these cases of subordination with 
pronominal noncoreference). 
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b. That-clause, anticipatory pronoun 
Az, hogy mit laton Peter, erdekes 
that that what-ACC saw-AGR3sg Peter interesting 
'What Peter saw is interesting.' 
(Kenesei 1985f: 146) 

Two theories on the strucrure of embedded clauses are possible. 
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(l)·Kenesei (1984a) assumes that embedded clauses of the above type have the fol
lowing strucrure: 

(3) XP ------X(P) CP 

The head of this structure is the X(P) in which X may be substituted by N, A, or 
P. In the embedded clauses (1) and (2), the position of (X)P is either filled by a lex
ical NP or by an anticipatory pronoun. Both constituents are categorially of the type 
N. This implies that 'ordinary' that-clauses in Hungarian are complex NPs under 
this hypothesis. 

(11) A second analysis of embedded clauses in Hungarian relies on the syntactic 
position embedded clauses may occupy. In general, embedded clauses cannot be in a 
Case-position, because of the Case Resistance Principle (cf. Stowell 1981). This prin
ciple states: 

(4) Case Resistance Principle (CRP) 
Case may not be assigned to a category bearing Case-assigning features 

Stowell assumes that the feature-matrix of CP contains the feature [+ Tense]. This 
fearure is a a Case-assigning feature (cf. Chomsky 1981). Hence, CPs cannot be in a 
Case-position but must be dislocated. 

The question arises what the role of the anticipatory pronoun is under this hypo
thesis. Compare some other examples with that-clauses in which the anticipatory 
pronoun appears: l5 

(5) a. Kideriilt (az) [cp hogy Janos nem olvas] 
out-turned-AGR3sg-indef that that John not read-AGR3sg 
'It has turned out that John doesn't read.' 

b. Tudom (azt) [cp hogy Janos nem olvas] 
know-AGRlsg-def that-ACC that John not read-AGR3sg 
'I know that John doesn't read.' 

c. Hiszek *(abban) [cp hogy djra talalkozni] fogunk 
believe-AGRlsg-indef that-INESS that again meet-INFI will-AGRI pl 
'1 believe that we will meet again.' 

d. Szamitok *(arra) [cp hogy Mari beteg lesz] 
count-AGR1sg-def that-SUBL that Mary ill will-be 
'1 expect that Mary will be ill.' 

e. Tudok *(arroi) [cp hogy Janos nem olvas] 
know-AGR1 sg-indef that-DELAT that John not read-AGR3sg 
'1 know that John does not read.' 

(15) Embedded clauses are inherently definite. In (5b), the embedded clause is associated with the accus
ative position in the LS of the verb. Hence, the definite conjugation on ther verb. 
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f. Peter haragszik *(azert) [cp hogy Mari megerkezett] 
Peter be angry-AGR3sg-indef that-CADS that Mary arrived-AGR3sg 
'Peter is angry because Mary arrived.' 
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In (5a)-(5f), the verbs kideriil 'turn out', tud 'know', hisz 'believe', szam!t 'count 
on', tud 'know about', and haragszik 'be angry' appear with a NOM, NOM-ACC, 
NOM-INESS, NOM-SUBL, NOM-DELAT, and NOM-CADS case frame. If embed
ded clauses are in a non-A-position, as we hypothesized above, then the Case- and 9-
features of the verb cannot be satisfied by the CPo Therefore, they are absorbed by 
the anticipatory "dummy" pronoun az, which is base-generated in an A-position and 
linked to the CP.16 This covers the fact that the above anticipatory pronouns bear no
minative, accusative, inessive, sublative, delative, or causalis case. 

It seems to me that the analysis of embedded clauses in (II) should be preferred 
over the one in (I), because it is related to general principles of the grammar. As a 
consequence, the function of az is comparable to the function of English it and 
Dutch het with a postverbal CPo Compare: 

(6) a. Ik betreur het [cp dat Jan ziek is] b. It surprised me [cp that John is ill] 
I regret it that John ill is 

Bennis (1986: ch.2) and Koster (1987: ch.5) argue that het and it are referential 
expressions in an A-position carrying a propositional a-role. This analysis accounts 
for the fact that extraction may not take place from postverbal embedded clauses, 
since they are in adjunct position. Adjunct clauses usually form islands for extrac
tion. Hence, the ungrammaticality of the following sentence: 

(7) *Wat betreurde jij het [cp dat hij had gezegd]? 
what regretted you it that he had said 

If CPs in Hungarian are in an adjunct position and their position in the LS of the 
verb is occupied by az, then we expect that extraction from embedded clauses will 
be ruled out. In chapter six, I will demonstrate that this is indeed the case. There
fore, this provides further support for the analysis adopted here. 

Before I discuss some linear restrictions on the position of embedded clauses in 
Hungarian, let us first consider the omissibilityof anticipatory pronouns in (5). 

The nominative and accusative anticipatory pronoun may be dropped (cf. (5a), 
(5b» but not the anticipatory pronouns with lexical case (cf. (5c)-(5f). Note that 
this corresponds with the distribution of small pro in Hungarian (cf. 4.2.(34»). There
fore, I will assume that the anticipatory pronoun is replaced by pro when omitted (cf. 
also Kenesei 1984a; 1985d for a similar claim). This implies that there are no free 
that-clauses in Hungarian. 

(16) There are a number of anticipatory pronoun-complementizer pairs which inttoduce adjunct embed
ded clauses, like embedded clauses of time such as the pairs akkor-amikor 'then-when' and azalatt-mialatt 'dur
ing it-while', or embedded clauses of place such as ott-abol 'there-where', etc. Compare: 

(i) a. Azalatt mialatt Janos kemenyen tanult Perer lanyokhoz jan 
it-during while John hard studied Peter girls-ALL went 
'While John was studying hard, Peter went to meet girls: 

b. Ott ahol sok a titkos rendor nem j6 lakni 
there where lot the secret agent not good live-INFI 
'Where a lot of secret agents are, it is not good living.' 
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4.5.2. Linear Restrictions on Embedded Clauses 

In the preceding section, I examined the structure of embedded clauses in Hun
garian. let us turn now to a discussion of linear restrictions on their position in the 
sentence. Although embedded clauses may be scrambled around freely, the following 
linear restrictions may be observed: 

(1) Kenesei (1984a) observes that that-clauses and the lexical NP or the anticipat
ory pronoun to which they are related may be separated by intervening material. 
The sentences in (8) are the contiguous counterparts of the sentences in (2) (bracket
ing is mine): 

(8) a. Az a kerdes erdekes [cp hogy Peter mit latott] 
that the question interesting that Peter what-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

b. Az frdekes [cp hogy Peter mit latotr] 
that interesting that Peter what-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

Kenesei notes furthermore that the CP and its related lexical NP or anticipatory 
pronoun must be non-adjacent obligatorily when the embedded clause is focussed. 17 

Compare: 

(9) a. *[p Az a Mrdes [cp hogy Peter mit latott]] erdekes 
b. (p Az a kirdlr] erdekes [cp hogy Peter mit latott] 

'It is the question what Peter saw that is interesting: 
c. *[F Az [cp hogy Peter mit latott]] erdekes 
d. [F Az] erdekes [cp hogy Peter mit latott] 

'What Peter saw IS interesting.' 

In accordance with the analysis of embedded clauses argued for above, the lexical 
NP or the anticipatory pronoun is in the Focus position, and the CP is base-gener
ated postverbally. 

(II) Another linear restriction on embedded clauses has been discussed in Kenesei 
(1984a; 1985d). According to Kenesei, there are positional restrictions on the occur
rence of the anticipatory pronoun. If the order 'that-clause ... V ... demonstrative pro
noun' occurs, the third person singular personal pronoun must replace its correspon
ding demonstrative anticipatory pronoun. This pronoun always has the same Case
marking as the anticipatory pronoun. Compare the scrambled variants of the 
sentences in (5): 

De1n()nstrativelpersonal pronoun - that-clause - V 

(10) a. *(Az)l*o [hogy Janos nem olvas] kideriilt 
that/he that John not read-AGR3sgout-turned-AGR3sg 

b. *(Azt)l*ot [hogy Janos nem olvas] tudom 
that-ACClhe-ACC that John not read-AGR3sg know-AGR1sg 

c. Abbanl*benne [hogy ujra talalkozni fogunk] hiszek 
that-INESS/it-INESS that again meet-INFI will-AGR1pl believe-AGR1sg 

d. Arral*rd [hogy Mari beteg lesz szamftok] 
that-SUBLlit-SUBl that Mary ill will-be count-AGR1sg 

(17) Compare for discussion of Extraposition E. Kiss (1981a) and Kenesei (1984a). Compare, further
more, Kenesei (198Se) for the interaction of constituent embedding and the uniformity condition on the 
branching ofX'-categodes (cf. 2.2.1.(1)} yielding Extraposition obligatorily. 
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e. Aml/*r61a [hogy Janos nem olvas] tudok 
that-DELAT/it-DELAT that John not read-AGR3sg know-AGR1sg 

f. Azlrt/*lrte. [hogy Mari megerkezett] Peter haragszik 
that-CAUS/it-CAUS that Mary arrived-AGR3sg Peter is-angry 

That-clause - V - demonstrative/personal pronoun 
(11) a. [Hogy Janos nem olvas] *(az)/*o kiderult 

that John not read-AGR3sg that/he out-turned-AGR3sg 
h. [Hogy Janos nem olvas] *(azt)/*ot tudom 

that John not read-AGR3sg that-ACC/he-ACC know-AGRlsg 
c. [Hogy ujra talalkozni fogunk] abban/*benne hiszek 

that again meet-INFI will-AGR1pl that-INESS/it-INESS believe-AGRlsg 
d. [Hogy Mari beteg lesz] arra/*ra szamftok 

that Mary ill will-be that-SUBUit-SUBL count-AGR1sg 
e. [Hogy Janos nem.olvas] arr61/*r61a tudok 

that John not read-AGR3sg that-DELAT/it-DELAT know-AGR1sg 
f. [Hogy Mari megerkezett] azlrt/*lrte Peter haragszik 

that Mary arrived-AGR3sg that-CAUS/it-CAUS Peter is-angry 

Demonstrative/personal pronoun - V - that-clause 
(12) a. *(Az)/*o kideriilt [hogy Janos nem olvas] 

that/he out-turned-AGR3sg that John not read-AGR3sg 
h. *(Azt)/*ot tudom [hogy Janos nem olvas] 

that-ACC/he-ACC know-AGRlsg that John not read-AGR3sg 
c Abban/*benne hiszek [hogy ujra talalkorni fogunk) 

that-INESS/it-INESS believe-AGR1sg that again meet-INFI will-AGR1pl 
d. Arra/*ra szamftok [hogy Mari beteg lesz] 

that-SUBUit-SUBL count-AGRlpl that Mary ill will-be 
e. Arrol/*r61a tudok [hogy Janos nem olvas] 

that-DELAT/it-DELAT know-AGRlsg that John not read-AGR3sg 
f. AzIrt/*lrte Peter haragszik [hogy Mari megerkezett] 

that-CAUS/it-CAUS Peter is-angry that Mary arrived-AGR3sg 

That-clause - V - demonstrative/personal pronoun 
(13) a. [Hogy Janos nem olvas] kideriilt (*az)l(*o) 

that John not read-AGR3sg out-turned-AGR3sg that/he 
h. [Hogy Janos nem olvas] tudom (*azt)!(*ot) 

that John not read-AGR3sg know-AGR1sg that-ACC/he-ACC 
c. [Hogy ujra talalkozni fogunk] hiszek *abban/benne 

that again meet-INFI will~AGR1pl believe-AGR1sg that-INESS/it-INESS 
d. [Hogy Mari beteg lesz] szamftok *arra/ra 

that Mary ill will-be count-AGR1sg that-SUBUit-SUBL 
e. [Hogy Janos nem olvas] tudok *aml/r6la 

that John not read-AGR3sg know-AGRlsg that-DELAT/it-DELAT 
f. [Hogy Mari megerkezett] Peter haragszik *azlrt/lrte 

that Mary arrived-AGR3sg Peter is-angry that-CAUS/it-CAUS 

V - demonstrative/personal pronoun - that-clause 
(14) a. Kideriilt (az)/(*o) [hogy Janos nem olvas] 

out-turned-AGR3sg that/he that John not read-AGR3sg 
h. Tudom· (azt)I(*ot) [hogy Janos nem olvas] 

know-AGRlsg that-ACClhe-ACC that John not read-AGR3sg 
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c. Hiszek abbanlbenne [hogy ujra caiaIkozni fogunk] 
believe-AGRlsg that-lNESS/it-INESS that again meet-INFI will-AGRlpl 

d. Szamitok arralrd [hogy Mari beceg Iesz] 
count-AGRlsg thac-SUBLIit-SUBL chat Mary ill will-be 

e. Tudok arrollrola [hogy Janos nem olvas] 
know-AGRlsg that-DELAT/it-DELAT that John not read-AGR3sg 

f. Peter haragszik azertlerte [hogy Mari megerkezett] 
Peter is-angry that-CAUS/it-CAUS that Mary arrived-AGR3sg 

V - that-clause - demonstrative/personal pronoun 
(15) a. *Kideriilt [hogy Janos nem olvas] azlo 

out-turned-AGR3sg that John not read-AGR3sg that/he 
b. *Tudom [hogy Janos nem olvas] (azt)l(ot) 

know-AGRlsg that John not read-AGR3sg that-ACClhe-ACC 
c. *Hiszek [hogy ujra talalkozni fogunkl abbanlbenne 

believe-AGRlsg that again meet-INFI will-AGRlpi that-INESSlit-INESS 
d. *Szamitok [hogy Mari beteg lesz} arralrd 

count-AGRlsg that Mary ill will-be that-SUBLIit-SUBL 
e. *Tudok [hogy }inos nero olvas] arrol/rola 

believe-AGRlsg that John not read-AGR3sg that-DELAT/it-DELAT 
f. *Peter haragszik [hogy Mari megerkezett] azertlerte 

Pecer is-angry chat Mary arrived-AGR3sg thac-CAUS/ic-CAUS 

The paradigm (10)-(15) has the following properties: 
(i) If the linear order is 'that-clause ... V. .. anticipatory pronoun' the demonstrative 

anticipatory pronoun must be replaced by its corresponding third person singular 
personal pronoun (cf. (13». This switch is optional when both the that-clause and 
the demonstrative pronoun are postverbal (except for the nominative and accusative 
anticipatory pronoun) (cf. (14». Note, however, that in such cases the pronoun may 
not be in final-position (cf. (15». Note, further, that only the demonstrative pro
noun is allowed preverbally (cf. (10)-(12». 

The following questions arise in connection with this demonstrative/personal 
pronoun-switch: What is the reason for this phenomenon and what is the status of 
the personal pronoun in case it replaces the demonstrative pronoun? Kenesei (l984a; 
1985d) suggests that the reason for this pronoun-switch has probably to do with a 
general condition on anaphora in Hungarian. The linking between the demonstrat
ive anticipatory pronoun az and an embedded clause may be understood as an anap
horic relation. Obviously, backward anaphora with a demonstrative pronoun is bloc
ked in the 'that-clause ... V. .. demonstrative pronoun' order (cf. (11)-03». Conse
quently, only a personal pronoun may be related to a clausal antecedent in those 
cases. It must be admitted, howevet, that the conditions governing this pronoun
switch need further investigation. IS 

(18) Kenesei (1985a) reports some exceptions to this phenomenon of pronoun-switch. 
(i) If the anticipatory pronoun has no corresponding pronominal form with lexical case such as in the case 

of translative, essive, formalis, and terminative (cf. section 4.2.3.), the anticipatory pronoun may not be replac
ed. This yields an ungrammatical variant in case the demonstrative pronoun-personal pronoun switch is obli
gatory, that is, in the order 'that-clailse ... V. .. anticipatory pronoun'. Compare: 
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The personal pronoun has the same syntactic status as the demonstrative antici
patory pronoun in (13)-(14). It represents the Case- and a-features of the embedded 
clause in the LS of the main verb. First, observe that it does not function as a deictic 
expression with independent reference. Second, consider the following sentence: 

(16) a. El akarok menni azirt/*b-te [cp hogy lathassalak] 
away want-AGRlsg go-INFI that-CAUS/it-CAUS that see-SUBJ-AGRlsg2sg 
'I want to go in order to see you.' 

b. [cp Hogy Iathassalak] e1 akarok menni *azirt/*irte 
that see-SUBJ-AGRlsg2sg away want-AGRlsg go-INFI go-INFI 

that-CAUS/it-CAUS 

The case-marker on the anticipatory pronoun, i.e. the causalis, is not selected by 
the main verb complex. Hence, the embeddedd clause is not a direct argument of this 
complex. Observe that the phenomenon of pronoun-switch is not possible in (16). 
Not even in the context 'that-clause ... V. .. anticipatory pronoun' in which regularly 
this phenomenon is obligatory (cf. (13». This implies that the personal anticipatory 
pronoun is base-generated in an NP-position to where a dislocated clause may be 
linked. Formally, this relation may be expressed by coindexing the agreement mar
ker of the personal pronoun with the embedded clause. The Case- and a-features of 

(i) a. Eljutottam addig, kp hogy engedelyt kaptam] 
rea.ched-AGRlsg that-TERM that permission got-AGRlsg 
'I reached to get permission.' 

b. * kp Hogy engedelyt kaptam] eljutottam addig 
(II) The pronoun-switch with the superessive case sometimes hehaves irregularly. It may not apply in a 

context where this phenomenon is usually allowed, for example, in the order 'V. .. anticipatory pronoun ... that
clause'. Compare an example with the verh agg6dik 'worry about' which subcategorizes for a superessive argu
ment: 

(ii) Agg6dtam azonl*rajta [cp hogy Mari beteg volt] 
worried-AGRlsg that-SUPERlit-SUPER that Mari ill was 
'I was worried about the fact that Mary was ill: 

In some idiomatic expressions the demonstrative/personal pronoun-switch may even take place prever
bally with the superessive: 

(iii) Azonlraijta leszek kp hogy ... 
that-SUPERlit-SUPER be-AGRlg that 
'I will do my best to .. .' 

(III) When a complex verb construction contains a prefix that is homophonous with a personal pronoun 
bearing lexical case, that is, with the lexical items in 4.4.(8), then the demonstrative anticipatory pronoun 
may not be replaced by a personal pronoun. Compare an example with the verbal prefix bele 'into' which is 
homophonous with the third person singular illative pronoun bele 'into it'. 

(iv) a. Janos bele ment abbal*bele kp hogy eljojjon] 
John into went that-ILL/it-ILL that come-SUBJ-AGR3sg 
'John consented in coming.' 

b. kp Hogy eljojjon] Janos bele ment *abbal*bele 
If the prefix in (iva) is postposed from its preverbal position because some other constituent is focussed, it 

is better to omit the demonstrative anticipatory pronoun entirely. COmpare: 
(v) [p Janos] ment bele (abba) kp hogy eljojjon] 
I will assume that a small pro is present in the syntactic representation if the demonstrative anticipatory 

pronoun is absent. This pro is then sanctioned by the verbal prefix. 
The sentences in (iv) and (v) support the conclusion which we reached in section 4.4.2., namely, that the 

syntax behavior of the double-faced lexical items is determined by the Projection Principle. If bele would be 
present twice in these sentences, it would be impossible to decide which one is the verbal argument. 
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the verb may be shared under this coindexing by the personal pronoun and the em
bedded clause. 

(ii) Note that the overt nominative and accusative personal pronouns may not 
participate in the pronoun-switch (cf. (10)-(11», only their non-overt pro counter
parts. This reason for this is, as pointed out in Kenesei (1985d), that the overt nomin
ative and accusative personal pronouns may have only [+human] referents (cf. also 
section 4.2.4.2.). 

(iii) In the preceding section, I noted that the demonstrative anticipatory pro
noun may be dropped in accordance with the distribution of pro in Hungarian (cf. 
4.2.(34». There are, however, two apparent exceptions to this generalization with 
anticipatory pronouns. 

(A) The nominative and accusative anticipatory pronoun may never be dropped 
in preverbal position (cf. (10)-(13». This has probably to do with the fact that prag
matic functions such as Topic and Focus are assigned preverbally. These functions are 
marked phonetically (cf. section 2.1.). It is reasonable to suppose that phonetic mar
kers may only be assigned to overt elements. 

(B) Kenesei (1985b: fn.7) notes that some verbal and adjectival predicates allow 
pro-drop with a demonstrative/personal anticipatory pronoun bearing lexical case. 
This would constitute a counterexample to generalization 4.2.(34c), which states 
that pronouns with lexical case may not be dropped. Such predicates include, among 
others, 'OrNllik 'be happy' subcategorizing for a dative argument, kivancsi lenni 'be cur
ious about' subcategorizing for a sublative argument,j" 'be afraid of' which subcate
gorizes for an ablative argument, and kezeskedik 'be sure of' that subcategorizes for a 
causalis argument. Compare, for example: 

(17) &ulOk (annak)/(neki) b 
be happy-AGRlsg that-DAT/it-DAT 
'I am happy that you came.' 

hogy jattell 
that came-AGR2sg 

It is not clear why these predicates permit a violation of 4.2.(34c). Note that se
mantically they belong to the same category. These predicates express an emotive 
state. Maybe this is worth exploring further. 

4.5.3. Summary 

Recapitulating, in this section I have- presented empirical support from the for
mation of embedded clauses in Hungarian for the hypothesis that the Projection 
Principle maps lexical information onto phrase structure in a one-to-one fashion. 
Embedded clauses may not appear in an A-position, because of the CRP. I have ar
gued that despite this, Case- and a-features assigned to embedded clauses by a ver
bal predicator are always represented in the overt syntactic representation. These lex
ical properties may be carried by a demonstrative anticipatory pronoun, or its person
al pronoun altemant. The switch between a demonstrative anticipatory pronoun and 
a personal anticipatory pronoun seems to be determined by a sort of anaphoric pro
cess, which requires further investigation. 
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4.6. Split Constituents in Hungarian 

The Projection Principle specifies a one-to-one correspondence between LS and 
syntactic representations. For each argument selected at LS there is a corresponding 
constituent present in syntax. In this section, I will focus on split constituents in Hun
garian. This phenomenon apparently violates the one-to-one matching between LS 
and syntactic representation. I will demonstrate, however, that this is not the case. 
Split constituents in Hungarian are conditioned by highly specific syntactic and se
mantic restrictions. 

Syntactically, the parts of split constituents involve a predication relation signal
ed by identity of morphological features such as case, number and so on. Semant
ically, the parts of split constituents express simple conjunction. These restrictions 
show that split constituents are rather marked. They cannot appear freely. This is in 
accordance with the Projection Principle. 

Split constituents constitute a subcase of noun modification. In section 4.6.1., I 
will first discuss the syntax of noun modification. Section 4.6.2. examines its seman
tics. In section 4.6.3., I will present an analysis of split constituents which is in cor
respondence with the Projection Principle. Finally, in section 4.6.4., I will investigate 
split constituents appearing in other languages, such as Warlpiri and German, and 
conclude that this phenomenon favours a representational approach to grammar over 
a derivational one. 

4.6.1. The Syntax of Noun Modification 

Roughly, modifier noun constructions may appear in two patterns in Hungarian. 
Either the combination of the modifier and noun forms a single constituent (cf. (la), 
(2a» or the parts may be separated resulting in a so-called split constituent (cf. (lb), 
(Ie» and (2b), (2c»: 

(1) a. Mari (a) ket biciklit (hitta)!latott 
Mary (the) two bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def/indef 
'Mary saw (the) two bikes.' 

b. Mari biciklit Litoee kettot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg two-ACC 
'What Mary saw two of were bikes.' 

c. Mari biciklit latott, kettot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg two-ACC 
'Mary saw only bikes and there were two of them.' 

(2) a. Mari (a) nagy biciklit (latta)/latott 
Mary (the) big bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def/indef 
'Mary saw (the) big bikes/(bike).' 

b. Mari biciklit latott nagyot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 
'Mary saw bikes such that they were big.' 

c. Mari biciklit hitott, nagyot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 
'Mary saw only bikes and they were big/big ones.' 
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Superficially, the variants in (1) and (2) have similar properties. On closer investig
ation, however, it turns out that there are subtle syntactic and semantic differences 
between them. Because of the fact that intuitively these variants are "connected" a 
linguistic approach which unifies them seems to be justified. In section 4.6.3., I will 
consider two such analyses. Let us first discuss the syntactic properties of the above 
constructions. 

<n As appears from (la) and (2a) attributive modifiers in single NPs are on a left 
branch in Hungarian, whereas in split constituents the modifier is separated from the 
head noun, see «lb), (1c» and «2b), (2c». Thus the modifier in single NPs is 
usually in construction with its head. The parts of split constituents, however, may 
be scrambled around in the sentence19 freely. 

(II) Modifiers in single NPs are uninflected (cf. (la), (2a». Modifiers in split cons
tituents, on the other hand; are case-marked (cf. (lb), (lc), (2b) and (2c». Note that 
there is congruence between the case of the head noun and the modifier. 

(III) Single NPs may be modified by a determiner (cf. (1a), (2a». The parts of split 
constituents, however, must be bare: 

(3) a. *A/egy biciklit Mttarn kettot 
the/a bike-ACC saw-AGRlsg two-ACC 

b. *Biciklit hittam a/egy nagyot 
bike-ACC saw-AGRlsg the/a big-ACC 

c. *A/egy biciklit lattam a/egy nagyot 
the/a bike-ACC saw-AGRlsg the/a big-ACC 

(IV) If modifiers expressing quantity, like numerals or quantifiers, are in cons
truction with the head noun they always require this head to be in the singular. There
fore, (4a) is grammatical, unlike (4b). This restriction does not have to be obeyed 
with split constituents. The head noun may sometimes appear in the plural as well 
(cf. (4c), (4d»: 

(4) a. Lattam ket nyulat 
saw-AGRlsg two rabbit-sg-ACC 
'1 saw two rabbits.' 

c. Nyulat lattam kettot 
rabbit-sg-ACC saw-AGRlsg two-ACC 

b. *Lattam ket nyulakat 
saw-AGRlsg two rabbit-pl-ACC 

d. Nyulakat lattam kettot 
rabbit-pl-ACC saw-AGRlsg two-ACC 

If a plural marker is attached to a non-numeral modifier with split constituents, 
then the head noun must be in plural too: 

(5) a. Lattam nagy biciklit b. Lattarn nagy bicikliket 
saw-AGRlsg big bike-sg-ACC saw-AGRlsg big bike-pl-ACC 
'1 saw a big bike.' 'I saw big bikes.' 

c. *Biciklit lattam nagyokat d. Bicikliket lattam nagyokat 
bike-sg-ACC saw-AGRlsg big-pl-ACC bike-pl-ACC saw-AGRlsg big-pl-ACC 

Observe from the comparison between the pairs in «4c), (4d» and «5c), (5d» 
that there must be full morphological concord between the parts of split cons-

(19) There is some uncerrainty among native-speakers whether the singular count noun bicikli 'bike' in 
(lb) and (lc) is in F-position, in the preverbal modifier position, or may be in both positions. Here I will 
follow Szabolcsi (1983c) who presents only examples in which the head noun is focussed. 
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tituents with anon-numeral modifier but not with a numeral modifier. The reason 
for this difference is due to the fact that numerals are morphologically singular (cf. 
*ketto"k 'two-pI') but are semantically specified for plUral (except egy 'one'), whereas 
non-numeral modifiers can always be accompanied by a plural marker. 

(V) Not all types of noun modifiers may participate in split constituent. For 
example, only adjectives, numerals, and some quantified constituents, but not de
monstratives or universal quantifiers, are allowed. It appears that in split cons
tituents only N'-complements, that is, sisters of the head noun, may occur. Hence, a 
split constituent with the nominal demonstrative pronoun az 'that' yields an 
ungrammatical result: 

(6) a. Lattam azt a biciklit b. *Biciklit Littam azt 
saw-AGRlsg that-ACC the bike-ACC 
'I saw that bike.' 

bike-ACC saw-AGRlsg that-ACC 

This explains also why an NP with az over which a relative clause is predicated 
may not be split (cf. (7a), (7c», unlike an NP which contains its adjectival variant, 
i.e. the N'-complement olyan 'such' (cf. (7b), (7d»: 

(7) a. Littam azt a biciklit aminek piros volt a kereke 
saw-AGRlsg that-ACC the bike-ACC which-DAT red was the wheel-npAGR3sg 
'I saw the bike which had a red wheel.' 

h. Littam olyan biciklit aminek piros volt a kereke 
saw-AGRlsg such bike-ACC which-DAT red was the wheel-npAGR3sg 
'I saw a bike which had a red wheel.' 

c. *Biciklit Mttam azt aminek piros volt a kereke 
bike-ACC saw-AGRlsg that-ACC which-DAT red was the wheel-npAGR3sg 

d. Biciklit hittam olyat aminek piros volt a kereke 
hike-ACC saw-AGRlsg such-ACC which-DAT red was the wheel-npAGR3sg 
'I saw bikes such which had a red wheel.' 

(VI) Modifiers in split constituents are nominals, more precisely nominal predic
ates, This is supported by the following two pieces of evidence. 

(i) Modifiers in split constituents are case-marked (cf. (II) above). In Hungarian 
only members of the category N may bear a case-marker (cf. section 3.2.1.). 

(ii) Some modifiers have two lexical alternants, an attributive and a predicative al
ternant. These alternants have a different distribution. The attributive alternant may 
occur only attributively, that is in a single NP. The predicativealternant may be 
used both attributively and predicatively. In the latter case, it heads an NP or is the 
predicate of a predicative sentence. 

Consider, for example, the Hungarian counterparts of the modifiers small and 
two. The attributive alternant of the modifier small is kis, and its predicative variant 
is kicsi. The attributive alternant of the numeral modifier two is kit, and the predicat
ive variant is ketto: 

Note that only kicsi and ketto' may be the head of an NP which is modified by a 
determiner: 

(8) a. a *kisl kicsi 
the small 
'the small one' 

b. a *ketlketto 
the two 
'the two people, pieces, etc.' 
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Attributively, both kis and kicsi may be used, although the former is more com
mon (cf. (9a». In predicative sentences, however, only kicsi yields a grammatical 
result (cf. (9b». Note now that the modifier with split constituents has exactly the 
same lexical shape as the predicative part of the predicative sentence (cf. (9c»: 

(9) a. A kislkicsi fiu b. A fiu *kislkicsi 
the small boy the boy small 
'The small boy.' 'The boy is small.' 

c. Fiut hittam *kistlkicsit 
boy-ACC saw-AGRlsg small-ACC 

Both ket and kettij may be combined with a head noun, although there is a seman
tic divergence. Attributively ketto has a specific reading (cf. (lOa». Only ketto~ how
ever, may be the predicate in a predicative sentence (cf. (lOb». Again, the modifier 
with split constituents has the same lexical form as the modifier in a predicative sen
tence (cf. (lOc»: 

(10) a. A kttlkettij fiu b. A fiu *ketlketto' 
the two boy the boy two 
'The two boyslthe two (specific) boys.' 'The boy is two (years old).' 

c. Fiuc l3.ttam *kitetlkettot 
boy-ACC saw-AGRlsg two-ACC 

Summarizing, the fact that modifiers in split constituents are case-marked and 
have the same lexical shape as modifiers heading an NP or the predicative parts of a 
predicative sentence suggest that they are nominal predicates. 

(VII) With split constituents in Hungarian no subject-object asymmetries turn 
up. In the sentences (1) and (2), we saw already that an object NP may be split. The 
pair in (11a) and (11 b) demonstrates that a modifier may also be scrambled out of a 
subject, i.e. nominative, NP: 

(11) a. Ket ember szalad 
two people run-AGR3sg 
Two people are running.' 

b. Ember szalad ketto 
people run-AGR3sg two 

Concluding this section, I would like to make the following syntactic generaliz
ation on split constituents in Hungarian: 

(12) The parts of split constituents are nominal predicates and display identity of 
morphological features (case, number, etc.) 

4.6.2. The Semantics of Noun Modification 

In this section, I would like to discuss the semantics of the sentences in (1) and 
(2), here repeated for convenience as (13) and (14): 

(13) a. Mari (a) ket biciklit (latta)/hitott 
Mary (the) two bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def/indef 
'Mary saw (the) two bikes.' 

b. Mari biciklit hitott ketiOt 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg two-ACC 
'What Mary saw two of were bikes.' 
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c. Mari biciklit hitott, kettiYt 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg two-ACC 
'Mary saw only bikes and there were two of rhem.' 

(14) a. Mari (a) nagy biciklit (latta)/hitott 
Mary (the) big bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def/indef 
'Mary saw (the) big bikes/(bike).' 

b. Mari biciklit larott nagyot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 
'Mary saw bikes such thar they were big.' 

c. Mari biciklit larott, nagyot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 
'Mary saw only bikes and they were big/big ones.' 

113 

My presentation will be rather informal. For a formal approach to the semantics 
of these constructions, I refer to Szabolcsi (1983c). 

In the sentences «13a), (13b» and «14a), (14b» the modification is restrictive, 
whereas in (13c) and (14c) it is non-restrictive. The latter is indicated by a comma 
which corresponds in speech to a pause and a comma-intonation. Non-restrictive 
modification in Hungarian may be compared roughly to coordination in English as 
in the sentence 'Mary saw only bikes and they were big' or to the afterthought, ap
positional construction 'Mary saw only bikes, that is, big ones'. Before we take a clos
er look at the semantics of these sentences, let us first consider some different types 
of semantic modification. 

Since Kamp (1975) the following types of semantic modification have been dis
tinguished, among others, intersective and syncategorematic modification. I will illus
trate these types through the following English pair: 

(15) a. That is a big butterfly b. That butterfly is big 

According to Higginbotham (1985a: 563), in (ISa) the attributive modifier big 
may have only a syncategorematic reading, whereas in (ISb) the predicative modifier 
may be used both syncategorematically and intersectively. Sentence (ISa) means: 
'that is a butterfly, and it is big (for a butterfly),. The adjective is taken as grading 
with respect to the attribute .given in the head noun. The predicative modifier in 
(15b), on the other hand, may have both a syncategorematic and an intersective read
ing. In the syncategorematic reading, it has the same meaning as (15a). However, in 
the intersective reading (ISb) means: 'the big butterfly is a thing which is big and 
which is a butterfly'. Thus, when the adjective is syntactically separated from N, the 
semantic link may also be broken. The semantics of intersective modification can be 
taken as expressing simple conjunction (cf. Higginbotham I985a). This implies that 
(15b) may count as false with respect to an object for which (15a) counts as true. 
Hence, from this it follows that the sentences in (15) may have different truth 
values. 

The difference between the syncategorematic and intersective reading is illustrat
ed even clearer by taking stacked adjective constructions into account. Gil (1987) 
notes that the following English phrases are non-synonymous: 

(16) a. small powerful engine b. powerful small engine 
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Phrase (16a) refers to an engine that is small relative to powerful engines, whe
reas (16b) picks out an engine that is powerful relative to small engines. Moreover, 
neither of the phrases in (16) is synonymous with the phrase in (17): 

(17) small and powerful engine 

This phrase denotes an engine that is both small and powerful relative to engines 
in general. 

Gil attributes the reading of stacked modifier constructions to the fact that in a 
hierarchical structure the sequence A A N may possess the structure [A [A N] ]. The 
possibility of internal structuring enables a stacked adjective construction to be in
terpreted hierarchically in such a way that the outermost adjective modifies the en
tire [A N]. This yields, then, the syncategorematic readings in (16). Hierarchically, 
the sequence A and A N in (17) may possess the internal structure of [ [A and A] N]. 
The adjectives are embedded under the conjunction and. This structuring allows 
(17) to be interpreted hierarchically in such a way that the entire [A and A] sequence 
modifies the N. This yields the intersective reading. 

Let us turn now to a discussion of the semantics of noun modification in Hunga
rian. 

Consider first the sentences in (14). The adjective in (14a) may have only the syn
categorematic reading. So, the sentence means 'Mary saw a bike, and it was big (for a 
bike)'. In sentences (14b) and (14c), on the other hand, the split modifiers force the 
intersective reading. Hence, the meanings of (14b) and (14c) may be represented 
with the help of the following semantic expression: <'if >x[Mary saw(x) ~ bike(x;)] 
& < 3 >x[Mary saw(x)] & big(x). According to Szabolcsi (1983a), the universal 
quantifier in this constitueQt is provided by focussing of the. head noun. This im
plies that the variants in (14) have different truth values. 

The difference in meaning between single and split NPs is also illustrated by the 
Hungarian equivalents of the English stacked adjective constructions in (16) arid 
(17). Compare: 

(18) a. kis eros gep b. era. kis gep 
small powerful engine 'powerful small engine 

c. kicsi es. eros gep 
small and powerful engine 

The sentences (18a) and (18b) have the same readings as their English counter
parts in (16a) and (16b). In both sentences the leftmost adjective takes scope over 
the entire [A N] sequence. Hence, they display a syncategorematic reading. From 
this it follows that the NP in Hungarian has a hierarchical structure (cf. also chapter 
seven). 

The phrase in (l8c) displays the intersective reading, similarly as its English 
counterpart (17) does. It denotes an engine which is both small and powerful with 
respect to engines in general. Split constituents with multiple modifiers also display 
an intersective reading: 

(19) a. Gepee Mttarn kicsit era.et 
engine-ACC saw-AGRlsg small-ACC powerful-ACC 
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h. Gepet lattam eraset kicsit 
engine-ACC saw-AGRlsg powerful-ACC small-ACC 
'I saw engines and they were small and powerful.' 
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Before discussing the semantics of the sentences in (13), I will first adopt a pro
posal made in Verkuyl (1981) on the semantics of numerals. 

Verkuyl argues that categorially numerals are adjectives, i.e. N' complements, 
and that their semantics may be characterized on the basis of a set-theoretical app
roach. For example, the numeral Q in (13), i.e. kit/ket/a, can be said to refer to those 
subsets of the power set of the denotation of the noun P that contain exactly two 
members. In a set expression: {<P,Q>i Card (P () Q) = 2}. This implies that this type 
of modifier can only have an intersective reading. 

However, according to Szabolcsi, even in this triple there is a subtle semantic dif
ference caused by the fact that the head noun is focussed in (l3b) and (13c). The sen
tence in (13a) means that Mary saw two bikes. The sentence may be still true in case 
Mary saw other things like two cars, one plane and so on. In sentence (13b) Mary 
saw two things that were bikes. In this case the sentence is false when she saw two 
things not having the property bike such as two cars, two planes and so on. Of course, 
she may have seen one car, three planes and so on. The meaning of (13c) differs from 
(13a) and (13b) in that everything except bikes are barred from the universe. The 
comma indicates that occasionally there happened to be two bikes. Again, we con
clude that the variants of noun modification may have different truth values. 

Summarizing, in this section I examined the semantics of modification in Hun
garian. It appeared that the triples in (13) and (14) have different truth values. They 
have in common that modification in all three cases expresses conjunction represent
able in a set expression. Hence, we may draw the following semantic generalization 
on split constituents in Hungarian: 

(20) Split constituents express simple conjunction 

4.6.3. Split Constituents and the Projection Principle 

Any analysis of split constituents must solve the following two problems. First, 
it must avoid a violation of the Projection Principle. The mapping between LS and 
syntax may not be one-to-many. Second, it must account for the intuition that the 
variants in (13) and (14) are related semantically and syntactically. Therefore, it is 
justified to connect them by means of a single syntactic operation. 

Such an operation is provided both by a derivational approach and by a represen
tational approach. The former assumes the existence of an independent transforma
tional component, or, more specifically, of the rule move-a. This means that S-struc
ture is related to D-structure by an application of this rule. The latter, however, 
assumes that the rule move-a is superfluous, because the intrinsic and contextual 
properties of NPs at S-structure are sufficient to characterize the syntactic represen
tation.20 

(20) Compare Chomsky (1981), Koster (1987), and Van Riemsdijk (1982b) for further discussion of deriv
ational versus representarional grammar. 
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The question is whether the parts of split constituents are related by means of 
move-a. or otherwise. In this section, I will argue that the split constituents in Hun
garian provide an argument for a representational approach, because the parts of split 
constituent cannot be related by move-a.. 

Let us first discuss the derivational analysis of the triples in (13) and (14), here 
repeated as (21) and (22): 

(21) a. Mari (a) ket biciklit (hitta)/hitott 
Mary (the) two bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def/indef 
'Mary saw (the) two bikes.' 

b. Mari biciklit latott ket/ot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg two-ACC 
'What Mary saw two of were bikes.' 

c. Mari biciklit iatott, ket/at 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg two-ACC 
'Mary saw only bikes and there were two of them.' 

(22) a. Mari (a) nagy biciklit (latta)/hitott 
Mary (the) big bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def/indef 
'Mary saw (the) big bikes/(bike).' 

b. Mari biciklit li1tott nagyot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 
'Mary saw bikes such that they were:big.' 

c. Mari biciklit mtott, nagyot 
Mary bike-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 
'Mary saw only bikes and they were big/big ones.' 

Horvath (1986: 29; 83) proposes a derivational analysis of split constituents. In 
Horvath's acccount the (a)-sentences in (21), and (22) are taken as the underlying 
structures for their counterparts in (b) and (c). These sentences are derived by appl
ying Quantifier Float and Topicalization respectively. Move-a. scrambles the modi
fier out of its base-generated position and leaves a trace in the modifier position of 
the NP. This analysis of split constituents does not violate the Projection Principle. 
However, I will discuss the following morphological (cf. I), syntactic (cf. II-III), and se
mantic (cf. IV) anomalies arising with this type of derivation. 

(I) The derivational analysis leaves some morphological dichotomies unexplained 
between the split and unsplit variants. First, it is unclear where the case-marker on 
the modifier in the split variant comes from. Second, this problem appears also with 
the plural marker on the head noun in (4d). Recall that in the underlying structure 
only singular head nouns are allowed when the head. noun is in construction with a 
modifier expressing quantity. 

Third, the derivational analysis must allow for the formation of new lexical pre
dicative stems after scrambling the attributive modifier out of its NP, for example, 
kit/ ketto~ and kis/ kicsi in (9), and (10). If the triples in (21 ) and (22) are indeed related 
by an application of move-a., then this contradicts the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis (cf. 
Lieber (1980» which states that NPs are base-generated in their fully inflected 
forms. 

(II) Horvath (1985, section 1.3.) refers to split constituents as 'Quantifier Float'. 
This term suggests, however, that a generalization is missed. Not only numerals or 
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quantifiers but also adjectives may appear in the split variant (cf. (22». The question 
is why only these modifiers may be scrambled out of their NP. 

Horvath further claims that Quantifier Float obeys an adjacency requirement. 
She cites the following examples to illustrate this: . 

(23) a. Mari nem mutatta be az uj diakot mindegyik tanarnak 
Mary not showed-AGR3sg in the new student-ACC each teacher-DAT 
(Horvath 1985: 27, (19a» 

b. Mari nem mutatta be az uj diakot a tanaroknak mindegyiknek 
Mary not showed-AGR3sg in the new student-ACC the teachers-DAT each-DAT 
(Horvath 1985: 27, (19b» . 

According to Horvath (1985: 27), the QP minckgyik 'each' occurs either in the 
specifier position of NPs (cf. (23a», that is, on a left branch within NPs, or outside 
the NP as a result of Quantifier Float (cf. (23b». 

Horvath lists the following properties of Quantifier Float including (i) the quan
tifier exhibits case-marking identical to the head noun (p. 27), (ii) the head noun 
must be plural (p. 27), (iii) the quantifier must be adjacent to the NP it modifies 
(p.28), (iv) the QP must occur to the right of its NP (p. 82, fn. 15), (v) absence of 
subject-object asymmetries (p. 30), and (vi) the Quantifier Float also has a right dis
located variant with the QP base-generated in the right dislocated position. Such 
structures are ungrammatical in case the right dislocated QP is in the scope of a neg
ation operator (NEG) (p. 82, fn. 15). 

Horvath argues that her SVO-hypothesis of the Hungarian in comb-ination with 
the properties of Quantifier Float listed above can account for the difference between 
the following two ,structures: 

(24) a. ?* ... NEG V NP-DAT... QP-DAT 
Horvath (1986: 28, (21a» 

b. ...NEG NP;-DAT v. .. t; QP-DAT 
. Horvath (1986: 28, (21b» 

In an SVO-structure non-subject NPs are base-gbnerated postverbally. According 
to Horvath, the reason why (24a) is ungrammatical and (24b) is not involves a viol
ation of the adjacency requirement on Quantifier Float in the former. The latter es
capes the violation of this requirement since the head noun has been subject to move
a and is (via its trace) adjacent to the QP. Horvathclaims thus that the floated QP 
must be right-adjacent to the head noun or its trace. 

In',Szabolcsi (1983c), however, a number of examples are presented which are not 
in accordance with this claim. Of course, they could fall under Horvath's transform
ational approach. The crucial example in favour of Horvath's adjacency requirement 
is provided by properties of structures as (24a). Let us carefully examine this case. 

Horvath observes that (24a) is not an instance of a right dislocated structure. 
Hence, it cannot be ruled out by her rule that right dislocated QPs may not be in 
the scope of NEG (cf. Horvath (1985),82, fn.15». Therefore, she concludes that the 
reason for its ungrammaticality must be a violation of the adjacency requirement. 
Szabolcsi (1983c, fn.8), however, observes that sentences with a non-dislocated QP 
in the scope of a NEG are perfectly grammatic~: 

(25) Biciklit nem latott Mari kettot 
bike-ACC not saw-AGR3sg Mary two-ACC 
'What Mary didn't see two of were bikes.' 
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In this sentence the head noun and the floated QP are not adjacent. This casts 
doubt on Horvath's claim that an adjacency requirement is operative with Quantifier 
Float. 

A further question which Horvath does not discuss is why only bare Ns undergo 
Quantifier Float. 

(Ill) It is a well-known fact that languages possessing floating quantifiers display 
subject-object asymmetries with this phenomenon. (See, for example, Haig 1980 for 
such asymmetries in Japanese). With split constituents in Hungarian, however, no 
subject-object asymmetries arise (cf. section 4.6.1.(VII». 

(IV) It remains unclear under a derivational analysis why the split variant may 
only have an intersective reading. Because of the trace in the modifier position, the 
NP-configuration remains unaffected. Hence, the syncategorematic reading should 
be available in case of a split NP as well. 

From the problems listed in (I)-(IV), I conclude that a derivational analysis of 
split constituents makes the wrong predictions and leaves open a number of ques
tions. An alternative analysis of this type of constituents is provided by a representa
tional approach to grammar. Below I will elaborate such an analysis of split consti
tuents along the lines of Higginbotham's (1985a; 1986) theory of a-discharge. 21 Before 
doing so, let us first consider the concepts relevant for our approach. 

Higginbotham (1985a) proposes the following redefinition of the a-criterion 
(cf. 3.2.(2»: 

(26) a-Criterion: a. Every argument is assigned one and only one a-role 
b. Every a-position is discharged (uniquely) 

The original second part of the a-criterion (cf. 3.2.(2b» is now replaced by (26b) 
which is more general. The elimination of open a-positions in the a-grid of lexical 
items is not only restricted to arguments under this approach. 

Higgingbotham distinguishes the following types of a-discharge: 

(27) a. a-marking, exemplified by pairs consisting of a predicate and one of its arguments 
b. a-identification, exemplified in simple adjectival modification as in white wall 

interpreted as 'white(x) and wall(x)' 
c. Autonymous a-marking, where the value assigned to the open position in the 9-

marker is the attribute given by its sister 
d. a-binding, exemplified by determiners or measure-words and their nominals, as 

in every dog, interpreted as 'for every x such that dog(x)' 

These modes of discharge are the primitive semantic operations of structural 
meaning which are all controlled by the configuration of government (mostly identifi
able with sisterhood). a-marking covers the nonmodificatory, or simple case of a-dis
charge. The others types refer to a modification relation. 

Consider an example of each of the latter type. Let us first discuss a-identification. 
Bare nominals are open constructions. This is supported by the fact that nomin

als can serve as predicates in many languages. Adjectives must have an open position 

(21) Pica (1987) applies this theory to reflexive anaphors. According to Pica, the fact that reflexive anap
hors must be bound by an antecedent is due to the property that they have an open position in their syntactic 
representation which must be sarurated. 
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as well since they may also function as a predicate. Hence, we may assign nominals 
and adjectives the following a-grids as part of their lexical entries «1) indicates that 
there is an undischarged role associated with the predicate): 

(28) a. nominal, [-V, +N], (1) b. adjective, [+V, +N], (1) 

The semantics of the phrase white wall is expressed by a simple conjunction: a 
white wall is a thing that is white and a wall. In this phrase, some position in the 
adjective is identified with the nominal position. The a-structure of white wall may 
be represented in the following diagram: 

(29) (N' ,(1) -----(A, white, ~1» (N, wall,! (1» 

The open position of the adjective is discharged under this identification, indicat
ed by the connecting line. We can compare its structure to that of building up a 
compound Fx & Gx and then identifying x and y. 

Let us consider now an instance of autonymous a-marking. Consider again (15a), 
here repeated as (30): 

(30) That is a big butterfly 

This phrase can be paraphrased as follows: that is a butterfly, and it is big (for a 
butterfly). In this paraphrase, the head noun is an argument of the adjective. So, this 
category serves to discharge two a-positions in a syncategorematic adjective-noun 
construction. One by identification and the other by a-marking of the noun itself by 
the adjective. This latter mode is called auronymous a-marking, indicated by an 
arrow in diagram (31). The tail of the arrow is at the position of the a-marker and 
its head abuts the point marked: 

(31) (N', (1» 

~ 
(A, big, (1,2) (N, butterfly, (1» 

! , 

Higginbotham notes that head nouns do not take arguments when they form 
NPs. What happens instead is that the position (1) in (28a) is accessible to Spec, 
which acts as a binder. There must be some binder, and there can not be two. This 
mode of a-discharge is referred to as a-binding. The a-structure of, for example, every 
dog might be depicted as follows (the asterisks indicates that the open position in N' 
is not open in NP): 

(32) (NP, (1 *» --------Spec (N', (1» 

I (N,I (1» 
I 

every dog 

Having discussed several modes of a-discharge, let us turn now to a represen
tational analysis of split constituents. 
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I will first examine the representations (21a) and (22a). Recall that numeral mod
ifiers always display an intersective reading (cf. section 4.6.2.). So the modification 
in (21a) is an instance of 9-identification. We observed that (22a) is a case of syncat
egorematic modification. Analogously to (30a), we may handle this sentence by the 
combination of 9-identification and autonymous 9-marking. Let us turn to (21b) 
and (22b). 

Suppose we assign for example the head noun biciklit the status of direct object 
argument in these sentences. Either it is in a complement position itself, or it is relat
ed to this position by scrambling. This has two consequences. 

First, the Projection Principle is satisfied, because the transitive verb leit has now 
two arguments, a subject and an object. Second, the modifiers ketfOt and nagyot turn 
into adjuncts. Accordingly, I assume that they are base-generated in a non-A-posi
tion, as any other adjunct is. This accounts then for the fact that the parts of split 
constituents display freedom of word order. The question arises then how the parts 
of split constituents are related under a representational approach. 

The semantics of split constituents is characterized by simple conjunction (cf. 
(20». From this it follows that the parts of these constituents must be related by 
means of 9-identification. The question to answer is how this relation is set up and 
how it is restricted. 

Nominals and adjectives have an open position in their 9-grid which must be 
discharged. This covers the fact why only certain types of modifiers (adjectives, nu
merals, some quantifiers) may participate in split constituent constructions, namely, 
exactly those which may function as predicate nominals, and thus may be open 
structures. 

The fact that the parts of split constituents have this property also provides an 
explanation for the observation that they must be bare. Modification by a definite or 
indefinite determiner would close the structure, i.e. eliminate its 9-role from the 
grid, by the mode of 9-binding. Hence, 9-identification would be blocked as a vio
lation of the 9-criterion (cf. (26b». 

Szabolcsi (1986b: 48) notes an interesting apparent exception to this restriction. 
Szabolcsi observes that if the separated modifier is in the superlative it may be mod
ified by a determiner: 

(33) Zold 16val itt tahilkoztam a legszebbel 
green horse-INSTR here met-AGRlsg the prettiest-INSTR 
'I met a prettier green horse here than anywhere else.' 
*'As for green horses, it was here that I met the prettiest of them, i.e. the pret
tiest green horse that there is.' 

Observe from the glosses that a superlative adjective modified by a definite ar
ticle may only be separated from the head noun in the comparative reading. This 
sentence is ungrammatical in the absolute reading of the superlative. 

Szabolcsi claims that the superlative phrase in the absolute reading is in the Spec 
of the NP, whereas the superlative phrase is NP-internal in the case of the compar
ative reading. Her conclusion fits in nicely with our result. In the absolute reading 
the NP would be closed by a binder in the Spec of the NP. In the comparative read-
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ing, although there is a determiner present, the NP counts as an open structure with 
an undischarged a-position. Hence, the superlative phrase may be available for split 
constiruents only on the comparative reading. 

Higginbotham assumes that a-identification is restricted by government. One 
part of split constituents must be base-generated in a non-A-position outside a max
imal projection by assumption. Therefore, a-identification in these cases cannot be 
restricted by government. Instead I will assume that this type of a-discharge bet
ween the parts of split constituents is conditioned by a weaker structural condition 
than government, namely, by c-command. C-command is the minimal structural con
dition two mutually dependent constituents generally have to obey. It is always res
pected in split constituents because one of the parts is in a non-A-position from 
where it can c-command the part in a complement position. This covers then the 
fact that no subject-object asymmetries turn up with split constituents. 

a-identification is further restricted by a morphological licensing condition, i.e. 
identity of morphological features (case, number, etc.). This depends on the different 
functions morphological markers may have in a language. In Hungarian, case-mar
kers may act as an attribute relater in split constituents. A case-marker indicates that 
an adjunct is predicated of the head noun. The optional agreement of plural features 
does not form an obstacle under this analysis (cf. 4.6.1.(IV)). 

If this analysis of noun modification in Hungarian is on the right track, we ex
pect that the following predictions about the possibility of "splitting" single NPs 
will be borne out. In case the semantics of a modifier-noun combination cannot be 
captured by a simple conjunction, a split constituent is not allowed, or to put it dif
ferently, if it is not possible to take the combination of adjective and noun as having 
as its denotation the intersection of the set denoted by the adjective with the set de
noted by the noun. This arises at least in the following two cases. 

(i) Modification is interpreted as a combination of a-identification and auto ny
mollS a-marking. Consider the following pair: 

(34) a. Mari nagy bolMt latott 
Mary big flea-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Mary saw a big flea.' 

b. *Mari bolMt latott nagyot 
Mary flea-ACC saw-AGR3sg big-ACC 

Sentence (34a) means: 'Mary saw a thing that was a flea and it was big for a flea'. 
This reading is a case of a combination of a-identification with autonymous a-mar
king. In sentence (34b), the modifier is separated from its head noun. According to 
generalization (20), the semantics of such constructions is captured by simple con
junction. Therefore, the sentence should mean: 'Mary saw a thing that was a flea and 

. it was big'. However, this is not in coherence with the properties of fleas. Even big 
fleas are not big creatures. Hence, the ungrammaticality of (34b). 

(ii) Modification is interpreted as a case of autonymous a-marking only. Exam
ples of the latter are phrases like former president and alleged murder. Adjectives such as 
former and alleged cannot have as denotation the intersection of any such sets. For 
example, former president cannot be analysed as the intersection of the set of presi
dents with the set of things that are former. It is easy to see that this latter phrase is 
meaningless. Compare the following sentences: 
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(35) a. Mari Iatta az elOzo elnokot 
Mary saw-AGR3sg the former president-ACC 
'Mary saw the former president' 

b. *Mari elnokot hirott elOzOt 
Mary president-ACC saw-AGR3sg former-ACC 

LAszL6 MARAcz 

In sentence (35a) the phrase 'former president' designates a person whose pre
sidency is former. This is not a case of intersective modification (cf. Higginbotham 
1985a: 567, who suggests to analyse this case by adopting a temporal positions in 
the a-grids of nouns). Hence, as (35b) shows, it is impossible to have the split 
variant. 

Consider the following pair: 

(36) a. Mari latta az allit6lagos gyilkost 
Mary saw-AGR3sg the alleged murder-ACC 
'Mary saw the alleged murder.' 

b. *Mari gyilkost Iatott allit6lagosat 
Mary murder-ACC saw-AGR3sg alleged-ACC 

Sentence (36a) is a case of autonymous a-marking (cf. Higginbotham 1985a). An 
alleged murder is true of things alleged to be a murder. Again, it is not possible to 
form a split constituent construction (cf. (36b», as this presupposes an intersective 
reading of the modifier-noun combination. 

Summarizing, I have discussed the syntax and semantics of noun-modification in 
Hungarian. I have isolated the syntactic and semantic conditions under which one of 
the variants of noun-modification, the split constituent, appears (cf. (12) and (20». 
Further, I have considered two analyses which relate the split constituent to the un
marked single constituent, a derivational and a representational one. Neither of 
them violates the Projection Principle, because the biuniqueness requirement on this 
principle is obeyed. 

I have argued that a representational analysis makes the better predictions. The 
reason for this is that the derivational approach assumes that the parts of split cons
tituents are related by trace-binding. At the position of the modifier a trace is postu
lated. This assumption causes morphological, syntactic, and semantic anomalies. 

The representational approach, on the other hand, assumes that some positions in 
the grids of the parts of split constituents are related. This type of binding is dis
tinct from trace-binding. A position in a grid is not a formative of the grammar but 
rather a part of the lexical entry of a predicator whose grid it is. Therefore, the above 
anomalies are avoided under a representational analysis. 

Let us tum now to a discussion of split constituents in other languages. 

4.6.4. Split Constituents and the Theory of Grammar 

In the literature, split constituents have been discussed most extensively for 
Warlpiri and German. As we will demonstrate below, the properties of split cons
tituents in these languages coincide largely with the ones of Hungarian. Therefore, 
it is suspicious that they give rise to widely different theoretical views. First, I will 
discuss split constituents in Warlpiri and then I will turn to this phenomenon in 
German. 
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(I) Split Constituents in Warlpiri 
Hale (1983) argues that the Projection Principle applies in Warlpiri only at LS. 

Under this assumption, a many-to-one linking from PS onto LS is allowed. Conse
quently, split constituents may appear unrestrictedly. 

The following sentences exemplify some instances of this phenomenon in 
Warlpiri: 

(37) a. Wawirri kapirna pantirni yalumpu 
kangaroo Aux spear-nonpast that 
'I will spear that kangaroo: 
(Hale 1983: (4» 

b. Malikirli <1>- ji yarlkurnu wiringki 
dog-ERG perf lobj bite-past big-ERG 
'The/a big dog bit me,' 
'The/a dog me and it was big,' 
(Hale 1983: (39» 

Word order is free in these sentences, apart from Aux, which is usually in second 
position in Warlpiri. 

The composing parts of an NP in English may appear linearly non-adjacent in a 
Warlpirian clause. For example, in (37a) the restrictive determiner yalumpu modifies 
the noun wawirri as in the English tran~lation. According to Hale, this discon
tinuous pair forms an expression corresponding to that represented by the single 
syntactic constituent wawirri yalumpu in (38): 

(38) Wawirri yalumpu kapirna pantirni 
kangaroo that Aux spear-nonpast 
'I will spear the kangaroo: 
(Hale 1983: (5» 

Let us consider now whether split constituents in Warlpiri obey the same restric
tions as the ones in Hungarian. 

I formulated the syntactic restriction (12) on the occurrence of this phenomenon, 
here repeated for convenience as (39): 

(39) The parts of split constituents are nominal predicates and display identity of 
morphological features (case, number, etc.) 

Nash (1980) and Hale (1981) observe that the parts of split constituents in Warl
piri must have the same categorial and morphological features (N, case, number) as 
well. For example, in (37a) both parts are in the absolutive singular, and in (37b) 
they are marked ergative singular. Hence, split constituents in both Warlpiri and 
Hungarian display identity of morphological features. 

Several authors (cf. Nash 1980, Hale 1981; 1983, and Simpson 1983) claim that 
the category N includes both nominals and adjectives in Warlpiri. There are no for
mal morphological and syntactic properties which distinguish these parts of speech. 
Nash (1980: 15), for example, points out that adjectives are in fact nominals that pre
fer a reading which has an argument position in it. This is illustrated by the follow
ing sentence: 
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(40) Pakarni kapala maliki witajarrarlu 
strike-nonpast Aux-pres-3dual dog small-dual-ERG 
'The two small ones (children, say) are striking the dog.' 
(Hale 1981: (31)) 

Note that the adjective wita 'small' may receive the interpretation of a full NP in 
this sentence. 

We may conclude then that both adjectives and nominals in Warlpiri may func
tion as nominal predicates. In fact, any part of an NP in English may be turned into 
an independent NP in this language. From (37a), it is clear that even a determiner 
such as that displays this property, since it participates in split constituents. 

Hence, there seems to be a correlation between the ability to promote a modifier 
into a predicate and the participation of that modifier in split constituents. Lan
guages may differ with respect to this ability. For example, modern English does not 
display split constituents of the type discussed here. Nor may modifiers head an NP. 
As a consequence, in an elliptical NP the missing head must be represented by one: 

(41) a big *(one) 

In Hungarian and Warlpiri, modifiers may be promoted into predicates, alt
hough the group of modifiers participating is more restrictive in Hungarian. Hun
garian allows these modifiers to be only adjectives, numerals, and some quantifiers, 
whereas Warlpiri allows all modifiers to become nominal predicates. 

This ability to promote modifiers into predicates might then be a parametric dif
ference among languages. English and Warlpiri are on the ends of the scale, while 
Hungarian is somewhere in the middle. English has no split constituents, in Warl
piri this phenomenon appears freely, and in Hungarian split constituents do occur 
but not as freely as in Warlpiri. In sum, there is no difference between Hungarian 
and Warlpiri in the syntactic status of the split parts. In both languages, they are 
nominal predicates which head an NP. 

Let us discuss now whether the semantics of split constituents in Warlpiri coin
cides with the semantics of these constituents in Hungarian. Recall that (12), here 
repeated as (42), captures the semantics of Hungarian split constituent:;: 

(42) Split constituents express simple conjunction 

According to Hale (1983), split constituents in Warlpiri may receive at least two 
interpretations. Consider again sentence (37b), here repeated as (43): 

(43) Malikirli <1>- ji yarlkurnu wiringki 
dog-ERG perf lobj bite-past big-ERG 
'The/a big dog bit me.' 
The/a dog me and it was big.' 

On one reading of this sentence, the expression wiringki is taken as a modifier of 
malikirli, constituting an expression which corresponds to the single constituent 
maliki wiringki in the following sentence: 

(44) Maliki wiringki <1>- ji yalkurnu 
dog big-ERG perf lobj bite-past 
'The/a dog bit me.' 
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Hale refers to this reading as the 'merged' interpretation. That the subject in (44) 
is a single constituent is shown not only by the position of Aux but also by the man
ner in which the case-category of this expression is marked. The ergative suffix ap
pears on the final subconstituent only. On the other reading of (43), wiringki is 
simply predicated of malikirli. It receives an unmerged interpretation. 

The parallelism between split constituents in Hungarian and Warlpiri breaks 
down at this point. Hungarian split constituents have only what Hale calls an un
merged interpretation (cf. (42». There is, however, some reason to be careful with 
the claim that one of the interpretations of the split constituent in (43) is synony
mous with the interpretation of the single expression in (44). Hale himself (1983: 
fn.2) notes that the role of word order in intetpretation is an aspect ofWarlpiri 
which is still very much in need of investigation. Furthermore, McGregor (1989), in 
a paper on split constituents in Gooniyandi (another aboriginal Australian language 
related to Warlpiri) emphasizes that single and split constituents have different 
semantic, pragmatic, and phonetic properties. 

Summarizing, split constituents in Hungarian and Warlpiri display the same 
syntactic properties. The parts of split constituents may be linked only under iden
tity of morphological features, and they are nominal predicates. Semantically, Hun
garian and Warlpiri seem to diverge with this phenomenon. Hungarian split cons
tituents do not exhibit a merged interpretation. 

In my view, these syntactic parallelisms between split constituents in Hungarian 
an Warlpiri do not justify a radically different analysis. If these constituents do not 
violate the Projection Principle in Hungarian, then the nuIl-hypothesis should be 
that they do norin Warlpiri either. 

An analysis of Warlpiri which respects the Projection Principle has been elabor
ated in Jelinek (1983). Jelinek argues that the elitic pronouns in Aux serve as verbal 
arguments which satisfy the Projection Principle. As a consequence, nominals are 
not verbal arguments but are adjuncts coindexed with these arguments. There is 
nothing which prohibi~s the binding of the parts of split constituents along the lines 
of section 4.6.3. The precise elaboration of this, however, is beyond the scope of this 
study. 

(II) Split Constituents in German 
Below, I will discuss split constituents in German. In my discussion, I will heav

ily rely on observations made in Bayer (1987), Fanselow (1987b), and Van Riems
dijk (1987). Split constituents in German have a number of properties in common 
with such constituents in Hungarian. Hence, it is attractive from a theoretical point 
of view to analyse them in a similar way. 

Van Riemsdijk (1987) argues for a derivational approach. In order to do so, Van 
Riemsdijk proposes to extend derivational grammar with the theory of regeneration. 
I will argue, however, that Van Riemsdijk's analysis is rather defective in that it 
makes a number of ad hoc claims and incorrect predictions. Before entering this theor
etical debate, let us first examine some of the relevant properties of split constitu
ents iri German. 

(i) According to Van Riemsdijk, this phenomenon in German is formed by topic
alizing the head noun which is an N' and leaving behind the determiner in the sour-
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ce position. Therefore, Van Riemsdijk refers to this construction type as Split Topic
alization (ST). Compare the following example: 

(45) Bucher habe ich keine mehr 
books have I none more 
'As for books, I don't have any more.' 
(Van Riemsdijk 1987: (1» 

The head noun bucher is in the preverbal topic position which is identified as the 
Spec of CP position, and the stranded determiner is in the object position in this 
sentence. Recall split constituents in Hungarian are not so positionally restricted as 
ST in German (cf. 4.6.1.(1». 

Van Riemsdijk observes further that the topic NP must be indefinite. It may not 
be modified by an overt definite or indefinite article, except byein in some southern 
varieties of German (cf. (ivA) below). The split source must be indefinite but is not 
otherwise restricted. Split constituents in Hungarian are restricted by a definiteness 
effect as well (cf. 4.6.1.(III». 

(ii) ST requires identity of number and case agreement. In the following sen
tence, both parts must be in the accusative singular: 

(46) Einenl*ein Wagen has er sich noch keinen gekauft 
a-ACCINOM car has he refl yet none bought 
(Van Riemsdijk 1987: (20» 

Recall that split constituents in Hungarian display identity of morphological feat
ures as well, at least with reference to the case-marker (cf. section 4.6.1.(II». 

(iii) Some determiners, such as kein 'no', bear different adjectival inflection depen
ding on whether they are in an independent elliptical NP or whether they are in 
construction with a head noun. When they act as an independent NP their inflec
tion switches from weak (cf. (47b» to strong (cf. (47a»: 

(47) a. Er hat keinesl*kein b. Er hat keinl*keines Geld 
he has no he has no money 

(Fanselow 1987b: (43» 

Such a determiner in the source position of ST must take the inflection of the in
dependent form, that is, it must appear with strong inflection: 

(48) Geld hat er keinesl*kein 
money has he no 

Fanselow (1987b) argues that in case the modifier appears in an elliptical NP, it 
has not become a noun. The reason for this is that even in such an NP the modifier 
retains its adjectival properties. 

There are three-classes of case-number-gender endings for adjectives, the so-cal
led 'strong', 'weak', and 'mixed' systems of inflection. Choice among them is trigger
ed by the respective determiner: 

(49) a. Ein roter Apfel 
a red apple 

b. Der rote Apfel . 
the red apple 
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Nouns, on the other hand, have just one class of case-number-inflection: 

(50) a. Ein Bote 
a herald 

b. DerBote 
the herald 
(Fanselow 1987b: (46» 
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Not~ now that in NPs without overt nominal heads, adjectives retain the three
valued system of inflection: 

(51) a. Ein interessanter 
an interesting 
'An interesting one' 

b. Der interssante 
the interesting 
'The interesting orie' 
(Fanselow 1987: (47» 

(iv) The parts of ST cannot appear as single NPs in some cases. This implies that 
there is in these cases no source to which the parts of ST can be related under a mov
ement analysis. 

(A) Van Riemsdijk observes that some varieties of southern German allow the 
head noun in topic position to be modified by an independent determiner. Van 
Riemsdijk refers to this as determiner overlap. With this phenomenon, the determiner 
in the topic part is always the simple indefinite article, that is, ein for singular count 
nouns and zero for singular mass nouns and plurals. Compare, for example: 

(52) Einen Wagen hat er sich noch keinen leisten konnen 
a car has he retl yet none afford could 
'As for cars, he has not been able to afford one yet.' 
(Van Riemsdijk 1987: (4» 

In this sentence, both the topic and the source position contain a determiner. The 
split constituent cannot be derived from an underlying source which contains both 
determiners, because such a single NP does not exist: 

(53) a. *Einen keinen Wagen b. *Keinen einen Wagen 

(B) Another case in which the parts of ST cannot be rehi.ted to a single NP is 
with the word welch-. As an independent NP, it has the meaning of an existential 
quantifier (cf. (54a». When it is part of a single NP, however, welch- cannot have this 
meaning (cf. (54b»: 

(54) a. Geld frage ich mich ob er welches hat 
money ask 1 me whether he some has 
'I wonder if he has some money.' 

b. *Ich frage mich ob er welches Geld hat 
'I wonder if he has some money.' 
(Fanselow 1987b: (40» 

(v). Van Riemsdijk (1987: 6) and Bayer (1987) argue that the parts of ST are 
complete NPs. 

First, determiner overlap: both the topic and source part are turned by the deter
miner into a full NP (cf. (52». 

Second, the determiner has strong inflection in ST just as in independent ellip
tical NPs (cf. (51». Recall that the parts of split constituents in Hungarian display 
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this property too. They have the same lexical forms as independent elliptical NPs or 
the predicative parts of predicative sentences (cf. section 4.6.1.(VI» 

Third, nouns which cannot function as independent NPs may not participate in 
ST. Hence, the singular unmodified noun Foto, unlike its plural counterpart, yields 

• an ungrammmatical result with ST: 

(55) a. Fotos sehe ich viele 
photos see 1 many 
'I am seeing many photos.' 

b. Ich sehe Fotos 
I see photos 
'I am seeing photos.' 

c. *Foto sehe ich das 
photo see 1 that 

d. *Ich sehe Foto 
I see photo 
(Fanselow 1987b: (45» 

(vi) Joseph Bayet (personal communication) informs me that ST is subject to a 
similar semantic restriction as split constituents in Hungarian (cf. (20». A non-in
tersective modifier may not participate in ST. Therefore, (56a) with the intersect
ive modifier rothaarig is grammatical, unlike (56b) with the non-intersective modif
ier angeblich: 

(56) a. Monier hat er einen rotharigen getroffen 
murder has he a redhaired met 
'As for a murder, he has met a redhaired one.' 

b. *Miirder hat er einen angeblichen getroffen 
murder has he a alleged met 

(vii) According to Van Riemsdijk, the meaning of the word welch- is dependent 
on its syntactic context. When it is part of an NP modifying a head noun, it has the 
meaning of which (cf. (57a», but it has the meaning of an existential quantifier when 
it is elliptical (cf. (57b». (If the existential reading is preserved in a single NP 
welch- must be pefixed with irgend-). Van Riemsdijk observes now that welch- may 
only have the existential reading when it participates in ST (cf. (57 c»: 

(57) a. Welche unbeschadigten Exemplare hast du? b. Hast du welche? 
which undamaged copies have you have you any 
(welche = which) (welche = some) 

c. Unbeschadigte Exemplare habe ich kaum noch welche 
undamaged copies have I hardly still any 
(welche = some) 

(viii) According to Van Riemsdijk, ST obeys the diagnostics of move-a, since it 
is sensitive to island constraints. It may not violate the Wh-island Constraint, the 
Complex Noun Phrase Constraint, and it does not allow Preposition Stranding. 
Further, it displays ECP-effects with extraction from the left-branch and it displays 
reconstruction effects. 

Van Riemsdijk observes a paradox now. Several properties of ST such as the fact 
that there is no underlying source for a movement analysis in the case of determiner 
overlap (cf. (ivA» and with the word welch- (cf. (ivB», and the fact that both parts of 
ST are complete NPs (cf. (v» suggest that ST cannot be derived by move-a. On the 
other hand, it obeys the diagnostics of movement. In order to escape this paradox, 
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Van Riemsdijks invents the theory of regeneration which filters the application of 
move-a. 

Let us summarize the essence of this theory. Van Riemsdijk allows move ex. to af
fect any category on the X' -projection. According to Van Riemsdijk, ST involves an 
instance ofN'-movement which leaves a trace in the source position. 

Van Riemsdijk formulates an S-structure filter which does not allow S-structure 
representations containing an X'-category which is not dominated by its maximal 
projection. This filter permits regeneration of the X' - projection in topic position in-
to a full-fledged NP. . 

Regeneration may be followed by the partial relexicalization of the regenerated 
structures. The relevant morphosyntactic features such as [count], [gender], [num
ber], and [case] which are for the most part inherent features of the head noun, are 
used to determine the lexical form of the determiner. A recoverability requirement 
on relexicalization accounts for determiner overlap. 

Regeneration and relexicalization are subject to parametric variation, since some 
languages such as modern English do not allow split constituents, and some dialects 
of German do not allow determiner overlap with ST. 

Van Riemsdijk states that this derivational theory of ST is both theoretically and 
empirically superior to a representational account. However, regeneration runs into 
the following anomalies. 

(I) It is not obvious why the machinery of regeneration applies at all in case of ST. 
Van Riemsdijk assumes that ST is an instance of N' -movement. Some of its proper
ties, however, suggest that both parts are full NPs (cf. (v». This is also acknowled
ged by Van Riemsdijk (1987: 6) himself. In other words, it remains unclear why the 
source NP should contain an N' -gap. 

Alternatively, it could be assumed that the determiner/modifier in source posi
tion heads the remnant NP, such as with split constituents in Hungarian (cf. section 
4.6.3.), or it could be assumed that the head of the source NP is small pro (cf. Fanse
low 1987b). 

According to Fanselow, the latter alternative also explains the switch of weak to 
strong inflection in elliptical independent NPs and the source NP in ST. Only the 
strong adjectival inflection can license pro. Therefore, in languages without strong 
adjectival inflection, like English, pro has to be spelled out in elliptical NPs: 

(58) An interesting *(one) 

(II) Van Riemsdijk argues that regeneration is supported by the observation that 
the ordering restrictions within a single NP are preserved under movement. Accor
ding to Van Riemsdijk, the element which is nearest to the head noun in a single 
NP appears in topic position. Hence, only Amerikanisches can be fronted with the fol
lowing pair yielding a grammatical result in (60a): 

(59) a. ein neues Amerikanisches Auto 
b. *ein Amerikanisches neues Auto 

(Van Riemsdijk 1987: (48» 

(60) a. Ein Amerikanisches Auto kann ich mir kein neues leisten 
an American car can I refl no new afford 

b. *Ein neues Auto kann ich mir kein Amerikanische leisten 
. (Van Riemsdijk 1987: (47» 
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Van Riemsdijk claims that under the movement theory the contrast in (60) can 
immediately be reduced to the principles that account for the ordering restrictions 
on the adjectives in the non-splitNP in (59). Although the correlation between 
these pairs may be accounted for by regeneration, it is also in agreement with an al
ternative theory along the lines of section 4.6.3. Since the predication relation bet
ween the parts of ST qualifies full NPs. 

But let us turn now to ordering restrictions with NPsin Hungarian. Compare 
the Hungarian counterparts of (59): 

(61) ·a •. egy lij amerikai auta b. *egy amerikai uj auta 
a new American car 

However, contrary to German in Hungarian the internal order of modifier within 
a single NP does not have to be preserved with split constituents: 

(62) a. Amerikai autat vettem ujat 
American car-ACC bought-AGRlsg new-ACC 
'I bought an American car such that it was new.' 

b. OJ autat vettem amerikait 
new car-ACC bought-AGRlsg American-ACC 
'I bought a new car such that it was american.' 

Thus, the cot.:relation in the German pairs (58) and (59) does not turn up in these 
Hungarian pairs. If the correlation in German is an argument in favour of move-a. in 
ST, then the absence of such a correlation in Hungarian is an argument against this 
rule in Hungarian split constituents. 

(Ill) Regeneration runs into an ordering conflict with lexical insertion. Van 
Riemsdijk (1987: fn.5) assumes that relexicalization applies at or after S-structure, 
because of the morphological form of determiners which participate in the inflection 
switch such as kein (cf. (iii». However, Van Riemsdijk (p.29) also assumes that lex
ical insertion must apply at D-structure, since otherwise the relative order of adjec
tives (cf. (II)) cannot be determined. Such principles have to refer to the lexical con
tent of adjectives. Thus, lexical insertion must take place at D-structure to account 
for the relative order of adjectives, but it may not apply at D-structure otherwise the 
morphological form of some determiners cannot be predicted. To assume, however, 
that only relexicalized elements are inserted at S-structure is rather ad hoc. 

(IV) Regeneration does not predict why non-intersective modifiers may not par
ticipate in ST (cf. (vi». Van Riemsdijk (1987: 8) covers lexical meaning at or after S
structure in order to avoid the problems with the change of meaning of welch- under 
a movement analysis (cf. (vii». However, if lexical meaning is fixed at or after S
structure and regeneration applies at S-structure, it is unclear why non-intersective 
modifiers may not participate in ST. After regeneration a full-fledged NP is avail
able which could denote the meaning of non-intersective modifiers. 

(V) Van Riemsdijk argues that the reassembling of the NP under a representat
ional account can partly account for the determiner overlap problem. But it can not 
cover the fact that the only type of determiner that shows up in the topic position is 
the simple indefinite determiner. In order to handle this fact within a representat
ional approach, we could follow here Van Riemsdijk's suggestion that the indefin-
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ite article is the unmarked form of the nominal determiner which must be overtly 
represented in some dialects. It seems to me that this spelling out of the indefinite 
article does not prevent the topic NP to participate in the Unification of the parts of 
ST. Hence, this fact remains neutral with respect to the choice between movement 
and base-generation. 

Summarizing, ST in German has a number properties in common with split 
constituents in Hungarian. Some of these properties conflict with a movement 
analysis. Van Riemsdijk (1987), however, extends the derivational theory with ~he 
theory of regeneration. in order to account for ST. I have pointed out that this theory 
makes some wrong predictions, both in the case of German ST and Hungarian split 
constituents. Therefore, it should be treated with some scepticism. However,. the ela
boration of a representational analysis of ST lies beyond the scope of this study. 

4.7. Conclusions 

In this chapter, I presented empirical evidence from Hungarian for the hypothe
sis that the Projection Principle holds in the mapping from LS onto syntax. There
fore, it is not justified to parametrize the Projection Principle in order to derive 
some of its apparent 'non-configurational' properties, such as relative free word order 
or split constituents. This chapter supports the claim that the Projection Principle is 
a universal principle .. 

The Projection Principle seems to be violated by omitted pronouns (cf. section 
4.2. and 4.5.) and by split constituents (cf. section 4.6.). In the former case, the cor
respondence between LS and syntax is one-to-null, and in the latter case this corres
pondence is one-to-many. 

However, I argued that the position of omitted pronouns is taken by small pro. 
The presence of this empty category in Hungarian follows from the fact that it dis
plays the same distribution as its overt counterpart, and that there is a functional 
split between pro and its overt counter-part with some syntactic phenomena. 

Split constituents may appear only under highly specific syntactic and semantic 
restrictions. This implies that they are are rather marked. In fact, they are "saved" by 
an interaction of a-theory with Case theory, more precisely, with the properties of 
overt case-markers in Hungarian. So, these phenomena do not question the hypothe
sis that the relation between LS and syntax is biunique. This is also supported by ot
her phenomena in Hungarian. The Case- and a-features of verbal predicators are as
signed to dummy pronouns when a syntactic constituent is base-generated in a non
A-position, like fronted NPs with Left Dislocation (cf. section 4.3.), or embedded 
clauses (cf. section 4.5.). The behavior of some lexical items ambiguous between an 
argumental (personal pronoun) interpretation and a non-argumental one (verbal pre
fix) is determined by the Projection Principle (cf. section 4.4.). 

By keeping the Projection Principle constant, we have created a number of new 
puzzles. To mention some of them. 

The distribution of nominative and accusative pro is not totally free in Hun
garian. The restrictions have been captured by making reference to structural con
ditions such as government, the 'richness' of AGR, and discourse hierarchies. 
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Left-dislocated NPs and embedded clauses cannot receive Case- and a-features 
directly from the governing verb. Therefore, I assumed that personal and demonstrat
ive pronouns have the ability to transfer these features to (clausal) antecedents. 

Split constituents may be derived under a derivational or a representational ap
proach to grammar. I argued that a representational approach makes the better pre
dictions with this phenomenon in Hungarian. 

The phenomena discussed in this chapter do not only support the hypothesis that 
the Projection Principle applies between LS and PS but they may also give us some 
insight into the way lexical information is projected. For example, a-governed lexic
al case must be visible at surface sttucture. This appeared from personal pronouns 
with case-stems, double-faced lexical items, the demonstrative/personal pronoun
switch in the formation of embedded clauses, and left-dislocated structures. What 
seems to be projected onto syntax with these phenomena is Case. The Projection 
Principle is category blind in these cases. The properties of transfer systems allow 
then the different types of categorial constituents in syntax. 

If this is correct, it provides an argument for the autonomy of LS. It would be 
worth investigating whether LS is an independent module. A more complete elabor
ation of such puzzles will have to await, however, further research. 

In this chapter, I have argued that the relation between LS and syntax is subject 
to a biuniqueness condition. I have, however, not argued for the particular formulat
ion of the Projection Principle in 4.1.(2): 

(1) The LS must be represented categorially at each level of representation 

This formulation expresses the hypothesis that the relation between LS and syn
tax is structurally isomorphic, that is, structure is projected from the lexicon. This 
implies that a VP-node must be present in Hungarian syntax. In the following chap
ter, I will present empirical evidence for this claim. 



5. SYMMETRIES AND ASYMMETRIES IN HUNGARIAN 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter discusses clusters of subject-object symmetries and asymmetries in 
Hungarian and their consequences for its phrase structure and the theory ofUG. 

E. Kiss (1987a: 36, 44) claims that subject-object asymmetries do not occur in 
Hungarian. According to E. Kiss, subject and object have the same distribution and 
they are identically affected by syntactic operations. Therefore, E. Kiss assigns a flat 
structure to the propositional part of the Hungarian sentence (cf. 1.2.(1»: 

(1) S -> V Xn* 

This structure expresses the claim that there is no VP in Hungarian. 
I agree with E. Kiss (1987a) that in Hungarian a number of subject-object sym

metries show up where asymmetries appear in English. However, I do not think that 
these symmetries should lead to the postulation of a non-configurational phrase 
structute. At least, empirical evidence points rather in a different direction. As I will 
demonstrate below, the presence of subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian is em
pirically well-motivated (cf. section 5.3.). Incidentally, some of these subject-object 
asymmetries are even reported by E. Kiss (1987a) herself. In the light of this, I will 
assume that its phrase structure is hierarchical, configurational. This hypothesis is 
the null-hypothesis (cf. discussion in section 1.2.). The question arises, then, how 
subject-object symmetries in Hungarian are to be accounted for? My attempt to solve 
this puzzle will be rather modest. The reason for this is that some of these phenome
na are badly understood at the present state of research and require further study. In 
section 5.2. and 5.3., I will catalogue subject-object symmetries and subject-object 
asymmetries. This will be done in terms of the modules discussed in chapter one. In 
section 5.4., I will evaluate the facts bearing on subject-object symmetries and 
asymmetries. 

The subject-object asymmetries provide empirical evidence for the following two 
claims about the phrase structure of Hungarian: 
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(2) a. The Hungarian phrase structure is configurational 
b. The phrase structure meets the principle of binary branching 

A corollary of (2) is that Hungarian has VP. Consequently, the arguments of the 
verb are ordered in a strict hierarchy: 

(3) External argument (subject) > internal argument 1 (object) > internal argument 
2 (indirect object, arguments with lexical case) 

If these statements are correct, then there is no rationale for relaxing X'-theory, 
government theory or the Projection Principle which would allow a phrase structure 
of the type in (1). 

Concerning the analysis of subject-object symmetries, I will proceed as follows. 
Two classes of subject-object symmetries will be distinguished. 

(1) Subject-object symmetries which also appear in unambiguously configura
tionallanguages, like Germanic and Romance languages. These symmetries pose the 
following problem. How are subject-object symmetries derived in languages with a 
hierarchical structure? 

(II) Subject-object symmetries which are also attested in established configura
tional languages such as Dutch or Frisian, but have a somewhat different shape in 
Hungarian. It seems reasonable to relate them to a specific property of the syntax of 
Hungarian. 

As a working hypothesis, I will relate the symmetries in (1) to general principles 
ofUG which can account for subject-object symmetries in other configurational lan
guages as well. The . symmetries in (II) call for a more language-particular approach 
involving specific properties of Hungarian syntax such as the recursive CP (cf. 
2.2.3.(1». 

5.2. Symmetries in Hungarian 

This section discusses the subject-object symmetries in Hungarian. I will heavily rely 
on E. Kiss (1987a), which contains a detailed examination of symmetries in Hunga
rian. These phenomena appear in the following modules: X'-theory (cf. section 
5.2.1.), a-theory (cf. section 5.2.2.), binding theory (cf. section 5.2.3.), Wh-module (cf. 
section 5.2.4.), and quantification theory (cf. section 5.2.5.). 

5.2.1. X'-Theory 

The most direct evidence for a VP-constituent generated by the rules of X'-the
ory comes from operations which do not affect the internal constituency of verb and 
object. E. Kiss (1987a) argues that the reverse of this statement holds as well. Accor
ding to E. Kiss, if any rule does not involve the internal constituency of verb and ob
ject in a particular grammar, then the VP is missing from that grammar. E. Kiss dis
cusses two cases which bear on this issue, including the distribution of sentence adverbs 
(cf. section 5.2.1.1.), and the absence ofVP-rules (cf. section 5.2.1.2.). Note, however, 
that a priori there is no reason to follow this line of argumentation. Trace theory and 
adjunction can easily account for discontinuities between the verb and its objects (cf. 
section 5.4.2.). 
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5.2.1.1. The Distribution of Sentence Adverbs 

Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) note that verb-object adjacency is required in En
glish. 1 Therefore, the following string is ungrammatical: 

(1) *{vp V - Adv - NP} 

A consequence of this is that adverbs which are immediately dominated by IP, like 
sentence adverbs, adverbs of time and place, and adverbs of manner cannot stand 
between the verb and object but may appear, however, between the verb and the 
subject in some cases (cf. Jackendoff 1972, Stowell 1981, among others). This is 
examplified in the following pairs: 

(2) a. John probably saw Mary 
b. *John saw probably Mary 

(3) a. John quickly opened the door 
b. *John opened quickly the door 

The Hungarian counterparts of these sentences are all grammatical: 

(4) a. 

(5) a. 

Janos valOszinuleg lIitta Marit 
John probably saw Mary~ACC 
'John probably saw Mary.' 

}linos gyorsan kinyftotta az ajt6t 
John quickly opened the door-ACC 
'John quickly opened the door.' 

b. Janos latta valOszinUleg Marit 
John probably saw Mary.' 

b. }inos kinyftotta gyorsan az ajt6t 
'John quickly opened the door.' 

Adverbs of place or time may likewise occur between verb and object: 

(6) a. Mari elolvasta tegnap a konyvet 
Mary read yesterday the book-ACC 
'Mary read the'book yesterday.' 

b. Mari elolvasta otthon a konyvet 
Mary read at home the book-ACC 
'Mary read the book at home.' 

These sentences show that restriction (1) on the word order of English is not oper
ative in Hungarian. Consequently, the distribution of (sentence) adverbs does not 
distinguish the combination verb plus object from verb plus subject in Hungarian.2 

It could be concluded from this subject-object symmetry that Hungarian is a 
non-configurational language. However, subject-object symmetries involving the 
distribution of sentence adverbs turn up in established configurational languages as 
well. Koster (1986) demonstrates that Dutch is such a case. Therefore, it cannot be a 
decisive argument with respect to the constituencyofVP. In section 5.4.2., I will re-

(1) An apparent exception to this generalization is 'Heavy NP Shift' exemplified by the following pair: 
(i) a. John saw the woman that he loved very often 

b. John saw very often the woman that he l{)I)ed 
Note that it is possible to move the italicized heavy NP object to the right in (ib). As a result, tnis NP 

and the verb are no longer adjacent. Chomsky (1982) provides evidence that Heavy NP Shift is a syntactic 
rule which leaves a trace. The trace may then satisfy verb-object adjacency. 

(2) Horvath (1986a: 22) argues that the distribution of sentence adverbs supports the assumptions of a 
VP and a basic SVO-order in Hungarian. According to Horvath, sentence adverbs may occur between the 
subject and the verb but not between the object and the verb. However, the empirical evidence provided by 
Horvath is not convincing. Horvath presents only examples (p. 23-25, (15)-(17» in which the adverbs have 
the shape of quantifiers. These categories in Hungarian prefer a position to the left of the verb (cf. 2.1.(28£». 
Hence, the ungrammaticality of the string [V - Adv[ +Ql-0bjl is due to independent reasons. 
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turn to the question why the distribution of sentence adverbs in some configutatio
nallanguages does not provide direct evidence for a VP-node? 

5.2.1.2. Absence ofVP-rules. 

According to E. Kiss (1987a), direct evidence for a VP in a particular grammar 
comes from rules taking this constituent as their target. E. Kiss discusses two rules 
which single out the VP in English but are absent from Hungarian, namely, (1) VP
pre posing, and (II) idiom interpretation. Let us first consider VP-preposing. 

(1) E. Kiss (1987a, 30) observes that Hungarian has no operation resembling VP
preposing: 

(7) *Janos megigerre hogyatmegy a vizsgan 
John promised-AGR3sg that pass-AGR3sg the exam-SUPER 
es atmenni a vizsgan fog 
and pass-INFI the exam-SUPER will-AGR3sg 
'John promised to pass the exam, and pass the exam he will.' 
CEo Kiss 1987a: 30) 

In English, the VP-phrase pass the exam may be topicalized in the second conjunct 
of this sentence, unlike in its Hungarian equivalent. 

E. Kiss concludes from this that Hungarian lacks a VP. However, there are at 
least two reasons to be careful with conclusions based on examples like (7). Firstly, 
VP-rules which may provide direct evidence for the VP do also apply in Hungarian 
(cf. section 5.4.2.). These rules turn up only in a specific syntactic context, for exam
ple, with Left Dislocation. Further, VP-constituency tests, such as "VP-gapping", 
"VP-deletion" or "VP-reduction", are not very reliable (cf. section 5.4.2.). This con
clusion emerges from a cross-linguistic examination. Hence, it is unmotivated to de
rive far-reaching consequences from these tests for the syntactic structute of a parti
cular language. 

(11) Several authors (for example, Chomsky 1981, Aoun and Sportiche 1981, and 
Marantz 1984, among others) argue that the structure of idioms serves as a diagnos
tic for VP-constituency. English has a strong preference to choose the subject rather 
than the object as the free argument in idiom frames. In Hungarian, on the other 
hand, not only the internal arguments and the verb may form a fixed part of an 
idiom but also the external argument and the verb. 

Consider first the following idiomatic expression in which the nominative sub
ject is the freely substitutable argument: 

(8) a. 6 eli vilagat 
he live-AGR3sg world-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'He lives a merry life.' 

b. 6 beszel (bele) a vilagba 
he speak-AGR3sg into the world-ILL 
'He talks through one's hat.' 

C. 6 nem esett fejere 
he not fell-AGR3sg head-npAGR3sg-SUBL 
'He won't let himself be fooled.' 
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The following idiomatic expression contain two free arguments. The nominative 
variable is accompanied by either an accusative, dative, instrumental, or sublative ar
gument: 

(9) a. 0 szidja ot mint a bokrot 
he scold-AGR3sg him as the bush-ACC 
'He scolds him roundly.' 

b. 0 ellatja neki a bajat 
he treat-AGR3sg he-DAT the trouble-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'He will fix him.' 

c. 0 bolondjat jaratja vele 
he fool-npAGR3sg-ACC go-CAUS-AGR3sg he-INSTR 
'He sends him on a fool's errand.' 

d. 0 kivette a halojat ra 
he cast-AGR3sg the net-npAGR3sg-ACC he-SUBL 
'He cast his net on him.' 

E. Kiss (1987a: 30-31) presents the following examples in which the accusative 
object is the freely substitutable argument: 

(10) a. Az isten aldja meg ot 
the god bless-AGR3sg perf him 
'God bless him.' 

b. Az ordog vigye el ot 
the devil take-IMP-AGR3sg away him 
'The devil take him.' 

c. A fene egye meg 0 
the plague eat-IMP-AGR3sg up him 
'Plague on him.' 

d. Aso, kapa valassza el oket! 
spade, hoe separate-AGR3sg away them 
'Only spade and hoe (,death') separate them.' 

e. Vesziklviszik azt mint a cukrot 
buy-AGR3sg/take-AGR3sg it-ACC like the sugar-ACC 
'People buy/take it like sugar.' 

f. Ot mar nem lehet eladni 
him already not possible sell-I NFl 
(lit. 'It is not possible to sell him anymore.') 
'He speaks a certain language fairly well.' 

g. Akkor lassam ot amikor a hatam 
then see-IMP-AGRlsg him when the back-npAGRlsg 
kozepet 
middle-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'I should see him when 1 see the middle of my back.' 

h. Kenyerrre lehetne kenni ot 
bread-SUBL can-COND-AGR3sg smear-INFI him 
(lit. 'One could spread him on bread.') 
'He is so meek.' 

E. Kiss reports, furthermore, that the free object argument does not have to be an 
accusatively marked phrase. It may also be an argument with a lexical case: 
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(11) a. Neki beszelhet . az uristen is 
he-OAT speak-POT-AGR3sg the lord even 
(lit. 'Even the Lord might speak to him.') 
'It is no use speaking to him.' 

b. Az ordog sugta neki 
the devil whispered-AGR3sg-def he-DAT 
'The devil suggested it to him.' 

c. Neki hianyzik egy kereke 
he-OAT miss-AGR3sg a wheel-npAGR3sg 
(lit. 'He has a missing wheel.') 
'He is crazy.' 

d. Ora raj Ott a bolond6ra 
he-SUBL came-AGR3sg the hour-of-madness 
'A fit of madness is upon him.' 

e. Az eg roggyon ra 
the heaven fall-IMP-AGR3sg he-SUBL 
'Heaven fall on him.' 
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f. Nincs benne koszonet g. Isten orizzen tole 
isn't it-INESS thank-ACC God save-IMP-AGRlsg he-ABL 
(lit. 'There isn't any thank in it.') 'God save me from it.' 
'There is nothing to be gained by it.' CE. Kiss 1987a: 31-32) 

In many instances, an idiom may also contain two or more non-subject free argu
ments: 

(12) a. Azt harap6fog6val kell kiMzni belote 
it-ACC pincers-INSTR must out-dtag-INFI he-ELAT 
'It must be dragged out of him with pincers.' 

b. Ot az isten is neki teremtette 
she-ACe the god even he-OAT created-AGR3sg 
'God even created her for him.' 
CEo Kiss 1987a: 31-32) 

A preliminary descriptive generalization which captures the formation of these 
idiom frames may be formulated as follows:3 

(13) An idiom frame m,ay consist of any combination of a verb and its arguments 

The behavior of the dative possessor NP within idioms demonstrates that the 
notion argument is indeed relevant for the formation of idioms. This NP in Hunga-

(3) Kenesei (1985e) observes that idioms in Hungarian display two linear orders. They have either a 
[VM -V} or a [V - NP} order: 

(i) a. A fiu lepre ment 
the boy trap-SUBL went 
'The boy became a victim of someone', trickery.' 

(Kenesei 1985e: 337) 

b. Ez a viszgazo kivagca a rezet 
this the.examinee out-CUt the share-ACC 
'This examInee did his best.' 

Kenesei observes further that scrambling of the constituents in these idioms 'reconstructs' the original 
compositional meaning: 

(ii) a. ?Upre a fiu ment b. ? A rezet ez a vizsgazo vagta ki 
'The boy fell into the trap.' 'This examinee did his share.' 

Suppose, now, that a string c~ only be assigned an idiomatic interpretation if and only if it is catego
dally complete and the constituents in that string are in neutral order. Under these asswnptions,the above 
differences support the hypothesis that in (ia) lepre ment forms a V-constituent with the neutral [VM -V} or
der, and in (ib) the idiom frame is a VP with the neutral SVO-order. 
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rian maybe freely scrambled around in the sentence (cf. section 3.1.), although it is 
not an argument of the verb. The following sentences show that the dative possessor 
NP may be the freely replaceable argument in an idiom but may not belong to the 
fixed part of an idiom frame: 

(14) a. Neki leesett az alla 
he-DAT fell-AGR3sg the jaw-npAGR3sg 
'His jaw fell.' 

b. Neki bekotottek a fejet 
she-DAT up-tied-AGR3pl the head-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'She has .got married.' 

c. Neki kinyi1ik a bicska a zsebeben 
he-DAT open-AGR3sg the pocket-knife the pocket-npAGR3sg-INESS 
'He gets angry.' 

E. Kiss (1987a) makes two assumptions concerning idiom formation. First, it 
takes place at D-strucrure. Second, the syntactic structure of idioms is a precise re
flection of the syntactic relations at D-structure. According to E. Kiss, this implies 
that the subject and the other complements of the verb do not differ in hierarchical 
prominency. 

It seems to me, however, that at the present state of research no far-reaching con
clusions for syntactic structure should be based on idioms. Too little is known about 
idioms and their status within a theory ofUG. It is unclear at what level of represen
tation idiom formation applies. For example, if the nominative possessor NP is in its 
NP~internal D-structure position, no idiomatic reading is possible. Compare the 
counterpart of (14a): 

(15) Leesett az(o) aHa 
fell-AGR3sg the he jaw-npAGR3sg 
'His jaw fell.' 

This sentence has only a literal reading, unlike (14a). 
Note now that a conflict arises between the assumption that idioms are formed at 

D-structure (cf. Chomsky 1981, Marantz 1984) and Szabolcsi's (1981a; 1984) 
hypothesis that the dative possessor NP leaves its possessive NP by movement. Un
der Szabolcsi's analysis, the idiom interpretation in (14a) would only be available at 
S-structure. A way out of this conflict would certainly be not to allow idiom forma
tion both at D-structure and S-structure. In section 5.4.2., I will return to the struc
ture of idiom frames arguing that they do not support a non-configurational ap
proach to Hungarian syntax. 

5.2.2.9-Theory 

I noted in section 3.2.2. that the thematic content of the VP determines the 9-
selection of the subject. Compare the following examples: 

(1) a. Janos eszi a levest b, Az unalom eszi Janost 
John eats the soup-ACC the boredom eats John-ACC 
'John is eating the soup.' 'Boredom is eating John.' 

ot Kiss 1987 a: 244) 
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(2) 
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c. Az irigyseg eszi Janost d. A mereg eszi Janost 
the envy eats John-ACC the anger eats John-ACC 
'Envy is eating John.' . 'Anger is eating John.' 

e. A fene eszi Janost 
the plague eats John-ACC 
'The plague is eating John.' 
CEo Kiss 1987c: 22-23) 

a. Mari ali az embert 
Mary kills the man-ACC 
'Mary is killing the man.' 

b. A szomjusag ciii Marit 
the thirst kills Mary-ACC 
'Mary suffers from the fact that she is thirsty.' 
(Manicz 1986b: 163) 

In the presence of an agent subject like in (la) and (2a) the object of the Hunga
rian verbs eszik 'eat', and 01 'kill' can only be interpreted as the theme or patient of 
the action denoted by the verb. However, in the presence of a cause subject such as 
in (lb)-(le) and (2b), the object may receive an experiencer role. 

E. Kiss (1 987a: 244) regards these selectional symmetries between subject and 
object as evidence for a non-configurational phrase structure. I will demonstrate, how
ever, that such symmetries appear also in uncontroversial configurational languages, 
like English (cf. section 5.4.2.6.). Therefore, assigning Hungarian a non-configura
tional structure on the basis of this is rather misleading. 

5.2.3. Binding Theory 

E. Kiss (1981c; 1982b; 1987a; 1987c) observes that in some instances of prono
minal noncoreference subject-object symmetries show up in Hungarian where subject
object asymmetries appear in English. In the literature, the following principles have 
been formulated to cover this phenomenon: 

(1) a. Pronominal Noncoreference: A pronominal may not c-command its antecedent 
(Reinhart 1983: 18) 

b. Binding Principle C: An R-expression (a category that is referentially indepen
dent, for example names, Wh-phrases) is free (Chomsky 1981: 188) 

In a language in which subject and object occupy asymmetric structural positions 
different coreference possibilities hold between a pronominal object and an R-ex
pression embedded under the subject, and between a pronominal subject and an R
expression embedded under the object. According to these rules, in the former case 
coreference should be possible (cf. (2a), (3a», whereas in the latter case a coreferential 
reading is blocked because the R-expression is c-commanded by the pronominal (cf. 
(2b), (3b»: 

(2) a. John's mother loves him 
b. *He lovesJohn's mother 

(3) a. Whose mother loves him 
b. *Whose mother does he love t 

In order to predict the grammaticality pattern exemplified in (3) the rules in (1) 
have to apply before Wh-movement takes place. Alternatively, 'reconstruction' of 
the whose-phrase to its D-structure position could be carried out before these rules 
are checked. 
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The Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (2) and (3) are all ungrammatical 
under a coreferential reading between the pronoun and the R-expression:4 

(4) a. *Janos anyja szereti (ot) 
John mother-npAGR3sg love-AGR3sg him 
'John's mother loves him.' 

b. *(ci) szereti Janos anyjat 
he love-AGR3sg John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 

*'He lovesJohn's mother.' 

(5) a. *(Ot) szereti Janos anyja 
him love-AGR3sg John mother-npAGR3sg 

b. *Janos anyjat szereti (0) 
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC love-AGR3sg he 

(6) a. *Kinek az anYJa szereti (ot) 
whose-DAT the mother-npAGR3sg love-AGR3sg him 
'Whose mother loves him?' 

b. *Kinek az anyjat szereti (0) 
whose the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC love-AGR3sg he 

*'Whose mother does he love?' 

(7) a. *(Ot) kinek az anyja szereti 
him whose-DAT the mother-npAGR3sg love-AGR3sg 

b. *(0) kinek az anyjat szereti 
he whose-DAT the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC love-AGR3sg 

The sentences in (4) and (6) exemplify the Hungarian counterparts of the senten
ces in (2) and (3). Scrambling of the constituents in these sentences does not affect 
pronominal noncoreference, the sentences in (5) and (7) are the scrambled variants of 
(4) and (5). So subject-object symmetry occurs with pronominal noncoreference in 
Hungarian, as distinct from English. The sentences (4a) and (6a) are ungrammatical 
under a coreferential reading in Hungarian but their counterparts in English are 
grammatical. 

E. Kiss (1987a: 207; 1987c: 40) explains this symmetry in Hungarian by apply
ing the rules in (1) to a flat sentence structure (cf. 5.1.(1» in which the subject and 
object are in a mutual c-command relation. In section 5.4.2.7., I will present some 
other facts on pronominal noncoreference displaying subject-object asymmetries 
rather than subject-object symmetries. This suggests that a different approach is re
quired with respect to the paradigm in (4)-(7) without necessarily giving up a con
figurational analysis of Hungarian. 

5.2.4. Wh-Module 

With Wh-movement in Hungarian three types of subject-object symmetries have 
been observed involving (i) absence of superiority effects, (ii) the lack of that-trace ef
fects, and (iii) Wh-movement out of possessive NPs. Let us first discuss the absence of 
superiority effects in Hungarian. 

(4) This does not differ under pro-drop. So, these sentences should be added to the cases discussed in 
4.2.4.1.(1) which support the claim that 1»'0 is present when an overt pronoun is omitted. 
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5.2.4.1. Absence of Superiority effects 

E. Kiss (1982b; 1987a; 1987c) notes that Hungarian lacks superiority effects (cf. 
Chomsky 1973) with multiple Wh-questions.s In English, the Wh-phrase that is 
structurally superior to other Wh-phrases in the multiple question will occupy the 
Spec of CP position, whereas the orher Wh-phrases must remain in their D-structure 
positions: 

(1) a. Who said what b. *What who said c. *What did who say 

The Hungarian counterparts of these questions may be equally grammatical: 

(2) a. Ki mit mondott b. Mit ki mondott 
who what-ACC said-AGR3sg what-ACC who said-AGR3sg 
'Who said what?' 'Who said what?' 
'For which x, x a person, 'For which y, y a.statement, 
for which y, y a statement, x said y' for which x, x a person, x said y' 

Although no superiority effects arise in Hungarian, the meaning associated with 
the different orders is not the same. The leftmost Wh-phrase has wide scope. This is 
in accordance the universal condition on scope-interpretation 2.2.(19). 

E. Kiss concludes from the absence of superiority effects that subject and object 
occupy strucrurally parallel positions, i.e., neither of them is structurally superior to 
the other. An alternative to this explanation, within a configurational framework 
of Hungarian, would be to formulate this difference between English and Hunga
rian in terms of the availibility of preverbal positions for Wh-phrases (cf. section 
5.4.3.1.). 

5.2.4.2. Anti-that-Trace Effect 

Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) observe that long Wh-movement in English is restric
ted by the so-called that-trace effect. Subject Wh-phraSes may undergo long Wh
movement only if the complementizer that is omitted (cf. (3a». This requirement 
does not have to be obeyed when an object Wh-phrase is extracted (cf. (3b»: 

(3) a. Who do you think (*that) t saw Bill b. Who do you think (that) Bill saw t 

E. Kiss (1981a) and Horvath (1981) note that the that-trace effect does not appear 
in Hungarian. Consider the Hungarian counterparts of these sentences: 

(4) a. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) t latta Vilir 
who-ACC think-AGR-2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC 
'Who do you think saw Bill?' 

b. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) ViIi Iatott t 
who-ACC think-AGR-2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that Bill saw?' 

The complementizer hogy 'that' is obligatorily present with both extraction from 
the embedded subject and embedded object position. Thus, we find ananti-that-trace 
effect in Hungarian. 

(5) For the syntax and semantics of multiple quesrions in Hungarian see also Ackerman (1981), E. Kiss 
(1986; 1987a; 1987c), Kenesei (1986b) and Szabolcsi (1986). 
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E. Kiss (1987a) argues that this effect can be covered for if the subject and the 
object are both immediately dominated by the same maximal major category, 
namely S. The ECP is satisfied under this assumption because the· verb properly 
governs both the subject and the object.6 However, the violation of that-trace effects 
is also attested in a number of established configurational languages, like Dutch (cf. 
Koopman 1982, and Koster 1986; 1987: ch.4), Frisian Garich Hoekstra, personal 
communication), Bavarian (a dialect of German, cf. Bayer 1984), Icelandic (cf. Plat-

. zack 1987) or Swedish (cf. Engdahl 1984). So, a priori there is no reason to assume 
that the occurrence of anti-that-trace effects in Hungarian provides evidence for a 
VP-Iess phrase structure. In section 5.4.2.3., I will present an analysis of these phe
nomena within a configurational approach to Hungarian. 

5.2.4.3. Wh-movement from Possessive NPs 

Wh-possessor NPs in Hungarian must occur in the dative case and they must be 
scrambled out of their possessive NPs (cf. section 2.1.). Szabolcsi (1984) observes 
that these Wh-possessor NPs may be extracted both from an accusative possessive 
NP (cf. (5a» and a nominative possessive NP (cf. (5b»: 

(5) a. Kinek ismertetek [NP a t vendeget] 
who-DAT knew-AGR2pl the guest-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Whose guest did you know?' 

b. Kinek alszik [NP a t vendege] 
who-DAT sleep-AGR3sg the guest~npAGR3sg 

'Whose guest is sleeping?' 
(Szabo1csi 1984: 92) 

E. Kiss (1987c) notes that an extracted dative possessor NP may also participate 
in long Wh-movement: 

(6) a. Melyik szfnesznonek gondolja Jinos hogy Peter 
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that Peter 
megtalalta [NP a t fenykepet] 
found the photo-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Which actress does John think that Peter found the photo of?' 

b. Melyik szfnesznonek gondolja Janos hogy ~ a t fenykepe] . meglett 
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that the photo-npAGR3sg up-turned 
'Which actress does John think that the photo of was found?' 

E. Kiss (1987c), and Szabolcsi (1984) argue that these subject-object symmetries 
indicate that the subject and object are in similar structural positions with respect to 
the verb. Wh-movement from the possessive NP leaves a trace which must be pro-

(6) The ECP states that empty categories like Wh-traces must be properly governed. The definition of 
proper government consists usually of cwo conjunctive subcomponents. Consider, for example, Koopman 
(1982): 

(i) ~ properly governs 0: iff ~ governs 0: 

a) ~=Xo 
b) 13 is an NP coindexed with a 
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perly governed in agreement with Chomsky's (1981) ECP (see fn.6 for a definition of 
the ECP). According to E. Kiss and Szabolcsi, the ECP can only be satisfied if the 
verb, a proper governor, governs both the subject and object. Hence, they conclude 
that the structure of the Hungarian clause is non-configurational. 

In section 5.4.2.4., I will analyse these subject-object symmetries with Wh
movement from possessive NPs within a configurational framework. Our analysis 
will heavily rely on the fact that such NPs contain an escape hatch for dative posses
sor raising. Hence, the paradigms above do not necessarily provide an argument for a 
non-configurational analysis of Hungarian. 

5.2.5. Quantification Theory 

E. Kiss (1987a: 29) presents an argument based on the distribution of universal 
quantifiers with Topicalization in favor of her phrase structure of Hungarian syntax 
1.2.(1), here repeated for convenience as (1): 

(1) S" 

/"'-.... 
Topic S' 

/"-.. 
Focus S 
~ 

V X" Xn' 

E. Kiss sets up the following line of argumentation. Topicalization is known to 
be incompatible with universal quantification. Therefore, if there are both sentence
initial subjects and objects in a language, and if sentence-initial subjects can be uni
versally quantified, but sentence-initial objects cannot, then it may be concluded 
that sentence-initial objects are located under a topic node different from the subject 
position. E. Kiss, however, claims that, unlike for example in Italian, universally 
quantified subjects and objects display a completely parallel distribution. Compare 
the following sentences: 

(2) a. Mindenki megette az ebedet 
everyone ate-AGR3sg the lunch-ACC 
'Everyone ate the lunch.' 

(3) a. *Mindenki ette meg az ebedet 

b. Mindent megevett Janos 
everything-ACC ate-AGR3sg John 
'John ate everything.' 

everyone ate-AGR3sg up the lunch-ACC 
b. *Mindent evett meg Janos 

everything-ACC ate-AGR3sg up John 

(4) a. *Mindenki az ebedet megette 
lunch-ACC ate-AGR3sg 

b. *Mindent Janos megevett 
everything-ACC John ate-AGR3sg 

(5) a. Az ebedet megette mindenki b. Janos megevett mindent 
the lunch-ACC ate-AGR3sg everyone John ate-AGR3sg everything-ACC 

According to E. Kiss, this paradigm implies that sentence-initial quantifiers in 
Hungarian are in the same position. 

So, a subject-object symmetry shows up with the Topicalization of universal 
quantifiers in Hungarian. E. Kiss explains this fact by assuming that Topicalization 
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moves the subject and the object to the Topic position. These instances of ~ove-a 
are allowed in structure (1), because both the subject and the object are properly gov
erned by the verb. I will argue in section 5.4.3.2., however, that this phenomenon is 
due to the fact that the CP is recursive within CP (cf. 2.2.3.(1». As a result, subject
object symmetries with the Topicalization of universal quantifiers may arise within a 
configurational phrase structure of Hungarian. 

5.3. Asymmetries in Hungarian 

This section discusses subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian. Subject-object asym
metries occur in the following modules of the grammar, involving Lexicon (cf. sec
tion 5.3.1.), X'-theory (cf. section 5.3.2.), a-theory (cf. section 5.3.3.), binding theory 
(cf. section 5.3.4.), Case theory (cf. section 5.3.5.), control theory (cf. section 5.3.6.), 
Wh-module (cf. section 5.3.7.) and quantification theory (cf. section 5.3.8.). 

5.3.1. Lexicon 

In chapter three, I argued that lexical phenomena in Hungarian such as transitivity 
alternations or compositional a-assignment depend on the universal status of the 
subject-object dichotomy in phrase structure. Hence, they are instances of subject
object asymmetries in Hungarian. Furthermore, I demonstrated that the formation 
of transitivity alternations, which involve Middle Verbs, Unaccusatives, Ergatives, 
Inchoatives, Passives, Raising Predicates, and Experiencer Verbs, is mediated by suf
fixes. In this section, I will examine two other suffix-mediated transitivity alterna
tions, including rejlexivization, and reciprocalization (cf. section 5.3.1.1.). It will turn 
out that these phenomena affect only the accusative argument of a transitive verb. 
Next, I will investigate noun-incorpration in Hungarian. I will conclude that only un
derlying non-subject arguments may be incorporated (cf. section 5.3.1.2.). 

5.3.1.1. ReJlexivization and Reciprocalization 

In Hungarian several verbal suffixes may trigger reJlexivization and reciprocaliza
tion. The suffixes with this property have an -ik ending: -Odiklodik, -oziklozik, -Od
zikllJdzik, -odiklediklodik, -ozikleziklozik, -kodiklkediklkOdik, and -koziklkeziklkOzik (cf. 
Karoly 1982). Some of these suffixes participate also in passive morphology with the 
properties in 3.3.(10). According to Koml6sy (1985), it is hard to predict which 
verb allows suffixation by which of these suffixes or which of the verbs will have a 
reflexive, reciprocal, or frequentative reading. 

Let us consider the following examples with Reflexivization: 

(1) a. Janos borotvalja Peten b. Janos borotvalja magat 
John shave-AGR3sg Peter-ACC John shave-AGR3sg himself-ACC 
'John shaves Peter.' 'John shaves himself.' 

c. Janos borotvalkozik 
John shave-REFL-AGR3sg 
'John shaves himself.' 
(Kom16sy 1985: 72) 
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(2) a. Mari mossa Petert 
Mary wash-AGR3sg Peter-ACC 
'Mary washes Peter.' 

c. Mad mosakodik 
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b. Mari mossa magat 
Mary wash-AGR3sg herself-ACC 

'Mary washes herself.' 

Mary wash-REFL-AGR3sg 
'Mary washes herself.' 

These examples display sentences with the verbs borotvdl 'shave' and mos 'wash'. 
As may be observed from the (a)-sentences, these verbs are transitive verbs of the 
agent-theme class and are associated with a NOM-ACC case frame. The (b)-senten
ces represent the analytic variant of reflexivization formed with the reflexive pro
noun maga 'himself/herself. (cf. section 5.3.4.1. for a discussion of this construc
tion). This pronoun is associated with the accusative argument of the verb which bears 
the theme role. The (c)-sentences exemplify the synthetic alternant of reflexivization. 

Attachment of the reflexive morphology (REFL) has two consequences. Firstly, 
the accusative argument is deleted from the case frame of the verb. Secondly, fol
lowing Marantz (1984), I suppose that reflexive morphology absorbs the theme role 
associated with these transitive verbs. Note that under this analysis no violation of 
the Projection Principle occurs. 

Let us turn to a discussion of reciprocalization. Koml6sy points out that adding 
reciprocal morphology (REC) to a transitive verb has the same effects as the attach
ment of reflexive morphology. The only difference is that in some cases the deletion 
of the accusative argument is counterbalanced by the occurrence of an optional ins
trumental argument. Compare: 

(3) a. A fillk verik a hinyokat 
the boys beat-AGR3pl the girls-ACC 
'The boys are beating the girls.' 

b. A fillk verekednek (egymassal) 
the boys beat-REC-AGR3pl each other-INSTR 
The boys are fighting (with each other).' 

(4) a. A gyerekek kergetik a macskakat 
the children chase-AGR3pl the cats-ACC 
'The children are chasing the cats.' 

b. A gyerekek kergetoznek (?egymassal) 
the children chase-REC-AGR3pl each other-INSTR 
'The children are chasing about.' 
(Koml6sy 1985: 73) 

In (3) and (4), we find sentences with the Hungarian transitive verbs ver 'beat' 
and kerget 'chase'. I will assume that the theme role is absorbed by the reciprocal suf
fix. This avoids a violation of the Projection Principle. 

Summarizing, suffix-mediated Reflexivization and Reciprocalization in Hunga
rian affect only the accusative argument of a transitive verb of the agent-theme 
semantic class. Hence, these transitivity alternations display a subject-object asym
metry. 
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5.3.1.2. Noun-Incorporation 

Several authors (see, Ackerman 1984, Horvath 1986a, Kom16sy 1985, Szabolcsi 
1986e) have observed that Hungarian exhibits Noun-Incorporation. In order to exam
ine the syntactic properties of this phenomenon consider the following sentences: 

(5) a. Mad (*a/egy) konyvet olvas 
Mary thela book-ACC read-AGR3sg 
'Mary is book-reading.' 

b. Peter (*a1egy) /dt vag 
Peter thela wood-ACCcut-AGR3sg 
'Peter is wood-cutting.' 

c. Janos (*az/egy) eleget tesz az igeretnek 
John thela enough-ACC make-AGR3sg the promise-DAT 
'John fulfills the promise.' 

d. Janos (*a1egy) fejbe veri magat 
John thela head-ILL beat-AGR3sg himself-ACC 
'John hits himself to the head.' 

e. Mari (*a/egy) szdmon tartja a koltsegeket 
Mary the/a· track-SUPER keep-AGR3sg the expenses-ACC 
'Mary keeps track of the expenses.' 

These sentences illustrate the following properties of Noun-Incorporation: 

(6) a. The incorporated noun cannot be modified by an article 
b. The construction receives a generic, indefinite, sometimes an idiomatic inter

pretation 
c. The incorporated noun is preferably left-adjacent to a finite verb 
d. Any argument of the verb, except the nominative one, may be incorporated 

In the studies referred to above, it has been argued that incorporated nouns oc
cupy the VM-position (cf. the sections 2.2. and 4.4.2. for a discussion of this posi
tion). This accounts, then, for the properties (6a)-(6c) of this construction. VMs may 
only be XC-categories. Therefore, they may not be modified by an article. VM and V 
form a V'-constituent which may have a non-compositional meaning. Finally, VMs 
occur left-adjacent to a finite verb in their neutral order. 

VMs may be and sometimes must be postposed, for example, when another cons
tituent of the sentence is focussed. Compare the counterparts of (5) with a focussed 
NP: 

(7) a. MARl olvas ki:inyvet b. PETER vag/dt 
'It is Mary who is book-reading.' 'It is Peter who is wood-cutting.' 

c. JANos tesz e/eget az igeretnek d. JANos verifejbe magat 
'It is John who fulfills the promise.' 'It is John who hits himself to the head.' 

e. MARl tarcja szdmon a koltsegeket 
'It is Mary who keeps track of the expenses.' 

One could argue that we are not facing noun-incorporation but something else. 
However, if a non-finite alternant of the verbs in (5) and (7) is chosen, like an infini
tive or a deverbal noun, the noun is "sucked in" by the verbal form. 

The infinitive is formed by adding the suffix -ni (INFI) to the verbal stem (cf. 
(8», and the deverbal noun by adding the suffix -es/ds (NOMI) (cf. (9»: 
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(8) a. kiinyvet olvasni b. /tit vagni 
book-ACC read-INFI wood-ACC cut-INFI 
*blvasni kiinyvet *vagni fdt 
~book-reading' 'wood-cutting' 

c. -eleget tenili az igeretnek d. fijbe verni magat 
enough-ACC make-INFI the promise-OAT head-Ill beat-INFI 
*tenni eleget az igeretnek himself-ACC 
'to fulfill the promise' *verni fijbe magat 

'to beat oneself to the head' 
e. sz8.mon tartani a koltsegeket 

track-SUPER keep-INFI the expenses-ACC 
*tartani szdmon a koltsegeket 
'to keep track of the expenses' 

(9) a. kiinyv olvasas b. fa vagas 
wood cut-NOMI 
*vagasfa 
'wood-cutting' 

book read-NOM! 
*olvasas konyv 
'book-reading' 

c. ellg teves 
enough make-NOM! 
*teves ellg 
'fulfillment' 

d. fijbe veres 
head-ILL beat-NOMI 
*veres fijbe 
'beating to the head' 

These examples show that infinitives and nouns are more tightly connected with 
VMs than finite verbs. Probably, this dichotofuy is related to V-movement in finite 
clauses (cf. chapter two). 

Putting this problem aside for further research, consider again property (6d) of 
Noun-Incoporation, here repeated as (10): 

(10) Any argument of the verb, except the nominative one, may be incorporated 

Noun-Incorporation provides another instance of a subject-object asymmetry. In 
fact, any direct argument of the verb may be incorporated except the nominative 
one. 

There is, however, an apparent class of counterexamples to this generalization, 
that is, some incorporated nouns show up in the nominative. We saw already some 
instances of this in (9a)-(9c). The incorporated noun with deverbal nominalization is 
in the nominative. The following sentences display a similar phenomenon: 

(11) a. (*A)/ehetosig nyflik b. (*Az)alkalom ad6dik 
the possibility open-AGR3sg the opportunity arise-AGR3sg 
'There opens a possibility.' 'An opportunity arises.' 

From an examination of the verbs allowing incorporation of a nominatively mar
ked argument, it appears that they are passillizers. Deverbal nominalization with the 
suffix -iritis follows the pattern of passivization (cf. 3.3.3.(11). Hence, the incorpora
ted nominative in (9a)-(9c) is the underlying object. The verbs in (11) belong to the 
class of Unaccusatives in Hungarian.7 These verbs are intransitive with an under-

(J) The incorporation of noUDS by the infinitival and deverbal nominal alternants of Unaccusatives is not 
possible: 

(i) a. *Lehet&eg nyflani 
possibility open-INFI 

b. *I..ehetllseg nyflas 
possibility open-NOMI 
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lying object (cf. section 3.3.2.). This yields the following generalization on Noun
Incorporation: 

(12) Only underlying internal arguments may be incorporated in Hungarian 

This generalization is in correspondence with Baker (1983; 1988) who observes 
that cross-linguistically only underlying objects can be incorporated. 

Summarizing, Noun-Incorporation displays another instance of a subject-object 
asymmetry. Only internal arguments of the verb be incorporated. 

5.3.2. X'-Theory 

It is hard to provide direct evidence in Hungarian for a VP-constituent in finite 
sentences (cf. section 5.2.1.2.). Tests which bear on this, like VP-deletion, are lac
king in Hungarian. However, it appears that evidence for the constituency of the VP 
can more easily be found within the context of non-finite clauses. In this section, I 
will investigate the structure of infinitive complements selected by auxiliaries (cf. sec-
tion 2.2.2.). . 

Such complements appear with a subtype of subject control verbs (cf. section 
5.3.6.1 for these verbs), like kell 'have to' and akar 'want'. Let us first consider the 
properties of the constructions with kell: 

(1) a. Jinosnak !atni(a)' kell Marit 
John-DAT see-INFI-AGR3sg must Mary-ACC 
'J ohn must see Mary.' 

b. Jinosnak taIalkozni(a) kell Marival 
John-DAT meet-INFI-AGR3sg must Mary-INSTR 
'John must meet Mary.' 

c. Jinosnak el kelt menni(e) 
John-DAT away must go-INFI-AGR3sg 
'J ohn must go away.' 

(i) In neutral order the infinitive is left-adjacent to kell. Furthermore, kell receives 
no stress. 

(ii) Kell may only be inflected for tense. For example, the past variant of the pre
sent form of kell is kellett 'had to'. Hence, it lacks a fully specified I[ +AGR}. 

(iii) Kell assigns its direct argument a lexical dative case. The reason for the ab
sence of the nominative on this argument is presumably due to the fact that I is not 
specified for AGR. If the nominative case is assigned by I, it must fully be specified 
in finite sentences (cf. Case-assignment rule 3.2.(7a». 

(iv) The infinitive may optionally agree in person and number with the dative 
marked NP. 

(v) Consider the finite counterparts of the infinite complements in (la) and (lb»: 

(2) a. Jinos !atja Marit 
John see-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 
'John sees Mary.' 

b. Jinos talaIkozik Marival 
John meet-AGR3sg Mary-INSTR 
'John meets Mary.' 

The internal arguments are accusatively and instrumentally marked in these sen
tences. They remain unaffected by the formation of the infinite construction. 
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(vi) Auxiliaries trigger Aux-splitting in neutral sentences when they select an in
finitive which is itself modified by a VM (cf. section 2.2.2.). In (Ie), for example, the 
prefix el 'away' of the infinitive elmenni 'to go away' is separated from the infinitive 
by an intervening modal auxiliary. 

Let us turn to the properties of infinitive constructions with akar. Compare the 
following sentences: 

(3) a. Janos hitni akarja/*4> Marit 
John see-INFI want-AGR3sg-def/indefMary-ACC 
'John wants to see Mary.' 

b. Janos talalkozni akar Marival 
John meet-INFI want-AGR3sg Mary-INSTR 
'John wants to meet Mary.' 

c. En latni akarlak teged d. Janos el akar menni 
I see-INFI want-AGRlsg2sg you-ACC John away want-AGR3sg go-INFI 
'I want to see you.' 'John wants to go away.' 

(i) Word order in neutral sentences of the akar-type is identical to the kell-rype. 
The infinitive is left-adjacent to akar, which is unstressed. 

(ii) Contrary to kell, akar may be inflected both for tense and agreement. This 
means that its I is fully specified. Therefore, the subject complement of akar appears 
in the nominative case. 

(iii) Akar agrees with the object complement of the infinitive. This complement 
is definite in (3a), because it is a proper name (cf. 4.2.(3». Therefore, akar displays 
definite conjugation in this sentence. This agreement phenomenon can also be ob
served from (3c). 

The verbal suffix -lak reflects that the verb agrees with a first person singular 
nominative subject and a second person accusative object (cf. section 4.2.4.2.). It is 
easy to see that the accusative object of the infinitive in this sentence agrees with akar. 

(iv) As was also the case with the kell-type, the internal arguments of the infinite 
complements selected by akar are identical to the internal arguments of their finite 
counterparts. Observe from a comparison between the pairs «3a), (3b» and «4a), 
(4b» that the internal arguments of both the finite and non-finite alternants are in 
the accusative and instrumental. 

(v) Just as kell, akar triggers Aux-splitting. Akar intervenes between an infinitive 
and its VM in a sentence with neutral order. In (3d), the infinitive elmenni 'to go away' 
which consists of the prefix el 'away' and the infinitive menni 'to go' is split byakar. 

These properties involving the neutral order of infinitives, obligatory subject
control, Aux-splitting, and object agreement suggest that auxiliaries induce 'restruc
turing' effects. In chapter two, I noted that this is a consequence of the application 
of V-raising in such constructions. 

Szabolcsi (1983a) argues that the obligatory subject-control with these auxiliaries is 
due to the absorption of the external argument of the infinite complement, i.e. big 
PRO in Chomsky (1981). Note, however, that its internal arguments remain unaffected 
by an application of V-raising. This implies that these arguments are structurally closer 
to the infinitives in their X' -projection than the external arguments of these verbs. In 
conclusion, the structure of infinitival complements displays a subject-object asymmery. 
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5.3.3. a-Theory 

Subject-object asymmetries provided by a-theory involve selectional restrictions 
on a-assignment. I noted in section 3.2.2. that the a-role of the subject is affected 
by the choice of the object but that the choice of the subject does not affect a-assign
ment to the object. 

5.3.4. Binding Theory 

In section 5.2.3., I discussed some Binding Principle C symmetries. Here I will 
examine some subject-object asymmetries in the domain of binding theory. 

Studies on coreference draw a distinction between the coreferential and the bound 
variable reading of a pronoun. The following pair illustrates this distinction: 

(1) a. ~John loves his mother b. Everyone loves his mother 

In (la), the pronoun his can be understood as being coreferential with the refer
ring expressionJohn, i.e., a pronoun can pick up its reference from another NP in the 
sentence. In (lb), on the other hand, the pronoun has a quantifier expression as its 
antecedent, and receives an interpretation analogous to the bound variables of logi
cians. 

In the linguistic literature much effort has been devoted to the proper formula
tion of the conditions on the coreferential and bound variable interPretations of pro
nouns (see, Chomsky 1981, Evans 1980, Haik 1984, Higginbotham 1983a, Koop
man and Sportiche 1982, and Reinhart 1983, among others). What all these studies 
have in common is that the bound variable interpretation of a pronoun obeys a stric
ter condition than mere coreference. Compare for example the rules in Reinhart 
(1983):8 

(2) a. A non-pronominal NP must be interpreted as non-coreferential with any NP 
that c-commands it (Reinhart 1983: 136) 

h. Quantified NPs and Wh-traces can have anaphoric relations only with pro
nouns in their c-command domain (Reinhart 1983: 137) 

Insights provided by these rules have been translated into the Binding Principles 
(cf. Chomsky 1981: 188): 

(3) a. Binding Principle A: An anaphor (a category that lacks independent reference, 
and thus includes reflexives, recirocals) is bound in its governing category 

h. Binding Principle B: A pronominal (a category that may he referentially inde
pendent or may depend upon an antecedent for its reference, and thus inclu
des the class of pronouns) is free in its governing category 

c. Binding Principle C; An R-expression (a category that is referentially indepen
dent, and includes all other NP types, for example names) is free 

These principles are well-formedness conditions on structures which contain 
coindexing relations. The indexing device of binding theory is one of free-indexing. 

(8) Reinhart gives the following definition of c-command: 
(i) Node A c(constituent)-commands node B iff the branching node most immediately dominating 

A also dominates B. 
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(3) makes clear that it distinguishes three lexical primitives including anaphors, pro
nominals, and R-expressions. 

Binding Principle A accounts for the coreferential interpretation in the following 
cases. The sentence is the governing category for the reflexive pronoun himself and 
reciprocal pronoun each other: 

(4) a. John saw himself b. The boys saw each other 

Disjoint reference in the following examples is captured by Binding Principle B 
(cf. (5a)-(5b» and Binding Principle C (cf. (5c)-(5d». Again, the sentence is the 
governing category for pronouns and names in object position: 

(5) a. *He saw him h. *John saw him c. *HesawJohn d. *John sawJohn 

According to Reinhart, anaphora with quantified antecedents and with anaphors 
have in common that the anaphora interpretation involves in both cases its transla
tion as a bound variable. Observe from the comparison of (2b) and (3a) that the 
structural condition restricting the interpretation of anaphors is the same as the one 
restricting the interpretation of bound variables. 

However, anaphors also have the peculiar grammatical property specified in (3a), 
namely, that they must be bound in a local domain. This cannot be reduced to the 
bound anaphora rule and thus has to be captured separately. 

To summarize, earlier studies report the following properties of binding rela
tions. (i) The structural conditions restricting coreferential and bound variable inter
pretation obey some version of c-command (see, fn.8 for a definition). (ii) The rule 
determining a bound variable interpretation of pronouns is a stricter condition than 
the rule allowing coreferential interpretation. (iii) Anaphors are subject to the same 
structural restrictions as bound pronouns. They have to be c-commanded by their 
antecedent. (iv) Reinhart (1983) restricts the coreferential interpretation of pronomi
nals and names by the same condition (cf. (2b». By doing so, Reinhart claims that 
on the level of sentence-syntax no significant difference between these two categories 
exist. In Chomsky (1981), on the other hand, pronominals and names are considered 
to be different syntactically as is suggested by the separate formulation of Binding 
Principles Band C. 

Binding relations involve asymmetries which are accounted for in structural 
terms. Therefore, if in a particular language subject-object asymmetries with bin
ding phenomena arise and if the principles in (2), or (3) have a universal status, then 
that language has a hierarchical, configurational structure . 

. In this section, I will discuss the following binding phenomena in Hungarian, 
including reflexive binding (cf. section 5.3.4.1), the binding of names (cf. section 
5.3.4.2.), the distribution of bound pronouns (cf. section 5.3.4.3.) and switch reference (cf. 
section 5.3.4.5). 

5.3.4.1. Reflexive Binding 

Reflexive binding has been discussed extensively in E. Kiss (l981c). E. Kiss notes 
that the antecedent-anaphor relation is subject to a case-hierarchy which has the fol
lowing shape: 
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(6) NOM> ACC > DAT > INSTR > LEXICAL CASE 

According to E. Kiss (1981c: 192), the binder must precede the anaphor in this 
hierarchy. 

Let us consider some examples with the binding of the lexical anaphor maga 
'himself/herself. 

In accordance with (6), a nominative NP can be the antecedent of an anaphor in 
every arbitrary case, but not vice versa: 

(7) a. Janos szereti magat 
John loves himself-ACC 
'john loves himself' 

c. Janos konyvet vesz maganak 
John book-ACC buys himself-DAT 
'john buys a book for himself.' 

e. Janos hisz magaban 
John believes himself-INESS 
'john believes in himself. ' 

g. Janos szamft magara 
John counts himself-SUBL 
'john counts on himself.' 

b. *Janost szereti maga 
John-ACC loves himself 

d. *Janosnak konyvet vesz maga 
John-DAT book-ACC buys himself 

f. *Janosban hisz maga 
John-INESS believes himself 

h. *Janosra szamft maga 
J ohn-SUBL counts himself 

An accusative NP may be the antecedent of an anaphor with dative, instrumen
tal, or a lexical case, but not vice versa: 

(8) a Janost dicsertem maganak 
John-ACC praised-AGRlsg himself-DAT 
'I praised John to himself.' 

b. ?Janosnak dicsertem magat 
John-DAT praised-AGRlsg himself-ACC 

c. Janost megmutattam maganak a tiikorben 
John-ACC showed-AGRlsg himself-DAT the mirror-INESS 
'I showedJohn to himselfin the mirror.' 

d. ?Janosnak megmutattam magat a tiikorben 
John-DAT showed-AGRlsg himself-ACC the mirror-INESS 

e. Janost szembesftettem magaval 
John-ACC confronted-AGRlsg himself-INSTR 
'I confrontedJohn with himself.' 

f. ?? Janossal szembesftettem magtit 
John-INSTR confronted-AGRlsg himself-ACC 

g. Janosf sokat faggattam magar61 
John-ACC much interrogated-AGRlsg himself-DELAT 
'I interrogated John a lot about himself.' 

h. *Janosr61 sokat faggattam magat 
John-DELAT much interrogated-AGRlsg himself-ACC 

A dative NP can be the antecedent of an anaphor with instrumental or lexical 
case: 
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(9) a. Jdnosnak minding baja van magdval 
John-DAT always problem is himself-INSTR 
John has always problems with himself.' 

b. *Jdnossal minding baja van magdnak 
John-INSTR always problem is himself-DAT 

c. Jdnosnak sokat beszeltem magddl 
John-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg himself-DELAT 
'I spoke a lot to John about himself. ' 

d. *Jdnosrol sokat beszeltem magdnak 
John-DELAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg himself-DAT 

An instrumental binder can be the antecedent of an anaphor with lexical case, 
but not vice versa: 

(10) a. *Jdnossal vitatkoztam magdrtfl 
John-INSTR argued-AGRlsg himself-DELAT 
'I argued with John about himself.' 

b. *Jdnosr:ol vitatkoztam magdval 
John-DELAT argued-AGRlsg himself-INSTR 

E. Kiss also notes that prominence of the accusative argument over the dative ar
gument is less clear than the other grades of the hierarchy (cf. (8a) versus (8b), and 
(8c) versus (8d). Furthermore, E. Kiss observes that this hierarchy is clearer if in
stead of the reflexive anaphor maga the reciprocal anaphor egymds 'each other' is used 
(see, E. Kiss 1981c: 192). 

Scrambling does not affect reflexive binding. Compare, for example, the scram
bled counterparts of (7a) and (7b): 

(11) a Magdt szeretiJdnos b. *Jdnost szereti maga 
himself-ACC loves John John-ACC loves himself 

The above paradigms show that Hungarian displays not only subject-object 
asymmetries in a narrow sense but also asymmetries with all other arguments of the 
verb. In section 5.4.1., I will return to the position of (6) in the theory ofUG. I will 
argue that it has no theoretical status. For now it is sufficient to note that the argu
ments of the verb obey a strict hierarchy with reflexive binding which is captured 
adequately by this descriptive rule. 

5.3.4.2. The Binding o/Names 

I reported that a subject-object symmetry arises with pronominal noncoreference 
in Hungarian (cf. section 5.2.3.). However, Maracz (1986a) observes that if the pro
noun in 5.2.3.(4) is replaced by another name a subject-object asymmetry occurs. 
This asymmetry is subsumed by Binding Principle C: 

(12) a. Jdnos anyja szeretiJdnost 
John mother-npAGR3sg loves John-ACC 
'John's mother loves John.' 

b. *Jdnos szeretiJdnos anyjat 
John loves John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
*'John lovesJohn's mother.' 
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The coreference relation between two names in Hungarian displays the same dis
tribution as in their English counterparts. The question arises whether this subject
object asymmetry carries over to the other arguments of the verb, as was the case 
with Binding Principle A phenomena. The sentences below exemplify that a non
embedded nominative name may not be coreferential with another name embedded 
in an NP with any other case. A non-nominative name, on the other hand, mayal
ways be coreferential with a name embedded in a nominative NP: 

(13) a. *Janos konyvet vesz Janos anyjanak 
John book-ACC buys John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT 
*'John buys a book forJohn's mother.' 

b. Janos anyja konyvet vesz Janosnak 
John mother-npAGR3sg book-ACC buys John-DAT 
'John's mother buys a book forJohn.' 

c. *Janos hisz Janos anyjaban 
John believes John mother-npAGR3sg-INESS 
*'}ohn believes inJohn's mother.' 

d. Janos anyja hisz Janosban 
John mother-npAGR3sg believes John-INESS 
'John's mother believes in John. ' 

e. *J anos szam! t Janos anyjara 
John counts John mother-npAGR3sg-SUBL 
*'}ohn counts onJohn's mother.' 

f. Janos anyja szamftJanosra 
John mother-npAGR3sg counts JQhn-SUBL 
'John's mother counts onJohn.' 

Observe, furthermore, that a non-embedded accusative name may not be corefe
rential with or may hardly be interpreted as coreferential with another name embed
ded in an NP with dative, instrumental, or a lexical case. However, a name assigned 
dative, instrumental, or a lexical case may always be coreferential with a name em
bedded in an accusative NP: 

(14) a. ?Janost dicsertem Janos anyjanak 
John-ACC praised-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT 

*'1 praisedJohn toJohn's mother.' 
b. Janos anyjat dicsertem Janosnak 

John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC praised-AGRlsg John-DAT 
'I praisedJohn's mother toJohn.' 

c. ?Janost megmutattam Janos anyjanak a tiikorben 
John-ACC showed-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT the mirror-lNESS 
*'1 showed John toJohn's mother in the mirror.' 

d. Janos anyjat megmutattam Janosnak a tiikorben 
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC showed-AGRlsg John-DAT the mirror-INESS 
'I showedJohn's mother to John in the mirror.' 

e. *Janost szembesftettem Janos anyjaval 
John-ACC confronted-AGRlsg John motheNlpAGR3sg-INSTR 
*'1 confrontedJohn with John's mother.' 

f. Janos anyjat szembesftettem. Janossal 
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC confronted~AGRlsg John-INSTR 
'I confrontedJohn's mother withJohn.' 
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g. *Janost sokat faggattam Janos anyjarol 
John-ACC much interrogated-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT 
*'1 interrogated John a lot about John's mother.' 

h. Janos anyjat sokat faggattam Janosr61 
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC much interrogated-AGRlsgJohn-DELAT 
'I interrogated John's mother a lot about John. ' 

The following sentences exemplify that a non-embedded dative name may not be 
coreferential with another name embedded in an NP marked instrumental, or with a 
lexical case, whereas a name with instrumental, or a lexical case may always be core
ferential with a name embedded in a dative NP: 

(15) a. *Janosnak minding baja vanJanos anyjaval 
John-DAT always problem is John mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR 
*John has always problems withJohn's mother.' 

b. Janos anyjanak minding baja vanJanossal 
John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT always problem is John-INSTR 
'john's mother has always problems withJohn.' 

c. *Janosnak sokat beszeltem Janos anyjar61 
John-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT 
'I spoke a lot toJohn about John's mother.' 

d. Janos anyjanak sokat beszeltem Janosr61 
John mother-npAGR3sg-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsgJohn-DELAT 
'I spoke toJohn's mother a lot about John.' 

The following pair shows that a non-embedded instrumental name may not be 
coreferential with another name embedded in an NP with lexical case, whereas a name 
assigned an instrumental case may always be coreferential with a name embedded in 
an NP bearing lexical case: 

(16) a. *Janossal vitatkoztam Janos anyjar61 
John-INSTR argued-AGRlsg John mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT 
'I argued withJohn aboutJohn's mother.' 

b. Janos anyjaval vitatkoztam Janosr61 
John mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR argued-AGRlsg John-DELAT 
'I argued withJohn's mother about John.' 

Binding Principle C phenomena are sometimes affected by factors such as linear 
order, depth of embedding and so on. Let us consider whether these phenomena in 
Hungarian interfer with (i) the structure of the possessive NP, (ii) linear order or (iii) 
the depth of embedding. 

(i) Binding Principle C effects also appear in the following paradigm which Anna 
Szabolcsi (personal communication) brought to my attention: 

(17) a. *Mari csak Mari biciklijet latta 
Mary only Mary bike-npAGR3sg-ACC saw 

*'Mary saw only Mary's bike.' 
b. *Mari csak Marinak a biciklijet latta 

Mary only Mary-DAT the bike-npAGR3sg-ACC saw 
c. *Mari csak Marinak latta a biciklijet 

Mary only Mary-DAT saw the bike-npAGR3sg-ACC 
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(18) a. Marit csak Mari biciklije birja el 
Mary-ACC only Mary bike-npAGR3sg is able to carry 
'Only Mary's bike is able to carty Mary. ' 

b. Marit csak Marinak a biciklije birja el 
Mary-ACC only Mary the bike-npAGR3sg is able to carry 

c. *Marit csak Marinak birja el a biciklije 
Mary-ACC only Mary-DAT is able to carty the bike-npAGR3sg 
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In these sentences which involve the variants of the possessive NP in Hungarian 
a pair of names is intended to be coreferential. 

Szabolcsi (1981a; 1984) argues that the possessor NP can appear both in the no
minative and the dative, but only the dative one may be separated from its noun
possessed (cf. also section 2.1.(II». In case the non-embedded name is in the nomina
tive no coreferential reading between the names is possible, independently of the fact 
whether the possessor name is in construction with its noun-possessed (cf. (17a) and 
(17b» or separated from it (cf. (17c». If, on the other hand, the non-embedded name 
is in the accusative it may be coreferential with the possessor name. However a core
ferential reading is allowed in these cases only when the possessor name is embedded 
in a nominative possessive NP (cf. (18a) and (18b» but not when it is separated from 
its noun-possessed (cf. (18c». 

This paradigm thus displays another subject-object asymmetry with the corefe
rentiality between a pair of names. Futhermore, it supports the hypothesis that the 
dative possessor in the (c)-sentences but not in the (b)-sentences has escaped from its 
possessive NP, otherwise a Binding Principle C violation could not occur. 

(ii) Compare the scrambled variants of the sentences in (12): 

(19) a. Janost szereti Janos anyja 
John-ACC loves John mother-npAGR3sg 

b. *Janos anyjat szeretiJanos 
John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC loves John 

This demonstrates that Binding Principle C effects with a pair of names are im
mune to the effects of scrambling just like Binding Principle A effects. 

(iii) The following sentences examplify that: the depth of embedding is not rele
vant for Binding Principle C effects with a pair of names: 

(20) a. *Janos megtudta [NP azt a tenyt [cp hogy Janos beteg lesz}} 
John perf-knew that-ACC the fact-ACC that John ill becomes 

*'}ohn got to know the fact that John would become ill.' 
b. *(NP Azt a tenyt (cp hogy Janos beteg lesz}} megtudta Janos 

that-ACC the fact-ACC that John ill becomes perf-knew John 
c. Janost zavarta INp az a teny (cp hogy Janos beteg lett}} 

John-ACC disturbed that the fact that John ill became 
*'}ohn was disturbed by the fact that John became ill.' 

d. (NP Az a teny (cp hogy Janos beteg lett}} zavarta Janosf 
that the fact that John ill became disturbed John-ACC 

In these sentences, the name in the possessive NPs of (12) is embedded a maxi
mal projection deeper. The embedded clauses in (20) are complex NPs. However, the 
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possibility of coreference is not affected by the depth of embedding, nor by scram
bling in this case. 

Summarizing, the paradigms in this section demonstrate that subject-object 
asymmetries show up involving coreference between a pair of names. Speaking in 
terms of the descriptive hierarchy (6), a name A may only be coreferential with name 
B, if and only if B is embedded in an NP which takes prominence over A in this hie
rarchy. If these asymmetries can be accounted for by making reference to Binding 
Principle C, then it follows that the phrase structure of Hungarian must have a hie
rarchical structure. 

5.3.4.3. The Distribution o/Bound Pronouns 

In this section, I will examine some aspects of the syntax of bound pronouns in 
Hungarian. Consider, again Reinhart's (1983) rule (lb) for their distribution, here 
repeated as (21): 

(21) Quantified NPs and Wh-traces can have anaphoric relations only with pronouns 
in their c-command domain (Reinhart 1983: 137) 

The blocking of a bound variable interpretation of pronouns has been referred to 
in the literature as 'Weak Crossover' (WCO) (cf. Wasow 1972).9 WCO-effects arise 
in English in case a quantified NP is in object position and the bound pronoun is 
embedded in a subject phraSe. An example of this is the ungrammaticality of the fol
lowing sentence: 

(22) *His mother loves everyone 

These effects in Hungarian have been noted first in Horvath (1981,210). Maracz 
(1985a) observes that pronouns do not allow a bound variable interpretation when 
the pronoun precedes an accusative quantified antecedent, which may be a Wb
phrase, a universal quantifier, or a focussed NP, and which is at the same time em
bedded in a nominative NP:10 

(9) weo has played an important role in the configurationality debate. Saito and Hoji (1983) discuss 
some cases ofWeO in Japanese ftom which they conclude that it is configurational. WeO-effects also appear 
in other languages that have been claimed to be non-configurational, involving Basque (cf. Maracz 1986a, 
Ortiz de Urbina 1986), German (cf. Webelhuth 1985), Hungarian (cf. Horvath 1981, Kenesei 1989, Maracz 
1985a; 1986a, and Szabolcsi 1986a), Japanese (cf. Hoji 1986, Saito 1985), and Kotean (cf. ehoe 1985; 1989). 
Farmer et al. (1986) have critised the tests elaborated in Saito and Hoji (1983). Haider (1985) reports that c
command is not operative with WeO-phenomena in German but tather Lasnik's (976) command. Rebuschi 
(1989) observes that WeO-violations are lacking from some Basque dialects. 

(0) Maracz (1985a; 1988a) argues that Horvath (1986) cannot account for the contrast between (23) and 
(24) involving the presence or absence of WeO-effects. The ungrammaticality of the cases in (23) comes as 
expecred under Horvath's SVO-hypothesis of Hungarian. These ungrammatical constructions can be accoun
ted for in tetms of the absence of the c-command relation between the trace of the object quantifier and the 
pronoun in the nominative NP. The grammaticality of the sentences in (24), on the other hand, is unexpec
ted. Horvath assumes that the subject in these cases undergoes Subject Postposing, an adjunction to the VP. 
This should, however, not affect the c-command relation between the object trace and the pronoun embedded 
in the possessive NP. 
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(23) a. *Az anyja kit szeret 
the mother-npAGR3sg who-ACC loves 

*'Who does his mother love?' 
b. * Az anyja mindenkit szeret 

the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-ACC loves 
*'His mother loves everyone .. ' 

c. * Az anyja VILlT szereti 
the mother-npAGR3sg Bill-ACC loves 

*'His mother loves BILL.' 

(24) a. Kit szeret az anyja 
who-ACC loves the mother-npAGR3sg 

b. Mindenkit szeret az anyja 
everyone-ACC loves the mother-npAGR3sg 

c. VILlT szereti az anyja 
Bill-ACC loves the mother-npAGR3sg 

(25) a. Ki szereti az anyjdt 
who loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Who loves his mother?' 

b. Mindenki szereti az anyjdt 
everyone loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Everyone loves his mother.' 

c. VILl szereti az anyjdt 
Bill loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'BILL loves his mother.' 

(26) a. Az anyjdt ki szereti 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC who loves 

b. Az anyjdt mindenki szereti 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone loves 

c. az anyjdt VILl szereti 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC Bill loves 
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Before investigating this paradigm in detail, let us first discuss the realization of 
personal pronouns in possessive NPs. 

The realization of overt pronouns in possessive NPs is optional (cf. section 
4.4.2.1.). The overt personal pronoun is used for reasons of emphasis only, and indi
cates disjoint reference for most speakers: 

(27) a. Az 0 anyja 
the he mother-npAGR3sg 
'HIS/HER mother' or 'It is his/her mother .. .' 

b. Marii latta az 1hi/i anyjat 
Mary saw the she mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Mary saw her mother.' 

In the unmarked case, the pronoun must remain non-overt. According to Sza
bolcsi (1984), this means that pro-drop applies in possessive NPs. The agreement 
marker in the possessive NP (npAGR) is able to license the occurence of a small pro 
in the position of the possessor NP (cf. also chapter seven). 

Wh-phrases and focussedNPs must appear in the preverbal Focus position in 
Hungarian (cf. 2.1.(28c)). The sentences in (23) display a WeO-effect. The non-
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overt pronoun embedded in a nominative possessive NP may not be interpreted as a 
bound variable. This effect disappears if the nominative possessive NP is scrambled 
to the right of the verb (cf. (24)). The sentences in (25) and (26) show that no WCO
effects occur in case the binder, i.e. the quantified NP, is in the nominative. 

From this it follows that the distriburion of bound pronouns yields a subject-ob
ject asymmetry. This observation falsifies E. Kiss' (1981c; 1982b; 1987a; and 1987c) 
claim that WCO-effects are lacking in Hungarian. The source of this claim is pro
bably the fact that E. Kiss cites only examples of the type in (24) and (25) (cf. E. 
Kiss 1987a: 208-209), that is, with the binder preceding the bindee. 

The question arises whether this subject-object asymmetry appears also with sub
categorized arguments of the verb other than the nominative-accusative ones. This 
turns out to be the case, as the sentences below will exemplify. 

With the help of the hierarchy in (6), we formulate the following descriptive rule 
for the distribution of bound pronouns in Hungarian. A pronoun embedded in a 
possessive NP may not be interpreted as a bound variable when the possessive NP 
precedes the quantified NP linearly and is at the same time higher in hierarchy (6).11 
This covers the examples in (28)-(34). 

In the following examples, the universal quantifier mindenki 'everyone' is the 
quantified antecedent. Another quantifier, however, would make no difference with 
respect to grammaticality judgements. Compare: 

(28) a. * Az pro anyja mindenkinek kBnyvet vesz 
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-DAT book-ACC buys 

*'His mother buys a book for everyone.' 
b. Mindenkinek kBnyvet vesz az pro anyja 

everyone-DAT book-ACC buys the mother-npAGR3sg 
c. Mindenki kBnyvet vesz az pro anyjanaki 

everyone book-ACC buys the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT 
'Everyone buys a book for his mother.' 

d. Az pro anyjanak mindenki kBnyvet vesz 
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone book-ACC buys 

(29) a. * Az pro anyja mindenkiben hisz 
the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-INESS believes 

*'His mother believes in everyone. ' 
b. Mindenkiben hisz az pro anyja 

everyone-INESS believes the mother-npAGR3sg 
c. Mindenki hisz az pro anyjaban 

everyone believes the mother-npAGR3sg-INESS 
'Everyone believes in his mother.' 

d. Az pro anyjaban mindenki hisz 
the mother-npAGR3sg-INESS everyone believes 

(11) Kenesei (1989) notes a counterexample to this descriptive generalization. According to Kenesei, 
WeO-effects vanish with verbs like zavar 'disturb'. Note that such verbs belong to the class of experiencer 
verbs. However, verbs of the agent-theme class like in (23) represent the unmarked case (cf. section 3.3.4.). 
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(30) a * A:z. pro anyjat mindenkinek dicsenem 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone-DAT praised-AGRlsg 

*'1 praised his mother to everyone.' 
b. Mindenkinek dicsenem az pro anyjat 

everyone-DAT praised-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
c. Mindenkit dicsenem az pro anyjanak 

everyone-ACC praised-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT 
'I praised everyone to his mother.' 

d. A:z. pro anyjanak mindenkit dicsenem 
the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT everyone-ACC praised-AGRlsg 

(31) a. * Az pro anyjat mindenkivel szembesftettem 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone-INSTR confronted-AGRlsg 
*'1 confrontec;l his mother with everyone.' 

b. Mindenkivel szembesltettem az pro anyjat 
everyone-INSTR confronted-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg"ACC 

c. Mindenkit szembesftettem az pro anyjaval 
everyone-ACC confronted-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR 
'I confronted everyone with his mother.' 

d. Az pro anyjaval mindenkit szembesftettem 
the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR everyone-ACC confronted-AGRlsg 

(32) a. * Az pro anyjat mindenkirol sokat faggattam 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone-DELAT a lot interrogated-

AGRlsg 
*'1 interrogated his mother a lot about everyone.' 

b. Mindenkirol sokat faggattam az pro anyjat 
everyone-DELAT a lot interrogated-AGRlsg the mother-

npAGR3 sg-ACC 
c. Mindenkit sokat faggattam az pro anyjar61 
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everyone-ACC a lot interrogated-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT 
'I interrogated everyone a lot about his mother.' 

d. A:z. pro anyjarol mindenkit sokat faggattam 
the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT everyone-ACC a lot interrogated-

AGRlsg 

(33) a. *Az pro anyjlinak mindenkirol sokat beszeltem 
the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT everyone-DELAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg 
*'1 spoke a lot to his mother about everyone.' 

b. Mindenkirol sokat beszeltem az pro anyjanak 
everyone-DELAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DAT 

c. Mindenkinek sokat beszeltem az pro anyjar61 
everyone-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT 

'I spoke toeveryone a lot about his mother.' 
d.A:z. pro anyjar61 mindenkinek sokat beszeltem 

the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT everyone-DAT a lot spoke-AGRlsg 
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(34) a. * Az pro anyjaval mindenkiro/ vitatkoztam 
the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR everyone-DELAT argued-AGRlsg 
*'1 argued with his mother about everyone.' 

b. Mindenkirol vitatkoztam az pro anyjaval 
everyone-DELAT argued-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-INSTR 

c. Mindenkivel vitatkoztam az pro anyjar61 
everyone-INSTR argued-AGRlsg the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT 
'I argued with everyone about his mother.' 

d. Az pro anyjarol mindenkivel vitatkoztam 
the mother-npAGR3sg-DELAT everyone-INSTR argued-AGRlsg 

It is obvious from this paradigm that the distribution of bound pronouns yields 
asymmetries involving all direct arguments of the verb. 

Having settled this, let us investigate whether the distribution of bound pro
nouns may be affected by varying in (23)-(26) (i) the structural configuration or (ii) 
the linear order. 

(i) The crucial difference between these sentences and their counterparts to be 
presented below is that the bound pronoun is embedded one maximal projection 
deeper, namely, in an embedded clause with a lexical head. Such clauses are complex 
NPs. 

We expect that a pronoun in an embedded clause may be interpreted as a bound 
variable except when this clause is in the nominative and precedes the binder, a 
quantified NP. This is, however, not the case. A pronoun in such a configuration 
may always be interpreted as a bound variable: 

(35) a. [NP Az a teny [cp hogy (0) szt!lhamos]] kit idegesltett 
that the fact that he fraud who-ACC got nervous 

'Who got nervous from the fact that he was a fraud?' 
b. Kit idegesltett [NP az a teny [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]] 

who-ACC got nervous that the fact that he fraud 
c. Ki· allitotta [NP azt a tenyt [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]] 

who stated that-ACC the fact-ACC that he fraud 
'Who stated that he was a fraud?' 

d. [NP Azt a tenyt [cp hogy (0) szelhamos]] ki allftotta 
that-ACC the fact-ACC that he fraud who stated 

(Maracz 1985a: 134) 

The same is illustrated by embedding the bound pronoun in a relative clause, as 
Anna SzaboIcsi (personal communication) has pointed out to me. A relative clause is 
a complex NP as well. Compare: 

(36) a. [NP A professzor [cp akitOl (ok) matematikat tanultak]] minden didkot szeretett 
the professor who-ABL they mathematics-ACC learnt every student-ACC liked 
*'The professor who they took mathematics from liked every student.' 

b. Minden didkot szeretett [NP a professzor [cp akitol (ok) matematikat tanultak]] 
every student-ACC liked the professor who-ABL they mathematics-ACC learnt 

c. Minden didk szerette [NP a professzort [cp akitol matematikat tanultak]] 
every student liked the professor who-ABL mathematics-ACC learnt 
'Every student liked the professor who they took mathematics from: 

d. [NP A professzort [CP akitol (ok) matematikat tanultak minden didk szererte]] 
the professor-ACC who-ABL they mathematics-ACC learnt every student liked 
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Observe from the comparison between (23a)-(23c) on the one hand and (35a) and 
(36a) on the other hand that the WCO-effect disappears when the bound pronoun is 
more deeply embedded. According to Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication), the 
reason for this is that embedded clauses are so "heavy" that in initial position they 
can only be produced with the intonation charateristic for Left Dislocation. Szabolcsi 
suggests therefore that this difference is due to the fact that the former phrases are in 
neutral position, whereas the latter are left-dislocated. Recall that a left-dislocated 
constituent is adjoined to the sentence (cf. section 4.3.). 

The following sentences indicate that Szabolcsi's suggestion may be on the right 
track. The WCO-effect also vanishes in (23a)-(23c) when the possessive NP is left
dislocated: 

(37) a. Az pro anyja, ii kit szeret 
the mother-npAGR3sg she who-ACC loves 
'As for his mother, who does she love.' 

b. Az pro anyja, ii mindenkit szeret 
the mother-npAGR3sg she everyone-ACC loves 
'As for his mother, she loves everyone. ' 

c. Az pro anyja, ii VILIT szereti 
the mother-npAGR3sg she Bill-ACC loves 
'As for his mother, she loves BILL.' 

A more complicated case with the distribution of bound pronouns has been exa
mined in Szabolcsi (1986a). 

Szabolcsi notes that the subject-object asymmetry with this phenomenon also oc
curs when the pronoun is embedded in a quantified possessive NP: 

(38) a. *Minden pro fia MARIT szereti 
every son-npAGR3sg Mary-ACC loves 
'For every son of x's, it is x=Mary that he loves' 

b. MARIT szereti minden pro fia 
Mary-ACC loves every son-npAGR3sg 

c. MARl szereti minden pro fiat 
Mary loves every son-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'For every son of x's, it is x=Mary that loves them' 

d. Minden pro fiat MARl szereti 
every son-npAGR3sg-ACC Mary loves 

This paradigm exemplifies that a pronoun in a quantified NP may only be bound 
if that NP does not precede the binder and is higher on hierarchy (6) than the 
binder12 • 

In the sentences discussed so far, the binder has been in the preverbal field. Let us 
consider whether the distribution of bound pronouns is affected by scrambling the 
quantified NP into the postverbal field, that is, to the right of the verb. 

(ii) With Wh-phrases and focussed NPs this is not allowed, because they have to 
stick to the Focus position. (This position is left-adjacent to the verb (cf. 2.1.(28c». 

(12) See Szabolcsi (1986a) and Kenesei (1989) for further discUssion of bound pronouns in quantified 
possessive NPs. 
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However, some quantified NPs, like (narrow scope) universal and existential quan
tifiers, may appear postverbally. A bound variable interpretation of the pronoun is 
not possible in the scrambled alternants of (23 )-(26): 

(39) a. * Az pro anyja szeret mindenkitlvalakit 
the mother-npAGR3sg loves everyone-ACClsomeone-ACC 
*'His mother loves everyone/someone. I 

b. *Szereti az pro anyja mindenkitlvalakit 
loves the mother-npAGR3sg everyone-ACC/someone-ACC 

c. *Szereti mindenkitlvalakit az pro anyja 
loves everyone-ACClsomeone-ACC the mother-npAGR3sg 

(40) a. * Az pro anyjat szereti mindenkilvalaki 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC loves everyone/someone 
'Everyone/someone loves his mother.' 

b. *Szereti az pro anyjat mindenkilvalaki 
loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC everyone/someone 

c. *Szereti mindenkilvalaki az pro anyjat 
loves everyone/someone the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 

These paradigms are not in correspondence with the descriptive rule on the dis
tribution of bound pronouns, namely, that a pronoun may not be interpreted as a 
bound variable if and only if the possessive NP in which the pronoun is embedded 
precedes the binder and is higher in case-hierarchy (6) than the binder of the pro
noun. It appears that when a quantifier appears postverbally, it may never bind a 
pronoun. 

I would like to suggest, however, that the bound variable interpretation of pro
nouns in these sentences is ungrammatical for independent reasons. Usually quanti
fiers appear preverbally (cf. 2.1.(28£). They may appear postverbally only under spe
cific conditions. For example, when a postverbal quantifier is in the scope of a pre
verbal one. Therefore, if the possessive NP is focussed in (39a) and (40a), again a 
subject-object asymmetry with bound pronouns shows up: 

(41) a. *AZ pro ANYJA szeret mindenkitlvalakit 
the mother-npAGR3sg loves everyone/someone 
*'It is his mother who loves everyone/someone.' 

b. AZ pro ANYJAT szereti mindenki/valaki 
the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC loves everyone/someone 
'It is his mother who everyonelsomeone loves.' 

Recapitulating, in this section some subject-object asymmetries in the distribu
tion of bound pronouns in Hungarian have been discussed. These phenomena indi
cate that its phrase structure has a hierarchical structure, otherwise they can not be 
accounted .for in terms of the universal condition on the distribution of bound pro
nouns in (21): A quantifier must c-command its bound pronoun. 

5.3.4.4. Summary 

Let us now summarize the discussion on binding theory so far. In (5.3.4.1.)
(5.3.4.3.), the following subject-object asymmetries have been observed. (i) Binding 
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Principle A asymmetries with reflexive and reciprocal pronouns. (ii) Binding Princi
ple C asymmetries with a pair of names and (iii) asymmetries with the distribution 
of bound pronouns. These dichotomies between subject and object are not restricted 
to the nominative and accusative arguments of the verb but they also involve the 
other direct arguments of the verb. In line with theories on binding, I assume that 
these asymmetries can be accounted for in terms of structural conditions. These con
ditions must be interpreted on a syntactic structure with a hierarchical ordering. 
Hence, these binding asymmetries support the claim that Hungarian is a configura
tionallanguage. 

Furthermore, Hungarian also testifies to some generalizations in the domain of 
binding theory which have been made in connection with other languages. (i) Both 
the reflexive anaphor and the bound pronoun obey a stricter condition than the core
ferential reading of a name. The former must be bound by a more prominent argu
ment, whereas the latter must be free, and (ii) a pronominal and a name have dis
tinct syntactic properties. The binding relation between a pair (pronoun, name) may 
yield a symmetry. However, such a relation between a pair (name, name) yields al
ways an asymmetry (cf. 5.2.3.(4) versus (12». This dichotomy supports Chomsky's 
(1981) view that pronominals and names are distinct lexical primitives which have 
to be accounted for by separate principles. 

5.3.4.5. Switch Reference 

Hungarian displays a switch reference system (cf. Pleh 1980; 1981a; 1981b and 
Pleh and Radics 1978).13 Although this phenomenon does not strictly belong to sen
tence syntax, it involves an interesting restriction. Compare the following example 
from English first: 

(42) The boy; noticed the manj. Hej/j walked up to him;/j 

In this sentence, it is impossible to decide without knowledge of the world 
which pronoun in the second part is coreferential to which lexical NP in the first 
one. 

In Hungarian, however, this type of referentiality has been grammaticalized. To 
illustrate, consider the following sentences: 

(43) a. A flui meglatta a Mcsitj. (O);I*j odament hozzaj 
the boy noticed the man-ACe. He up-walked he-ALL 
'The boy noticed the man. He (=the boy) walked up to him.' 

b. A liu; meghitta a Mcsitj. AZ*i/j . odament hozzai 
'The boy noticed the man. That (=the man) up-walked to him.' 
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 93) 

This pair illustrates the foHowing two points. First, only the nominatively mar
ked pronoun may switch between a (non-overt) personal pronoun and a demonstra
tive pronoun. Second, the different choice of pronoun yields 'switch reference'. 
When the personal pronoun o' 'he, she' is chosen (cf. (43a», we have the proximate read
ing, i.e. the pronoun refers to the nominative antecedent. On the other hand, when 

(13) See Finer (1985) for a cross-linguistic study of switch reference. 
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the demonstrative pronoun az 'that' is used, we get the obviate reading, i.e. the pro
noun refers to the accusative antecedent in (43b). Pleh and Radics point out that the 
demonstrative pronoun may refer to any non-nominative argument of the verb. The 
following sentences examplify this. 

In (44) and (45) the object of the verb is an allative argument, while in (46) the 
object is assigned delative case by the verb: 

(44) a. Pista; odament Ferihezj (0);1*; nem akarta eszrevenni (ot)j 
Steve up-went Frank-ALL he not wanted notice-INFI him 
'Steve went up to Frank. He (=Steve) didn't want to notice him.' 

b. Pistaj odament Ferihezj. AZ*i/j nem akarta eszrevenni (ot); 
'Steve went up to Frank. That (=Frank) didn't want to notice him.' 
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 96) 

(45) a. A postdsi bement a hdzmesterhezj. (O)i/*j odaadta nekij a ku1csot 
the postman went the caretaker-AlL. He gave he-OAT the key-ACC 
'The postman went into the caretaker's. He (=the postman) gave him the key.' 

b. A postds; bement a hdzmesterhezj. AZ*i/j odaadta nekij a kulcsot 
'The postman went into the caretaker's. That (=the caretaker) gave him the key.' 
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 95) 

(46) a. A munkdsi mar sokat hallott az uj igazgai6r6Ij , de most (O)iI*j taIalkozott velej 
new manager-DELAT the worker already a lot heard the but now he met 
el6szor 
he-INSTR the first time 
'The worker had heard a lot about the new manager, but now he (=the wor
ker) met him for the first time.' 

b. A munkdsi mar sokat hallott az uj igazgat6r6lj, de most aZ*i/j talalkozott velei 
eloszor 
'The worker had heard a lot about the new manager, but now that (=the new 
manager) met him for the first time.' 
(Pleh and Radics 1978: 98) 

Switch Reference emphasizes in two ways that the nominative argument is more 
prominent than the other arguments of the verb. First, the switch between the per
sonal pronoun and demonstrative pronoun may affect only the nominative argu
ment. The other cases do not participate in this switch. Only the personal variant 
may corefer to an accusative (cf. (43», allative (cf. (44», allative (cf. (45», or a dela
tive NP (cf. (46». Hence, use of the corresponding demonstrative pronouns ahhoz 
'that-ALL' in (43), azt 'that-ACe in (44), annak 'that-DAT' in (45), or azzal 'that
INSTR' in (46) yields an ungrammatical result. Second, the nominative personal 
pronoun may refer to any argument in the preceding sentence, contrary to the de
monstrative pronoun, which may refer to any argument provided that it is not the 
nominative. 

The following rule covers Switch Reference in Hungarian:14 

(47) The nominative personal pronoun 0 is coreferential with a nominative argument, 
whereas the nominative demonstrative pronoun az is coreferential with a non
nominative argument 

(14) Warlpiri exhibits a phenomenon which is quite similar [0 Switch Reference in Hungarian. Simpson 
and Bresnan (1983) note that in constructions with obligatory control only the subject argument is accessible 
[0 binding by an argument from another domain, and that the distinction between subject versus non-subject 
controller is made by means of person marking sufftxes which are attached to the inftnitivals. 
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Pleh and Radics (1978) report that, as in English, Switch Reference in Hunga
rian may also interact with knowlegde of the world, pragmatic factors, grade of acti
vity, linear order, agency, or number specification, and so on. 

Pleh (1982) discusses two construction types in which exactly the reverse of what 
is predicted by this rule occurs, involving (i) constructions with experiencer verbs or 
(ii) with the existential verb. 

(t) Experiencer verbs select an experiencer and a theme argument which are asso
ciated with the dative and nominative case, respectively (cf. section 3.3.4.). If the 
first sentence contains an experiencer verb, the personal pronoun in the second sen
tence is coreferential with the dative argument (cf. (48a», and its demonstrative va
riant is coreferential with the nominative argument (cf. (48b»: 

(48) a. A szfnesznoneki tetszett a rendezoj. (O)i/*j minden nap uj otleteket adott nekij 
the actress-DAT liked the producer. He every day new ideas-ACC gave he-DAT 
'The actress liked the producer. She gave him every day new ideas.' 

b. A szfnesznoneki tetszett a rendezo·j. AZ*ilj minden nap uj odeteket adore nekii 
'The actress liked the producer. That gave her every day new ideas.' 

(ii) A similar exception to the above rule appears with the existential verb van 
'be'. Van selects a dative and a nominative argument (cf. Szabolcsi 1981a, and De 
Groot 1983b for an analysis of existential clauses with van): 

(49) a. Jdnosnaki van bardtjaj. (O)i/*j adort nekij ajandekot 
John-DAT is friend-npAGR3sg he gave him present-ACC 
'John has a friend. He (= John) gave him a present.' 

h. Jdnosnaki van bardtjaj. AZ*i/j adott nekii ajandekot 
'John has a friend. That (=his firiend) gave him a present.' 

The personal pronoun is coreferential with the dative NP (cf. (49a». The de
monstrative pronoun, however, is coreferential with the nominative NP. 

The solution of this puzzle is that neither experiencer verbs nor the existential 
verb do select an agent. If we assume that rule (47) is conditioned by agency as well, 
then it is clear why constructions with experiencer verbs or with the existential verb 
constitute an exception to it. 

Pleh observes furthermore that linear order may overrule (47) as well. If the nom
inative antecedent of the first part is in sentence-final position, native-speakers tend 
to interpret the demonstrative pronoun az as coreferential with it. This tendency is 
even stronger in the case of constructions with experiencer verbs or with the existen
tial verb. 

In sum, Switch Reference displays a subject-non-subject opposition captured by 
rule (47). However, it becomes visible only if the conditions on agency and linear or
der do not intervene. 

5.3.5. Case Theory 

This section examines subject-object asymmetries which are related to Case the
ory, including the different conjugations of the Hungarian verb (cf. section 5.3.5.1.), 
the distribution of small pro (cf. section 5.3.5.2.) and the syntax of ACI-verbs in 
Hungarian (cf. section 5.3.5.3.). 
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5.3.5.1. The Conjugational Patterns of the Hungarian Verb 

Subject-object asymmetries with the conjugation of the Hungarian verb involve 
(l) the definite and indefinite conjugation, and (II) the verbal suffix -Iak. 

(1) The verb may appear with two different conjugational patterns, namely, the 
definite and the indefinite conjugation (cf. section 4.2.1.). The descriptive rule 
4.2.(2) captures the distribution of these pattern, here repeated as (1): 

.,. 

(1) The definite paradigm is triggered in case the accusative object of the verb is de
finite, otherwise the indefinite paradigm is triggered 

The following minimal pair is an example of (1): 

(2) a. Latok egy hinyt 
see-AGRlsg-indef a girl-ACC 
'I see a girl.' 

b. Latom a lanyt 
see-AGRlsg-def the girl-ACC 
'I see the girl.' 

The definite accusative NP a lanyt (cf. (2b» triggers the definite conjugation, 
whereas its indefinite counterpart egy lanyt (cf. (2a» appears with the indefinite con
jugation. 

Compare, now, the conjugational patterns of an intransitive verb (cf. (3a) and 
(3b» with the conjugational paradigms of a transitive verb subcategorizing for an 
NP with a lexical case (cf. (3c) and (3d»: 

(3) a. Egy lany fut-<jl b. A lany fut-<jl 
a girl run-AGR3sg-indef the girl run-AGR3sg-indef 
'A girl is running: 'The girl is running.' 

c. Beszelek egy lannyal d. Beszelek a lannyal 
speak-AGR1sg-indef a girl-INSTR speak-AGRlsg-indef the girl-INSTR 
'I am speaking with a girl.' 'I am speaking with the girl.' 

In (3a) and (3b), the conjugational pattern of the agentive intransitive verb Jut is 
indefinite, whatever the definiteness feature of its nominative subject is. Thus, the 
definiteness of a nominative argument of an intransitive verb does not affect the 
choice of conjugational pattern. The transitive verb besz{1 'speak' which is associated 
with a NOM-INSTR case frame occurs with the indefinite conjugation in (3c) and 
(3d), although in (3d) its instrumental argument is definite. Obviously, an object ar
gument other than the accusative, i.e. the instrumental in (3c) and (3d), does not af
fect the conjugational pattern of the verb. Hence, we conclude that the accusative case 
is a neccesary condition for the definite conjugation, besides definiteness. 

The question arises whether rule (1) is sensitive to D-structure grammatical func
tions. lnchoative verbs illustrate that this is not the case but that this rule is sensitive 
to surface structure case.!) Recall that these verbs select a D-structure object which 
ends up as the nominatively marked subject at surface structure (cf. section 3.3.2.), 
If the indefinite/definite alternation were sensitive to D-structure grammatical func
tions, then the inchoative verb eltiirik 'break' would display the definite conjugation 

(15) Unaccusative verbs are not suitable for illustrating the fact that the indefinite/definite pattern of the 
verb is not sensitive to the D-structure object. A number of these verbs allow only indefinite arguments (cf. 
Szabolcsi 1986f for a discussion of the definiteness effect in Hungarian). 
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when it appears with a definite NP.16 In sentence (4b), the object NP az uveg 'the 
glass' is definite. Note, however, that eltorik may only be conjugated indefinitely: 

(4) a. Egy iiveg eltor-ott-cjl/*-t-e 
a glass break-past-AGR3sg-indef/def 
'A glass broke.' 

b. A:z. iiveg eltor-ott-cjl/*-t-e 
the glass break-past-AGR3sg-indef/def 
'The glass broke.' 

In conclusion, the subject and the object do not have the same distribution with 
respect to the conjugational patterns of the Hungarian verb. The indefinite/definite 
alternation of the verbal conjugation singles out the accusative argument of the verb. 
This argument is distinct from the other arguments in that it may trigger, when de
finite, the definite conjugation. So, this dichotomy is rooted in Case theory. 

(II) Another instance in which Case theory interacts with the conjugation of the 
Hungarian verb is in the case of the verbal suffix -lak. The question to which conju
gational pattern, i.e. the indefinite or definite one, this suffix belongs is a matter of 
debate. 

Lotz (1976) argues that -lak falls within the indefinite paradigm. This suffix may 
only be attached to transitive verbs which appear with NOM-ACC case frame. It re
flects that the nominative NP is first person singular, and the accusative NP is 
second person singular or plural person 

Consider, for example, the difference in grammaticality between the verb ldt 'see' 
(cf. (5a» which is associated with a NOM-ACC case frame and the verb taldlkoz 
'meet' (cf. (5b» which is associated with a NOM-INSTR case frame when they are 
conjugated with lak: 

(5) a. (J~n) latlak (tegedltiteket) 
I see-AGRlsg2sg/pl you(sg)-ACClyou(pl)-ACC 
'1 see you.' 

b. *(l:3n) tal3.lkozlak (tegedltiteket) 
I meet-AGRlsg2sg/pl you(sg)-ACClyou(pl)-ACC 
'1 meet you.' 

From a comparison between (5a) and (5b), it follows that verbal suffixation with 
this suffix is only allowed by transitive verbs which appear with a nominative and 
accusative complement. 

5.3.5.2. The Distribution olSmal! pro 

The presence of empty categories in the syntactic representation is guaranteed by 
an interplay of the Projection Principle and the a-criterion (cf. Chomsky 1986a: 84). 
The licensing of small pro is determined by two sorts of conditions, a structural one 
and a contextual one (cf. section 4.2.4.2.). 

The first type of constraint is related to government. Small pro is sanctioned if it is 
related to a governor which has enough 'strength'. These governors are, for example, 

(16) Eltifrik is monadic when it is inflected with the passivizer -ik. This suffix is spelled out, however, 
only in the third person singular present tense (cf. section 3.3.2.). 
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XO-categories which assign a structural Case (cf. Rizzi 1986). The second condition 
may be fulfilled only by Infl if it is specified with rich AGR. 

The pro-module is relevant in the present context, because it yields subject-object 
asymmetries. Consider again the distribution of pro in Hungarian 4.2.(34), here re
peated as (6): 

(6) The Distribution of pro in Hungarian 
a. Nominative personal pronouns may be dropped in all persons and numbers 
b. Accusative personal pronouns may be dropped only in case they are singular. First 

and second person pronouns may be dropped with the indefinite conjugation. 
Third person pronouns may be dropped only with the definite conjugation 

c. Personal pronouns with lexical case may not be dropped 

I discussed in section 4.2. the following dichotomies with pro-drop, (1) nomina
tive and accusative pronouns may be omitted, unlike pronouns with lexical case, and 
(II) pro-drop with accusative pronouns is conditioned by plurality and definiteness 
features. So, in (I) we have an opposition between nominative/accusative and lexical 
case, and in (II) we have an opposition between nominative and accusative. Let us 
consider first (1). 

(1) Recall that the the first opposition has been captured by condition 4.2.(35), 
here repeated as (7): 

(7) Pronouns in Hungarian may only be dropped if they are assigned structural Case 

This condition on pro-drop is formulated in terms of Case theory. The opposition 
between nominative/accusative Case and lexical case coincides with the opposition 
between structural Case and a-case (cf. section 3.2.1.). In theories on Case-assign
ment (cf. Chomsky 1981 or Kayne 1984) it is assumed that each type of Case is asso
ciated with a governor holding a separate structural position. From this it follows 
that structural Case is assigned to a different position than a-case. In section 5.4.1., 
I will argue that structural Case-assigners are structurally more prominent than non
structural Case-assigners. 

(II) Another distributional subject-object asymmetry with pro-drop shows up 
with nominative and accusative pronouns. Observe from (6) that this phenomenon 
with accusative pronouns is more restricted than pro-drop with nominative pro
nouns. Accusative pronouns may only be dropped when they are singular. I argued 
that this difference is due to the status of personal pronouns in discourse and the 
existence of discourse hierarchies (cf. section 4.2.4.2.). Although this opposition 
does not provide direct evidence for the hierarchical organization of Hungarian phrase 
structure, it provides at least some circumstantial evidence. The dichotomy between 
nominative and accusative pronouns indicates that the nominative argument and ac
cusative argument represent separate primitives in the grammar. In that sense it is a 
real subject-object asymmetry. 

5.3.5.3. ACI-Verbs 

Verbs of perception like see, and hear and verbs of propositional attitude such as consi
der, and believe may select an Accusativus-cum-In/initivo (ACI). Compare: 
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(8) a. I saw [IP John/him cut the bread] b. I consider [Ip John/him to be a fool] 

Chomsky (1981) attributes the following properties to these constructions. 
(i) The clausal complement may be realized as an embedded infinitive, some

times in the form of a so-called 'naked' infinitive as in (8a) (cf. Higginbotham 
1982), and (ii) these clausal complements are transparent for government and Case
assignment of a higher verb. According to Chomsky, the latter property is due to the 
deletion of the CPo 

It is a problem that there is no suitable Case-assigner in the embedded clause 
present for its subject. If nothing happened these sentences would be ruled out as a 
Case Filter violation (cf. 3.3.(5)). However, the subject of the embedded clause is as
signed structural accusative Case 'exceptionally' by the matrix verb. This is clear 
from the fact that the personal pronoun in the subject position appears in its accusa
tive form. 

Marantz (1984) and Hale and Keyser (1985) argue that the embedded subject re
ceives a compositional 8-role from the embedded VP. Therefore, this subject receives 
its Case-features from a different governor than its 8-role. A crucial assumption is 
that the structural subject position is outside the VP. 

Let us turn to the Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (8): 

(9) a. Janost/ot Mttam vagni a kenyeret 
John-ACClhim saw-AGRlsg cut-INFI the bread-ACC 
'I saw John/him cut the bread.' 

b. ]anost/ot hiilyenek tattom 
]ohn-ACClhim fool-DAT consider-AGRlsg 
'I consider John/him to be a fool.' 

Consider first (9a) which exemplifies an ACI-complement selected by a percep
tion verb.17 Observe that although word order is 'free', this complement has exactly 
the same properties as its English counterpart. (i) ACI-complements are selected by 
a perception verb, and (ii) their subject appears in the accusative case. This suggests 
an analysis along the lines sketched for the English ACI-complement. 

The following minimal pair provides some evidence for this: 

(10) a. Hallottam/lattam azt [cp hogy (te) megvered ot] 
heard-AGRlsg/saw-AGRlsg that-ACC that you beat-AGR2sg him 
'I heard/saw that you beat him.' 
(Szabolcsi 1983a: 12) 

b. Hallottalak/lattalak hp teged megverni ot] 
heard-AGR1sg2sg/pl/saw-AGRlsg2sg/pl you-ACe beat-INFI him 
'I heard/saw you beat him.' 
(Szabolcsi 1983a: 13) 

(17) E. Kiss (1987a: 62) claims that Hungarian does not display ACI-constructions. According to E. 
Kiss, this provides support for the assumption that Case assignment is thematically based. However, it will 
be argued below that Hungarian does display these constructio!}~ and that they have similar properties as 
their counterparts in English. 
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In (lOa), the perception verb selects a full clausal complement. Embedded clauses 
introduced by the complementizer hogy are CPs in Hungarian, and a matrix verb 
subcategorizing for a CP assigns its Case-features to the 'dummy' demonstrative pro
noun az 'that' (cf. section 4.5.1). The subject is assigned nominative Case in its em
bedded clause. 

In (lOb), on the other hand, the clausal complement is an ACI. Recall, further
more, that the suffix -Iak agrees with the nominative argument first person and the 
accusative argument second person of a transitive verb (cf. section 5.3.5.1.(11». Ob
serve now that this suffix on the matrix verb agrees with the accusative NP teged 
which is the subject of the ACI-complement. Obviously, the NP which is assigned 
the structural accusative Case in the domain of the verb may trigger verbal agree
ment on that verb. 

This demonstrates that the subject of an ACI-complement is accessible for the 
higher verb. Hence, in sentence (lOb) clausal-reduction from CP to IP must have ap
plied which makes the embedded subject accessible for structural Case-assignment 
by the higher verb. Consequently, the embedded subject agrees with the verbal suf
fix -Iak on the higher verb. Hence, the syntax of ACI-complements in Hungarian 
provides evidence for a subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence. 

Let us turn now to ACI-constructions selected by verbs of propositional attitude 
in Hungarian. 

ACI-complements to verbs of propositional attitude have the same properties as 
these complements with verbs of perception. However, there is one interesting dif
ference between these two constructions, as observed by Koml6sy (1985). Koml6sy 
notes that the clausal complement of verbs of propositional attirude is not headed by 
an infinitive but by an adjective (cf. (9b». So, it might be more appropriate to call 
the Hungarian equivalent of (8b) Accusativus-cum-Adjectivo. For convenience, how
ever, I will continue to speak about ACI-complements in these cases as well. 

The Hungarian construction rather resembles the English construction with 
verbs of propositional attitude selecting a small clause (henceforth labelled as S): 

(11) I consider [s John/him a fool] 

It is unclear why these verbs in Hungarian may not select an infinitive. Accor
ding to Koml6sy, the adjective functions as a secondary predicate which is incor
porated into the matrix verb. This yields a complex verb (cf. section 4.4.), because in 
neutral sentences the adjective occurs in the VM-position, and it bears dative case. 
So, in (9b) 'restructuring' seems to have applied resulting into a monoclausal struc
ture. 

Following the analysis of ACI-complements in English, I will relate the accusa
tive Case of Janos/lit in this sentence to the matrix verb and its a-role to the secon
dary predicate. The a-role may be transmitted through chain formation with big 
PRO or NP-trace. The precise determination of this is a subject for further research. IS 

(18) A syntactic relative of ACI-constructions in Hungarian is the adjective complement selected by rais
ing verbs: 

(i) Janos [V' szomorunak Iatszikl 
John sad-DAT seem-AGR3sg 
'John seems sad' 
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Recapitulating, the subject NP of an ACI-complement in Hungarian exhibits a 
mismatch between Case- and a-assignment. This NP receives its accusative Case 
from a matrix governor, which may be a perception verb or a verb of propositional 
attitude. Its a-role is assigned compositionally by the lower VP. Exceptional Case
marking is allowed, because ACI-complements are accessible for Case-assignment of 
the higher verb. They have a structural subject position outside the VP just as such 
complements in English. The appearance of such complements in Hungarian provi
des empirical support for the subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence. Further
more, they also support the claim that the accusative is a structural Case in Hunga
rian, similar to accusative Case in English (cf. 3.2.(7b».19 

5.3.6. Control Theory 

Another domain of subject-object asymmetries is provided by control theory. This 
asymmetry is due to the EPP 3.3.(7), here repeated for convenience as (1): 

(1) Clauses must have subjects 

In untensed embedded clauses the EPP introduces an empty category in the sub
ject position functioning as the controllee in control relations. Chomsky (1981: 74-
78) refers to this empty category as big PRO. 

Chomsky claims that PRO is ungoverned in infinitive clauses, because these clauses 
lack an I-node. Koster (1987), on the other.hand, argues that PRO may be governed 
in such cases. For our purposes, it is sufficient that both approaches assume the pre
sence of an empty category subject in untensed embedded clauses. This implies a 
subject-object asymmetry. 

This section examines two phenomena belonging to the domain of control theory 
in which subject-object asymmetries appear involving (I) control constructions with 
infinitive complements (cf. section 5.3.6.1), and (11) control relations with secondary 
predicates (cf. section 5.3.6.2.). 

5.3.6.1. Infinitive Complements 

Usually, two cases of control are distinguished with infinitive complements, 
namely, (i) subject control, and (ii) object control constructions. Consider an example of 
each: 

This sentence contains a complex verb as well (cf. chapter three, note 32). Note, however, that in such 
constructions the raised NP receives its nominative Case from I on the raising verb. There is no other Case as

. signer available. The a-role of the NP must originate from the secondary predicate, since raising verbs do not 
assign a-roles. So, (i) displays another instance of a mismatch between Case- and a-assignment. 

(19) Hungarian has also some verbs selecting Dativus-cum-Infinitivo (DCI). Compare, for example, the 
DCI-complement of the verb segit 'help': 

(i) Segftek [IP Jdnomaklneki csomagolni} 
help-AGRlsg J~hn-DAT/he-DAT pack-FI 
'I help John/him to pack: 

If this complement is analysed analoguously to the AO-complement, then it follows that the dative is a 
structural Case as well. Maybe this provides an explanation for the fact that the prominence of the accusative 
over the dative is not so clear always, for example, in the case of reflexive binding (cf. 5.3.4.(8a)-(8d». (See 
section 5.4. for further discussion of the case system in Hungarian). 
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(2) a. John promised Bill [Ip PRO to feed himself] 
b. John persuaded Bill [Ip PRO to feed himself] 

Verbs of the promise-type specify that the controller of PRO is the subject of the 
matrix verb, as in (2a). Verbs of the persuade-type specify that the controller of PRO 
is the object of the matrix verb, as in (2b). It has been argued that Hungarian dis
plays both subject and object control (cf. Kalman et al. 1984; 1986, E. Kiss 1987a, 
and Szabolcsi 1983a). The case of object control is, however, not so clear. Below I 
will argue that it may be treated as an ACI-construction. Consider first some cases of 
subject control. 

(I) Verbs such as akar 'want', e!megy 'go away',je! 'fear', igyekszik 'strive', imdd 'love', 
kelt 'must', megprobd! 'try', and szeret 'like' induce subject control. Compare: 

(3) a. Janos akarta !ami Marit 
John wanted-AGR3sg see-INFI Mary-ACC 
'J ohn wanted to see Mary.' 

b. Peter imadott tancolni Marival 
Peter 10ved-AGR3sg dance-INFI Mary-INSTR 
'Peter loved to dance with Mary.' 

c. Janosnak kell lami Marit 
John-DAT has to-AGR3sg see-INFI Mary-ACC 
'J ohn has to see Mary.' 

d. Killdtim Janost uszni 
send-AGRlsg John-ACe swim-INFI 
'I send John to swim.' 

Recall that akar 'want' and kelt 'have to' trigger 'restructuring' yielding a mono
clausal structure (cf. section 5.3.2.). This implies that in the surface representation of 
(3a) and (3c), PRO would not be present. This entails a violation of the EPP, since a
role of the infinitival predicate cannot be assigned to the subject. 

A violation of the Projection Principle in these cases, however, may be avoided by 
adopting a suggestion of Szabolcsi (1983a). Szabolcsi relates the presence of PRO to 
the assignment of a a-role to the position it occupies. Therefore, if the infinitival 
predicate does not assign a a-role to its subject, PRO may be missing. According to 
Szabolcsi, (some) subject control verbs precisely create this effect. They absorb the a
role of the subject of their infinitive complement and bequeathe it to their own sub
ject. Hence, PRO might be absent from the syntactic representation. 

(II) Consider the following sentences: . 

(4) a. Janos latta . Marit enekelni 
John saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC sing-INFI 
'John saw Mary singing.' 

b. Hagytalak teged jatszani Pistaval 
let-AGRlsg2sg you-ACe play-INFI Steve-INSTR 
'I let you play with Steve.' 

I analysed the infinitive complements of verbs of perception and propositional at
titude, like enged 'let', hagy 'let', hall 'hear', hfv 'call', hoz 'bring', and ldt 'see', as ACI
complements (d. section 5.3.5.3.). Hence, the sentences in (4) have a structure as in (5): 
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(5) a. Janos latta [IP Marit enekelni ] b. Hagytalak [IP teged jatszani Pistaval] 

The reason I treated this group of verbs in a way comparable to ACI-verbs in En
glish, was because they display similar syntactic properties as their ACI-counterparts 
in English. 

Szabolcsi (1983a), on the other hand, regards the complements of these verbs as 
object control complements. Szabolcsi assumes that the accusative NP is a direct ar
gument of the matrix verb associated with a PRO subject in the infinitive comple
ment. So, according to Szabolcsi, the sentences in (4) have the following structure 
(bracketing is mine): 

(6) a. Janos Licea Marit hp PRO enekelni] 
b. Hagytalak tiged [Ip PRO jacszani Pistaval] 

Szabolcsi argues that an object control analysis in these cases is supported by 
the fact that the Hungarian construction does not merely require a direct perception 
of the action denoted by the matrix predicate but also a direct perception of the en
tity carrying out the action denoted by the embedded predicate. This can, however, 
easily be incorporated into the ACI-analysis by adopting Williams' (1983) extension 
of the theory of a-assignment. 

Williams argues that an NP may be assigned different a-roles providing that 
each a-role is assigned by a different a-role assigner. 2o Of course, it remains to be ex
plained why the subject of an ACI-complement in Hungarian receives two a-roles 
but noc in English. I will leave this dichotomy for further research. So, there is not 
much reason to assume that the syntactic representation of the cases in (4) contain a 
PRO subject. 

Summarizing, the EPP provides an empty category, i.e. PRO, in the subject posi
tion of infinitive complements which is accessible for control by an NP of a higher 
domain. Hungarian displays only subject control. Control phenomena arise only if 
there is a subject-predicate dichtomy of the sentence. Hence, the presence of these 
phenomena is an argument for the subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence. 

5.3.6.2. Secondary Predicates 

Another construction type in which control theory is supposed to be operative is 
secondary predication, the so-called 'small' clause. Compare: 

(7) John eats naked 

This sentence contains a secondary predicate, the adjective naked. It attributes a 
property to the subject NP John. In the literature, two kinds of analyses have been 
proposed for secondary predication, (1) Chomsky (1981) and Stowell (1982), and (II) 
Williams (1980; 1983). Let us first consider the Chomsky-Stowell approach. 

(I) Chomsky and Stowell argue that the secondary predicate in (7) heads a small 
clause which has a PRO subject analogously to the subject of infinitive complements: 

(8) John eats [s PRO naked] 

(20) Note that this theory violates the uniqueness condition on a-assignment in 3.2.(2) or 4.6.(26). There
fore, Williams' suggestion remains somewhat controversial. 
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This clause does not contain I, and thus its PRO subject is accessible for a contro-
ller of a higher domain, i.e. John in (8). . 

This analysis is supported by the fact that the subject of a secondary predicate 
may be overtly present in syntax if the grammar provides a mode to sanction the 
Case of the lexical subject in the small clause parallel to infinitive constructions: 

(9) a. I saw [IP John to be sad] b. I consider [IP John to be a fool] 
c. John seems [IP - to be sa<H 

The matrix verb in (9a) and (9b) is an ACI-verb, and the matrix verb in (9c) is a 
raising predicate. 

The embedded subjects in (9) are sanctioned for Case in the following manner. 
ACI-verbs are lexically specified for making their embedded domain accessible for 
government and Case-assignment (cf. section 5.3.5.3.). Hence, the embedded sub
ject John in (9a) and (9b) is assigned accusative Case and may therefore remain in
situ. In (9c), a violation of the Case Filter is avoided, because a raising predicate 
allows movement of the embedded subject John to the matrix subject where it is as
signed nominative Case by 1. 

Note that exactly the same analysis is applied to small clauses. The only difference 
is that the embedded VP in (9) is replaced by an AP in (lOa) and (lOc) and by an 
NP in (lOb): 

(10) a. I saw [sJohn sad] b. I consider [sJohn a fool] c. John seems [s - sad] 

Again, the embedded subject of these constructions cannot be Case-marked with
in its own clause by absence of a suitable Case-assigner. The constructions are saved, 
however, in the same way as the ones in (9). 

(II) An alternative to the Chomsky-Stowell analysis is elaborated in Williams 
(1980; 1983). According to Williams, the relation between a secondary predicate 
and its contoller is restricted by the theory of Predication. 

Predication states that a predicate may be related to its controller if the controller 
c-commands the predicate. So, under this theory, the sentence in (7) receives the fol
lowing analysis: 

(11) John eats naked 

Thus the control relation is established directly without making reference to an 
embedded PRO. 

At this place, I will not take a decision in favor of one of the analyses of secon
dary predication. I will adopt, however, the following structural condition on this phe
nomenon relevant to both approaches, namely: 

(12) A secondary predicate can be controlled by a lexical NP if it is c-commanded by 
that lexical NP 

Let us turn to a discussion of secondary predication in Hungarian. This pheno
menon has been studied by Kom16sy (1985). According to Kom16sy, secondary pre
dicates mayor may not belong to the PAS of the verb. The former case is an instance 
of argumental secondary predication, and the latter is an instance of adjunctival secon

·dary predication. Let us first examine argumental secondary predication. 
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(1) Koml6sy (1985) points out that argumental secondary predicates are seman
tically selected by the verb and are marked with a case-suffix. -According to Kom-
16sy, there are a couple of case-suffixes such as the tramlative; formalis, or essive en
dings whose primary function is to reflect secondary predication. Consider: 

(13) Janos jutalmul kapott egy oklevelet 
John reward-ESS received a diploma-ACC 
'As a reward John was given a diploma.' 
(Koml6sy 1985: 59) 

Kom16sy observes furthermore that in their neutral order secondary argumental 
predicates must be left-adjacent to the verb and may not be modified by an .article. 
Kom16sy concludes therefore that these predicates occupy the VM-position arid form 
with the verb a V'-constituent (see, section 4.4.1.). 

Resultative predicates are a good example of secondary predication. Resultative pre
dicates denote the new quality or property of an argument which it acquires as a result 
of the event denoted by the verb. They are selected by verbs of change such as lesz 
'turn into', vdlik 'become', or alakul'grow'. 

Resultative nouns are assigned translative case, and resultative adjectives are 
usually marked ablatively: 

(14) a. Janos (*a) j6 mernokkl valt 
John the good engineer-TRANS became-AGR3sg 
'John became a good engineer.' 

b. Mari (*a) pirosra festette a falat 
Mary the red-SUBL painted-AGR3sg the wall-ACC 
'Mary painted the wall red.' 
(Koml6sy 1985: 61) 

These verbs are obligatorily specified for a secondary predicate in their PAS. 
Verbs of change of state, or contact, however, may only optionally select a secondary 

predicate. Consider the pairs in «15a), (15b» and «16a), (16b»: 

(15) a. Mari fCizi a krumplit 
Mary cook-AGR3sg the potatoe-ACC 
'Mary cooks the potatoe.' 

b. Mari peppi fCizte a krumplit 
Mary pulp-TRANS cooked-AGR3sg the potatoe-ACC 
'Mary cooked the potatoe to a pulp.' 
(Koml6sy 1985: 62) 

(16) a. Janos veri Petert b. Janos laposra verte Petert 
John beat-AGR3sg Peter-ACC John flat-SUBL beat-AGR3sg Peter-ACC 
'John is beating Peter.' 'John beat Peter to pulp.' 

(Koml6sy 1985: 62) 

Let us consider the Hungarian equivalents of the English constructions in 
which the overt lexical subject of a small clause is sanctioned for Case (cf. (10»: 
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(17).a. Janost. szomorunak lattam h. Janost hiijenek tattorn 
John-ACC sad-DAT saw-AGRlsg John-ACC fool-DAT consider-AGRlsg 
'I saw John sad.' 'I consider John a fool.' 

c. Janos szomorlinak latszik/tiinik 
John sad-DAT appeared-AGR3sg/seemed-AGR3sg 
'John seems sad.' 

Recall that ACI-complements of the verbs of propositional attitude the infinitive 
is replaced by a dative marked adjective (cf. S.3.S.(9b». This adjective appears in the 
VM-position. A dative marked adjective also occurs when perception verbs (cf. (17a» 
and raising verbs (d. (17b» select a small clause complement. With Komlosy (1985), 
I will assume that the dative case in these sentences belongs to the PAS of the verb, 
similarly as the instances of the secondary predicates in the examples (13)-(16). 

Let us attempt to make some generalizations over the above examples. First, as 
noted by Koml6sy (1985), lexical properties of the predicate govern the selection of 
the secondary predicates and the determination of their controller. Second, only nom
inative and accusative arguments of the verb, or D-structure subjects (cf. (17»may 
act as controllers with this phenomenon. The nominative NP functions as a control
ler in case the secondary predicate is obligatorily selected as in (13) and (14a), while 
in (14b) and (15) the accusative argument is lexically designated as controller, even 
if a suitable nominative controller is present, see, for example (14b). 

According to Williams (1980), the c-command condition on Predication is a 
necessary condition but not a sufficient one. Both lexical and syntactic factors may 
determine the establishment of a predication relation. The structural constraint 
implies that nominative and accusative NPs, or the D-structure subject of small 
clauses, must be higher in the syntactic tree than the secondary predicate, otherwise 
the c-command condition is violated. If the secondary predicates in (13)-(17) are in
herent parts of the PAS of the verb, then both the (nominative) subject and the (ac
cusative) object have structural prominence over an complement with lexical case, 
i.e. a translative, dative, sublative, essive, etc. argument of the verb. 

Let us turn to a discussion of adjunctival secondary predication. 
(ll) Williams (1980) observes that sentences containing an adjunctival secondary 

predicate in English may be ambiguous: 

(18) a. John painted the door wet b. John saw Mary drunk 

Williams points out that (18a) and (18b) have a reading in which the secondary 
predicates wet, and drunk may be controlled either by the subject or by the object. 

Under the first reading the state of the subject is indicated. In (18a)John is attri
buted the property of being wet, and in (18b)John is attributed the property of being 
drunk. Under the second reading of (18a) the door becomes wet as a result of John's 
painting, while in (18b) Mary is in the state of being drunk. 

According to Williams, these ambiguities are due to the fact that secondary pre
dicates may be attached either to IP (labelling is mine), or to the VP. In the former 
case, only the subject qualifies as a controller, while in the latter case the secondary 
predicate ·is controlled by the object. This is in accordance with (12). 

Consider now the Hungarian equivalents of the sentences in (18): 
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(19) a. Janos vizesen festette az altot 
John wet-adv painted-AGR3sg the door-ACC 
'john painted the door wet.' 

b. Janos vizesre festette az ajtot 
John wet-SUBL painted-AGR3sg the door-ACC 
'john painted the door wet.' 

(20) a. [NP Janos [cp aki ittas volt]] latta Marit 
John who drunk was saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 

'john saw Mary drunk.' 
b. Janos ittasan hitta Marit 

John drunk-adv saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC 
'John saw Mary drunk.' 
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As may be observed from these sentences, Hungarian disambiguates the readings 
associated with the English sentences in (18). The (a)-sentences represent the read
ings of (18) in which the subject acts as the controller, while the (b)-sentences repre
sents the readings of (18) in which the object acts as the controller. 

The subject reading of (18a) is expressed in Hungarian by adding to the stem of 
the adjective vizes the adverbial marker (adv) -en, whereas the object reading of (18b) 
is formed by incorporating the adjective into the PAS of the verb as in (14b). The 
subject reading of (18b) cannot be expressed with a secondary predicate. A relativi
zation strategy has to be chosen instead, while the object reading of (18b) is expres
sed with the help of the adverbializer just as the reading of (18a). 

It is unclear why Hungarian disambiguates the readings associated with adjunc
tival secondary predication in English.2l An account for the individual readings, how
ever, may run along the following lines. 

Komlosy (1985) notes that some secondary predicates may belong to the PAS of 
the verb that also selects the argument of which they state a property. According to 
Komlosy, argumental secondary predicates are semantically much closer to the verb 
than adjunct ivaI secondary predicates. Adjuncts attribute merely a property of the 
argument without affecting the event denoted by the predicate. Consider the follow
ing pairs: 

(21) a. Janos darabokra torte a vazat 
John pieces-SUBL broke-AGR3sg the vase-ACC 
'John broke the vase into pieces.' 

b. *Janos vizesre/szarazra/iiresre torte a Vllzat 

John wet-SUBL/dry-SUBLIempty-SUBL broke-AGR3sg the vase-ACC 

(21) Hale and Laughten (1983) and Simpson (1983) observe that in Warlpiti this phenomenon occurs as 
well. In that language case congruence indicates over which NP the secondary predic~te is predicated. Compare: 

(i) a. jak.a1lUJrra yani pa1lUJjangka 
Jakamarra-ABS IMP go alcohol-source-ABS 
'}akamarra is going drunk.' 

b. jaka1lUJrrariu Napaljarri pakarnu pamajangkarlu 
Jakamarra-ERG Napaljarri-ABS hit alcohol-SOURCE-ERG 
'}akamarra hit Napaljarri drunk.' 

c. Jakamarrariu Napaljarri pakamu pamajangka 
Jakamarra-ERG Napaljarri-ABS hit alcohol-SOURCE-ABS 
'Jakamarra hit Napaljarri drunk.' 
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(22) a. Janos darabokban hozta be a vazat 
John pieces-INESS brought-AGR3sg in the vase-ACC 
'John brought in the vase into pieces.' 
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b. Janos vizesen/szarazon/iiresen hozta be a vazat 
John wet-adv/dry-adv/empty-adv brought-AGR3sg in the vase-ACC 
'John brought in the vase wet/dry/empty.' 
(Kom16sy (1985),58) 

The verb tor 'break' selects a secondary predicate with a specific meaning. The
refore, an argumental secondary predicate indicated by the sublative case is allo
wed (cf. (21a». However, an adjunct with the inessive case is prohibited (cf. 
(21 b». The verb hoz 'bring' does not put selectional restrictions on its secondary 
predicate. Therefore, adjuncts may function as secondary predicates much more 
freely with this verb (cf. (22» 

We can translate Koml6sy's observations into structural terms as follows. An 
argumental secondary predicate must be attached to the VP, and an adjunct may 
be adjoined either to the VP, or to IF. This largely depends on idiosyncratic lexical 
factors. If these assumptions are correct, it is explained why the argumental secon
dary predicate in (19b) is controlled by the accusative argument, and why the ad
junctival secondary predicate may be controlled either by the subject in (19a), or 
by the object in (20b). The assumpdon of a VP node and c-command restriction 
(12) are crucial in explaining the ambiguity of the English examples (18). Note 
that these assumptions are relevant in coveririg the difference between argumental 
and adjunctival secondary predication in Hungarian as well. 

In (19a), the adjunctival secondary predicate vizesen is adjoined to IP. Hence, 
because of the c-command condition on Predication, its controller can only be the 
subject NP. In (20b), the adjunctival secondary predicate is adjoined to VP, and it 
is predicated over the object NP. In (19b), the argumental secondary predicate vi
zesre is attached to the VP, and it is controlled by the object NP. 

Note that in (19b) and (20b) both the subject and the object satisfy the c-com
mand condition. The fact that the argumental secondary predicate in (19b) and the 
adjunctival secondary predicate in (20b) are controlled by the object but not by the 
subject NP follows from Williams' (1980) additional lexical restriction on Predication: 

(23) If a secondary predicate is in the VP, then this secondary predicate is predicated 
of the theme of V 

The transitive verbs fest 'paint' in (19b) and tat 'see' in (20b) belong to the 
agent-theme class. This type of verbs assigns its accusative object a theme by rule 
3.2.(3a). Hence, the secondary predicates vizesre and ittasan are predicated over the 
object NP. The subject and object oriented readings associated with the adjunctival 
secondary predicates in (19a) and (20b) demonstrate that adjuncts may be more fre
ely attached to the VP and IP than argumental secondary predicates. Hence, this 
dichotomy shows that argumental predicates always occupy a position under VP, 
unlike adjuncts of secondary predication.22 

(22) Koml6sy (1985) and De Groot (1987) discuss another rype of adjunctival predication in Hungarian, 
the so-called predicative verbal adverbial construction. These predicates are formed by adding the adverbial 
participle suffix -valve to the verbal stem: 

(i) Az ajt6 be van csukva 
the door prefIx is close-suffix 
'The door is closed.' 
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Recapitulating, I argued that secondary predication is restricted by the distri
bution of the verbal arguments. Only nominative and accusative NPs may func
tion as controllers of an argumental secondary predicate. This type of secondary 
predicate is incorporated into the PAS of the verb. This may be observed from the 
fact that it bears a lexical case. From theories on secondary predication (cf. 
Chomsky 1981, Stowe111982, and Williams 1980; 1983), it follows that the no
minative and accusative NPs must be structurally superior to the argumental pre
dicate. Hungarian resolves ambiguities between a subject and an object oriented 
reading, which occur with secondary predication in English, with adjunctival se
condary predication, argumental secondary predication, or relativization. It must 
be admitted that some properties of secondary predication are not completely un
derstood at the present state of research, like the difference between English and 
Hungarian with the incorporation of secondary predicates into the PAS of the 
verb, or the disambiguation of readings associated with adjunctival secondary pre
dication. However, the Hungarian counterparts corresponding to the subject and 
object oriented readings in English show that argumental secondary predicates are 
attached to the VP. The distribution of adjunctival secondary predicates, on the 
other hand, is much freer. In order to derive the readings related toargumental 
and adjunctival secondary predication, the assumption of a VP is crucial,2l 

5.3.7. Wh-Module 
Here, I will focus on subject-object asymmetries with Wh-movement in Hunga

rian. These asymmetries occur in long Wh-movement (cf. section 5.3.7.1.), and in a 
phenomenon that is contingent on Wh-movement, namely,parasitic gaps (cf. 5.3.7.2.). 

I 
5.3.7.1. The Distribution of Long Wh-movement 

Consider the following instances of long Wh-movement: 

(1) a. *Kilkit gondolsz hogy t hitta Vilit 
who-NOM/-ACC think-AGR2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC 

'Who do you think saw Bill?' 
b. Kit gondoIsz hogy ViIi hitott t 

who-ACC think-AGR2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that Bill saw?' 

c. Kinek gondolod hogy Janos konyvet adott t 
who-DAT think-AGR2sg that John book-ACC gave-AGR3sg 
'To who do you think that John gave a book?' 

d. Kivel szeretned hogy Mari beszeljen t 
who-INSTR like-COND-AGR2sg that Mary speak-SUBJ-AGR3sg 
'With whom would you like that Mary should speak?' 

e. Kito'l gondolod hogy Mari konyvet kapott t 
who-ABL think-AGR2sg that Mary book-ACC got-AGR2sg 
'From who do you think that Mary got a book?' 

Further, Koml6sy distinguishes a stative construction and a perfective dynamic passive depending on the 
coupe used. Judging from the examples in the references above, this adverbial predicate may only be control
led by a nominative NP which may be either an agent, or an underlying theme object. This state of affairs 
arises if the adverbial predicate is attached to IF, and is controlled at S-structure. Hence, this construction 
type provides another argument for the claim that the nominative NP is the external argument. 

(23) Hale and Laughren (1983) and Simpson (1983) report that extension of the semantic definition of a 
basic predicate is a very productive rule in Warlpiri. The syntactic concomitant of these 'adjunctioos' is al
ways a secondary predicate. 
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Long Wh-movement is restricted by dialectal and idiolectal factors. Roughly, 
there are two dialects to which I will refer in the remainder as Hung:.irian I and 
Hungarian II. 

(l) Hungarian I 

E. Kiss (1981a), Horvath (1981), and Szabolcsi (personal communication) report 
that they find long Wh-movement completely acceptable in Hungarian. This phe
nomenon seems to be especially frequent in the spoken language (cf. D~ Groot 
1981c, Szalamin 1978, and Zolnay 1926). 

E. Kiss (1982b) observes that a subject-object asymmetry turns up in lQng Wh
movement. According to E. Kiss, an extracted nominative Wh-phrase end§ llP accusa
tively marked (cf. (la», whereas an accusative Wh-phrase retains its case gqring the 
derivation (cf. (lb». Furthermore, E. Kiss observes that extracted Wh-phr~es with 
lexical case take their Case-feature along. 

The verbs ad 'give', beszil 'speak', and kap 'get' subcategorize for a dative, instru
mental, and ablative NP, respectively. The case-endings on the extracted Wh-phrases 
correspond to the subcategorized cases of these verbs in (lc)-(le). 

So, only a nominative Wh-phrase undergoes a Case change when it is ffonted by 
Wh-movement. Comrie (1981, 155) and Van der Auwera (1984, 260) observe the 
same with long relativization, a syntactic relative of long Wh-movement, 24 Thi~ phe
nomenon is derived by Wh-fronting of the relative pronoun: 

(2) a. A fiu *akilakit mondtam hogy t elvette a p¢nzt 
the boy who-NOMI-ACC said-AGRlsg that away-took-AGR3sg tne money-ACC 
'The boy that I said took away the money.' 

b. A penzt ami! mondtam hogy a fiu elvett t 
the money-ACC which-ACC said-AGRlsg that the boy aWay::toq~-AGR,,3sg 
'The boy that I said took away the money.' . 

c. A fiu akinek gondolod hogy Jinos konyvet adott t 
the boy who-DAT think-AGR2sg that John book-ACC gaV~-AG~3.sg 
'The boy that you think that John gave a book to.'- C 

d. A fiu akivel szeretned hogy beszeljen t 
the boy who-INSTR like-COND-AGR2sg that speak-SU.\3J~.t\(Ja3sg 
'The boy that you would like that he should speak witll.' 

e. A fiu akitbt gondolod hogy Mari konyvet kapott t 
the boy who-ABL think-AGR2sg that Mary book-ACe got:ApR3sg 
'The boy that you think that Mary got a book from.' 

This paradigm shows that a non-nominative relative pron~)"qp (cf. (2\:lH2tl»)" un
like the nominative one (cf. (2a», takes along its Case assigq~d in the efilaedded 
clause when raised into the matrix sentence. 

(24) Keenan and Comrie (1977) propose an accessibility hierarchy for relativization. According to Kee
nan and Comrie, this phenomenon is restricted by the following hierarchy: 

(i) Subject> direct object > non-direct object > possessor 
This hierarchy is only respected by simple sentences. Comrie (1981: 154) points out that embedded 

clauses do not have to obey (i). For example, long Wh-movement and relativization in Hungarian do not pat
tern as in (i), but rather as in (ii), the reverse of (i): 

(ii) Lexical case (non-direct object) > accusative (direct object) > nominative (subject) 
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In chapter six, I will consider the mechanism of this Case change in more detail. 
Here, it is sufficient to indicate how it is related to the configurationality of phrase 
structure. 

Theories on Case-assignment (see, for example, Chomsky 1981 or Kayne 1984) 
assume that some maximal projections, like VP, are opaque for Case-assignment by a 
higher governor. Other maximal projections, however, may be transparent for Case
assignment by a higher governor. For example, the IP is transparent for accusative 
Case-assignment in AC.I.-complements (cf. section 5.3.5.3.) and the CP displays 
this property in long Wh-movement (cf. Kayne 1984). Hence, only complements 
which are base-generated outside the VP may undergo a Case change. 

The Case change of the nominative NP with long Wh-movement implies, then, 
that it is base-generated outside the VP, and that the non-nominative NPs are base
generated within the VP. This distinction can only be made if the phrase structure 
in Hungarian has a configurational structure with a separate VP. 

(II) Hungarian II 

Other native-speakers, for example Koml6sy (1986), reject cases of long Wh-mo
vement in Hungarian entirely, or accept them only quite marginally. For the latter 
group there is even an accessibility hierarchy observable. 

The grammaticality of this phenomenon decreases in the order «lc), (1d), (Ie» > 

(lb) > (1a), and the grammaticality of long relativization decreases from «2c), (2d), 
(2e» > (2b) > (2a). This means we have the following accessibility hierarchy: 

(3) Accessibility Hierarchy for Long Wh-mfJVement in Hungarian 
DAT, INSTR, ABL > ACC > NOM. 

The cut off point for grammaticality in this hierarchy is at the first '>' symbol. 
The opposition between grammaticality and ungrammaticality in this dialect coin
cides with the opposition between lexical case and structural Case: 

(4) Lexical case> *structural Case 

Thus, the following generalization in terms of Case theory emerges for speakers 
of Hungarian II who allow long Wh-movement: 

(5) Long Wh-movement in Hungarian II is licit if the Wh- antecedent bears lexical case 

This restriction is the exact reverse of the condition on pro-drop in Hungarian 
(cf. 4.2.(34» which states that pronouns in Hungarian may only be dropped if they 
are assigned structural Case. I argued in section 3.2.1. that the opposition between 
nominative/accusative Case and lexical case coincides with the opposition between 
structural Case and a-case in Hungarian. If there is a matching between the type of 
Case and structural positions in the phrase structure, as is assumed in theories on 
Case (cf. Chomsky 1981, Kayne 1984), then condition (5) reflects that the phrase 
structure of Hungarian has a configurational structure. 

Summarizing, long Wh-movement is subject to dialectal variation, probably in 
the form of a continuum. I labelled these dialects Hungarian I and Hungarian II. In 
chapter six, I will suggest that dialectal variation with long Wh-movement is rela-
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ted to a parameter, namely, ±move Who The positive option of this parameter allows 
long Wh-movement, apart from the Case change phenomenon, without exception, 
whereas its negative option accepts it rather marginally. 

Anderson and Kvam(1984) report a similar variation with long Wh-movement 
in German. Taking into account the fact that both Hungarian and German have a 
relatively 'rich' case-system, it seems reasonable to search for an explanation of this 
variation in terms of Case theory. I will return to this topic later on. 

In conclusion, in both dialects subject-object asymmetries show up. In Hunga
rian I, the fronted nominative Wh-phrase undergoes a Case change, and in Hunga
rian II, for those speakers who accept long Wh-movement at all, only Wh-phrases 
with a lexical case may be extracted. I have argued that both asymmetries are due to 
Case theory. The former asymmetry is related to the opacity of maximal projections 
for a higher Case-governor, whereas the latter one is related to the one-tO~one mat
ching between type of Case and structural positions. The distribution of long Wh
movement in Hungarian makes it clear that its phrase structure displays a hierarchi
cal organization. 

5.3.7.2. The Distribution o/Parasitic Gaps 

In the literature, it has been observed that the distribution of parasitic gaps in 
English yields a subject-object asymmetry: 

(6) a. *You put away the papers [before reading e] 
b. * The papers fell off the table [before you read e] 
c. Which papers did you put away t [before reading e] 
d. * Which papers t fell off the table [before you read e] 

Chomsky (1982) notes that parasitic gaps, in these sentences indicated bye, have 
to obey the following two descriptive conditions:25 

(7) a. Parasitic gaps are contingent on Wh-movement, and 
b. Parasitic gaps may not be c-commanded by the Wh-trace 

Absence of Wh-movement accounts for the ungrammaticality of (6a) and (6b). 
The difference in grammaticality between (6c) and (6b) is subsumed by restriction 
(7b). The trace of the subject Wh-phrase in (6d), unlike the trace of the object Wh
phrase in (6c), c-commands the parasitic gap in the adjunct phrase. Hence, sentence 
(6d) but not (6c) is ungrammatical. Let us consider the distribution of parasitic gaps 
in Hungarian. Because of condition (7a), constructions with such gaps can be tested 
at best by relying on the judgements of speakers of Hungarian I. Recall that this 
dialect allows long Wh-movement quite easily. 

E. Kiss (1985) observes that precisely the same pattern of grammaticality occurs 
with parasitic gaps in the Hungarian equivalents of (6): 

(25) With Koster (1987: 360), I will assume that parasitic gaps are subject to the usual anti-c-command 
requirement. 
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(8) a. *Eltetted az iratokat [mielOtt elolvasta1 volna e] 
away-put-AGR2sg-def the papers~ACC before read-AGR2sg-indefhad 

b. *Leestek az iratok az asztalr61 [mielGtt elolvastal volna e] 
off-fell-AGR3pl-indef the papers the table-DELAT before read-AGR2sg-indefhad 

c. Milyen iratokat tettel el [mielGtt elolvastal volna e] 
what papers-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away before read-AGR2sg-indefhad 

d. *Milyen iratok estek Ie az asztalr61 [mielGtt elolvastal volna e] 
what papers fell-AGR3pl-indef off the table-DELAT before read-AGR2sg-indefhad 

One could argue that the positions e in these sentences do not contain a parasitic 
gap but a small pro, since Hungarian is a pro-drop language. The grammaticality of 
(8c) would then be due to the presence of a small pro rather than to Wh-movement. 

The spelling out of an overt pronoun in English has a similar effect. It turns the 
ungrammatical sentences in (6) into grammatical ones: 

(9) a. You put away the papers [before reading them] 
b. The papers fell off the table [before you read them] 
c. Which papers did you put away t [before reading them] 
d. Which papers t fell off the table [before you read them] 

However, there are two arguments which contradict the small pro hypothesis. 
First, the assumption of pro cannot explain the difference in grammaticality between 
«8a), (8b), (8d» and (8c). Secondly, the distribution of e does not correspond with 
the diagnostics of accusative pro-drop. Third person accusative pronouns may only be 
omitted if they are singular, and trigger definite conjugation on the verb (cf. 
4.2.(34b». In (8), the Wh-antecedent is plural and the embedded verb displays in
definite conjugation. Therefore, a small pro, unlike an overt plural pronoun, may not 
even appear when the conjugation of the embedded verb is changed into definite. 
Compare the counterparts of (8a) and (8C):26 

(10) a. Eltetted az iratokat [mielGtt elolvastad volna *(oket)] 
away-put-AGR2sg-def the papers-ACC before read-AGR3sg-def had hem 

b. Milyen iratokat tettel el [mielGtt elolvastad volna *(ijket) 
what papers-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away before read-AGR2sg-def had them 

Therefore, it may safely be concluded that the examples (8) involve parasitic gaps 
and that a subject-object asymmetry turns up with this phenomenon in Hungarian 
as well, at least in Hungarian 1. 

E. Kiss (1985) and Horvath (1987) note furthermore that other quantificational 
NPs than Wh-phrases may also license parasitic gaps and that subject-object asym
metries occur in these constructions, too. This supports the hypothesis that quanti
fiers in Hungarian are moved into non-A-positions in the Quantifier Field (cf. 
2.1.(28£), just as focussed NPs, since only such NPs may license parasitic gaps (cf. 
Engdahl 1984): 

(26) For speakers of Hungarian 11, who accept long Wh-movement only marginally, these sentences with 
an overt pronoun are the only grammatical alternants. Sentences of the type (Sc) are a question mark at best 
for such speakers. (See, also section 6.7.1. for a discussion of dialectal variation with the distribution of paras
itic gaps in Hungarian). 
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(11) a. Minden iratot elveszltett t meg [mielott elolvasott voina e] 
every paper-ACC lost-AGR3sg-indef still before read-Atm.3~g-indef had 
'He lost every paper before he had read.' 

b. *Elveszltett minden iratot meg [mielott elolvasott volna e] 
lost-AGR3sg-indef every paper-ACC still before read-AGR3sg-indef had 
CEo Kiss 1985, (5a» 

5.3.8. Quantification Theory 

This section investigates the syntactic and semantic properties of constructions 
containing numeral quanti/icational NPs. It turns out that with these constructions a 
subject-object asymmetry shows up. Before discussing adverbial numeral NPs, I will 
first concentrate on argumental numeral NPs. 

(1) Consider the following sentence from English: 

(1) Two boys stole three apples 

This sentence contains a subject and an object numeral NP. 
De Meij (1982; 1983) observes that two readings are associated with (1). In the 

distributive reading, the predicate stole three apples is applied to each of the boys indi
vidually. Therefore the number of the apples stolen is minimally three and maxi
mally six. On the other hand, in the total reading the two plural NPs indicate mere
ly the size of sets involved, namely, two boys and three apples. Therefore the number 
of apples stolen in this case is maximally three.27 

Let us consider the Hungarian equivalent of this sentence:28 

(2) Kit flu lopott htirom almat 
two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC 

In contrast to its English counterpart, the Hungarian word by word equivalel1t 
only has a total reading. The number of the apples stolen is miilXimally three. Iq qr~ 
der to derive the distribu,tive reading of the English sentence another strategy fl.1.~y 
be chosen, namely, by reduplication of the adnominal numeral in the accusative NP:29 

(3) Ket fiu lopott hdrom-hdrom almat 
two boy srole-AGR3sg three-three apple-ACC 

Example (3) implies that six apples were stolen. 

(27) See Higginbotham and May (1981) for the derivation of total and distributive readings with ~4e 
assumption ofLF. 

(28) A nominal head is singular in Hungarian if it is modified by a countable lIdnominal phrase. 
(29) Besides reduplication, other strategies with the same effect may be chosen as well. (i) The adnomillal 

numeral in the nominative NPmay be modified by the adnominal quantifier mind a 'all the': 
(i) Mind a ket fiu lopott harom almat 

all the two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC 
'Two boys stole three apples each: 

or, (ii) by focussing the nominative NP, as Anna Szabolcsi (personal commUnil'llriQ!1) brings to my atte!1~ 
tion: 

(ii) [P Ket fiUllopott harom almat 
twO boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACe 

'Two boys stole three apples each: 
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Reduplication of the adnominal numeral in the nominative NP, if possible at all, 
does not render the distributive reading of the English sentence (1). For those native
speakers who accept this, it has the effect of turning the two boys into two sets of two 
boys. Hence, the numeral distributes phrase-internally over its head. The number of 
apples stolen, however, remains three as in (2). This yields a total reading only: 

(4) Ket-kit fill lopott harom alrmlt 
two-two boy stole-AGR3sg three apple-ACC 
'Two groups of two boys stole (maximally) three apples.' 

According to De Meij, whom I will follow here, distributivity is a property of 
the PAS. A distributive reading can be obtained by distributing the property of the 
predicate over the members of the set denoted by the subject individually. From this 
it follows that this phenomenon involves a subject-predicate partitioning of the sen
tence. In Hungarian, this subject-object asymmetry is even spelled out overtly by 
means of a morpholexical device, that is, by reduplicating the adnominal modifier in 
the object NP. 

Distributivity also provides empirical evidence for the internal partitioning of 
the VP. Compare the following example with the tryadic verb give: 

(5) Two boys gave four apples to three girls 

This sentence may have at least the following three readings. Besides the total re
ading in which maximally four apples are given to three girls, (5) may have the follow
ing two distributive readings. 

First, the property denoted by the direct object and the verb distributes over the 
members of the set denoted by the subject individually. The number of the apples 
given is in that Case minimally four and maximally eight. Second, the property de
noted by the object and the verb distributes over the indirect object. The number of 
apples given is then minimally four and maximally twelve. 

The word by word equivalent of this sentence in Hungarian has again only a total 
reading: 

(6) Ket flu adott negy almdt hdrQ1n ldnynak 
two boy gave-AGR3sg four apple-ACC three girl-DAT 
'Two boys gave (maximally) four apples to three girls.' 

Reduplication of the numeral in the accusative NP negy almat results in the se
cond distributive reading, that is, the property of the direct object and the verb may 
only distribute over the indirect object: 

(7) Ket fiu adott harom hinynak ndgy=pegy alm.it 
two boy gave-AGR3sg three girl-DAT fogr=fqp,c apple-ACC 
'Two boys gave four apples to three girls j:acq.' 

Thus, the distributive reading with tryadic y~rbs ift Hungarian is more restricted 
than in English. It involves only the non-nomitm"iv~ NPs. 

De Meij's account of distributivity is based on fP1I1positionality. A property of a 
subphrase, i.e. the VP, of the clause distributes over~he subject. If this approach is 
correct, then the object and the verb constitute a subphrase, probably a V', when a 
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tryadic verb has a distributive reading. This subphrase distributes over the indirect 
object VP-internally. 

(II) Adverbial distributive numerals provide further empirical evidence for the 
subject-predicate partitioning of the clause. The adverbial distributive numerals 
hdrmasdval (three-INSTR) 'three at a time' and hdrmonkint (three-ESS) 'three by 
three' may distribute either over the subject such as in the (a)-sentences, or over the 
predicate such as in the (b)-sentences: 

(8) a. A fiUk hdrmasdval mentek az ablakhoz 
the boys three-INSTR went-AGR3pl the window-ALL 
'The boys went to the window three at a time.' 

b. Ket fiu ellopta az almakat hdrmasdval 
two boy stole-AGR3sg the apples-ACC three-INSTR 
'Two boys stole the apples three at a time.' 

(9) a. A fiUk hdrmonkent mentek az ablakhoz 
the boys three-ESS went-AGR3pl the window-ALL 
The boys went to the window three by three.' 

b. Ket fiu ellopta az almakat hdrmonkent 
two boy stole-AGR3sg the apples-ACC three-ESS 
'Two boys stole the apples three by three.' 

The ambiguities in these sentences can be accounted for most easily by assuming 
that the adverbials are attached under IP so that they may equally distribute over the 
subject and the predicate. This implies a subject-predicate partitioning of the clause. 

Summarizing, I discussed subject-object asymmetries with argumental and ad
verbial distributive NPs. Argumental distributive NPs may be created by a morpho
lexical strategy which doubles the adnominal numeral. However, their distribution 
is restricted. Only the accusative NP of a transitive sentence may be reduplicated. 
So, distributivity with two-place predicates provides empirical support for a subject
predicate dichotomy of the clause. Adverbial distributive numerals illustrate the 
same. They are ambiguous between a reading in which they distribute over the sub
ject and a reading in which they distribute over the predicate. Furthermore, distri
butivity with three-place predicates yields evidence for a VP-internal partitioning as 
well. The argumental distributive object numeral may only distribute over its struc
tutally closest 'antecedent', i.e., the indirect object. 

To express distributivity by means of a morpholexical strategy is not only restric
ted to Hungarian. Gil (1982) notes that Georgian displays this strategy as well. Geor
ges Rebuschi (personal communication) brings to my attention that this phenomenon 
in Basque is expressed with the help of the suffix -na. It may be attached only to the 
object of a transitive sentence. From this, I conclude that a morpholexical device re
flecting distributivity deserves a place in the typology of subject-object asymmetries. 

5.4. Evaluation 

This section evaluates the subject-object symmetries and subject-object asymme
tries discussed in the preceding sections. Concerning these clusters, we can make the 
following observations. First, in terms of the modules of the grammar they are rather 
heterogeneous in nature. Both subject-object symmetries and subject-object asymme
tries appear in the domain of X' -theory, 8-theory, binding theory, Wh-module, and 
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quantification theory. Secondly, these clusters themselves are diverse in nature. Some 
of them are fairly complicated. The question arises what is the proper strategy to ac
count for their properties within a theory of UG? Let us first consider the position 'of 
subject-object asymmetries in Hungarian. 

5.4.1. The Configurational Structure of Hungarian 

I will assume that the cluster of subject-object asymmetries is the unmarked case, 
as they can be derived directly from the categorial component of syntax (cf. 
O.1.1.(lb». This component generates structural configurations which serve as the 
basis for other modules, like government theory or binding theory. This implies that 
subject-object asymmetries should appear frequently in the grammar of natural lan
guages. This turns out to be the case. 

Subject-object asymmetries are well-attested across languages. Some of them 
qualify as language universals. A candidate for this is, for example, reflexive binding. 

In all languages which have been claimed to be non-configurational, reflexive 
anaphors are subject to hierarchical constraints. Hale (1983), Whitman (1984), and 
Mohanan (1984) report that object reflexive anaphors in respectively Warlpiri, Japa
nese, and Malayalam may be bound by subjects, but not vice versa. This is also the 
case in Hungarian (cf. section 5.3.4.1.). It is, then, extremely likely that reflexive 
binding is universally restricted by a subject-object asymmetry. Thus, it is both 
from a theoretical and empirical point of view unmotivated to relax subcomponents 
of the grammar like X'-theory, government theory or the Projection Principle to de
rive subject-object symmetries in the grammar of a particular language. Such an ap
proach is pursued in E. Kiss (1987a) in connection with the subject-object 
symmetries in Hungarian. Let us discuss some of the consequences of this attempt. 

E. Kiss assigns the Hungarian phrase structure the non-configurational structure 
5.1.(1), here repeated as (1): 

(1) s...., V Xn* 

This structure predicts the occurrence of subject-object symmetries in Hunga
rian. This appears indeed to be the case (cf. section 5.2.). E. Kiss (1987a) acknowled
ges the subject-object asymmetries involving reflexive binding (cf. section 5.3.4.1.), 
the distribution of big PRO in infinite complements (cf. section 5.3.6.1.), and the 
Case change of an extracted nominative Wh-phrase (cf. section 5.3.7.1). How are 
these phenomena derived in a phrase structure of the rype in (I)? 

Let us consider how E. Kiss deals with the asymmetries involved in reflexive 
binding. In order to account for this phenomenon, E. Kiss (1987a, 180) assumes a 
prominence hierarchy. According to her, prominence hierarchy is not reflected struc
turally in non-configurational languages but as a case-hierarchy: 

(2) NOM> ACC > DAT > INSTR > LEXICAL CASE 

She further formulates the following rule for reflexive binding: 

(3) A reflexive anaphor may only be bound by an antecedent which is more promi
nent in hierarchy (2) than the reflexive anaphor 

Although this rule is descriptively adequate, it is unsatisfying from a theoreti
cal point of view for at least two reasons. 
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(A) A consequence of (3) is that reflexive anaphors in English and Hungarian 
obey completely different conditions. The distribution of the English reflexive ana
phor is accounted for by a strucrural condition in the style of Binding Principle A 
(cf. 5.3.4.(3a», whereas the distribution of the Hungarian reflexive anaphor falls 
under (3). This suggests that a generalization is missed. Reflexive binding in 
terms of this rule, then, leads to a break with the well-motivated c-command con-
dition on dependent elements. . 

(B) E. Kiss (1987a: 183) makes the following remarks on the status of the case
hierarchy in Hungarian grammar:"The definition introduces case-hierarchy as an 
auxiliary device, to be applied in languages of a "flat" argument structure, in the 
sentences of which c-command is unable to establish a hierarchy among the maxi
mal major categories." From this, it follows that this hierarchy applies only to 

NPs which are coarguments. Therefore, it can only be extended to subject-object 
asymmetries which involve coarguments like secondary predication (cf. section 
5.3.6.2.) or reduplication of distributive numerals (cf. section 5.3.8.). However, it 
cannot account for the following subject-object asymmetries. 

(i) The case-hierarchy checks overt case-endings. Hence, it is not able to cover 
subject-object asymmetries which do not refer to overt case-endings, but rather to 
underlying GFs. This is the case with transitivity alternations (cf. section 5.3.1.1.), 
noun-incorporation (cf. section 5.3.1.2.) and a-theory (cf. section 5.3.3.). 

(ii) This hierarchy cannot account for the asymmetries which bear on non-coar
guments. These asymmetries turn up when one of the NPs involved is embedded in 
a subphrase, or a separate clause. This is the case with the binding of names (cf. 
section 5.3.4.2.), the distribution of bound pronouns (cf. section 5.3.4.3.), switch 
reference (cf. section 5.3.4.5.), the distribution of long Wh-movement (cf. section 
5.3.7.1.) and of parasitic gaps (cf. section 5.3.7.2.). 

(iii) The case-hierarchy is not operative if the asymmetries single out only one of 
the verbal arguments such as in synthetic reflexivization/reciprocalization (cf. section 
5.3.1.1.), X'-theory (cf. section 5.3.2.), the conjugational patterns of the Hungarian 
verb (cf. section 5.3.5.1.), ACI-verbs (cf. section 5.3.5.3.), control with infinitive 
complements (c£ section 5.3.6.1.), and the distribution of small pro (c£ section 5.3.8.1.). 

The anomalies in (i)-(iii) show that (2) has a very limited scope. This implies 
that further auxiliary devices have to be formulated in order to account for them. 
Certainly, that is an undesirable step. 

Summarizing, the case-hierarchy is theoretically inadequate for the following 
reasons. First, the syntactic properties of lexical items such as reflexive anaphors, 
which are cross-linguistically uniform, would be captured differently in Hungarian. 
Reflexive binding could not be formulated in terms of structural conditions. Second, 
it applies in a rather narrow domain. From this it follows that further auxiliary me
chanisms have to be added to cover other subject~object asymmetries in Hungarian. 
Above I noted that the case-hierarchy is descriptively adequate, at least with respect 
to the cases subsumed by Binding Principle A. This suggests that it is a reflection of 
abstract structural configurations. Let us investigate whether this hierarchy can be 
reinterpreted in this sense. 

Van Riemsdijk (1982; 1983a) classifies the overt case-markers of languages 
with a rich case-system in terms of a universal feature system employing mnemo-
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nic categories such as subject [S], closest argument [CA], etc. In this system, the fea
tures may be organized in a binary tree which expresses (like in hierarchical cons
tituent structures) the concept of 'belonging closer to'. Van Riemsdijk further no
tes that it would be attractive to associate this case-hierarchy with the hierarchy of 
GFs developed within the framework of Relational Grammar (cf. Perlmutter 1984). 

This framework states that the subject GF is more prominent than the object 
GF, etc. Following Van Riemsdijk's suggestion, I will relate the above case-hie
rarchy to the hierarchy of GFs, or to the external (ext) versus internal (int) dicho
tomy in the LS of the verb. Recall that this is defined structurally (cf. chapter three). 

Further, I will assume, as in various other theoretical approaches, that besides 
the external-internal opposition there is also a VP-internal divisioning in the form 
of an internal argument 1 versus internal argument 2 dichotomy. 

Below I will demonstrate that these hierarchies are supported empirically in 
Hungarian. Restatement of the case-hierarchy in terms of the hierarchy among the 
verb arguments yields the following taxonomy of the case-system: 

(4) a. external argument = NOM 
(subject) 

b. internal argument 1 = ACC, DAT, INSTR 
(direct object) 

c. internal argument 2 = DAT, INSTR, LEXICAL CASE 
(indirect object, etc.) 

The equations in (4) must be read as follows. The external argument is the nomi
natively marked NP. The internal argument 1 is the accusative NP, if there is one, 
otherwise the dative NP, if there is one, and so on. The internal argument 2 is the 
datively marked NP, if there is one, otherwise the instrumentally marked NP, and so on. 

We can use these equations to classify the subject-object asymmetries. This 
yields the following matrix: 

(5) ext int 1 int 2 
transitivity alternations + 
reflexi vization/ reci procalization 
noun-incorporation 
infinitive-with-internal argument 
compositional a-assignment 
reflexive binding + 
binding of names + 
distribution of bound pronouns + 
switch reference + 
Indef/def conjugation + 
the suffix -lak + 
distribution of pro + 
person/number features of pro + 
ACIIDCI-verbs + 
subject control + 
secondary predication + 
Case change in long 
Wh-movement/relativization + 
distribution ofWh-trace in Hungarian II 
distribution of parasitic gaps 
reduplication of distributive numerals 
adverbial distributive numerals + 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
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The values in this matrix group together those arguments of the verb that have 
the same distribution with a particular syntactic phenomenon. 

Compositional E)-assignment, reflexive binding, the binding of names, the distri
bution of bound pronouns, switch reference, ACIIDCI-verbs, subject control with 
infinitive complements, the distribution of parasitic gaps and reduplication of distri
butive numerals provide empirical evidence for the hypothesis that the external ar
gument is superior to the internal arguments of the verb}O Thus, the following pro
minence hierarchy is supported by these phenomena: 

(6) external argument > internal argument 1 and internal argument 2 

Reflexive binding, binding of a pair of names, the distribution of bound pro
nouns, the conjugation with the suffix -Iak, secondary predication, and the distribu
tion of pro provide evidence for the hypothesis that the external argument and inter
nal argument 1 are more prominent than internal argument 2. This yields the pro
minence hierarchy in (7): 

(7) external argument and internal argument 1 > internal argument 2 

By collapsing (6) and (7), we derive (8): 

(8) external argument> internal argument 1 > internal argument 2 

Some of the phenomena in the matrix above refer to one of the arguments of the 
verb, exclusively emphasizing their primitive status in this hierarchy. 

The external argument is singled out by ACI/DCI-verbs (which assign accusa
tive/dative Case to the subject of their sentential complement), by the Case change 
of a nominative NP which undergoes long Wh-movement and by pro-drop which 
may affect all persons and numbers of a nominative NP only. 

The accusative internal argument 1 is exclusively referred to in morpholexical 
transitivity alternations, synthetic reflexivization/reciprocalization, and in the defi
nite conjugation of the verb. The internal argument 2 is singled out, at least in 
Hungarian II, by the distribution ofWh-traces. 

There is also empirical evidence for the primitive status of VP. Three phenomena 
refer in particular to a combination of the verb with its internal arguments, includ
ing noun-incorporation, the structure of infinitive complements and argumen
tal/adverbial distributive numerals. Below I will provide further support for this 
claim by showing that under certain conditions VP-rules may apply in Hungarian as 
well. 

So, we may depict this syntactic representation by means of the familiar tree
structure notation: 

(9) S 

--------ext VP ............--. 
int 1 V' ............--. 

jot 2 V 

(30) See also Nakajima (1986) for the claim that the distribution of parasitic gaps provides evidence for 
the hypothesis that Hungarian phrase structure is hierarchical rather than flat. 
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This diagram expresses that the Hungarian phrase structure is configurational, 
and meets the principle of binary branching. 

In chapter seven, I will argue that the Head Parameter, which specifies the order of 
heads and complements, is 'head-final' in Hungarian. This means that each lexical 
head follows its complement. Hence, (9) reflects the basic SOY-structure of Hungarian. 

The question arises how the spelling our of morphological case. is related to the 
structural positions in this configuration? The Case-assignment rules in 3.2.(7) are 
insufficient to account for this. Here, I will not accommodate Case theory to the rich 
case-system of Hungarian, because this would be beyond the scope of this study. In
stead I will make the following points. 

If we adopt a biunique ness condition on Case-assignment, the set of Case-gover
nors has to be extended with the V'. The Case of the external position is governed by 
I, the Case of the internal argument 1 is governed by V·, and the Case of internal 
position 2 is governed by V. Of course, the cases which are actually realized depends 
on the inherent properties of these governors. 

The Case assigned to the external argument and internal argument 1 is structural 
Case, whereas the Case assigned to internal argument 2 is lexical Case. Observe then 
that a-governed arguments are structurally closer to the verb than arguments assig
ned structural Case. 

The following phenomena support the hypothesis that the dative may also be a 
structural Case, that is a governee of V'. First, in binding phenomena the dative and 
accusative are equally prominent (cf. reflexive binding in 5.3.4.(8a)-(8d». Second, 
Hungarian displays DCI-complements (cf. fn.19). Third, in clauses with a tryadic 
verb a reduplicated adnominal numeral embedded in an accusative NP distributes 
over the dative NP (cf. 5.3.8.(7». 

Nearly all the subject-object asymmetries can be covered by applying the devices 
of the modules of the grammar to structure (9). For most of these phenomena this 
was already carried out above. It was not possible in all cases, given the present state 
of the art. First, some of their properties are badly understood. Recall, for example, 
Noun-Incorporation in Hungarian (see, section 5.3.1.2.). Such phenomena require 
much more extensive study than has been carried out hitherto. 

Second, a success full account of subject-object asymmetries depends also on spe
cific theoretical assumptions concerning the theory of UG and the phrase structure 
of Hungarian. Some of them require further investigation. For example, the develop
ment of a theory of abstract Case and its morphological realization, or the status of 
scrambling. To illustrate the type of puzzles which have to be faced, consider again 
some subject-object asymmetries within the domain of binding theory. 

Let us assume that the case-system of Hungarian is as in (4), and its phrase struc
ture is as in (9). In that case, the asymmetries with reflexive binding and the bin
ding of a pair of names fall into place. They may be accounted for by Binding Prin
ciple A and C respectively. 

The phenomena subsumed under these principles remain unaffected by scram
bling. Hence, the sentences 5.3.4.(7a) and (7b) and 5.3.4.(12a) and (12b), here repe
ated as (8) and (9), display the following pattern of grammaticality, whatever the 
linear order of the constituents in the sentences is: 
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(10) a. Janos szereti magat 
John loves himself-ACC 
'john loves himself' 

(11) a. Janos anyja szeretiJanost 
John mother-npAGR3sg loves John-ACe 
'john's mother loves John.' 
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h. *Janost szereti maga 
John-ACC loves himself 

h. *Janos szeretiJanos anyjat 
John loves John mother

npAFR3 sg-ACC 

Saito and Hoji (1983) argue that scrambling is an instance of Move-a which ad
joins the scrambled NP to a maximal major category, presumably into a non-A-posi
tion. 

In terms of this theory, we may say that these operations do not affect the appli
cation of the Binding Principles A and C. It follows, then, that either the Binding 
Principles apply before movement, or that scrambling does not reverse the c-com
mand relation. This could otherwise turn a grammatical clause into an ungrammat
ical one, or vice versa. 

Consider now, again, the cases of bound variable interpretation of pronouns 
5.3.4.«23a), (24a), (25a), and (26a), here repeated as (10) (only the relevant bracket
ing is indicated): 

(12) a. *[cp [NP Az Proi anyja] [cp ki/i [VP Ii szeret]]] 
the mother-npAGR3sg who-ACC loves 

*'Who does his mother love?' 
h. [cp Kiti [VP ti szeret [vP [NP az Proi anyja]]]] 
c. [cp Kii [vp ti [VP szereti [VP [NP az prOi anyja]]]] 

who loves the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Who loves his mother?' 

d. [cp [NP AZprOi anyjac] [cp kii [VP ti [vp szereti]]]] 

The distribution of bound pronouns is, unlike Binding Principle A and C pheno
mena, sensitive to scrambling. If the subject NP is postponed as in (lOb) the WCO
effect vanishes, and if the object NP containing the pronoun is scrambled over the 
subject as in (lOd) no WeO-effect arises. 3! Note, incidentally, that this paradigm 
provides empirical evidence for the claim that scrambling is not a stylistic rule ap
plying at PF but a rule of syntax. 

The question, then, is why does scrambling affect the binding relation between a 
pair (quantifier, pronoun) but not the binding relation between a pair (name, reflex
ive anaphor), or (name, name). There are several ways to escape this binding 'para
dox' depending on the theoretical assumptions we adopt. A solution of this puzzle 
may run as follows. 

Preverbal NPs are adjoined to the CP in Hungarian (cf. section 2.2.). Further
more, suppose that postverbal subjects are adjoined to the VP (cf. Belletti and Rizzi 
1982). As a consequence of the latter, the c-command relation between the subject 
and the object may be changed if the object is a Wh-phrase. 

In (lOb), the trace of the Wh-phrase in object position c-commands the bound 
pronoun in the subject possessive NP which is adjoined to the VP. However, in (lOa) 

(31) Webelhuth (1985) notes that German displays this 'anti-crossove~' effect as well. 
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the object Wh-trace does not c-command the subject possessive NP that is adjoined 
to CP. Hence, the former sentence is grammatical, whereas the latter is ruled out as a 
violation of condition 5.3.4.(21) on bound pronouns. The dichotomy between the 
pairs of «lOa), lOb» and «We), (lOd» follows, if we assume that the subject Wh
trace c-commands both the object possessive NP adjoined to VP (cf. (We» and the 
object possessive NP adjoined to CP (cf. (lOd». 

However, under these assumptions the grammaticality of a scrambled variant of 
(9a) would remain unexplained: 

(13) [cpJdnostj [vp tj szereti [vp [NpJdnos anyja]]]] 
John-ACC loves John mother-npAGR3sg 

A name embedded in a postverbal subject possessive NP would be c-commanded 
by the trace of the accusative name in object position. This configuration violates 
Binding Principle C. So, in (lOb) c-command of the phrase adjoined to VP by the 
object trace is required but it has to be blocked in (11). 

A solution for this contradiction would be to assume 'reconstruction' in the case 
of Binding Principles A and C, that is, to apply these conditions only to base-gene
rated positions.l2 In that case, (11) would not violate Binding Principle C, yielding a 
grammatical sentence.ll 

Let us turn now to a discussion of the properties of the subject-object symme
tries. 

So far, it was argued that the Hungarian phrase structure is asymmetric. The 
subject is structurally prominent over the other arguments of the verb. How do sub
ject-object symmetries appear in such a structural configuration? 

Since some of these subject-'Object symmetries have rather intrinsic properties, it 
is hard to imagine that they fall outside the scope of UG. This is strongly supported 
by the fact that they appear in the same modules as subject-object asymmetries do. 
Before we examine subject-object symmetries in Hungarian within a theory of UG, 
let us localize the problems associated with these phenomena. 

There are two kinds of subject-object symmetries. (1) Subject-object symmetries 
which also occur in established configurational languages, and (ll) subject-object 
symmetries which have a somewhat different form in Hungarian than in other esta
blished configurational languages. The phenomena in (1) cannot count as decisive 
evidence for the absence of a VP in Hungarian. Further, these subject-object symme
tries pose a problem in some other configurational languages as well. Therefore, I 
will argue that these subject-object symmetries are epiphenomena. They arise from the 
interaction of independent principles with the configurational phrase structure. On 
the other hand, the subject-object symmetries in (II) constitute some residual pro-

(32) This solution is similar in spirit to the one of Van Riemsdi;k and Williams (1981) and Mohanan 
(1983). In these acounts, binding paradoxes are covered by applying the Binding Principles A and C before 
the execution of move U, and by applying the condition 5.3.4.(21) on bound pronouns after the execution of 
move u. As a result, the principles of binding theory are distributed over different levels of representation. 

(33) In section 5.4.2.7., I will replace Binding Principle C by a discourse principle. This does nos, how
ever, affect the solution for binding paradoxes, because the discourse principle may also be sensitive to GF
positions. 
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blems not yet accounted for. It seems to me that these symmetries should be dealt 
with by directly relating them to specific properties of Hungarian phrase structure. 
Let us discuss first the epiphenomenal subject-object symmetries. 

5.4.2. The Epiphenomenal Symmetries 

This section examines subject-object symmetries in Hungarian that appear also in es
tablished configurational languages such as English, Dutch or Frisian. To this category 
belong the following phenomena, involving the distribution of sentence adverbs (cf. sec
tion 5.4.2.1.), the absence of VP-rules (cf. section 5.4.2.2.), the absence of that-trace ef
fects (cf. section 5.4.2.3.), Wh-movement from possessive NPs (cf. section 5.4.2.4.), the 
formation of idioms (cf. section 5.4.2.5.), compositional a-assignment to the object (cf. 
section 5.4.2.6), and Binding Principle C symmetries (cf. section 5.4.2.7.). . 

5.4.2.1. The Distribution of Sentence Adverbs 

Hungarian does not require verb-object adjacency, contrary to English (cf. section 
5.2.1.1.). The verb and its direct object may be separated by an adverb. Compare 
5.2.1.(4)-(6), here repeated as 0): 

(1) a. Janos latta valoszfnuleg Marit 
John saw-AGR3sg probably Mary-ACC 
'John has probably seen Mary.' 

b. Janos kiny{totta gyorsan az altot 
John opened-AGR3sg quickly the door-ACC 
'John has opened the door quickly.' 

c. Mari e10lvasta tegnap a konyver 
Mary read-AGR3sg yesterday the book-ACC 
'Mary has read the book yesterday.' 

d. Mari elolvasta otthon a konyvet 
Mary read-AGR3sg at home the book-ACC 
'Mary has read the book at home.' 

Koster (1986) observes that in the uncontroversially configurational language 
Dutch the facts are similar. Consider the Dutch equivalents of 0): 

(2) a. Jan heeft Marie waarschijnlijk gezien b. Jan heeft de deur mel geopend 
John has Mary probably seen John has the door quickly opened 

c. Marie heeft het boek gisteren gelezen d. Marie heeft het boek thuis gelezen 
Mary has the book yesterday read Mary has the book at home read 

These sentences show that verb-object adjacency is required neither in Hunga
rian, nor in Dutch.34 Both languages differ in this respect from English, in which the 
object has tei be adjacent to the verb. What rule is responsible for this dichotomy? 

(34) Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) points out that the lack of verb-object adjacency also oc
curs in Frisian: 

(i) a. Jan hat Hikke nei aile gedachten sjoen 
Jan has Hikke probably seen 

b. Jan hat de door gau lependwaan 
Jan has the door quickly opened 

c. Jan hat it boek Juster lein 
Jan has the book yesterday read 

I will assume that this phenomenon in Frisian is derived similar to Dutch (see below). 
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Object and sentence adverbs display free word order in Dutch: 

(3) a. Jan heeft waarschijnlijk [vp Marie gezien] 
b. Jan heeft [vp Marie [Vp waarschijnlijk [t gezien]]] 

John has Mary probably seen 
'Probably, John has seen Mary.' 
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It has been argued that the absence of verb-object adjacency in Dutch is caused 
by the fact that Dutch easily permits leftward adjunction of objects to the VP (cf. 
Hoekstra 1984, and Koster 1986). Note that the trace of the object satisfies this 
requirement at D-structure. Hence, the absence of verb-object adjacency is allowed 
only at S-structure, but not at D-structure in that language. 

This requirement in English can be restated as follows. Why doesn't adjun~tion 
of the object to the VP yield a grammatical sentence in English? 

Koster (1988) argues that in left-branching languages only leftward adjunction 
of the object is allowed, and in right-branching languages only rightward adjunc
tion of the object to the VP. According to Koster, the VP in English has properties 
of both a left-branching and right-branching structure. Therefore, neither adNnc
tion of the object to the right of VP, nor adjunction to the left of VP is pos);lble. 
This covers the verb-object adjacency requirement in English. 

Let us consider now how the absence of this phenomenon is derived in Hungarian. 
If verb-object adjacency is not required in uncontroversial configurational lan

guages such as Dutch, its absence cannot count as an argument for the VP-Iess 
phrase structure. The apparent violation of verb-object adjacency in Dutch is due to 
the application of movement rules in the mapping of D-structure onto S-structure. 
Hence, the null-hypothesis is to relate the absence of this phenomenon in Hungarian 
to similar rules. We have two such rules available. 

First, V-to-C movement (2.2.2.(9». Second, the option of leftward adjunction of 
the object to the VP, since Hungarian is a left-branching language (cf. 2.2.1.(1». 
These movement rules are sufficient to derive the following orders: 

(4) a. S V Adv 0 b. S V 0 Adv 

The order in (4a) represents the surface order of the constituents in (lc), for 
example; The order in (4b), on the other hand, represents the surface order of a 
scrambled alternant of this sentence: 

(5) a. Marielolvasta tegnap [vp a konyvet t] 
Mary read yesterday the book-ACC 

b. Mari elolvasta [vp a kifnyvet [vp tegnap t]] 
Mary read the book-ACC yesterday 

(5a) is derived by V-to-C movement, and (5b) is derived by an application of this 
rule in combination with leftward adjunction of the object to the VP. 

Observe that in (5a) the verb scrambles over the sentence adverb tegnap. This 
yields the absence of verb-object adjacency. Accidentally, in (5b) adjunction of the 
object to the VP results in verb-object adjacency at S-structure as well. Thus, the ab
sence of this phenomenon in Hungarian is subsumed by the properties of adjunc
tion, and by the properties of its phrase structure. Let us turn to a discussion of the 
absence of VP-rules in Hungarian. 
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5.4.2.2. The Absence ofVP-rules 

it has been claimed that Hungarian lacks VP-rules, in contrast to English (cf. sec
tion 5.2.1.2.). However, I will argue in this section that this is the case with VP
deletion only. 

In established configurational languages such as Dutch or Frisian, VP~deletion is 
absent as well. This implies that the lack of this phenomenon from the syntax of a 
particular language cannot be a decisive argument for the absence of a VP in the 
phrase structure of that language. Of course, the dichotomy between languages with 
VP-deletion and languages without it has to be accounted for. 

I will suggest that the presence of VP-deletion in English, in contrast; to Dutch, 
Frisian, or Hungarian correlates with the strength of I in these languages. Further, I 
will demonstrate that VP-preposing and VP-pronominalization are operative in 
Hungarian as well, just as in English, or Dutch. These rules apply only fn a specific 
syntactic context. Note that the presence of these phenomena in Hungari(lO provides 
direct evidence for a VP in that language. Let us consider first VP-deletiofi. 

(1) Steele (1981) notes that VP-deletion in English involves an Aux item EO the left 
of the ellipsis: . 

(1) a. John loves Mary, and Peter does too 
b. John will have cooked dinner, and so may have Peter 

So, the deletion of the VP loves Mary in (la), and the deletion of th@ VP cooked 
dinner in (lb) depends on the presence of an Aux item. This item is an infh~cted form 
of do in (la), and have in (lb). 

The equivalents of these sentences in Dutch are, however, ungrammat:ical:35 

(2) a. *Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter doet ook 
John loves Mary and Peter does too 

b. *Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, en zo zal Peter ook he~ben 
Jan will a meal cooked have and so will Peter too have 

These sentences can be turned into grammatical ones by inserting the d(emons
trative)-pronoun dat 'that' at the ellipsis site in the second conjunct. Tpis pronoun 
refers to the VP: 

(3) a. Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter doet dat oak 
John loves Mary and Peter does that too 

b. Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, en dat zal Peter oak gedaan hebben 
John will a meal cooked have and that will Peter too don~ have 

Apart from VP-pronominalization, it is also possible to form the Dutc;/1 equival
ents of the sentences in (1) by maintaining the subject in the second conjunct. Com
pare: 

(35) Fanselow (1987a: 87) reportS that German lacks VP-deletion as well: 
(i) *Peter liebt Mrika, und Stanley tut auch 

Peter loves Afrika and Stanley does too 
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(4) a. Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter ook 
John loves Mary and Peter too 

b. Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, en zo ook Peter 
John will a meal cooked have and so too Peter 

These sentences, however, are not cases of VP-deletion, but of 'gapping', or 're
duction'. This operation may delete constituents, or parts of independent consti
tuents. Therefore, as Zwarts (1986) argues, it is not a reliable constituent-test. 

ZwaJ;ts discusses the following sentences: 

(5) a. Arabella bought a whip and sold a faucet 
b. Arabella bought and Clarissa sold a whip 

(Zwarts 1986, (1» 

(Sa) exemplifies a case of coordination, and (Sb) exemplifies two conjoined clauses 
in which the first conjunct is reduced by the deletion of the object. The latter cons
truction is traditionally known as 'Right Node Raising'. 

Zwarts argues as follows. If only constituents of the same categorial type may be 
conjoined, as is generally assumed, then it follows from the grammatical status of 
(Sa) that the phrases bought a whip and sold a laucat are categorially identical. Zwarts 
continues to argue that the same reasoning leads to the conclusion that the phrases 
Arabella bought and Clarissa sold in (Sb) are of a same categorial type. According to 
Zwarts, this result is rather dubious, because these phrases are not regarded as cons
tituents. Hence, reduction rules do not necessarily obliterate a single constituent. 
How can Right Node Raising be captured? 

According to McGee Wood (1986), this phenomenon can only be captured ade
quately by a linearization rule, a PF-rule. McGee Wood formulates the following ge
neralization: 

(6) The element which can be omitted in Right Node Raising is the right-most ele
ment in the left-hand conjunct 

For example, in Japanese only the verb may be omitted from the first conjunct 
(Japanese is head-final). Compare the following sentences (the ellipsis site is indica
ted bye): 

(7) a. *Tanaka-san ga e katta, Sumisu-san ga sakana 0 tabemasita 
Takana subj bought Smith subj fish obj ate 

'Ms. Takana bought and Ms Smith ate fish.' 
b. Takana-san ga sakana 0 e, Sumisu-san ga niku 0 tabemasita 

Takana subj fish obj Sumisu subj meat obj ate 
'Ms. Takana ate fish and Ms. Smith meat.' 
(McGee Wood 1986, (3» 

Let us now discuss VP-deletion, and VP-reduction in Hungarian. 
VP-deletion yields an ungrammatical result (cf. (8a». The counterparts of En

glish sentences with VP-deletion such as (1) can only be turned into grammatical 
ones by a gapping strategy (cf. (8b»: 
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(8) a. *Janos szereti Marit, es Peter is fogja e 
John loves Mary-ACC and Peter too will 

'John loves Mary, and Peter will too.' 
b. Janos szereti Marit, es Peter is e 

John loves Mary-ACC and Peter too 
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Let us turn now to VP-gapping in Hungarian. J will first examine reduction of 
the first conjunct, i.e. Right Node Raising, and then reduction of the second con
junct. 

In Hungarian, it is allowed to omit either the object or the verb from the first con
junct, but not the subject: 

(9) a. Janos etette e es Mari itatta a kacsakat 
John fed-CAUS and Mary drink-CAUS the ducks-ACC 
'J ohn fed the ducks and Mary made the ducks drink water.' 

b. Janos 'kolbaszt e es Mari 'kenyeret adott a fiUknak 
John sausage-ACC and Mary bread-ACC gave the boys-DAT 
'It was sausage that John gave and it was bread that Mary 
gave to the boys.' 

c. *e etette a kacsakat es Janos itatta a kacsakat 
fed-CAUS the ducks-ACC and John drink-CAUS the ducks-ACC 

This paradigm demonstrates that only the subject must be present in the first 
conjunct. 

In (9a), the object is deleted from the first conjunct, and in (9b) the verb is dele
ted from the first conjunct. (9a) represents a neutral sentence, as may be observed 
from the English glosses. (9b), on the other hand, involves contrastive Focus. The 
NP kolbaszt in the first conjunct, and the NP kenyeret in the second conjunct have 
primary stress. If (6) is correct, then this provides another argument for the claim 
that SVO is the neutral sentence order in Hungarian (cf. 2.2.(28a)), since the object 
in (9a) is omitted in neutral order. 

Note that (9c) matches the distribution of nominative pro-drop in Hungarian (cf. 
4.2.(34a)). One could therefore argue that this sentence is ungrammatical for inde
pendent reasons, namely, because of the fact that backward pronominalization is not 
allowed. However, deletion of an NP-constituent in the first conjunct does not 
imply that a small pro must be present at the ellipsis site. 

The first conjunct of (9a), for example, provides a context for accusative pro-drop 
(cf. 4.2.(343b)). The verb etet is conjugated definitely, and subcategorizes for an ac
cusative NP. However, an accusative pro cannot be present at the ellipsis site, because 
the deleted constituent a kacsak 'the ducks' is plural. Recall that accusative pro-drop 
is not sanctioned when the NP is plural. Hence, if pro is not present at the ellipsis 
site in (9a), we may assume that this is not the case either in (9c). 

In sum, reduction of the first conjunct in Hungarian yields a subject-object 
asymmetry. The object may always be deleted, the verb under specific circumstances, 
but the subject may never be omitted. 

Let us consider now reduction of the second conjunct. 
Reduction of the second conjunct is much freer than reduction of the first con

junct. E. Kiss (1981b) observes that this phenomenon may affect a combination of 
the verb and any of its NP complements: 
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(10) a. Peter odaadta a jegyzeteit Marinak es Janos is ada fogja e 
Peter perf-gave the notes-npAGR-ACC Mary-DAT and John too perf will 
'Peter gave his notes to Mary, and John will, too.' 

b. Marinak oaadta a jeyzeteit Peter es Piroskanak is oda fogja e 
Mary-DAT perf-gave the notes-npAGR-ACC Peter and Piroska-DAT too perf will 

c. A jegyzeteit odaadta Marinak Peter es a konyveit is oda fogja e 
the notes-npAGR-ACC perf-gave Mary-DAT Peter and the book-npAGR

(E. Kiss 1981b: 317) 
ACC too perf will 

In (lOa), the verb with its accusative, and dative NPs, in (lOb) the verb with its 
nominative and accusative NPs, and in (lac) the verb with its nominative and dative 
NPs are 'reconstructed' in the second conjunct. These sentences thus show that any 
combination of the verb with its complement may be omitted from the second con
junct. 

Let us summarize this brief discussion of conjunction reduction. It does not 
necessarily refer to single constituents. This seems to be true across languages. Hun
garian does not form an exception.36 This implies that reduction tests are illegitim
ate VP-tests. They do not bear on the question whether there is a VP in a particular 
language. Let us turn next to a discussion ofVP-preposing. 

(Il) English acknowledges the rule of VP-preposing. Consider the following sen
tence: 

(11) John read the book, and read the book John did e 

The VP read the book is preposed to the initial position of the second conjunct. 
This phenomenon in Hungarian may only apply in a specific context, namely, 

when the verb and its direct complements are left-dislocated. So, before presenting 
some instances ofVP-preposing, let us first consider Left Dislocation with verbs:37 

(12) a. Mulatni, Peter mulatott 
enjoy-INFI Peter enjoyed-AGR3sg 
'Enjoy, himself Peter did.' 

b. Peter be nem rugott de enekelni, enekelt 
Peter in not kicked-AGR3sg but sing-INFI sing-AGR3sg 
'Get drunk Peter didn't but sing he did.' 
(Szabolcsi 1981b: 536) 

These sentences exemplify that Left Dislocation of a finite verb yields an infiniti
val copy of this verb in the initial-position of its own minimal clause.38 This is in 
(12a) the matrix sentence, and in (12b) it is the embedded clause.39 

The meaning of these doubled verb constructions is more subtle than indicated 
in the glosses (cf. Szabolcsi 1980, 1981b for discussion). Consider now the following 
sentences in which left dislocation of the VP has taken place: 

(36) See for furrher discussion of ellipsis and gapping in Hungarian Kerkovits (1985) and Banreti (1985). 
(37) See Koopman (1984) for a cross-linguistic account of V-movement rules. 
(38) Kiillgren and Prince (1988) discuss a similar phenomenon in Yiddish. 
(39) With the De Groot (1981b), I assume that the infinitival copy in initial-position is what De Groot 

calls theme position. This position is identical to the left-dislocation position of section 4.3. 
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(13) a. (*A)jatvdgni, Janos (*a) fat vagott 
the wood-ACC-cut-INFI John the wood-ACC cut-AGR3sg 
'Wood-cutting John did (but he didn't like it).' 
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b. (* A) jejbeverni, Janos (*a) fejbe vene magat 
the head-ILL-beat-INFI John the head-ILL beat-AGR3sg himself-ACC 
'Hitting himself to the head John did (but it wasn't painful).' 

These sentences exhibit the following properties. 
First of all, observe that the direct argument of the verb is doubled along with 

the infinitival copy. Second, this argument may not be modified by a determiner, 
and is incorporated by the infinitive. Hence, this left-dislocated VP displays the 
diagnostics of Noun-Incorporation (see, section 5.3.1.2.). Recall that this phenome
non involves only the underlying direct arguments of the verb. Third, the above 
constructions have a property in common with VP-preposing in English. 

Webe1huth (1985) points out that in English, the inflectional complex with the 
tense and agreement features remains outside of the preposed constituent. In (11), 
for example, this complex appears on the lexical item did. Obviously, this is due to 
the requirement that these featutes must be attached to a lexical item within the 
clause. This explains also why an infinitival copy appears in Hungarian when a finite 
verb is left-dislocated. The finite verb must remain inside of the sentence, because 
the inflectional features are bound to it. 

Hence, VP-preposing in Hungarian is quite similar to English in this respect, 
although the inflectional features are spelled out on a lexical I item in English, but 
in Hungarian they are realized on V. This phenomenon in Hungarian is further cons
trained, as it does not apply with fully referential NPs. Instead of taking this as an 
argument for the absence of a VP (cf. 5.2.1.(7», the question is rather why it is 
prohibited with a full referential NP. At this place, I do not have a solution to offer 
for this problem. Let us consider now VP-pronominalization in Hungarian. 

(Ill) We have seen already an instance of VP-pronominalizatirm. In Dutch, the d
pronoun dat at the ellipsis site refers to the preposed VP. Compare the sentences in 
(2), here repeated as (14): 

(14) a. Jan houdt van Marie, en Peter doet clat oak 
John loves Mary and Peter does that too 

b. Jan zal een maaltijd gekookt hebben, clat zal Peter oak gedaan hebben 
John will a meal cooked have, that will Peter too done have 

Koster (1987) argues that this phenomenon is not a transformational rule but 
that it is a case of anaphora, similar to the Left Dislocation of NPs. The preposed VP 
is left-dislocated, and its position at the ellipsis site is hold by ad-pronoun: 

(15) a [Het boek lezen], clat wi! ik niet 
the book read-INFI that want I not 

b. [De auto kopen), clat heeft Jan niet gedaan 
the car buy-INFI that has John not done 

c. [Het huis bouwen], clat zal hij niet 
a house built-INFI that will he not 

In these sentences, the preposed constituent is the infinitival alternant of the verb, 
like the preposed constituent with VP-preposing in English, or Hungarian (cf. (11), 
and (13». The d-pronoun represents the dislocated VP-constituent in the sentence. 
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Consider now the Hungarian equivalents of (15): 

(16) a.· [A k6nyvet elovasni], azt nem akarom 
the book-ACC perf-read-INFlthat-ACC not want-AGRlsg 

b. [Az autot megvenni],azt Janos nem tette 
the car-ACC buy-INFI that-ACCJohn not did-AGR3sg 

c. [A hazar megepfteni], azt nem fogja 
the house-ACC build-INFI that-ACC not will-AGR3sg 

In these sentences, the accusative demonstrative pronoun azt refers to the disloca
ted VP which contains an infinitive and its direct accusative NP. 

One could argue that the preposed phrases in (16) are not VPs, but IPs, because 
they must have a PRO in their subject position. Recall, however, that auxiliary verbs 
such as akar and fog trigger 'restructuring' with an infinitive complement at S-struc
ture (cf. section 5.3.2.). Hence, at least the preposed complements in (16a) or (16c) 
are categorially VPs. Altough it must be admitted that the force of this argument 
for a VP in Hungarian is somewhat weakened by the fact that it depends largely on 
theory-internal considerations. 

Let us now summarize this section on VP-rules. I demonstrated that VP-rules al
so appear in Hungarian. 

VP-preposing applies if a finite verb together with its direct NP argument is 
left-dislocated. This argument, however, may not be modified by an article, and the 
finite verb appears in the form of an infinitival copy. 

VP-pronominalization takes place if a finite verb with its direct NP argument is 
left-dislocated, and its position at the ellipsis site is filled by a d-pronoun. The left 
dislocated verb is an infinitive. The fact that the verb may only be preposed, or pro
nominalized in its unfinite form has to do with the requirement that the inflec
tional-features must be bound in its clause. 

The occurrence of VP-preposing, and VP-pronominalization provides direct evi
dence for a VP in Hungarian, and may therefore be added to the list in 5.4.1.(5).40 
Further, I argued that VP-deletion is not a reliable constituent-test. It does not 
apply in Hungarian, in contrast to English. However, in established configurational 
languages like Dutch this phenomenon does not occur either. Therefore, the lack of 
VP-deletion in the grammar of a particular language cannot be an argument in favor 
of a VP-Iess phrase structure of that language. 

It seems to me that the dichotomy between English on the one hand, and Dutch, 
Frisian, or Hungarian on the other hand involves the IP-parameter (cf. section 
2.2.2.). I is strong in English, but it is weak in the other languages. Only material 
to the right of I may be deleted in English, as I is always lexically filled, and must 
be present in the clause to host the inflecti9nal~features. This happens to coindq~ 
with VP .. Weak I, however, does not isolate this node with reduction phenomena. 
Therefore, it does not show up with such p\,u!nomena in the other Germanic lan
guages or Hungarian. 

(40) Webelhuth (1985) notes that VP-preposing in German is impossible. According to Webelhuth, the 
absence of this is due to the fact that German has no separate I-position. 
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There appears to be a dichotomy between the reduction of the first conjunct 
(Right Node Raising), and reduction of the second one in Hungarian. With the for
mer the verb or the object may be deleted, whereas in the second conjunct a combi
nation of the verb and any of its direct NPs may be deleted. Hence, Right Node 
Raising displays a subject-object asymmetry, and may therefore be added to the list 
in 5.4.1.(5).41 

5.4.2.3. The Absence of that-Trace Effects 

Hungarian lacks that-trace effects (cf. 5.2.4.2). The complementizer hogy 'that' 
has to be spelled out both when the subject or the object is raised by long Wh
movement. Compare the sentences in 5.2.4.(4), here repeated for convenience as (1): 

(1) a. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) t hitta Vilit? 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC 
'Who do you think saw Bill?' 

b. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) ViIi latott t? 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that Bill saw?' 

Koster (1986) observes that the complementizer riat 'that' may not be omitted 
when the subject (cf. (2a» or the object (cf. (2b» are fronted by long Wh-movement 
in Dutch: 

(2) a. Wie denk je *(dat) them gezien heeft? b. Wze denk je *(dat) hij t gezien hrett? 
who think you that him seen has who think you that he seen has 
'Who do you think has seen him?' 'Who do you think that he has seen?' 

Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) informs me that Frisian lacks that-tra
ce effects as well. With long Wh-movement the complementizer must be present: 

(3) a. Wa tinkst *(dat) t him sjoen hat? 
who think-you that him seen has 
'Who do you think has seen him?' 

b. Wa tinkst *(dat) er t sjoen hat? 
who think-you that he seen has 
'Who do you think he has seen?' 

These sentences show that that-trace violations appear in uncontroversial configu
rational languages such as Dutch or Frisian. So the absence of these violations in 
Hungarian does not necessarily provide evidence for the absence of a VP in that lan
guage. The question then is how to cover the dichotomy between English on the one 
hand, and the other Germanic languages and Hungarian on the other hand. 

I will assume that this is related to the IP-parameter (cf. 2.2.2.(5», here repeated 
as (4): 

(4) a. I is strong in English b. I is weak in Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian 

Recall further that the minimal maximal domain of the subject and object in 
these language-types is the following: 

(41) Whitman (1984) and Fukui (1986) observe that Japanese does not display VP-rules. See these refe
rences for further discussion on the lack of direct evidence for a VP in that language. 
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(5) a. Assumption 1 
In languages with strong I, the minimal maximal domain of the subject is IP, 
but the minimal maximal domain of the object is CP 

b. Assumption 2 
In languages with weak I, the minimal maximal domain of the subject is si
milar as the minimal maximal domain of the object, that is, CP 

A consequence of the fact that the VP may L-contain the IP in languages with 
weak I (cf. chapter two) is that the domain of the subject is 'strechted' from IP to 
CPo Before we settle the dichotomy with that-trace effects between English and the 
other Germanic languages, or Hungarian, let us first consider the binding theory for 
Wh-traces. 

Following Aoun (1986), I will assume that Wh-traces are non-A-anaphors, and 
that they must therefore be bound in the minimal maximal domain of their gover
nor. The Binding Principle for Wh-traces is defined as follows: 

(6) Binding Principle for Wh-traces 
Wh-traces are bound in the minimal maximal domain of their governor (if it 
contains an antecedent) 

Let us first derive the that-trace effect of English: 

(7) a. *[cp Who do you think [cp t that [IP t saw John]]] 
b. [cp Who do you think [cp t that [IP John [vP saw tm] 

I is strong in English (cf. (4a». By (Sa), the domain of the subject is IP, whereas 
the domain of the object is CPO (7a) is ungrammatical because it yields a violation of 
Binding Principle (6). The subject trace is not bound in its minimal maximal do
main, the IP. (7b), on the other hand, is not ruled out by Binding Principle (6). The 
object trace in (7b) is bound in its minimal maximal domain, the CPo In this domain 
there is an appropriate binder, namely, the intermediate trace in the Spec of CPo 
Hence, this yields a subject-object asymmetry. 

The question arises why the absence of the complementizer that turns (7a) into a 
grammatical sentence: 

(8) [cp Who do you think [cp t [IP t saw John]]] 

CP in this sentence has no lexical head. Therefore, it is L-contained by IP (cf. 
2.2.2.(37) for the definition of L-containment). Contrary to (7a), the subject Wh
trace is bound in its minimal maximal domain, the IP, by the intermediate trace. 
Hence, no binding theory violation occurs, and the sentence is grammatical. 

Let us turn now to the absence of that-trace effects in the other Germanic langua
ges and Hungarian. 

I is weak in Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian (cf. (4b». By (Sb), the domain of the 
subject and the object is the CP in these languages. This implies that subject and 
object Wh-traces must find an appropriate antecedent in CPo 

Consider, for example, the violation of that-trace effects in Hungarian, here re
peated as (9):42 

(42) In chapter six, it will be argued that long Wh-movemenc in Hungarian applies successive cyclicly 
through the Spec of CP and that V-to-C movement does not block the application of this phenomenon. 
Hence, for eaSe of perception I will present the verb in its base-generated position in (9). 
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(9) a. [cp Kit gondolsz [Cp t hogy [vp t [yp hitta Vilit]]]] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that saw-AGR3sg Bill-ACC 

b. [cp Kit gondolsz [cp t hogy Vili [yp t latott?]]] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that Bill saw-AGR3sg 

Binding Principle for Wh-traces is satisfied both by the subject and object Wh
trace. In their minimal maximal domain, i.e. the CP, an appropriate binder is pre
sent, namely, the intermediate trace in the [Spec, CP]. Hence, this accounts for the 
absence of that-trace effects in languages with weak 1. This approach predicts that 
there is an argument/non-argument symmetry with that-trace effects in Dutch, Fri
sian, and Hungarian but not in English. 

Compare the following sentences with the extraction of the adjunct why in En
glish, Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian respectively: 

(10) a. [cp Why do you think [cp t that John has left t]] 
b. [cp Waarom denk jij [cp t dat Jan t weggegaan is]] 

why think you that John left has 
c. [cp Werom tinkst [cp t dat Jan t fuortgien is]] 

why think-you that John left. has 
d. [cp Milfrt gondolod [cp t hogy Janos elment tn 

why think-you that John left 

Suppose adjuncts, like why, are adjoined to VP as follows: 

(11) VP 

-------VP Adjunct 
I 
V 

According to the government definition in 2.2.2.(40), adjoined categories are 
governed by the head of the category to which they are adjoined. A maximal projec
tion includes all member-nodes of that projection. Therefore, the adjunct in this 
configuration is governed by V 

From this it follows that the local domain of adjuncts is CPo Note now that Bind
ing Principle (6) is satisfied in (10), for the trace in [Spec, CP] may act as an antece
dent for the trace at the extraction site. This yields then an argument/non-argument 
symmetry with that-trace violations in Dutch, Frisian or Hungarian but not in En
glish, as expected. 

Recapitulating, that-trace violations appear also in established configurational 
languages such as Dutch or Frisian. Therefore, this phenomenon cannot count as a 
convincing argument for the hypothesis that the phrase structure of that language 
lacks a VP. Rather, the difference between English and the other Germanic lan
guages or Hungarian with that-trace effects is related to the properties of I in these 
languages. If I is strong the local domain of the subject is different from the local 
domain of the object, whereas if I is weak the local domain' of the subject and the 
object coincide. This is responsible for the subject-object asymmetry with this phe
nomenon in English, and for the lack of it in the other Germanic languages or Hun
ganan. 
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5.4.2.4. Wh-movement from Possessive NPs 

Subject-object symmetries occur with (long) Wh-movement from possessive NPs 
in Hungarian. Compare the sentences 5.2.4.(5) and (6), here repeated as (1) and (2): 

(1) a. Kinek ismertetek [NP a t vendeget]? 
who-DAT knew-AGR2pl the guest-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Whose guest did you know?' 

b. Kinek alszik [NP a t vendege]? 
who-DAT sleep-AGR3sg the guest-npAGR3sg 
'Whose guest sleeps?' 

(2) a. Melyik szfneszn'imek gondolja Janos hogy Peter 
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that Peter 
megtahiIta rnp a t fenykepet]? 
found the photo-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Which actress does John think that Peter found the photo of?' 

b. Melyik szfnesznonek gondolja Janos hogy 
which actress-DAT think-AGR3sg John that 
[NP a t fenykepe] meglett? 

the photo-npAGR3sg up-turned-AGR3sg 
'Which actress does John think that the photo of was found?' 

In the sentences in (2), the Wh-possessor NP of an object phrase and of a subject 
phrase are fronted to the matrix sentence. I argued in the preceding section that long 
Wh-movement from both these positions yields a grammatical result. Therefore, the 
question is rather what allows short Wh-movement in (1)? 

Following Szabolcsi (1981a, 1984), I will assume that Wh-possessors may escape 
from their possessive NP through the Spec-position of this constituent, more preci
sely through the Spec ofDP (cf. chapter seven for details). This position may serve as 
a landing and extraction site for raised possessor NPs. Once Wh-possessors leave 
their possessive NP, they may participate in long Wh-movement. Hence, subject
object symmetries with (long) Wh~movement do not necessarily provide evidence 
for a non-configurational approach of Hungarian. 

5.4.2.5. The Formation of Idioms 

The formation of idioms in Hungarian is captured by generalization 5.2.1.(13), 
here repeated as (1): 

(1) An idiom frame may consist of a combination of a verb with any of its direct ar
guments 

If an idiom frame corresponds to a single constituent, the occurrence of idioms 
with a free object argument poses a problem for the assumption that Hungarian is a 
configurational language. E. Kiss (1987c) refers to O. Nagy (1966) for hundred of 
idioms of that type. 

Horvath (1987: 162) notes, however, that among this large number of Hungarian 
subject idioms, only a few are true subject idioms with a free object argument. Even 
among those, there are some with an English counterpart matching them word by 
word such as the equivalents of 5 .2.1.(10a) and (lOb), here repeated as (2): 
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(2) a. Az isten aldja meg (ot) 
the God bless perf him 
'God bless him. ! 

b. Az ordog vigye el (ot) 
the devil take away him 
'The devil take him. ! 

LAsZL6 MARAcz 

Jan Koster (personal communication) has brought to my attention that in Dutch 
idioms with a free object argument may appear as well: 

(3) a. Br is mij een steen van het hart gevallen 
there is me a stone from the heart fell 
'I am relieved.' 

b. Hem is de moed in de schoenen gezonken 
him is the courage into the shoes sunk 
'He lost courage.' 

One could argue that these idioms are not proper subject idioms, because they 
involve the ergative verbs val/en 'to fall', and zinken 'to sink'. The following example 
represents, however, an undebatable subject idiom:43 

(4) Waar wringt hem de schoen? 
where presses him the shoe 
'What is your problem?' 

In view of the fact that there are subject idioms in uncontroversial configura
tionallanguages such as English or Dutch, there is at best only a quantitative differ
ence between these languages and Hungarian. Thus, idioms should not be consider
ed as reliable evidence concerning the question whether the phrase structure of a 
particular language is configurational or not (cf. also Horvath 1987). 

5.4.2.6. Compositional8-Assignment to the Object 

I discussed some instances of thematic object selection depending on the choice of 
the subject (cf, section 5.2.2.). Horvath (1987: 152) observes that they can essen
tially be matched one-to-one with similar cases from English, an established confi
gurationallanguage. 

Horvath presents the examples (1b) and (2b)-(2d) from English, in which the ob
ject theme role is determined by the 9-role of the subject (cf. also Marantz 1984): 

(1) a. The knidnappers are killing Mary b. Her feet are killing Mary 
'Mary is suffering from pain in her feet.' 

(2) a. Mary hit John b. A truck hit John 
c. Misfortune hit John d. An idea hit John 

I fully agree with the conclusion of Horvath (1987: 153) on the status of argu
ments based on compositional 9-assignment in the configurationality debate:"In 
view of the lack of substantial empirical evidence that would distinguish Hungarian 

(43) Eric Hoekstra (personal communication) informs me that with subject idioms in Dutch the object is 
often also fixed: 

(i) a. Joost mag weten wie ... 
Joost may know who 
'Only God knows .. : 

b. De angst slaat X om 't hart c. Het gevoel bekruipt X dat ... 
The fear hits X round the heart The feeling steals' upon X that 
'X was taken with fear.' 'A feeling steals upon X that .. .' 
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from the English-type languages in terms of manifestation of selectional asymme
tries and symmetries between subjects and objects, we can only conclude that the 
domain of semantic selection provides no support, and in fact is problematic, for a 
strict non-configurational model." 

5.4.2.7. Binding Principle C Symmetries 

In section 5.2.3., I discussed the subject-object symmetry with pronominal nonco
riference(Binding Principle C) 5.2.3.(4), here repeated as (1): 

(1) a. *Janos anyja szereti (ot) b. *(0) szeretiJanos anyjat 
John mother-npAGR3sg loves him 

'John's mother loves him.' 
he loves John mother

npAGR3sg-ACC 
*'He lovesJohn's mother.' 

This phenomenon resists scrambling. Compare 5.3.2.(5), here repeated as (2): 

(2) a. *(Ot) szeretiJanos anyja b. *Janos anyjat szereti (0) 

E. Kiss (1987a) argues that Binding Principle C 6.3.4.(3c), here repeated as (3), 
accounts for this symmetry with pronominal noncoreference: 

(3) Binding Principle C: An R-expression (a category that is referentially independent, 
for example, names) is free 

E. Kiss assumes further that this principle operates on a flat structure in the case 
of Hungarian (cf. 5.1.(1 ». 

However, Binding Principle C configurations with a sequence of names display a 
subject-object asymmetry. Compare 5.3.4.(12), here repeated as (4): 

(4) a. Janos anyja· szeretijanost 
John mother-npAGR3sg loves John-ACC 
'John's mother loves John. ' 

b. *Janos szeretiJdnos anyjat 
John loves John mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
*']ohn lovesJohn's mother.' 

Recall furthermore that this phenomenon remains unaffected with scrambling. 
Compare 5.3.4.(19), here repeated as (5): 

(5) a. Janost szeretiJdnos anyja 
John-ACC loves John-npAGR mother 

b. *Janos anyjat szeretiJanos 
Johnmother-npAGR-ACC loves John 

Binding Principle C with a pair of names is also unaffected by the depth of em
bedding. 

: If a .name is embedded a maximal projection deeper than the other name, then 
again we find a subject-object asymmetry. Reconsider 5.3.4.(20), here repeated as (6): 
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(6) a. *Janos megtudta [NP azt a tenyt [cp hogy Janos beteg lesz]] 
John perf-knew that-ACC the fact that John ill becomes 
*'}ohn got to know the fact that John would become ill.' 

b. *[NP Azt a tenyt [cp hogy Janos beteg lesz]] megtudtaJanos 
c. Janost zavarta [NP az a teny [cp hogy Janos beteg lett]] 

John-ACC disturbed that the fact that John ill became 
*'}ohn was disturbed by the fact that John became ill.' 

d. [NP Az a teny [cp hogy Janos beteg lett]] zavartaJanost 

From the paradigms above, we draw the following conclusions: 
(i) The general discourse principle (7) is grammaticalized in Hungarian: 

(7) Avoid repetition of R-expressions 

This principle operates on structural configurations, and it is subsumed by Bin
ding Principle C. 

(II) Because the distribution of the pair (pronoun, name) does not display any 
asymmetry, whereas the corresponding relation of a pair (name, name) yields an 
asymmetry, what falls under Binding Principle C involves a split. The relation (name, 
name) is, as pointed out above, covered by Binding Principle C. The binding rela
tion between a pronoun and a name, however, cannot be accommodated by a struc
tural condition. Therefore, it seems to me, it is not constrained by a syntactic prin
ciple in the strict sense. 

The question arises of course how this binding relation is captured in Hungarian. 
Below I will suggest that it is subject to a discourse principle proposed in Koster 
(1987). 

Let us first investigate whether a Binding Principle C effect appears in the rela
tion between a pair of (pronoun, name) by varying (i) the case-marking on the NPs, 
(ii) the type of NPs, or (iii) the depth of embedding. 

(i) In (1), the free pronoun is marked nominatively or accusatively. The following 
sentences exemplify that pronouns with lexical case, i.e. dative (cf. (8» or instrumen
tal (cf. (9», cannot be coreferential either with a name embedded in a possessive NP, 
whatever the linear order: 

(8) a. *Mari anyja kiabilt neki b. *Neki kiabalt Mari anyja 
Mary mother-npAGR3sg shouted she~DAT 

'Mary's mother shouted to her.' 

(9) a. * Mari anyjaveszekedett vele h. *Vele veszekedet Mar; anyja 
Mary mother-npAGR3sg quarelled she-INSTR 

'Mary's mother had a quarrel with her.' 

From a comparison of these examples and those in (1), we conclude that the sym
metry with pronominal noncoreference has nothing to do with the type of case-mar
king. The pronoun may either appear with structural Case or with lexical case. 

Let us determine whether this phenomenon is sensitive to the type of NP, 
(ii) One could hypothesize that it is caused by the particular structure of the pos~ 

sessive NP in Hungarian. Recall that possessive NPs contain AGR which· is spelled 
out on the head-noun (cf. chapter two). 
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In the following sentences, the R-expression is embedded in an NP which lacks 
AGR. Pronominal noncoreference is, however, obligatory in these cases as well, in
dependently of the case-marking on the pronoun, i.e. nominative (cf. (lOa», accusa
tive (cf. (1Ia», and dative (cf. (12a», or of whatever the linear order of the consti
tuents is (cf. (lOb), (llb), and (12b»:44 

(10) a. 

b. 

(11) a. 

b. 

(12) a. 

b. 

*[NP AMari altalJanosnak kiildott levelet] nem olvasta (0) 
the Mary by John-DAT sent letter-ACC not read he 

*'He has not read the letter sent toJohn by Mary.' 
*(0) nem olvasta [NP a Mari altalJanosnak kiildott levelec] 

*[NP A Janossal tanco16 lany] megcs6kolta (ot) 
the John-INSTR dance-pres.part. girl kissed him 

'The girl who was dancing withJohn kissed him.' 
*(Ot) megcs6kolta [NP aJdnossa! tancol6lany] 

*[NP A Janossal tancol6 lany] tetszett neki 
the John-INSTR dance-pres.patt. girl liked he-DAT 

*'He liked the girl who was dancing withJohn.' 
*Neki tetszett [NP aJanossal tancol6lany] 

Hence, we conclude that the symmetry with pronominal noncoreference is not 
due to the type of NP. Let us check whether it has to do with the depth of embed
ding. 

(iii) Here, I will consider pronominal noncoreference with the following three 
types of embedded clauses: (A) that-clauses, or free relatives, (B) embedded clauses of 
absolute subordination and (C) relative clauses (see, section 4.5. for a discussion of 
these types). Let us discuss first this phenomenon in that-clauses and free relatives. 

(A) Kenesei (1984b) observes that in case an R-expression is embedded in a that
clause (cf. (13a) and (13c», again, a subject-object symmetry occurs with pronomi
nal noncoreference. Note further that these configurations remain unaffected by the 
application of scrambling (cf. (13b) and (13d»: 

(13) a. *(Ot) nem erdekelte [cp hogy keresik Janost] 
he-ACC not interested that seek-AGR3pl John-ACC 

*'He was not interested in the fact that they sought John. , 
b. *[cp Hogy keresikJanost] (ot) nem erdekelte 
c. *(0) tudta [cp hogy keresik Janost] 

he knew that seek-AGR3pl John-ACC 
*'He knew that they soughtJohn.' 

d. *[cp Hogy keresikJanost] tudta (0) 

The following paradigm shows that free relatives pattern with that-clauses: 

(44) Anna Szabolcsi (personal communication) has brought to my artention that this is not the case with 
a focussed pronoun. Compare the alternant of (lOa): 

(i) {NP AMari aLtalJanosnak kiildott levelet] [i)/AZ] nem olvasta 
the Mary by John-DAT sent letter-ACC helthat not read 

*'!t is him who did not read the letter sent to John by Mary.' 
Hence, focussing is an intervening facror from which I will abstract in the discussion below. 
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(14) a. *[cp Akivel Jdnos beszelgetett] nem ismerte (ot) 

who-INST John spoke not knew him 
'Who John spoke with did not know him.' 

b. *Nem ismerte (ot) [cp akivelJdnos beszelgetett] 
c. *[cp Amit Jdnos latotr] (0) elmondta nekiink 

what-ACC John saw he told us-DAT 
*'He told us what John saw.' 

d. *Elmondta nekiink (0) [cp amitJdnos latott] 

In Hungarian, embedded clauses, or free relatives have a CP-structure (cf. section 
4.5.l.). Hence, the subject-object symmetry with pronominal noncoreference re
mains unaffected if the name is embedded only under CPo Let us consider now pro
nominal noncoreference with absolute subordination. 

(B) Kenesei (1984b) notes that a positional subject-object asymmetry with this 
phenomenon shows up in embedded clauses of absolute subordination. These em
bedded clauses are introduced by complementizers such as mivel 'since', or bar 
'though'. A coreferential reading between a free pronoun and a name embedded in 
such clauses is allowed only if this clause is in sentence-initial position: 

(15) a. [cp MivelJdnos beteg volt} (0) otthon maradt 
since John ill was he at home stayed 

'Since John was ill, he stayed at home.' 
b. *(0) otthon maradt [cp mivelJdnos beteg volt] 

(16) a. [cp Bar peter gazdag] Anna nem szeret (ot) 
Although Peter rich Ann not loves him 

'Although Peter is rich, Ann does not love him.' 
b. *Anna nem szereti (ot) [cp bar peter gazdag] 

(Kenesei 1984b: 315) . 

Kenesei argues that this positional asymmetry is due to the fact that clauses of 
absolute subordination are adjoined to the matrix clause when they are in initial po
sition, but are attached under this clause when they are in postverbal position. These 
examples show that pronominal noncoreference is sensitive to the structural environ
ment as well. 

Let us turn to pronominal noncoreference with relative clauses. 
(C) The sentences in (1)-(2), and in (11)-(14) have in common that the name is 

embedded in a phrase that has a relatively low degree of embedding, i.e. either in 
NP, or CPo A higher degree of embedding than in these cases can be reached by em
bedding the name in a relative clause. 

With Kenesei (1984a, 1984b), I assume that relative clauses with a lexical head 
have the following structure in Hungarian: 

(17) [XP (X)P [cp ... ]] 

Note now that the subject-object symmetry with pronominal noncoreference 
breaks down when the name is embedded in an accusative relative clause that prece
des the nominative free pronoun: 
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(18) a. *(0) nem szereti [NP azt a lanyt [cp aki janossal nincolt]] 
he not loves that-ACC the girl-ACC who John-INSTR danced 

*'He does not love the girl who danced with john. ' 
b. [NP Azt a lanyt [cp akijanossal tancolt]] nem szereti (3) 

Furthermore, pronominal coreference is also possible when the name is embedded 
in a nominative relative clause that precedes a free accusative pronoun: 

(19) a. [NP Az a lany [cP aki tancolt janossal nem szereti (ot)]] 
that the girl who danced John-INSTR not loves him 

'The girl who danced withjohn does not love him.' 
b. *(Ot) nem szereti [NP az a lany [cp aki rancoltjanossal]] 

So, pronominal noncoreference with relative clauses displays a subject-object asym
metry.45 

Let us first examine the pair in (18). This pair represents the Hungarian struc
tural counterpart of seQ. For example, the English sentence (20a), but not (20b) is 
a typical case of this phenomenon: 

(20) a. *Who; does he; love ti b. [Which man thatjohn;]j does he; like tj 

In (20a), the trace of Wh-movement is coindexed with and c-commanded by the 
pronoun he in subject position. Such a structure exhibits the SeO-effect. Example 
(20b), however, neither possesses the relevant structure (with coindexing), nor dis
plays seo. 

Saito and Hoji (1983) claim that this contrast is also found with scrambling in 
Japanese: 

(21) a. * [sjohnoj [s karegai ti syokaisita]] (koto) 
John-ACC he introduced fact 

*'Hei introducedjohni (to the audience).' 
b. [s [NP Marygajohnnii okutta tegamio]j [s karegai mada tj yonde inai] (koto) 

Mary John~DAT sent letter-ACC he yet read have-no fact 
(Saito and Hoji 1983: 246) 

Again, the object trace in (21a) is coindexed with and c-commanded by the pro
noun kare 'he' in subject position, unlike in (2Ib). 

Only the former exhibits seo. According to Saito and Hoji, it is the adjunction 
of the object to S that reverses the c-command relations in (2Ib). Therefore, Saito 
and Hoji conclude that scrambling regarded as an instance of Move-a applied to a 
hierarchical phrase structure gives the correct result. 

(45) In case a relative clause is focussed its CP-parr has to be extraposed. When both the pronoun and the 
extraposed clause are postverbally disjoint reference is obligatory in any order: 

(i) a. *{pAzt a tanytJ nem szeret; (0) fa> aki Janossal cancolt} 
that-ACC the girl-ACC not loves he who John-INSTR danced 

h. *{pAzt a l;inyt} nem szereti [cp aki Janossal tancolt} (0) 
that-ACC the girl-ACC not loves who John-INSTR danced he 

c. *{pAzt a Mny} nem szereti fcp aki Janossal 'tancolt} (Or) 

that the girl not loves who John-INSTR danced him 
d. *[pAzt a lany} nem szereti (ot) fer aki Janossal rancolt} 

that the girl not loves him who John-INSTR danced 
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The SCO-effect in the Hungarian pair (18), as I will make precise below, can be 
accounted for along the lines of Saito and Hoji (1983). This implies that we cannot 
derive the absence of the SCO in the pair «1 b), (2b» in purely syntactic terms. There
fore, I will suggest that the symmetries with pronominal noncoreference are sub
sumed by a discourse principle. Let us turn now to a discussion of the pair in (19). 

Scrambling of the accusative pronoun ot to a preverbal CP-position blocks a co
referential reading between this pronoun and a name (cf. (19b». The 'precedence' 
effect with pronominal noncoreference is not too surprising if we take into account 
that the linear order of the pronoun and the name in this" sentence matches the context 
of backward pronominalization. 

In the literature (cf. Solan 1983, among others), it has often been reported that 
there is almost a total ban on backward pronominal coreference across languages. 
This restriction is sometimes relaxed in certain structural environments as a marked 
alternative. Fotward anaphora, on the other hand, is always possible. 

How then is the dichotomy between (19a) and (19b) accounted for? 
Recall that reflexive binding in Hungarian is not sensitive to scrambling (cf. sec

tion 5.3.4.1.). If, on the other hand, pronominal noncoreference is sensitive to 
scrambling, as the pairs in (18) and (19) demonstrate, then we run into a r~onstruc
tion paradox in Hungarian as well. 

The following triple from English exemplifies this type of paradox: 

(22) a. *He throws away [some of the books John read] 
b. [Which of the books that John read] does he throwaway t? 
c. [Which picture of himselfJ did Mary say John admired most t? 

(22a) and (22b) represent instances of pronominal noncoreference and (22c) exhi-
bits reflexive binding. . 

In the case of pronominal coreference, the pronoun may not c-command the ante
cedent with which it is coreferential. In the case of reflexive binding, on the other 
hand, the reflexive anaphor must be c-commanded by its coreferential antecedent. If 
we would apply these conditions at a derived level of representation, say, after Wh
movement, the ungrammaticality of (22a), and the grammaticality of (22b) would 
be predicted, since he c-commands its antecedent John in (22a), hut not in (22b). 
However, under this option the grammaticality of (22c) remains unexplained. The 
reason for this is that the reflexive anaphor is not c-commanded by its antecedent 
after Wh-movement. 

What is needed to arrive at the correct result in this sentence. is the reconstruc
tion of the Wh-phrase to its base-generated position. However, if we apply the 
Binding Principles at the base-generated structure, that is, before the application of 
move Wh, then the ungrammaticality of (22a) and the grammaticality of (22c) fol
low, but now the grammaticality of (22b) is unexpected. The pronoun and its ante
cedent in (22a) and (22b) display a similar .c-command configuration in their base
generated structure. 

So, whatever level of representation we take as relevant for the Binding Princi
ples, we run into a paradox. In order to escape this paradox, Van Riemsdijk and Wi
lliams (1981), and Mohanan (1983) have proposed to determine reflexive binding at 
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D-structure or NP-sttucture, that is before an application of Move-a, and pronom
inal noncoreference at S-structure, that is, after an application of Move-a. This 
correctly yields the patterning of data in (22). Therefore, let us adopt this solution 
for binding paradoxes. 

Consider now how the scrambling effects with pronominal noncoreference in the 
Hungarian pairs (18) and (19) are derived. 

The subject pronoun in (l8a) is higher on the tree than its antecedent, because it 
is scrambled to a preverbal [Spec, CP], whereas its antecedent is embedded in an ob
ject phrase that is base-generated in the VP. This configuration violates the c-com
mand constraint on pronominal noncoreference, yielding an ungrammatical result. 

(l8b), however, is grammatical because of the SCO-effect. The accusative relative 
clause with the name is scrambled to a preverbal CP-position over the subject pro
noun. Therefore, it does not c-command its antecedent at S-structure any longer. 

(19a) is grammatical, because the object pronoun does not c-command the name 
embedded in a subject relative clause. In (19b), on the other hand, the object pro
noun is scrambled to a preverbal CP-position, whereas its antecedent is adjoined to 
the VP. In this S-structure configuration the pronoun c-commands its antecedent. 
Hence, a coreferential reading between the pronoun and the name is blocked. 

In sum, pronominal noncoreference in Hungarian yields both a subject-object 
symmetry and a subject-object asymmetry. The binding relation between a pair of 
names displays a subject-object asymmetry. This implies that not all the facts sub
sumed under Binding Principle C can be accounted for by this principle. The ques
tion then arises what is the status of this principle in a theory ofUG? 

Koster (1987, 369) concludes that Binding Principle C is not a purely syntactic 
principle. Koster proposes to reinterpret it as a discourse principle, according to which 
the crucial relative prominence of NPs in the discourse is determined by both struc
tural and nonstructural factors. Koster motivates this step by the following two pro
blem cases. 

First, Koster observes that Binding Principle C effects do not form a unitary phe
nomenon. Many different cases supposed to be ruled out by this principle vary enor
mously in acceptability. 

Compare the following sentences: 

(23) a. *He hates John 
c. *John thinks that John is sick 
e. *John left because John was sick 
g. *Who t thinks that we like t 

(Koster 1987: 346) 

b. *He thinks thatJohn is sick 
d. *He left becauseJohn was sick 
f. *Nobody left becauseJohn was sick 
h. *Who t was arrested before we saw e 

Koster notes that all these sentences in (23) are supposed to be covered by Prin
ciple C. According to Koster, however, this is suspicious, because they differ enor
mously in acceptability. For example, (23a) is entirely unacceptable in the intended 
reading, while (23c) is almost acceptable. 

Second, Koster notes that c~command is neither necessary, nor sufficient for the 
disjoint reference interpretation: 
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(24) a. *We talked with him aboutJohn 
b. We gave her the furcoat that Mary has always wanted 

(Koster 1987: 347) 

(24a) illustrates that Binding Principle C effects are not necessary for disjoint 
reference. The pronoun embedded in the PP does not c-command the name. (24b) 
illustrates that c-command is not sufficient for Principle C violations to occur. This 
sentence is grammatical in the intended reading, although the name is c-comman
ded by the pronoun.46 

In order to account for the cases accommodated by Binding Principle C, Koster 
(1987) formulates a discourse principle that also may take structural information into 
account: 

(25) Discourse Principle for Coreferential NPs: 
For each sequence of coreferential argument NPi 
C = (NP1 ... , NPj, NPj+ 1, ... , NPnJ (1 < i ~ n) 
NPi+l must be more anaphoric than NPi (unless both are anaphors/pronominals), 
depending on the relative prominence ofNPi 
(Koster 1987: 353) 

According to Koster, following Lakoff (1968) at this point, anaphoricity is a mat
ter of degree in agreement with the following relative scale: 

(26) pronouns (anaphors) > epithets> definite descriptions> names 

Koster points out that crucial in this reformulation of this Binding Principle is 
the role given to the relative prominence of NP. The intuitive idea is that the need 
to continue a sequence with a more anaphoric NP decreases if the prominence of the 
last NP of the discourse sequence decreases. 

Koster further assumes that relative prominence can also be determined by pure
ly structural factors for which he sets up the following prominence hierarchy: 

(27) Prominence (i) c-command 
a. local subject; b. governing subject; c. subject; d. nonsubject 

(ii) non-c-command 
a. degree of embedding i (i>O); b. degree of embedding i + 1; c. etc. 

This specification of the relative prominence of two NPs in a sequence distin
guishes two cases. Firstly, the first NP c-commands the second NP. Secondly, the 
first NP does not c-command the second one. In the former case, the first NP is rela
tively more prominent if it is a local subject with respect to the second NP. If we go 
down the list, the disjoint reference interpretation becomes less compelling. 

Consider, for example, a case in which the depth of embedding plays a role: 

(28) a. *InJohn's apartment, he spends a lot of time 
b. In the apartment John just rented, he spends a lot of time 

(46) Koster (1987) points out that if one assumes that phrase structure is binary branching in the sense of 
Kayne (1984), the c-command relation between the pronoun and the name would be blocked. In that case, 
the grammaticality of (24b) would not pose a problem for Binding Principle C. 
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It seems reasonable to suppose that the preposed phrases in both (28a) and (28b) 
are structurally in the same relation to the nominative pronoun. Therefore, an ac
count of these cases based on a version of c-command is not very attractive (see, for 
example, Reinhart 1983). 

The relative prominence of the embedded name decreases in (28b) compared to 
(28a), for John is embedded deeper into the PP. The former, unlike the latter, is 
grammatical under the intended reading. Obviously, a less prominent NP in terms 
of degree of embedding may be followed by a more anaphoric NP. 

Jan Koster (personal communication) has brought to my attention that the same 
holds for Dutch. In (29a), the name is embedded in a possessive NP, and in (29b) it 
is embedded in a relative clause. A coreferential reading is only possible in the latter 
one, in which the name is embedded more deeply: 

(29) a. *Jan's vader haat hi} b. De man die Jan sloeg, haat hi} 
John's father hates he the man who John beat hates he 

*,]ohn's father he hates.' 'The man who beatsJohn, he hates.' 

At this place, I would like to add another factor to (27) which may influence the 
relative prominence of two NPs in a sequence, namely linear order: 

(30) (iii) linear order: NPj precedes NPj+ 1 in a string 

Hence, in accordance with principle (25), NPi+l must be more anaphoric than 
NPj on scale (26). Some languages rely for their rule on pronominal noncoreference 
entirely on linear order. Mohanan (1983: 120), for example, reports that a pronoun 
may never precede its antecedent in Malayalam. Compare the following sentences: 

(31) a. Ku!{i awante ammaye gu)!.i b. *Awante ammaye ku!=!=i l}u)!.i 
child his mother-ACC pinched 
'The child pinched his mother.' 

c. * Awan kuttiyu~e ammaye l}u)!.i 
he child's mother-ACC pinched 

*'He pinched the child's mother.' 

d. Ku!{iyute ammaye awan l}u)!.i 
(Mohanan 1983: 120) 

According to Mohanan, if a pronoun precedes its antecedent such as in (31 b) and 
(31c), a coreferential reading is ruled out. 

Furthermore, (31b) displays that c-command does not playa role with respect to 
pronominal noncoreference in Malayalam. This sentence is ungrammatical, although 
the pronoun his does c-command its antecedent. 

Recall that the following Binding Principle C dichotomies appear in Hungarian: 
(i) Coreferentiality between a sequence of names diverges from coreferentiality bet
ween a sequence of a pronoun and a name, and (ii) a subject-object asymmetry with 
pronominal noncoreference shows up with a relatively higher degree of embedding, 
otherwise a subject-object symmetry. 

(i) In order to account for disjointness between a sequence of names, it is suffi
cient to check the structural configuration in combination with a c-command condi
tion. This condition may be formulated as a separate condition, something similar to 
Binding Principle C, or it may be formulated in terms of the structural factors (27i) 
that determine discourse principle (25). I will leave open the question of whether 
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there is an independent syntactic principle for the binding relation of a sequence of 
names, the residue of Binding Principle C. Does this dichotomy appear in other lan
guages as well? 

Lasnik (1986) notes that in Thai, Vietnamese and English R-expressions must be 
pronoun-free. Lasnik suggests that this requirement, possibly a language universal, is 
due to an instantiation of a general prohibition on the binding of a more anaphoric 
expression by one that is less so. However, in Thai and Vietnamese, unlike in En
glish, R-expressions may be bound by other names. 

This split between a pair of names and a pair of (pronoun, name) is exemplified 
even more dramatically in Malayalam. Consider: 

(32) a. Joorpna joo,!ine i~amaana b. Ku!ti kutriyute ammaye !].u!}.i 
John-DAT John-ACC likes child child's mother-ACC pinched 
'john likes himself.' 'The child pinched his mother.' 

(Mohanan 1983: 124) 

Mohanan (1983) claims that the repetition of coreferential R-expressions is al
lowed in that language. 

The comparison between (31) and (32) shows that pronominal noncoreference in 
Malayalam obeys a condition in terms of precedence, whereas no condition is impos
ed on names. The latter may be covered by the following rule, similar in spirit to 
Chomsky's (1976) rule A (this rule accounts for the distribution of bound pronouns): 

(33) An R-expression A in Malayalam may be rewritten as an anaphor coreferential 
to a name B if and only if it is bound by B 

The question arises why there should be a split in coreference between a pair (na
me, name) and (pronoun, name)? 

It seems to me, following Evans (1980: 358), that this has to do with the intrin
sic differences between pronouns and names. According to Evans, the crucial diffe
rence between the relation (pronoun, name) and the relation (name, name) is that the 
pronoun may be referentially dependent upon the name, while two occurrences of 
a name may be intended to be coreferential, but neither occurrence is referentially 
dependent on the other. 

The participants in a pair of names are equally prominent in terms of (26). Sup
pose, now, that by this absence of relative prominence, a pair of names may be exempt
ed from discourse principle (25). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that dis
joint reference is stronger if anaphoricity decreases. Thus, it has often been pointed 
out that both the following sentences are bad, but that (34b) is worse than (34a): 

(34) a. *John thinks that John is sick b. *He thinks thatJohn is sick 

This is also the case with the Hungarian counterparts of these sentences: 
(35) a. *Janos azt gondolja hogy Janos beteg 

John that-ACC think-AGR3sg that John sick 
b. *0 azt gondolja hogy Janos beteg 

he that-ACC think-AGR3sg that John sick 
Let us turn now to a discussion of the Binding Principle C split with pronominal 

noncoreference. 
(ii) The binding relation between a pronoun and a name is not determined by 

principles of grammar in a strict sense. Factors such as anaphoricity, depth of em-
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bedding, precedence, and so on may playa role as wel1.47 In English and Dutch, a co
referential reading between a pronoun and an embedded name becomes possible by 
increasing depth of embedding (cf. (28) and (29)). This fact supports a discourse
oriented approach to pronominal noncoreference. 

In Hungarian, pronominal noncoreference is always ruled out, unless the name is 
embedded more deeply, for example, in a relative clause. So, the situation with this 
phenomenon in Hungarian resembles the one in Dutch, or English. This indicates 
that pronominal noncoreference in that language also falls under discourse principle 
(25), and is determined by (27ii). 

In condusion, I argued Binding Principle C is a not a unitary phenomenon.48 First, 
in Hungarian coreference between a pair of names must be separated from pronominal 

(47) I argued in section 4.2.4. that binding phenomena covered by Binding Principle C exhibit a parallel 
distribution "between overt and non-overt pronouns in Hungarian. From this I concluded that small pro is 
present in the syntax of Hungarian. The argument, however, remains valid if we replace Principle C by a dis
course principle. In that case, we have to assume that this discourse principle is fed simillarly by overt and 
non-overt pfQnouns, otherwise the parallel distribution between these items would be letf unexplained. 

(48) A comparative study of binding phenomena in Hungarian and Basque would be very useful, because 
these phenomena display a similar distribution in these languages (I am indebted to J oseba Abaitua, Bernard 
Oyhar~abal, and Georges Rebuschi for discussion and data). 

Reflexive binding (cf. (i», the binding between a pair of names (cf. (ii», and the distribution of bound 
pronouns (c:f. (iii» yield subject (ERG)-object (ABS) asymmetries in Basque as well: 

(i) a, Elkar ikusi dugu guk (ii) a. Mayiren amak Mayi maite dtt 
each other-ABS seen Aux we-ERG Mary-GEN mother-ERG Mary-ABS loved Aux 
'We have seen each other.' 'Mary's mother loves Mary.' 

b, *Elkarrek ikusi gaitu gu b. ??Mayik Mayiren ama maite du 
each other-ERG seen Aux we-ABS Mary-ERG Mary-GEN mother-ABS loved Aux 

Just as in Hungarian, reflexive binding and the binding relation between a pair of names in Basque resist 
scrambling, unlike bound pronouns. (Wh-phrases in Basque must appear in the fixed Focus position left-ad
jacent to the v~rb (<;C. De Rijk 1978). Compare: 

(iii) a. Nork ikusi du bere ama? c. *Bere amak nor ikusi du? 
who-ERG seen Aux his mother-ABS' his mother-ERG who-ABS seen Aux 
'Who sees his mother?' *'Who does his mother see?' 

b. *Ikre ama nark ikusi du? d. *Nor ikusi du bere amak? 

Pronominal noncoreference with possessive NPs proouces a subject-object symmetry, comparable to Hungarian: 
(iv) a. *B{lrak maite du Mayiren ama b. *Bera maite du Mayiren amak 

she-llRG loved Aux Mary-GEN mother-ABS she-ABS loved Aux Mary-GEN mother-ERG 
*'SIJ<I!oves Mary's mother.' 'Mary's mother loves her. ' 

Joseba Abaitlla (personal communication) has informed me that scrambling of the possessive NP in front 
of the pronoun wt)<lkens pronominal noncoreference: 

(v) a. ??MlUiren ama berak maite du b. ??Mayiren amak hera maite du 
Mary~GEN mother-ABS she-ERG loved Aux Mary-GEN mother-ERG she-ABS loved Aux 

It vanishes completely when the name is embedded in structures with a higher degree of embedding than 
possessive NPs like embedded clauses: 

(vi) a. (Bfflitok kanratzeko) herari eskatu diogu 
B~nlto-ERG sing-NOMI-ko he-DAT asked Aux 
'For 8enito to sing, we asked him himself' 

b. Uste dut [Patxi berandu etorriko dela} 
think-ARG lsg Aux Patxi-ABS late come Aux..y,mp 
berak esan duela 
he-ERG said Aux-Comp 
'I think that Ptttxi will arrive lare, he himself said it.' 

c. fMirenek Joni bidali zion eskutir~a] ez du berak oraindik irakurri 
Mimn-ERG John-DAT sent Aux-relletter-,ABS NEG Aux he-ERG yet' read 
'The letter that Miren sent toJohn, he h~ not read (it) yet.' 

Especially thl; parallel between Hungarian and 13;asque with pronominal noncoreference is very inte~{lSc 
ting. In Basque, similar to Hungarian, a subject-object symmetry appears when the relative depth of emb"d
ding is low, otherwise a subject-object asymmetry appears. 
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noncoreference. The former, which yields subject-object asymmetries, may be captured 
in terms of a structural condition like Binding Principle C. The latter, on the other 
hand, is subsumed by Koster's (1987) discourse account of this phenomenon. 

A prediction of this account, namely, that obligatory pronominal noncoreference 
vanishes with a relatively higher degree of embedding, is borne out in Hungarian as 
well. Hence, it is flexible enough to cover both subject-object symmetries and sub
ject-object asymmetries.49 From this, I conclude that subject-object symmetries with 
some cases of pronominal noncoreference do not motivate the assignment of a flat 
sentence structure to Hungarian. Likewise, subject-object asymmetries with Bin
ding Principle C can be seen as evidence against such an analysis, and as support for 
the configurational approach. 

5.4.3. Some Residual Symmetries 

This section investigates the following two subject-object symmetries in Hunga
rian, involving the absence of superiority effects (cf. section 5.4.3.1.) and the symmetries 
with the Topicalization of universal quantifiers (cf. section 5.4.3.2). These symmetries 
differ from the epiphenomenal symmetries discussed in the preceding section in that 
the latter have exactly, or almost exactly the same shape as in established configura
tional languages. In contrast to the epiphenomenal symmetries, they have a somew
hat different form. It seems reasonable, as an initial working hypothesis, to relate these 
residual symmetries to a specific property of the syntax of Hungarian. It appears that 
an appropriate candidate for this is the recursive CP in Hungarian (cf. 2.2.3.(1). 

5.4.3.1. The Absence of Superiority Effects 

Let us consider, again, 5.2.4.(1) and (2), that display the dichotomy between En
glish and Hungarian with superiority effects. 

The sentences in (1) exemplify that in English an object Wh-phrase, unlike a 
subject Wh-phrase, may not be preposed to the Spec of CP in a multiple Wh-ques
tion. Hence, the ungrammaticality of (lb): 

(1) a. Who has said what b. *What has who said 

In Hungarian multiple Wh-questions, on the other hand, an object Wh-phrase 
may precede a subject Wh-phrase (cf. (2b»:50 

(49) Platero (1978) and Hale (1988) observe that pronominal noncoreference in Navaho always displays 
subject·object symmetries. A name in an embedded clause may always be coreferential with a non-overt sub
ject, or object pronoun. Jelinek (1985; 1988) and Speas (1986) argue that this is due to the fact that NPs in 
that language are adjunCtS that bind an A-position in Aux. Binding theory refers only to A-positions. 

(SO) The same appears in embedded clauses: 
(i) a. Nem tudom hogy ki mit mondott? 

not know-ARG 1sg that who what-ACC said-AGR3sg 
'I do not know who said what?' 

b. Nem tudom hogy mit ki mondott? 
not know-ARG lsg that what-ACC who said-AGR3sg 
*'1 do not know what who said?' 
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(2) a. Ki mit mondott 
who what-ACC said-AGR3sg 
'Who said what' 

b. Mit ki mondott 
what-ACC who said-AGR3sg 
'Who said what' 

221 

'For which x, xa person, for which y, 
y a statement, x said y.' 

'For which y, y a statement, for 
which x, x a person, x said y.' 

Before we present an analysis of this dichotomy between English and Hungarian, 
let us first consider multiple Wh-questions in Dutch, and Frisian, both established 
configurational languagues. 

In Dutch or Frisian, superiority effects are absent. 51 Consider the Dutch counter
parts of the English sentences in (1): 

(3) a. Wie heeft wat gezegd 
who has what said 

b. Wat heeft wie gezegd 
what has who said 

Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) has informed me that Frisian is the 
same in this respect: 

(4) a. Wa sei wat 
who said what 

b. Wat sei wa 
what said who 

The (b)-sentences in (3) and (4) show that an object Wh-phrase may be fronted 
in Dutch and Frisian multiple Wh-questions over a subject Wh-phrase, unlike in 
English (1b). This patterning of these questions in Dutch and Frisian implies that 
the absence of superiority effects in Hungarian cannot count as decisive evidence for 
the claim that the phrase structure of that language is non-configurational. 

Furthermore, there is also a dichotomy between the Hungarian multiple Wh
questions on the one hand, and the English, Dutch and Frisian multiple Wh-ques
tions on the other hand. The Wh-phrases in Hungarian are 'stacked' preverbally, but 
in the other languages one of the Wh-phrases has to remain in-situ. 52 Below I will 
argue that this dichotomy is related to the fact that the CP has a different structure 
in these languages. 

Let us present now an analysis of superiority effects in English. Before we do so, 
we must first determine how Wh-phrases are assigned scope. 

Following Baker (1970), I will assume that all cases of scope-assignment for Wh
phrases involve coindexing with an abstract scope marker Q. This marker is base-gen
erated in the [Spec, CP] position. The representati.ons of overt Wh-movement and 
Wh in-situ in this system are as follows: 

(5) a. [cp Qi [Wh-phrase]i hp ... ti ... ]] b. [cp Qi [IP ... [Wh-phrase1i, .. ]] 

In both cases, scope-assignment to the Wh-phrase depends on its relation with 
the scope marker Q, The difference between (5a) and (5b) is that the content of the 

(51) Haider (1989) observes that superiority effects may be absent from German as well: 
(i) a. Wer hat was gekauft? b. WaJ hat wer gekauft? 

who has what bought What has who bought 
(52) This phenomenon is also attested in some other languages, like Basque (cf. Occiz de Urbina 1986), 

Bulgarian (cf. Rudin 1982), Georgian (cf. Harris 1981), Polish (cf. Wachowicz 1974), Czech (cf. Toman 
1982), Romani (cf. McDaniel 1986) and Romanian (cf. Comorovski 1986). There is an East European sprach
bund with respect to multiple Wh-questions (cf. Pesetsky 1987 for discussion). 
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Wh-phrase is adjacent to Q in the former, but not in the latter. Therefore, these cases 
represent a different type of binding relation. 

In (5a), the Wh-trace must be linked to its overt antecedent. We defined the 
Binding Principle for Wh-phrases as in 5.4.2.3.(6), here repeated as (6): 

(6) Binding Principle for Wh-traces: Wh-traces are bound in the minimal maximal do
main of their governor (if it contains an antecedent) 

In (5b), however, the Wh in-situ must be linked to Q. I will assume that the 
Binding Principle for Wh in-situ is as in (7): 

(7) Binding Principle for Wh in-situ: Wh in-situ is bound in the minimal maximal do
main of its governor (if it contains a Q marker) 

Having settled the scope-assignment for Wh-phrases, let us reconsider the En
glish sentence (la), here repeated as (8): 

(8) [cp WhOi [IP ti has [vp said what]] 

The subject Wh-phrase who is moved to the Spec of CP, whereas the object Wh
phrase what remains in its base-generated position. The domain of the subject in En
glish, a language with strong I, is IP. The domain of the object, on the other hand, is 
CP (cf. S.4.2.3.(5a». 

The object Wh-phrase is a Wh in-situ, and therefore it must be linked to Q in 
the Spec of CPo This linking may be established because the domain of the object is 
CPo Hence, the Binding Principle for Wh in-situ is satisfied in (8). Consider now the 
binding of the Wh-trace in subject position. 

The domain of the subject is IP in English. In this domain, there is no antece
dent available for the Wh-trace. Hence, the Binding Principle (6) for Wh-traces is 
violated. However, (8) is grammatical. This principle can only be satisfied if the mov
ed Wh-phrase in the [Spec, CP] functions as the antecedent for the subject trace. In 
that case, the domain of this trace must be stretched from IP to CPo Obviously, this 
has indeed applied in (8). The question then arises why do moved Wh-phrases have 
this property? 

The canonical operator position for Wh-phrases in English is the [Spec, CP]. 
Thus, moved Wh-phrases must land in that position. A maximal projection can only 
be set up if it has a lexical head, otherwise it coincides with the projection it directly 
dominates because of L-containment (cf. 2.2.2.(37». Therefore, the [Spec, CP] posi
tion can only be determined if the CP is projected. In order to accomplish this, the 
CP must have a lexical head (cf. 2.2.2.(3». This lexical head is provided by mov
ement of I to C. This hypothesis is supported by the following pair: 

(9) a. *[cp Whati [rp he has [vp done ti]]] b. [cp Whati hasj [IP he tj [vp done ti]]] 

Observe from this pair that the auxiliary has must move from its base-generated 
I-position to the C-position when Wh-movement has applied (cf. (9b), otherwise the 
sentence is ruled out (cf. (9a». 
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In sum, obligatorily filling the [Spec, CP] by a Wh-phrase triggers I-to-C mov
ement.53 Hence, the structure of (8) is actually as in (10): 

(10) [cp Whoj hasj [IP tj tj [VP said what]] 

Suppose, now, that' a concomitant of this movement is that the domain of the 
subject is extended. By this movement, the IP is robbed of its lexical head, which 
turns it into a 'defective' projection. Therefore, the subject position is accessible for 
the Wh-phrase in the Spec of CPo As a result, the Binding Principle for Wh-traces is 
satisfied, and (10) is grammatical. Let us consider now (lb). 

This sentence has the following structure: 

(11) *[cp whatj hasj [IP who tj [VP said tj ]] 

The object Wh-phrase what has moved to the Spec of CPo For reasons outlined 
above, this triggers I-to-C movement of the auxiliary has. The subject Wh-phrase 
who, on the other hand; remains in-situ. The object Wh-trace does not violate Bind
ing Principle (6), because its Wh-antecedent is in its minimal maximal domain, the 
CPo The subject Wh in-situ, however, cannot be linked to its Q marker in the Spec 
of CP, since the domain of the subject is IP in English. Obviously, subject Wh in
situ, unlike subject Wh-movement, does not have the ability to stretch the domain 
of the subject. To say the same thing otherwise, subject Wh in-situ prevents the 
IP from becoming a transparent domain. Hence, the Binding Principle (7) for Wh 
in-situ is violated, and (11) is ruled out. 

Let us' turn now to a discussion of why superiority effects are absent from Dutch 
and Frisian? 

These languages have in common with English that the canonical position for 
Wh-phrases is the Spec of CPo There is only one such position available. Therefore, 
in multiple Wh-questions only one of the Wh-phrases may appear in that position: 

(12) a. [cp Wiej heeft [IP ti [VP wat gezegd]]] b. [cp wafi heeft [Ip wie [vp ti gezegd]]] 

I is weak in Dutch, and in Frisian. In languages with weak I, the domain of the 
subject is identical with the domain of the object (cf. 5.4.2.3. (5b», namely CPo 
Therefore, in these sentences no binding theory violations occur. 

In (12a), the object Wh-phrase in-situ wat may be linked to its Q antecedent in 
[Spec, CP], and in (l2b) the subject Wh-phrase in-situ wie may be too. Hence, no 
violation of Binding Principle (7) for Wh in-situ arises. The subject trace in (12a) is 
bound by its Wh-antecedent in the Spec of CPo This is also the case with the object 
Wh-trace in (12b). Hence, the Binding Principle for Wh-traces(6) is also satistfied. 
This causes then the absence of superiority effects in Dutch, or Frisian. Let us now 
consider the absence of this phenomena in Hungarian. 

(53) I-to-C movement applies also in English yeslno questions: 
(i) [cp Willj [IP John tj {VP buy this book}}] 

With Kosmeijer (1988), I will assume that a question marker Q occupies the {Spec, CP} in this construc
tion. However, this position can only be projected if the CP has a lexical head. Hence, I-to-C movement. 
Thus the motivation for this movement in yeslno questions is the same as for Wh-questions. 
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Wh-phrases in Hungarian must occur in the [Spec, CP] as well (cf. section 
2.2.2.). The only difference between Dutch or Frisian on the one hand and Hunga
rian on the other hand with multiple Wh-questions is that Wh-phrases in Hunga
rian are stacked preverbally. This implies that in Hungarian, in contrast to Germa
nic languages, several Spec of CP positions are accessible for Wh-phrases. I will as
sume that this is due to the fact that CP in Hungarian is recursive within CP (cf. 
2.2.3.(1». Hence, all Wh-phrases in Hungarian are adjacent to their Q marker. 

Therefore, the sentences in (2) display the following structure: 

(13) a. [cp Kij [cp milk mandatti [vP tj [VP Ik til]]] 
b. [cp Milk [cp kij mandatti [VP ti [VP Ik til]]] 

The lower [C, CP] in these sentences is filled by V-to-C movement, and the Specs 
of CP are filled by overt Wh-movements. 

Let us determine now why Hungarian lacks superiority effects. I is weak in Hun
garian, as in Dutch and Frisian. Therefore, the domain of the subject traces is the 
same as the domain of the object traces. Hence, these traces are both bound in their 
minimal maximal domain, the CP. Hence, no violation of the Binding Principle for 
Wh-traces appears. 

We expect that superiority effects in English will also show up when the object 
Wh-phrase is replaced by an adjunct Wh-phrase. Compare the following pairs: 

(14) a. [cp Whoj hasi [IP ti ti [vP [vP come] when]]] 
b. *[cp Whenj hasi [IP who ti [vP [vP come] ti]]] 

(15) a. [cp Whoj hasj IIp ti tj [vP [vP lived] where]]] 
b. *[cp Wherei hasj [IP who ti [vP [vP lived] tjl]] 

Adjuncts, like when and where, are governed by V, and thus their minimal maxi
mal domain is CP (cf. section 5.4.2.3.), similarly to objects. Hence, the explanation 
for the dichotomy between the (a)-phrases and (b)-phrases in these pairs is the same 
as for the dichotomy between (la) and (lb). In Dutch (cf. (16), Frisian (cf. (17», and 
Hungarian (cf. (18», on the other hand, a symmetry arises with the counterparts of 
these cases: ' 

(16) a. [cp Wiei iSj [IP tj [vp' wanneer [vP gekomen q]]]] 
who is when come 

b. [cp Wanneerj iSi [IP wie [vP tj [vP gekomen ti]]]] 
a'. [cp Wiej heefti [IP tj [vP waar [vP gewoond q]]]] 

who has where lived 
b'. [cp Waarj heefti [rp wie [VP ti [VP gewoond til]]] 

(17) a. [cp War iSj [VP ti [VP wannear [vP kommen tjm] 
who is when come 

b. [cp Wanneari iSi (vP wa [VP tj [VP kommen tim] 
a', [cp Wai hatj [vp tj [vp wer [vP wenne tj]]]] 

who has where lived 
b'. [cp Werj hatj [vp wa [VP tj [VP wenne tjm] 

The only difference between Dutch and Frisian on the one hand and Hungarian 
on the other hand is, again, that in the Hungarian equivalents both Wh-phrases 
must be fronted: 
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(18) a. [cp Kii [cp mikOYk jottj [VP ti [VP tk [vP tjm]] 
who when came 

b. [cp MikOYk [CP kii jottj [VP ti [vP [vP tk tjm]] 
a'. [cp Kii [CP holk lakottj [vP ti [VP tk [vP tj]]]]] 

who where lived 
b'. [cp Holk [cp kii lakottj [VP ti [VP tk [vP tj ]m] 
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Furthermore, we expect that the only cases in which English patterns the same as 
the other Germanic languages and Hungarian is when both Wh-phrases are governed 
by the verb. This appears, for example, with an object and an adjunct Wh-phrase. 
Compare English (cf. (19», Dutch (cf. (20», Frisian (cf. (21), and Hungarian (cf. (22»: 

(19) a. [cp Whati didj [IP you tj [VP [vP see til where]]]] 
b. [cp Wherei didj [rp you tj [VP [vP see what] ti]]]] 

(20) a. [cp Wafi hebj [IP jii [vP waar [VP fi gezien til]]] 
what have you where seen 

b. [cp Waari hebj [IP jij [vP ti [VP wat gezien tj]]]] 

(21) a. [cp Wati hasti [vP wannear [VP ti sjoen til]] 
what have-you where seen 

b. [cp Wanneari hasti [VP fi [VP wat sjoen tj]]] 

(22) a. [cp Miti [cp holk lawilj [vP tk [VP ti r;]]]] 
what-ACC where saw-AGR2sg 

b. [cp Holi [cp mitk limitj [VP ti [VP tk tjm] 

In these pairs the local domain for both the object Wh-phrase and the adjunct Wh
phrase is CPo Therefore, in all cases the Binding Principles for Wh-traces and Wh in
situ is respected. Hence, this yields in all languages a object-adjunct symmetry. 

Another case in which both Wh-phrases are governed by the verb is provided by 
the prepositional double object constructions with to-phrases. Following Kayne (1984, 
chapter seven), I will assume that these constructions have the following structure: 

(23) [vP [v' V NP] to NP] 

Kayne (1984: 190) notes that the contrast between the following pair is less 
sharp than in (1) (bracketing is mine):s4 

(24) a. [cP Who(m)i didj [IP you tj [vP [v' give what] to til]] 
b. [cp Whati didj [IP you tj [vp [v' give til to who(m)]]] 

(54) Joseph Aoun (personal communication) informs me that with the 'bare' double object construction, 
however, an asymmetry turns up: 

(i) a. *£Cp Who(m)j did {IP you (yp give {s ti what}}}} 
b .. kp Whatj did [IP you [yp give rs who(m) tim) 

Suppose this construction is a small clause, as suggested in Kayne (1984, chapter seven), having a 'V rs 
NP-NP}' structure. Suppose furthermore that its head is the accusative NP. In that case, the accusative NP, 
unlike the dative NP, is governed by V under head-government in the sense of Belletti and Rizzi (1982). As a 
result, the minimal maximal domain of this ~P is stretched to CPo Therefore, the contrast between (ia) and 
(ib) is due to the dative NP. It falls into place if the subject of a small clause without a lexical head is accessi
ble for government by a higher V. Hence, the Binding Principle (7) for Wh in-situ is respected in (ib) but not 
the Binding Principle (6) for Wh-traces in (ia). This yields the ungrammatical result in (ia). 
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According to the government definition 2.2.2.(40), both the direct object and in
direct object are governed by V in these sentences. Hence, their local domain is CPo 
Therefore, no binding theory violation occurs in (24). 

Multiple Wh-questions with double object constructions are grammatical in 
Dutch (cf. (25», Frisian (d. (26», and Hungarian (cf. (27», as expected:55 

(25) a. [cp (Aan) wiej hebj [IP jij [vP tj [v' wat gegeven tj]m 
to who have you what given 

b. [cp Watj hebj [IP jij [vp (aan) wie [V' tj gegeven tj]]]] 

(26) a. [cp (Dan) wai hastj [vP tj [v' wat jun tj]]] 
to who have-you what given 

b. [cp Wati hastj [VP (oan) wa [v' ti jun tjm 

(27) a. [cp Kineki [cp milk adtalj [VP ti [v' Ik tjl]]] 
who-DAT what-ACC gave-AGR2sg 

b. [cp Mit; [kinekk adtalj [vp Ik [v' ti tjlm 

In sum, I noted that superiority conditions are violated in uncontroversial con
figurational languages like Dutch or Frisian. Hence, the absence of these effects in 
Hungarian cannot count as an argument in favor of a non-configurational phrase 
structure of that language. I related the presence of these phenomena in English ver
sus their absence in Dutch, Frisian, or Hungarian to a difference in the phrase struc
ture of these languages. 

I is strong in English. Therefore, the domain of the subject differs from the do
main of the object. An exception to this is overt Wh-movement. Application of this 
rule triggers domain stretching of the subject from IP to CPo Subject Wh in-situ 
lacks this ability. Therefore, a binding theory violation occurs with the latter, yield
ing a subject-object asymmetry. 

In languages with weak I, on the other hand, like Dutch, Frisian or Hungarian, 
both the subject and the object have the same domain, the CPo Hence, both Wh
traces and Wh in-situ can be related to their antecedent in the Spec of CPo There
fore, no superiority effects arise in these languages. 

The only difference between Dutch and Frisian on the one hand and Hungarian 
on the other hand, is that the Germanic languages, contrary to Hungarian, have only 
one canonical operator position for Wh-phrases available, the [Spec, CP]. In Hunga
rian, however, CP is recursive within CPo Therefore, all Wh-phrases may be adjacent 
to their scope marker in the Spec of CPo 

Let us consider now the Topicalization of universal quantifiers. 

5.4.3.2. Topicalization of Universal Quantifiers 

E. Kiss (1987a: 29) has noted that TopicaJization is known to be incompatible 
with universal quantification. E. Kiss argues that if a language has both sentence-ini
tial subjects and objects, and sentence-initial subjects can be universally quantified, 
while sentence-initial objects cannot, it follows that such objects are locat.ed under a 

(55) Because of the fact that with these double object constructions a symmetry appears, there is no 
reason to assume that they are small clauses, like bare double object constructions in English (cf. note 54). 
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Topic node different from the subject position. According to E. Kiss, this dichotomy 
turns up in languages in which the subject and object have a non-parallel distribu
tion (like Italian) but not in languages which display a parallel distribution of sub
ject and object. 

Consider the Hungarian sentences in (1) (' indicates primary stress): 

(1) a. Jinos felhfvott 'mindenkit telefonon 
John up-called everyone-ACC phone-SUPER 
'John has phoned everyone.' 

b. Mindenkit felhfvott Janos telefonon 
everyone-ACC up-called John phone-SUPER 

c. Mindenki felhivta Janost telefonon 
everyone up-called John-ACC phone-SUPER 
'Everyone has phoned John.' 

d. Janost mindenki felhfvta telefonon 
John-ACC everyone up-called phone-SUPER 

In Hungarian, an object universal quantifier may be topicalized (cf. (2b)), similar 
to an object name (cf. (2d)). 

E. Kiss concludes from the fact that Hungarian has both sentence-initial subjects 
and objects (cf. (2b) and (2c)) which may be universally quantified that the subject 
and object are structurally equally prominent. However, the occurrence of this phe
nomenon in established configurational languages like Dutch or Frisian falsifies this 
conclusion. 

Compare, for example, the Dutch equivalents of (1): 

(2) a. Jan heeft iedereen gebeld 
John has everyone phoned 

c. Iedereen heeft Jan gebeld 
everyone has John phoned 

b. Iedereen heeft Jan gebeld 
'John has phoned everyone.' 

d. Jan heeft iedereen gebeld 
'Everyone has phoned John.' 

Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) has brought to my attention that Fri
sian patterns exactly like Dutch in this respect: 

(3) a. Jelle hat elke mien skille 
Jelle has everyone phoned 

c. Elke mien hat Jelle ski lIe 
everyone has John phoned 

b. Bike mien hat Jelle skille 
'Jelle has phoned everyone.' 

d. Jelle hat elke mien skille 
'Everyone has phoned John.' 

The (b)- and (dFsentences in (2) and (3) show that Topicalization from object po
sition of universal quantifiers yields a grammatical result, just as the Topicalization 
of names, in both Dutch and Frisian. 

Let us first analyze Topicalization in Dutch.56 According to Koster (1978; 1987: 
43-44), a topicalized phrase in Dutch is an NP in the configuration [13 NP CPl. Kos
ter further argues that Topicalization is generalized in Dutch, because ordinary clauses 
are in fact topicalized constructions. Therefore, (2a) has the following structure: 

(56) Jarich Hoekstra (personal communication) has pointed out to me that Koster's (1978) analysis for 
Topicalization in Dutch may be extended to Frisian. 
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(4) Jan [cp Oldie heeft [Ip t [vp iedereen gebeld]]] 
John that has everyone phoned 
'John has phoned everyone.' 

In this construction, the open clause is predicated over the topic Jan. This rela
tion is established by linking the topic NP with either an empty operator 0 or a d
pronoun in the [Spec, CP] that binds the trace position. 

Eric Hoekstra (personal communication) informs me that the empty operator 
may only be realized as a d-pronoun if the topic NP is referential. With fronted 
quantifiers, it may not be spelled out. Compare (4) and (5): 

(5) a. *Niemand die ken ik c. *Iedereen die ken ik d. *Wie die ken ik 
Noone that know I Everyone that know I who that know I 

The complementary distribution between the overt alternant of the empty opera
tor and fronted quantifiers suggest that these quantifiers are adjacent to 0 in these 
cases. They occupy themselves the [Spec, CP] position, the canonical position for 
operators. Hence, the sentences in (5) have the following configuration: 

(6) [cp 0 Niemandliedereenlwie ken [IP ik [vp tm 

So the Topicalization of names and universal quantifiers is allowed in Dutch, be
cause the empty operator in topicalized constructions may indirectly be bound by 
names, via predication, or directly by the fronted quantifiers themselves, via ~ove
ment of these quantifiers to [Spec, CPl. 

Let us now examine topicalization phenomena in Hungarian. Universal quanti
fiers may only appear postverbally when they are stressed (cf. (Ia)). In the unmarked 
order, they occupy a position in the preverbal Quantifier Field (cf. 2.2.2.(28£)), as 
can be observed from the following alternant of (la): 

(7) Janos mindenkit felhfvott telefonon 
John everyone-ACC up-called phone-SUPER 

This is further supported by the fact that topicalized universal quantifiers may 
only precede focussed lexical NPs, otherwise the result is ungrammatical. Hence, In
version between the finite verb and its prefix applies obligatorily with the order [Q 
NP[ + lexical] prefix V[ +finite]] (cf. 3.2.2.(28e)). Compare the following pairs with 
alternants of (Ia) and (Ie): 

(8) a. *Mindenkit Janos Jelhfvott telefonon 
everyone-ACCJohn up-called phone-SUPER 

h. Mindenkit JANOS hfvottJel telefonon 

(9) a. *Mindenki Janost Jelhfvta telefonon 
everyone John-ACC up-called phone-SUPER 

h. Mindenki JANOST hfvta Jel telefonon 

Thus, these pairs support the hypothesis that preverbal universal quantifiers are 
in the Quantifier Field. . 
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Recall that the Quantifier Field is accommodated by the CP, because CP is recur
sive within CP (cf. 2.2.3.(1». As a consequence, topicalized object universal quantifiers 
occupy a [Spec, CP] position. Hence, (lb) and (ld) display the following st;rucrure: 

(10) a. [cP OJ Mindenkitj felhivotq [vp Janos [vp telefonon tj tjm 
everyone-ACC up-called John phone-SUPER 

b. Janostk [cp Ok [cP OJ mindenkii felhivtaj [vp ti [VP tk tilm 
John-ACC everyone up-called 

In fact, topicalized universal quantifiers are adjacent to the empty operator in 
[Spec, CP], just as their counterparts in Dutch (cf. (6». Furthermore, (lOb) demons
trates that Topicalization in Hungarian may even apply multiply, similarly to Wh
movement (cf. preceding section). This is a consequence of the fact that the CP is re
cursive within CP generating multiple operator positions. Therefore, topicalized 
phrases may all be adjacent to their empty operators, just as Wh-phrases may all be 
adjacent to their scope markers. 

In conclusion, universal quantifiers in Hungarian may always be topicalized. 
This phenomenon is, however, also attested in other uncontroversial configurational 
languages, like Dutch or Frisian. Therefore, it cannot be explained in Hungarian by 
assuming that the subject and object are structurally equally prominent. 

Topicalized universal quantifiers must be adjoined to [Spec, CP] which is due to 
the requirement that fronted universal quantifiers must occupy the canonical opera
tor position, i.e. [Spec, CP]. This requirement is satisfied in Dutch, Frisian and 
Hungarian. Hungarian differs from the Germanic languages in that it allows mul
tiple Topicalization. This is caused by the fact that Hungarian, unlike these languages, 
displays freedom of CP recursion, which provides multiple operator positions in that 
language. 

5.5. Summary 

Recapitulating, in this chapter I have evaluated the subject-object symmetries 
and the subject-object asymmetries appearing in Hungarian. The latter phenomena 
provide empirical evidence for the hypotheses that its syntax is configurational, and 
that it meets the principle of binary branching (cf. 5.1.(2». This implies that the 
phrase structure of Hungarian has a VP. 

If this is indeed correct, then the occurrence of subject-object symmetries is 
somewhat unexpected. However, I argued that these phenomena do not motivate the 
relaxation of subcomponents such as the Projection Principle, government theory or 
X' -theory. As a working strategy, I divided them into two groups. 

(i) Subject-object symmetries which also appear in uncontroversial configuratio
nal languages. I referred to this group as the epiphenomenal symmetries. (ii) Subject-ob
ject symmetries which may occur in other configurational languages as well,. but 
which have a somewat different shape in those languages than in Hungarian. I refer
red to this group as residual symmetries. 

The epiphenomenal symmetries may be further divided into two subgroups. 
(A) Subject-object symmetries which appear in all established configurational lan

guages. These phenomena involve compositional a-assignment to the object, the for
mation of idioms, and violation of phenomena subsumed under Binding Principle C. 
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(B) Some subject-object symmetries in Hungarian also occur in established con
figurationallanguages such as Dutch or Frisian, but not in English. Thel!(1 phenomena 
involve the absence of verb-object adjacency, the lack of VP-deletion, and the absence 
of that-trace effects. The lack of verb-object adjacency falls out from a theory of V
movement, and adjunction. The dichotomy between these languages with respect to 
VP-deletion is related to the status of the I-node. I is strong in English, but not in 
Dutch, Frisian or Hungarian. A strong I, unlike a weak I, has the ability to license 
the VP when VP-deletion applies. Finally, the dichotomy between the~~ languages 
with that-trace effects is due to the scope of the subject domain. In langlJases with a 
weak I, in contrast to languages with a strong I, the domairi of the subj@("t coincides 
with the domain of the object. Hence, that-trace effects appear in English, but not in 
Dutch, Frisian, and Hungarian. 

The residual symmetries involve the lack of superiority effects, a.f!.g the pos
sibility to topicalize universal quantifiers in Hungarian. These phel1pmena also 
occur in established configurational languages such as Dutch, or Frhiian, but 
they have a somewhat different shape. The parallelism between, say Dutch and 
Hungarian shows that these phenomena do not offer convincing evidence for a 
non-configurational approach. The reason why these phenomena have ii different 
shape in these languages is due to a particular property of Hungaflan phrase 
structure. 

In Hungarian, the CP is recursive within CPo Therefore, in that langyage there 
are infini.tely many [Spec, CP] positions accessible to operators, whereas ig Dutch or 
Frisian there is only one canonical operator position. As a consequence, Wh-phrases 
are stacked preverbally, and multiple Topicalization is allowed in Hungari~. This is 
not the case in Dutch or Frisian. 

In conclusion, it seems to me that the evidence presented in this chapter unam
biguously demonstrates that the phrase structure of Hungarian is confi&~rational. 
A misleading conception of the phrase structure of that language has arisen by 
comparing Hungarian with English. It has gone unnoticed, however, that the posi
tion of English in, for example, the Germanic languages is rather unique, since not 
all Germanic languages have rigid word order, that-trace effects, superiori~y effects, 
and so on. By making a comparative study of Hungarian and other Germanic lan
guages like Dutch or Frisian, we receive a radically different picture of i~s phrase 
structure. 

A non-configurational approach of Hungarian is easily falsified. Inst~lld of this 
apparent typology based on the presence or absence of the VP, a rather: different 
typology emerges. This typology has to do with the strength of I. 

Languages may vary in the lexical realization of this node. There may be lexical 
material available to fill I, or such material may be absent. Languages of the former 
type display a strong I, whereas languages of the latter type have a weak 1. In En
glish, for example, I is strong. In Dutch, Frisian and Hungarian, on the other hand, 
I is weak. This yields the IP-parameter involving at least the following typology (cf. 
also chapter two): 
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(1) 
V-to-C movement 
verb-object adjacency 
VP-deletion 
that-trace effects 
superiority effects 

strong I weak I 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
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An interesting consequence of the IP-parameter is that it establishes a correlation 
between totally different phenomena in unrelated languages. Hungarian happens to 
fall into the same subtype as the Germanic languages Dutch or Frisian. This alone 
justifies, in my view; a further exploration of this parameter. 





6. Wh-STRATEGIES IN HUNGARIAN 

6. L Introduction 

This chapter discusses strategies of long Wh-movement in Hungarian. Before doing 
so, let us first consider some properties of this phenomenon in English. 

Compare the following paradigm: 
(1) a. You think that Mary saw John 

b. Who do you think t saw John? 
c. Who do you think that Mary saw t? 

(la) examplifies a declarative sentence with an embedded that-clause. This clause 
contains a subject NP and an object NP, namely Mary and John. In (lb), the former 
is questioned, and in (lc) the latter. Observe that the Wh-phrases are fronted into 
the matrix sentence. This type of construction has been referred to in the literature 
as long Wh-movement. 

Generally speaking, it applies only if the matrix verb is a so-called 'bridge-verb'. 
Bridge verbs belong semantically to the class of verbs of knowing, saying and 
perception. For example, the verb brag, unlike think in (1), does not qualify as a bridge 
for long Wh-movement. Compare (lb) and (2): 

(2) *Who did you brag t saw John? 

So, the questioning of an embedded NP in English takes place by applying long 
Wh-movement. The question arises whether other natural languages employ a simi
lar strategy. Let us therefore turn to Hungarian. 

The distribution of long Wh-movement is subject to dialectal variation (cf. sec
tion 5.3.7.1.). Roughly, there are two dialects, namely Hungarian I and Hungarian 
II. For speakers of the former, it is completely acceptable. Speakers of the latter, on 
the other hand, accept this phenomenon only quite marginally. It may appear that 
this dialectal variation is not so sharp as I suggest. However, a number of native
speakers consulted have great difficulties with overt long Wh-movement. Some of 
them reject it entirely. The question arises of course what the grammatical equiv
alent of long Wh-movement is for those speakers. 
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Consider the following pair: 
(3) a. Kit, gondolsz hogy Janos latott t? 

who-ACC think-AGR2sg that John saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think (that) John saw?' 

h. Mit gondolsz hogy Janos kit latott? 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think (that) John saw?' 

LAsZL6 MAUCZ 

(3a) is an instance of long Wh-movement. The embedded accusative Wh-phrase 
kit is fronted into the matrix clause. (4b) exemplifies the other strategy of question
ing an embedded NP. This strategy has first been observed in De Meij and Macicz 
(1986) who 'refer to it as the mit-strategy. The main characteristic of this strategy is 
that the embedded Wh-phrase in (4b) kit remains in the Focus-position of its own 
(embedded) clause. In the matrix sentence, a 'dummy' Wh-phrase appears, mit 
'what-ACe, which reflects the scope of the real Wh-phrase. 

Hungarian I employs long Wh-movement to question an embedded NP, similar 
to English. Hungarian II, on the other hand, does this with the help of the mit-stra
tegy. The following questions can be asked in connection with the two types ofWh
strategies: What are the consequences of the occurrence of these phenomena for the 
grammar of Hungarian and the theory of grammar in general? 

I will assume that this dialectal variation is due to a parameter, namely, the one 
which is responsible for th~ distinction between languages with overt Wh-move
ment like English and languages with a Wh in-situ strategy like Chinese and Japa
nese (cf. Huang 1982, Lasnik and Saito 1984, Chomsky 1986a: 75). Compare:l 

(4) +/-move Wh 

Hungarian I is specified positively for this parameter. Hen(:e, overt Wh-move
ment applies. Hungarian II, however, is specified negatively far (4), that is, overt 
movement is absent. If this parametric difference is real, we may expect that other 
phenomena are intrinsically dependent on the setting of this parameter. I will de
monstrate that this is the case with the verbal conjugation in multiple long Wh
movement, the distribution of parasitic gaps and resumptive pfonouns. 

The existence of the two Wh-strategies in Hungarian provides empirical evi
dence for the Correspondence Hypothesis: 

(5) Correspondence Hypothesis 
Whenever there is a syntactic reflex of the assignment of (wide) scope, the depen
dency involved and long Wh-movement obey the same f!>nditions on govern
ment and bounding 

A consequence of this a hypothesis is that there is no need to postulate a separate 
level for. the representation of scope known as Logical Form <LF) in the linguistic 
literature. However, the unification between overt long Wh-movement and Wh in
situ has, somewhat disappointingly, hardly been a major tenet of research in recent 
years. Rather, on the basis of the observation made by Huang (1982) that Wh in
situ in Chinese does not obey locality conditions, it has generally been assumed that 

(1) I do not attribute independent status to move a, as I argued in conne~tioq with split constituents (cf. 
section 4.6.). With Koster (1987: 34), I will assume that move a is essentially a SI!!?case of a general transfer 
mechanism which transmits Case and lexical content, but no a-role. 
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wide scope-assignment is not restricted by Subjacency. Thus, the fact that this prin
ciple is not operative atLF has beel;l taken as argument for its independent existence. 
Correspondence effects in Hungarian, however, seem to argue against this. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2. discusses the proper
ties oflong Wh-movement. Section 6.3. argues that it is a strictly local phenomenon 
which applies in a successive cyclic fashion. The following facts will be shown to 
support this: Overt long Wh-movement is sanctioned by bridge verbs, it may not 
violate island conditions, it leaves a Wh-trace, and it lacks that-trace effects. 

Section 6.4. will propose an analysis of long Wh-movement. Section 6.5. deals 
with the properties of the mit-strategy. Section 6.6. will present an analysis of this 
strategy with its correspondence effects. Section 6.7. investigates some consequences 
of these different Wh-strategies. The parameter +/-move Wh empirically involves 
some other unbounded dependencies across languages which apply successive cyclicly. 
Conceptually itbears on the relation between long distance movement and the Pro
jection Principle. Finally, section 6.8. presents some remarks about the status of LF 
in a theory of grammar. 

6.2. Long Wh-mrwem,nt in Hungarian 

This section examines overt long Wh-movement in Hungarian, as opposed to the 
mit-strategy (cf. section 6.5.). I will heavily rely on the observations made in Hor
vath (1981, 1986: chapter four) and E. Kiss (1981, 1985, 1987: chapter three). 

Consider the following sentences: 

(1) a. Kit gondolsz· *(hogy) t latta Janost? 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that saw-AGR3sg-def John-ACC 
'Who do you think (*that) sawJohn?' 

b. Kit gondolsz *(hogy) Janos latott t? 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef th8.t John saw-AGR3sg-indef 
'Who do you think (that) John saw?' 

(2) a. Melyikfitit gondolod *(hogy) t latta Janost? 
which boy-ACC think-AGR2sg-c;lef that saw-AGR3sg-def John-ACC 
Which boy do you think (*that) saw John?' 

b. Melyikfitit gondolod *(h08Y) Janos latta t? 
which boy-ACC think-AGR2sg·clef that John saw-AGR3sg-def 
'Which boy do you think (that) John saw?' 

These examples are instances oflong Wh-movem~nt. In (la) and (lb), the indefi
nite Wh-phrase ki is fronted, and in (2a) and (2b) the definite Wh-phrase melyik NP 
is fronted. Note that this phenomenon applies both with the subject (cf. (la), (2a» 
and with the object (cf. (lb), (2b» (cf. also seg~ipn 5,4.~.~,), 

The acceptability of these sentences is subjeq W flialeq~ variation. In fact, a num
ber of my informants hardly accept this st~tegy fo~f9,rPling ~mbedded Wh-question~ 
at all (cf. also Kom16sy 1986). However, from t~ lit~ramr~ jt is clear that these in§,: 
tances of long Wh-movement do occur. E. Kiss (1981) poin~s out that this phenom~,: 
non has even been discussed by traditional linguists, for instance by Zolnay (1926). 
The occurrence of long Wh-movement is especi~ly frequent in the spoken language 
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(cf. also De Groot 1981, Horvath 1981; 1986: ch.4, E. Kiss 1981; 1985; 1987: ch.3, 
Szalamin 1978, Szamosi 1976, and Anna Szabolcsi, personal communication). 

Let us turn to a discussion of the sentences above: I will discuss the following 
syntactic and semantic properties of long Wh-movement: 

(3) A. The obligatory presence of the complementizer 
B. The anticipatory pronoun corresponding to the clause from which extraction 

takes place may not be spelled out 
C. Case change of the Wh-moved subject 
D. Morphological adjustment of the matrix verb 
E. Long Wh-movement is an instance of long Focus-movement 
F. The gap at the extraction site must remain non-overt 
G. Long Wh-movement is allowed by bridge verbs 
H. The scope of moved Wh-phrases is its S-structure position 

(A) In «la), (lb» and «2a), (2b», the embedded nominative subject and the ac
cusative object Wh-phrase are extracted from the embedded clause. With long Wh
movement in Hungarian the complementizer hogy must be obligatorily present in or
der to avoid ungrammaticality (cf. section 5.4.2.3.). In English, however, the com
plementizer that must be dropped in case of subject-extraction, whereas the 
complementizer is optional with object-extraction (see, section 5.4.2.3. for an anal
ysis of this dichotomy).2 

(B) Consider the underlying representations of (1) and (2): 

(4) a. Gondolod azt [cp hogy ki hitta Jinost] 
think-AGR2sg that-ACC that who saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 

b. Gondolod azt [cp hogy Janos kit latott] 
think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

c. Gondolod azt [cp hogy me/yik flu hitta J anost] 
think-AGR2sg that-ACC that which boy saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 

d. Gondolod azt [cp hogy Janos me/yikfiut latta] 
think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John which boy-ACe saw-AGR3sg 

The matrix verb gondol subcategorizes for an accusative object, categorially a CPO 
Hogy-clauses cannot be base-generated in an A-position, because of the CRP (cf. 
4.5.(14». Hence, they are in a non-A-position and linked to a 'dummy' anticipatory 
pronoun that absorbs its Case- and a-features. In (4), the anticipatory pronoun az is 
therefore accusatively marked. Note now that the anticipatory pronoun may not be 
spelled out if an embedded NP is long Wh-moved: 

(5) a. *Kit gondolsz azt [cp hogy latta Janost 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 

b. *Kit gondolsz azt [cp hogy Janos Iatott] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John saw-AGR3sg 

(2) Aoun et al. (1987) report that the complementizer is optional in the intermediate clause with subject
extraction from a multiple embedded Wh-question: 

0) Who do you think lcp (that) Mary said lcp (*that) saw John]] 
In Hungarian, however. the complementizer must always be present, also in the counterpart of (i): 

(ii) Kit gondolsz J:a, *(hogy) Mari mondon kp *(hogy) latta Janost]] 
Who-ACC think-AGR2sg (hat Mary said-AGR3sg that saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 
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c. *Melyikfiut gondolod azt [cp hogy latta Janost] 
which boy-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 

d. *Melyikfiut gondolod azt [cp hogy Janos latta] 
boy-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John saw-AGR3sg 

(C) In Hungarian, subjects are in general nominatively marked (cf. 3.2. (7a)). An 
extracted embedded subject Wh7phrase ends up accusatively marked when it is 
moved (cf. section 5.3.7.1.). Thus, a nominative Wh-phrase undergoes a morpho
logical Case change, as may be observed from (la) and (2a). Non-nominative Wh
phrases, on the other hand, retain their cases during the derivation like the embed
ded accusative Wh-phrases in (lb) and (2b), or Wh-phrases with a lexical phrase: 

(6) a. Kinek gondolod [cp hogy Janos konyvet adott t] 
who-DAT think-AGR2sg-def that John book-ACC gave-AGR3sg-indef 
'To whom do you think that John gave a book?' 

b. Kivel szeretned [cp hogy Mari beszeljen t] 
who-INSTR like-COND-AGR2sg-def that Mary speak-SUBJ-AGR3sg-indef 
'With whom would you like that Mary should speak?' 

c. Kitol gondolod [cp hogy Mari konyvet kapott t] 
who-ABL think-AGR2sg-def that Mary book-ACC got-AGR3sg-indef 
'From whom do you think Mary got a book?' 

In (6a)-(6c), the embedded verbs ad 'give', beszil 'speak', and kap 'get' subcatego
rize for a lexical dative, instrumental, and ablative. These cases are spelled out on the 
extracted Wh-phrases. Thus, no Case change occurs, as with extracted nominative 
Wh-phrases. 

(D) The Hungarian verb displays two different types of conjugational patterns, 
the indefinite and definite conjugation (cf. section 4.2.1.). The descriptive rule 4.2.(2), 
here repeated as (7), captures their distribution: 

(7) The definite paradigm is triggered in case the accusative object of the verb is de
finite, otherwise the indefinite paradigm is triggered 

We classified who-phrases as (properly) indefinite triggering indefinite conjuga
tion on the verb, and which-phrases as (inherently) definite triggering definite con
jugation on the verb. Recall further that embedded clauses and names count as defin
ite. Consider again (4a) and (4b), here repeated as (8a) and (8b): 

(8) a. Gondolod azt [cp hogy ki latta Janost] 
think-AGR2sg-def that-ACC that who saw-AGR3sg-def John-ACC 

b. Gondolod azt [cp hogy Janos kit latott] 
think-AGR2sg-def that-ACC that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg-indef 

The matrix verb in these sentences has definite conjugation because its accusative 
object is a (definite) embedded clause. The embedded verb in (8a) also appears in the 
definite conjugation because its accusative object is a name, and the embedded verb 
in (8b) has indefinite conjugation because its accusative object is a kit-phrase. 

Compare now the counterparts of the cases in (8) with long Wh-movement: 

(9) a. Kit gondolsz [cp hogy t latta Janost] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that saw-AGR3sg-defJohn-ACC 
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b. Kit gondolsz [cp hogy Janos latott t] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that John saw-AGR3sg-indef 

If the indefinite nominative subject or accusative object Wh-phrase is fronted in
to the matrix sentence, the matrix verb has indefinite conjugation. Hence, the ma
trix verb in these sentences displays a morphological adjustment. 

As a consequence, there is always an agreement correspondence between the matrix 
verb and the embedded verb when an accusative Wh-phrase is extracted. In case of a 
definite Wh-phrase like melyik flut in (2b), both the matrix verb and the embedded 
verb are conjugated definitely, and in case of an indefinite phrase like kit in (9b), 
both the matrix and the embedded verb.are conjugated indefinitely. 

(6) shows that this phenomenon appears only with extracted nominative or accusa
tive indefinite Wh-phrases but not with extracted Wh-phrases with lexical case. In the 
latter cases, the matrix verb keeps its definite conjugation. This dichotomy is another 
instance of an asymmetry. Therefore, we may add it to the asymmetries in 5.4.(5). 

(E) Wh-moved NPs must land in the Focus-position, left-adjacent to the finite 
verb (cf. 2.1.(28d». In fact, any NP of a hogy-clause may be fronted into the matrix 
clause, provided that it lands in this position: 

(10) a. [cpJANOSY gondolod [cp hogy t latott]] 
John-ACC think-AGR2sg-def that saw-AGR3sg-def 

'It is John who you think saw me.' 
b. [cp MARlY gondolod [cp hogy lattam tn 

Mary-ACC think-AGR2sg-def that saw-AGRlsg-def 
'It is Mary who you think that I saw.' 

c. Janos [cp MARINAK akarja [cp hogy Peter ktinyvet adjon t]] 
John Mary-DAT want-AGR3sg-def that Peter book-ACC give-SUBJ-

'It is Mary who John wants that Peter gives a book to.' 
AGR3sg 

We may conclude from this paradigm that long Wh-movement is a subcase of 
long Focus-movement. Both construction types display the same properties.3 Henceforth, 
I will refer to long distance movement in Hungarian as long WhIFocus-movement. 

(F) The counterparts of the sentences in (1) and (2) are ungrammatical with an 
overt personal pronoun 0 'he' spelled out at the extraction site:4 

(11) a. *Kit gondolsz [cp hogy i3 latta Janost] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that he saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 

b. *Kit gondolsz [cp hogy Janos latott t] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that John saw-AGR3sg 

c. *Melyikfiut gondolod [cp hogy 0 latta Janost] 
which boy-ACC think-AGR2sg that he saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 

d. *Melyikfiut gondolod [cp hogy Janos latta ot] 
which boy-ACC think-AGR2sg that John saw-AGR3sg him 

(3) This is the case in Dutch as well. Compare (ia) which is a case of long Focus-movement, with (ib) 
which is a case of long Wh-movement: 

(i) a. JAN denk iii £cp dat ik t zag] b. Wie denk iii £cp dat ik t zag] 
JOHN think you that I saw Who think you that I saw 

(4) The third person accusative pronoun may only appear with the definite conjugation (cf. section 
4.2.1.).Therefore, (lib) is undetermined with respect to"the prohibition on the spelling out of the Wh-gap. 
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This paradigm shows that the gap at the extraction site must remain non-overt. In 
the next section, I will determine whether it is a Wh-trace or a non-overt resump
tive pronoun. 

(G) In Hungarian, like in other languages, . long Wh-movement is only possible 
in the context of the class of verbs called bridge verbs:5 

(12) Allft 'state'. akar 'want'. elkepzel 'imagine', emUt 'mention'. erez 'feel'. eszrevesz 
'observe'. gondol 'think', hall 'hear'. hisz 'believe'. (meg)fglt- 'promise'. javasol 'pro
pose'. klt-dez 'interrogate', kfvdn 'wish'. tat 'see'. mond 'say'. remit 'hope', szeret 'li
ke', szeretne 'would like'. jot teszik 'well do', tud 'know', vdrt 'wait' 

These verbs semantically belong to the verbs of knowing, saying and perception. It is 
a well-known fact that such verbs in other languages belong to the same semantic 
classes as well. All the verbs in (12) assign accusative Case to their object. If it is an 
embedded clause, this Case is spelled out on the dummy anticipatory pronoun az 
'that' (cf. (3B». However, most of these verbs may also select a case-frame with a 
lexically marked object. I will return to the latter cases in the following section. 

(H) Let us consider now what a felicitous answer to the Wh-questions in (1), (2), 
or (6) would be. The answers to (la) and (2a) may be, for instance, Peter 'Peter
NOM', to (lb) and (2b), for instance, Pitert 'Peter-ACe, and to (6) respectively Pi
ternek 'Peter-DAT'. Piteml 'Peter-INSTR', or Pitert'Ol 'Peter-ABL'. From this it fol
lows that Wh-phrases takes scope over the other constituents in the clause. 

(5) There is another set of bridge verbs/predicates in Hungarian which involve the following samples, 
among others, nem art 'not do harm', bizonyos 'be sure', biztos 'be sure' ereje van (nines) '(not) have enough 
strength', tfrthetIJ 'it is understandable', eszibejut 'come across ones mind', az az tfrzesem 'it is my feeling', hajs
zdlon mtilik 'it is a near touch', igaz 'be true', jol'be well',jol voina 'it would be good',jobb lenne 'it would be 
better', kar 'be a pity', kell 'need', ugy latszik 'seem', kiizOmbiis 'it is indifferent', lehet 'may', lehetetlen 'impossi
ble', mintegy 'it makes no difference', nyilvanvalO 'it is obvious', nines 'there is no', iirjjl az ember 'be glad', regen 
(van) 'it is a long time ago', ritkasag 'it is exceptional', szabad 'may', termeszetesen 'it is natural', ugy tilnik 'se
em', valOizfnil 'probable' and van 'be'·, These predicates, contraty to the ones in (12), do not allow long Wh
movement but rather long Left Dislocation (cf. De Groot 1981a, E. Kiss 1987a, Szalamin 1987, and Zolnay 
1926). Compare, for example: 

(i) Maria, sokan azt gondoljak [cp (hogy) megkapja az allase pro] 
Mary many that-ACC think-AGR3pl-def that gel-AGR3sg the job-ACC 
'As for Mary, many peoble think that she will get the job: 
(E. Kiss 1987a: 149) 

This construction displays the following properties, among others: 
(ii) a. The fronted NP appears clause-initially . 

b. The fronted NP is not in Focus 
c. The anticipatory pronoun may be spelled out 
d. The scope of the fronted NP is restricted to the embedded clause 
e. The fronted NP retains always its case marker 
f. There is no agreement between the fronted NP and the matrix verb 
g. Several NPs may be lefc-dislocated 
h. CNPC may be violated 
i. The complementizer hogy may be dropped 

From a comparison between (ii) and (3) it appears that long Left Dislocation has different properties from 
long Wh/Focus-movement. E. Kiss (1987a) argues, following Cinque (1982), that the fronted NP is base
generated in the left-dislocation position, and that it is linked to a resumptive small pro which provides its 
scope-, Case- and a-features. (See also chapter 7, note 25 for the status of the gap in long Left Dislocation). 
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There is a difference between English and Hungarian with the scope of Wh
phrases in long Wh-movement. Hai'k (1984) observes that in English it is restricted 
to the domain in which it has been base-generated. Hence, in order to determine the 
scope of an extracted Wh-phrase with respect to another NP not the position of the 
Wh-phrase should be considered but rather the position of its trace. 

For example, in the following sentence the extracted Wh-phrase doesn't have 
scope over the existential quantifier in the matrix sentence: 

(13) Which men did someone say that Mary likes t? 
(HaYk 1984: 195) 

If this Wh-question has an answer asJohn and Bill, it cannot be verified by states of 
affairs in which different persons did the saying, for example, if x said that Mary likes 
John and y said that Mary likes Bill, and x is not identical to y. However, an extracted 
Wh-phrase may always have scope over an NP of the clause it is an argument of: 

(14) Which men did Mary say that some woman loved t? 
(HaYk 1984: 196) 

In this example, some woman may be in the scope of the plural Wh-phrase which 
men. An answer to (14) like John and Bill may be verified by a situation in which 
John and Bill are loved by a different woman. Hence, the scope of a Wh-phrase in 
English is determined by the position of its trace. 

In Hungarian, on the other hand, this depends on the S-structure position of the 
Wh-phrase itself. Consider the Hungarian equivalents of(13) and (14): 

(15) a. Mely ferfiakat mondta valaki hogy Mad szereti t? 
which men-ACC said-AGR3sg-def someone that Mary love-AGR3sg-def 
'Which men did someone say that Mary loved?' 

b. Mely ferfiakat mondta Mari hogy valaki szereti t? 
which men-ACC said-AGR3sg-def Mary that someone love-AGR3sg-def 
'Which men did Mary say that someone loved?' 

In (15a), in contrast to English (13), it is possible that different persons did the say
ing in case the answer to the question isJohn and Bill, for example. Kenesei (1986b) 
notes that existential quantifiers can never take scope over Wh-phrases, if both phra
ses are complements of the same predicate. This constraint cannot, however, interfere 
in this sentence because the existential valaki is base-generated in a higher predicative 
domain than the Wh-phrase mely firfiakat. From this dichotomy it follows that in En
glish Wh-scope is determined by the trace of Wh-movement, whereas in Hungarian 
the S-structure position of the extracted Wh-phrase itself is decisive. 

(15b) has a reading similar to (14) in English. This is due to the fact that the 
moved Wh-phrase in this sentence is in a higher domain at S-structure, the matrix 
clause, than the existential quantifier, that is, in the embedded clause. Therefore, it 
may include the existential quantifier in its scope. 

The following pair also displays this dichotomy between Hungarian and English: 

(16) a. Melyik szamot gondolod hogy mindenki 
which number-ACC think-AGR2sg-def that everyone 
emlekszik hogy va!asztotta t? 

remember-AGR3sg that chose-AGR3sg-def 
'Which number do you think that everyone remembers that he chose?' 
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b. Mindenki emlekszik hogy melyik szamot valasztotta 
everyone remember-AGR3sg that which number-ACC chose-AGR3sg-def 
'Everyone remembers that he chose which number' 

In (16a), a Wh-phrase is fronted into the matrix sentence from the most deeply em
bedded clause. The intermediate clause contains a universal quantifier. In (16b),howe
ver, it remains in the domain where it is base-generated. This yidds an echo-question. 

The English equivalents of these sentences involve a pair-reading listing different 
people who remember a particular number. So, an answer to question (16a) in En
glish could be: "I think that Peter remembers that he chose 8, Mary remembers that 
she chose 6, and so on ... ". Such a pair-reading is also possible with the English va
riant of (16b). These pair-readings in English are due to the fact that in both senten
ces the universal quantifier is base-generated in a higher domain than the Wh-phrase. 
So, it may take scope over the Wh-phrase. 

In Hungarian, on the other hand, a pair-reading is only possible in (16b). An ans
wer to (16a), in which long Wh-movement has applied, involves only one single 
number, for instance, 6. I will return to this dichotomy between English and Hunga
rian in section 6.8. For now, it suffices to observe that Wh-scope is determined in 
Hungarian at S-structure after an application of move Wh, whereas in English this ap
plies after 'reconstruction' of the extracted Wh-phrase to its base-generated position. 

Summarizing, long Wh/Focus-movement in Hungarian displays the properties in 
(3). It is clear that a theoretically motivated analysis of this phenomenon has to ac
count for this cluster of properties. I will elaborate in section 6.4. on Chomsky 
(1981), Horvath (1986a), and E. Kiss (1981a). These proposals treat long Wh/Focus
movement as an instance of successive cyclic movement constrained by locality conditions 
(cf. Chomsky 1973). Let us first turn to a discussion of locality effects in Hungarian. 

6.3. Locality Effects in Hungarian 
In the preceding section, I noted that long Wh/Focus-movement is sanctioned by 

bridge verbs, suggesting that it is subject to a locality condition. This section argues 
that this is indeed the case. 

Therefore, I will determine whether the relation between the Wh/Focus-phrase 
and its extraction site is subject to island conditions. I will demonstrate that the fol
lowing island conditions apply in Hungarian, the Complex NP Constraint (CNPC), the 
Sentential Subject Condition (SENSC) and the Adjunct Condition (AC). The Wh-Is
land Condition (WhIC) is, contrary to English, not operative in Hungarian. WhlFo
cus-phrases may be extracted from a Wh-island. In section 6.4., I will suggest that 
this dichotomy is due to the fact that the CP is recursive within CP in Hungarian. 

Further, I will determine the nature of the gap in long Wh/Focus-movement. It 
will be concluded that it is trace. Consider first CNPC. 

CNPC blocks extraction from clauses with lexically filled nominal heads (cf. 
Ross 1967). The following sentences exemplify. that it holds in Hungarian as well 
(cf. Horvath 1986a and E. Kiss 1987a for this observation): 

(1) a. *Kit emlftett(e) [NP azt a tenyt [cp hogy t megcsokolta Maric]] 
who-ACC mentioned-AGR3sg-indef/def that-ACC the fact -ACC that kissed-

*'Who did he mention the fact that kissed Mary?' AGR3sg-defMary-ACC 
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b. *Kit emlftett(e) [NP azt a tenyt [cp hogy Mari megcs6kolt tll 
who-ACC mentioned-AGR3sg-indef/def that-ACC the fact-ACC that Mary kissed-

*'Who did he mention the fact that Mary kissed?' AGR3sg-indef 

Long Wh/Focus-movement is also restricted by SENSe. The adjectival predicates 
biztos 'be sure' and va16szinu 'be probable' may subcategorize for subject complement 
clauses which are linked with a nominative anticipatory pronoun (cf. (2a) and (3a». 
Observe that it is not allowed to extract Wh/Focus-phrases from these complements 
(cf. (2b) and (3b»:6 

(2) a. Az· bizt()s [cp hogy Mari eljon] b. *Ki biztos kp hogy t eljon] 
that be sure that Mary come-AGR3sg who is sure that come-AGR3sg 
'It is sure that Mary comes.' 

(3) a. Az val6szim'i kp hogy Mati e1jon] b. *Ki val6szinu kp hogy t e1jon] 
that is probable that Mary come-AGR3sg who is probable that come-
'It is probable that Mary comes.' AGR3sg 

Another limitation on long Wh-movement is the islandhood of adverbial com
plements. These complements are introduced by adverbial phrases such as before, 
without, etc. The sentences in (4) show that AC is operative in Hungarian as well: 

(4) a. *Mely kijnyveket letisztitottad volna az asztalt 
which books-ACC clean-AGR2sg would the table-ACC 
aze10tt [cP hogy e10lvastad volna t] 
that-before that read-AGR2sg would 
*'Which books would you clean the table before reading?' 

b. *Kire megerkeztel az iskohiba anelkiil 
who-SUBL perf-atrived-AGR2sg the school-ILL that-without 
kp hogy gondolta1 volna t] 
that thought-AGR2sg would 
*'About who did you arrive at school without thinking?' 

Chomsky (1981) has argued that the relation between the moved Wh-antecedent 
and its gap is constrained by localiry conditions. The sentences in (1)-(4) demon
strate that this is the case in Hungarian as well. Therefore, it is appealing to analyse 
long Wh/Focus-movement as an instance of successive cyclic movement. In order to make 
this more precise, let us first determine the nature of the gap involved. 

I observed that the extraction site of a moved WhlFocus-phrase muSt remain non-overt 
(cf. 6.2.(3F». It has been argued that the gap of unbounded dependencies can sometimes 
be identified as the non-overt pronominal pro in pro-drop languages (cf. Chomsky 1982, 
and Cinque 1984; 1986). This would be a case of the resumptive pronoun strategy. 

The question is whether the gap at the extraction site in long WhiFocus-move
ment is trace or pro. This question is legitimate, because Hungarian is a pro-drop lan
guage (cf. section 4.2.4.). There are three pieces of evidence bearing on it which fa
vor the assumption that this phenomenon leaves a trace. 

(6) Some predicates, like kelt 'be necessary', require a subject complement clause to be in the subjunctive 
mood (SUB) (cf. (ia». Wh/Focus-movement from such clauses yields a much better result.than movement 
from subject indicative clauses. Compare the ungrammatical (2b) and (3b) with the grammatical (ib): 

(i) a. Az kell b hogy Mari eljojjon] b. Ki kell rep hogy t eljojjon] 
that is necessary that Mary come-SUB)-AGR3sg who is necessary that come-SUBJ-AGR3sg 
'It is necessary that Mary comes.' 'For who is it necessary to come?' 
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The first two arguments have to do with the environment in which small pro is 
licensed. The third argument may be construed by taking the categorial specifica:
tions of pro into account. It displays distribution 4.2.(34), here repeated as (5): 

(5) The distribution of pro in Hungarian 
a. Nominative personal pronouns may be dropped. in all persons and number 
b. Accusative personal pronouns may be dropped only in case they are singular. 

First and second person pronouns may be dropped with the indefinite conju
gation. Third person pronouns may be dropped only with the definite conju
gationc. Personal pronouns with lexical case may not be dropped 

Recall that the distribution of pro is so specific that it may serve as a diagnostic 
for this empty category. 
(I) Compare the following pairs: 

(6) a. Mely jiuLt gondolod [cp hog latom t] 
which boys-ACC think-AGR2sg-def thatsee-AGRlsg-def 
'Which boys do you think that I see?' 

a'. CEn) latom (ot) 1*(lJket) 
I see-AGRlsg-defhim/herlthem 
'I see him/herlthem.' (cf. 4.2.(7a» 

b. Kiket gondolsz [cp hogy (te) latsz t] 
who-plur-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that you see-AGR2sg-indef 
'Who do you think that you saw?' 

b'. (Te) Iatsz (engem)/*(lJket) 
you see-AGR2sg-indef me/them 
'You see me.' (cf. 4.2.(8b» 

c. MINKET gondolsz [cp hogy Janos latott t] 
us think-AGR2sg-indef that John saw-AGR3sg-indef 
'It is us that you think that John saw.' 

c'. (0) lat (engem)/*(minket) 
he/she see-AGR3sg-indef me/us 
'He/she sees me/us.' (cf. 4.2.(8c» 

d. Kit gondolsz [cp hogy Janos latott t] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef chat John saw-AGR3sg-indef 
'Who do you think that John saw?' (cf. 6.2.(lb» 

d'. (0) lac (engem)/(teged)/*(ot) 
he/she see-AGR3sg-indefme/youlhim 
'He/she sees me/you.' (cf. 4.2.(8c» 

e. Kivel gondolod [Cp hogy Janos talalkozott t] 
who-INSTR think-AGR2sg-indef that John met-AGR3sg-indef 
'Who do you think that John met?' 

e'. (0) talalkozoct *(vele) 
he/she met-AGR3sg-indef he/she-INSTR 
'He met him/her.' 

The pairs (a) and (a'), and so on, in these sentences represent cases of long 
Wh/Focus-movement and pro-drop respectively. We have omitted examples with a 
subject-extraction gap and subject pro, since they have exactly the same distribution. 
However, with the object, the following three distributional differences between 
these gaps occur. 
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(i) According to (5b), accusative plural pronouns may not be dropped. Therefore, 
the phrases (6a')-(6c') are ungrammatical with pro. However, the corresponding gap 
in long Wh/Focus-movement is licensed by a plural Wh/Focus-antecedent. 

(it) A third person accusative pronoun may not appear with a verb conjugated in
definitely (cf.(5b». Observe from the comparison between (6d) and (6d') that a third 
person accusative gap is licit in long Wh/Focus-movement, but not with pro-drop. 

(ii~) Lexically marked pronouns may never be dropped (cf. (Sc». Hence, the ins
trumental object must be present in (6e'). Note, however, that in the corresponding 
case of long Wh/Focus-movement (6e), such an object may be extracted. 

From (i)-(iii), it follows that the environment in which a Wh/Focus-gap is allo
wed is much broader than the environment in which pro may occur. Therefore, we 
conclude that the gap of long Wh/Focus-movement cannot be small pro, but trace. 

(II) If the gap in long Wh/Focus-movement were a non-overt resumptive pro
noun, we would.expect that it could circumvent island constraints (cf. Chomsky 
1982, Cinque 1986). We noted above, however, that the relation between the 
Wh/Focus-antecedent and its gap displays locality effects. This dichotomy can be 
illustrated by constructing minimal pairs between long Wh/Focus-movement and 
constructions with non-overt resumptive pronouns. Instances of the former are 
exemplified in (6a)-(6e), and instances of the latter are exemplified in (7a)-(7e): 

(7) a. Mely /it/krol gondolod (azt) rep hogy];1']-os *latott/latta oketl*pro] 
which boys-DELAT think-AGR2sg-def that-ACC that John saw-AGR3sg-indef/def them 
'Of which boys do you think that John saw them?' 

b. *Kikrol gondolod (azt) rep hogy (te) *lattai/lattad oketl*pro] 
who-plut-DELAT think-AGR2sg-def that-ACC that you saw-AGR2sg-indef/def them 
'Of who do you think that you saw them?' 

c. R6LUNK gondolod (azt) rep hogy Janos latott/*latta minketl*pro] 
we-DELAT think-AGR2sg-def that-ACC that John saw-AGR3sg-indef/def us 
'It is of us that you think that John saw.' 

d. Kirol gondolod (azt) rep hogy Janos *latott/latta atlpro 
who-DELAT think-AGR2sg-def that that] John saw-AGR3sg-indef/def him 
'Of who do you think that John saw him?' 

e. Kir'O! gondolod (azt) rep hogy talalkozott velel*pro] 
who-DELAT think-AGR2sg-def that that met-AGR3sg-indefhe-INSTR 
'Of who do you think that John met him?' 

. The matrix verb gondal subcategorizes in these sentences for a different· case-frame 
than in the sentences in (6). In the latter, it subcategorizes for an accusative object 
clause. In the former, on the other hand, gondol subcategorizes for a DELAT-ACC case
frame. The Wh-phrase is assigned delative case, and the embedded clause is connec
ted to the accusative case (through the linking with the anticipatory pronoun). 

Hence, the Wh-phrases in (7), unlike the ones in (6), are direct arguments of the 
matrix verb. Therefore, these phrases are not related to the (non)-ovett pronouns by 
movement. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that, in contrast to long Wh/
Focus-movement (cf. 6.2.(3B», the anticipatory pronoun may be spelled out. This 
suggests that the constructions in (7) are not subject to the locality condition which 
restricts long Wh/Focus-movement. 
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Note now that the embedded pronouns in these sentences may only be dropped 
in accordance with the restrictions on pro-drop. In (7a)-(7c), the objects are accusa
tive plural pronouns, in (7d) the object is an accusative third person singular pro
noun, and in (7e) it is a pronoun with lexical case. Hence, the pronouns in (7a)-(7c) 
may not be dropped. The pronoun in (7d) may only be omitted if the verb displays 
definite conjugation, and the pronoun in (7e) may not be dropped. These facts show 
that pro functions as a resumptive pronoun only if it obeys a strict locality condition. 
It must be locally recoverable from AGR. This implies that the gaps in (6a)-(6e) 
cannot be resumptive pro because they are licensed in a much broader context. 

(Ill) Chomsky (1982; 1986b) suggests that empty categories are specified at D
structure in terms of the feature-matrix [+I-anaphoric]/[ + I-pronominal]. Small pro, 
being a pronominal, is specified [+pronominal,-anaphoric]. Furthermore, it is cate
gorially of the type NP. 

Suppose, now, that the gap at the extraction-site in long Wh/Focus-movement is 
pro. We would, under the assumption that members of the same chain have identical 
(categorial) features, expect that Wh/Focus-antecedents other than NPs cannot sanc
tion its <I>-features. However, long Wh/Focus-movement is allowed with various dif
ferent categories like time or place adverbs, PPs, APs, and prefixes: 

(8) a. Janos HOLNAP szeretne [cp hogy haza menjiink t] 
John tomorrow like-COND-AGR3sg-def that home go-SUBJ-AGRlpl-indef 
'It is tomorrow that John wants us to go home.' 

b. OTT gondolod [cp hogy lattam Janost t] 
there think-AGR2sg-def . that saw-AGRlsg-defJohn-ACC 
'It is there that you think that I saw John.' 

c. Kl MOGOTT gondolod [cp hogy alltunk az iizletben t] 
who behind think-AGR2sg-indef that stood-AGRI pl-indef the shop-INESS 
'Behind who do you think we stood in the shop?' 

d. BUSZKEjANOSRA gondolod [cp hogy voltam tegnap t] 
proud John-SUBL think-AGR2sg-indef that was-AGG Isg yesterday 
'It is proud of John that you think that I was yesterday.' 

e. Janos MEG akarja [cp hogy t hlvjuk Marit ] 
John perfwant-AGR3sg-def that invite-AGRlpl-def Mary-ACC 
'It is to invite that John wants us Mary.' 

In (8e), the prefix meg 'perfectivity marker' of the embedded verb meghfv 'invite' 
is extracted from the embedded clause. Prefix-extraction is only allowed when the 
bridge verb is an auxiliary that triggers restructuring with infinitival complements 
such as akar 'want', for instance (cf. section 5.3.2.). 

This paradigm demonstrates that extracted categories may be categorially non
nominal. These categories can thus not be the antecedent of a pronominal empty categ
ory. Therefore, we conclude that the gap in long WhlFocus-movement is WhiFocus-trace. 

Summarizing, I argued that long Wh/Focus-movement in Hungarian displays lo
cality effects. The CNPC, SENSe and AC may not be violated by the extraction of 
Wh/Focus-phrases. Furthermore, the gap in this phenomenon cannot be pro but 
must be trace. In order to support this claim, I put forward two sorts of evidence. 
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First, the environment in which trace is licensed is much broader than the environ
ment in which pro is allowed. Second, the gap in long Wh/Focus-movement is cate
gorially rather heterogeneous. This implies that it cannot be a nominal category. 

Small pro may function as a referential or as a resumptive pronoun oniy if it is 
identified by AGR. The <l>-features of trace are identified by a Wh/Focus-antece
dent. Both recovery procedures are subject to locality. Therefore, Hungarian provi
des evidence for the hypothesis that the <P-features of empty categories must be de
termined on a strictly local basis. In the next section, I will present an analysis of 
long WhlFocus-movement. 

6.4. An Analysis o/Long WhlFocus-movement in Hungarian 

This section analyzes overt long Wh/Focus-movement in Hungaria.n. Ross 
(1967) has observed that unbounded dependencies are constrained by isla.nd condi
tions. Theories of these conditions have been specified in bounding theory. The intui
tive idea behind this theory is that the distance between the dependent empty el
ement and the antecedent of a dependency relation may not be too lar~e, They are 
related stepwise, obeying subjacency: . 

(1) The basic principle of bounding theory is that every link (Xi,Xi+ 1) of a chain 
(ab ... ,an) must meet subjacency: if (ai,ai+1) is a link of a chain, then eti+l is sub
jacent to ai (Chomsky 1986: 30) 

In recent literature, inspired by Kayne (1984), subjacency has been rt}Iated to gov
ernment. A category that is ungoverned constitutes an island, a barrier in Chomsky's 
(1986b: 15) sense. According to Chomsky, a category may lose its barrier-hood if it is 
lexically governed by a a-role assigner, if it is L-marked: 

(2) a L-marks B iff a is a lexical category that a-governs B 

Chomsky (1986b) defines the Subjacency Condition as follows: 

(3) Subjacency Condition 
jJ is n-subjacent to a iff there are fewer than n + 1 
barriers for.fJ that exclude a 

In general, Wh-movement transfers Case and lexical content but not a a-fole. It falls 
under what Chomsky (1982: 33) defines as Move-a, which has the followin~ properties: 

(4) a. The antecedent lacks an independent a-role 
b. The gap is locally licensed 
c. The relation is subject to bounding theory (subjacency) 

Recall that long Wh/Focus-movement in Hungarian displays the f)roperties 
6.2.(3), here repeated as (5):' . 

(5) A. The obligatory presence of the complementizer 
B. The anticipatory pronoun corresponding to the clause from which extraction 

takes place may not be spelled out 
C. Case change of the Wh-moved subject 

·D. Morphological adjustment of the matrix verb 
E. long Wh-movement is an instance of long 'Focus-movement 
F. The gap at the extraction site must remain non-overt 
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G. Long Wh-movement is allowed by bridge verbs 
H. The scope of moved Wh-phrases is its S-structure position 

On the basis of our discussion in section 6.3., we may add (l) to the above properties: 

(6) I. Long WhlFocus-movemem displays locality effects 

It is clear that any analysis of this phenomenon has to account for its properties 
in (5A)-(61). Let us consider how we may derive them in the above framework. 

The properties (5E), (5F), (5G), and (61) follow from the assumption that long 
WhiFocus-movement is an instance Move-a. The gap in this construction may not 
be spelled out, because, as we concluded in the preceding section, it is trace. A trace 
inherits its <Il-features from the Wh/Focus-antecedent. This is supported by the fact 
that non-nominative Wh/Focus-phrases retain their cases in the course of the 'deriva
tion. (1 will return to the Case change phenomenon (cf. (5C» below), 

Long Wh/Focus-movement is allowed by bridge verbs only, and it displays loca
lity effects. This indicates that it is restricted by subjacency. Let us investigate more 
closely how this condition operates in Hungarian. 

We have to determine whether embedded clauses are barriers for long Wh/Focus
movement. Two types of embedded clauses occur in these constructions, (i) hogy-clauses 
and (ii) complex NPs. Let us first discuss the structure and position of hogy-clauses. 

Hogy-clauses are CPs with the following structure (cf. section 4.5.1.): 

(7) CP 
~ 

Spec C' 
~ 
C XP 
I 

hogy 

Furthermore, CPs are base-generated in a non-A-position because of the CRP (cf. 
4.5.(4». The Case-position of the verb is bound by an anticipatory pronoun to which 
they are linked. For example, an accusative hogy-clause appears in the following con
figuration: 

(8) VP .-----....... 
VP CP 

,.....--r----
azt v hogy ... 

The CP is adjoined to the VP, and the object Case of the verb is spelled out on 
the anticipatory pronoun azt 'that-ACe. 

As a consequence, the CP is ungoverned in this configuration. Therefore, it is not 
L-marked by the verb (cf. (2» and thus it is a barrier for long Wh/Focus-movement, 
an instance of l-subjacency. This directly accounts for the fact that SENSC and AC 
must be respected. If CPs are base-generated in ungoverned positions, then this is also 
the case with sentential subject and adjunct CPs. Hence, long WhiFocus-movement 
from these clauses crosses a barrier yielding a violation of the Subjacency Condition. 
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Let us consider why complex NPs are barriers. Complex NPs have the following 
structure: 

(9) NP 
~ 

NP CP 

Whether it is L-marked or not, it always constitutes a barrier for long Wh/Focus
movement. The reason for this is that a complex NP inherites barrierhood from the 
CP it dominates (cf. Chomsky 1986b). Hence, a Wh/Focus-phrase extracted from a 
complex NP crosses two barriers, a case of l-subjacency. This yields a violation of the 
Subjacency Condition. 

In sum, the fact that CP and complex NP are barriers immediately explains why 
long Wh/Focus-movement obey island constraints like SENSC, AC and CNPC. 
These cases are ruled out as subjacency violations. If embedded clauses were always 
ungoverned, then this phenomenon could never appear. Therefore, I will assume that 
bridge verbs have the ability to govern embedded clauses. The question then arises 
how they affect the configurations in (8) and (9). 

LOng Wh/Focus-movement is always blocked by complex NPs, independent of 
the fact whether they are L-marked or not. Hence, they are absolute barriers for mov
ement. How about CPs? 

Suppose that bridge verbs are lexically specified to govern a CP-complement in 
the following configuration: 

(10) VP 
~ 

CP V 

In this configuration, contrary to (8), the CP is itself in a government position, 
the accusative object position. As a result, it is L-marked. Hence, (10) yields thus an 
instance of O-subjacency avoiding a subjacency violation. This accounts for the fact 
that CPs in long Wh/Focus-movement are transparent domains. 

The question arises whether there is any empirical evidence for the government 
relation between the bridge verb and the CP in this configuration. According to 
Kayne (1984), objective Case is assigned in the Spec ofCP to moved Wh-phrases. 

Kayne presents the following pair from French: 

(11) a. *Je crois [cp LJpJean etre Ie plus intelligent]] 
b. [cp Que! garfon bp crais-tu [cp t lip t etre le plus intelligent]]]] 

(Kayne 1984: 5) 

The ungrammaticaliry of (Ila) is due to a Case Filter violation,jean is not Case-mar
ked. The embedded subject is not assigned Case because there is no suitable Case-assig
ner present. The embedded inflnitive complement lacks an I-node, and French froire, in 
contrast to English believe, is not an ACI-verb (cf. section 5.3.5.3. on ACI-verbs). 

In (lIb), on the other hand, the extracted subject Wh-phrase is assigned objective 
Case. This yields a grammatical result. According to Kayne, the data fall into place, if 
croire assigns accusative Case to the [Spec, CP] prior to the application of Wh-mov
ement. Kayne therefore concludes that this position may be governed by a bridge verb. 
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E. Kiss observes (1985: 43) that this is not only the case in French but optionally 
also in English (with whom the following sentence is ungrammatical to most speak
ers of English): 

(12) [cp Who/whom did bp you suggest [cp t bp t should be the chairman]]]] 
So Case-assignment to~ the specifier of CP provides an argument for the claim 

that CP is governed by a bridge verb. 
Hungarian also supports this hypothesis. The properties (5B), (5C), and (5D) of 

long Wh/Focus-movement follow from this government relation. 
The prohibition on the spelling out of the anticipatory pronoun indicates that 

the CP is itself in a Case-marked position. The anticipatory pronoun cannot function 
as a Case-dummy in that case. 

Hungarian displays Case change of an extracted subject. This resembles French 
(11) and English (12). Therefore, we may assume that this Case change is caused by 
accusative Case-assignment to Spec of CPo It is unclear why the accusative marking 
appears only on extracted nominative NPs. Maybe, this has to do with the fact that 
the nominative is morphologically unmarked in Hungarian. 

Note, incidentally, that accusative Case-assignment to the [Spec, CP] after Wh
movement poses a problem for the i-model of Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1981). 
In that framework, Case-assignment takes place at NP-structure, that is, before Wh
movement.7 

The matrix verb undergoes a morphological adjustment, if an indefinite nomina
tive or accusative Wh-phrase is fronted into the matrix sentence. Suppose that this is 
a reflection, just as Case-assignment to the [Spec, CP], of the government relation 
between a bridge verb and the [Spec, CPl. The syntax of ACI-verbs provides inde
pendent evidence for this claim. 

ACI-verbs select a tenseless IP-complement, and they assign to its subject (= 
[Spec, IP]) exceptional accusative Case (cf. section 5.3.5.3.). Recall that the definite
ness of the embedded accusative subject NP determines the conjugation-type of 
ACI-verbs (cf. section 5.3.5.3.): 

(13) a. *Litok/hitom bp Janost vagni a kenyeret] 
see-AGRlsg-indef/def John-ACC cut-INFI the bread-ACC 
'I see John cut the bread.' 

b. Litokl*latom [IP egy fiut jatszani Marival] 
see-AGRlsg-indef/def a boy-ACC play-INFI Mary-INSTR 
'I see a boy playing with Mary.' 

c. Hallottalak [IP teged kiabalni] 
heard-AGRlsg2sg/pl you-ACC shout-INFI 
'I heard you shooting.' 

These matrix verbs must be conjugated definitely, indefinitely, and with the -lak 
suffix. These conjugation-types are triggered by the definite accusative NP Janost, 
the indefinite accusative NP egy /iut and the accusative second person pronoun teged, 
respectively (cf. section 4.2.1.). This shows that a verb may not only agree with its 
accusative direct complement, but also with an NP to which it assigns accusative 
Case exceptionally. 

(7) If we assume Case checking instead of Case marking (cf. Zwart 1988), Case assignment to [Spec, CP] 
is not problematic for Lieber's (1980) Lexical Integrity Hypothesis. 
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We therefore conclude that ACI-verbs pattern in the same way as bridge verbs. 
ACI-verbs assign structural accusative Case to the Spec of a subcategorized 'clause, 
IP, and display conjugational agreement with the NP in that position. Bridge verbs 
assign structural accusative Case to the Spec of their subcategorized clause, CP, and 
display conjugational agreement with the NP moved into this position. In both 
cases, these phenomena are reflections of the government relation between the ma
trix verb and its embedded clause. 

Let us now discuss why complementizers are obligatory (cf. (5A», and why Hun
garian displays WhIC-violations. Before providing an answer to these questions, let 
us first reconsider the derivation of short Wh/Focus-movement (cf. section 2.2.). 

Compare the following sentences: 

(14) a. kp Kii lattaj [vp ti [vp Marit tjm b. kp Kiti latottj. [[vp ti ti] Mari]] 
who saw-AGR3sg Mary-ACC who-ACC saw-AGR3sg Mary 

'Who saw Mary?' 'Who did Mary see?' 

The finite verbs in these sentences land in C by an application of V-movement. 
In (14a), the subject Wh-phrase ki is moved, and in (14b) the object Wh-phrase kit 
is moved. These phrases land in the Focus position, i.e. [Spec, CPl. Extraction from 
both subject and object position is allowed, because the Wh-traces .are bound in 
these cases (cf. section 5.4.2.3.). 

Let us now discuss long Wh/Focus-movement in more detail. 
Consider: 

(15) Kit gondolsz kp* t hogy[cp Janos[cpo latott [vp tm] 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that John saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that John saw?' -

In this sentence, the verb gondol selects a [-Wh] complement clause. Therefore, 
the object Wh-phrase kit must be fronted into the matrix sentence. 

CP is recursive within CP in Hungarian (cf. 2.2.3.(1». Hence, all preverbal em
bedded constituents are in a CP-projection. The complementizer hogy heads the hig
hest CP, i.e. CP*, the topicalized subject Janos fills an intermediateCP, and the fin
ite verb heads the lowest CP, i.e. Cpo. 

The question arises now whether long Wh/Focus-movement applies through the * . [Spec, CP ] (cf. (16a» or through the [Spec, CPO] (cf. (16b): 

(16) a. cpO ------Spec C' 

b. cpO ------Spec C' 
Wh i ~* 

C CP 
Whi ...----........ * 

C CP 
V ............. __ V ......-........ 

Spec C' 
t· -----1 C CpO 

Spec C' 

------C CpO 
hogy ~ hogy ~ 

Spec C' ----C Vp 
Vi /"-... 

ti tj 

Spec C' 
t· ---.............. 

1 C VP 
Vj ~ 

ti ti 
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Although the [Spec, CPO] is the canonical landing-site for Wh/Focus-phrases, I 
will argue that they move successive cyclicly through the Spec of CP*. Empirical 
evidence for this hypothesis involves (I) the obligatory lexicalization of the comple
mentizer hogy, (II) WhIC-violations, (Ill) the lack of multiple long Wh/Focus-mov
ement, (IV) the absence of Inversion with prefixed verbs in long Wh/Focus-mov
ement and (V) the absence of long prefix-movement. 

(1) Kenesei (1985) reports that the complementizer hogy may be omitted in the 
following two cases. 

(i) It may be dropped if the matrix verb is a verb of saying, knowing, or percep
tion subcategorizing for an accusative complement clause (this class of verbs matches 
the set of bridge verbs in (5G», and if the matrix verb is adjacent to its complement 
clause, the anticipatory pronoun is in preverbal position, and if the sentence has un
marked intonation: 

(17) Azt gondolom [cp (hogy) [cp Mari [cp latta Janost]]] 
that-ACC think-AGRlsg that Mary saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 
'I think that Mary saw John.' 

In this sentence, the verb gondol selects a [-Wh] CPO V-to-C movement satisfies 
this requirement, since V is a [-Wh] category. Consequently, the complementizer is 
superfluous. . 

(ii) Hogy-drop also applies if the complement clause contains a Wh-phrase: 

(18) Tudom [cp* (hogy) [cp Janos [cpo kiti Iatotti [vp ti til]]] 
know-AGR1sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'I know who John saw.' 

In this sentence, the verb tud selects a [+ Wh] CPO Wh-movement of kit to the 
embedded Focus-position (Spec of CpO), fulfills this requirement. As a result, CP 
turns into [ + Wh]. Hence, the presence of the complementizer is not demanded. 

The verb gondol selects a [-Wh] CP with both long Wh/Focus-movement (cf. 
(15» and ordinary declaratives (cf. (17». Filling of C by V-movement satisfies this 
selectional requirement. Therefore, the presence' of hogy is in fact superfluous in both 
cases. However, the lexicalization of hogy with long Wh/Focus-movement is obliga-
tory, unlike with declarative sentences. . 

Suppose that long WhlFocus-movement applies through the [Spec, CP*] leaving 
a trace in this position. An X' -projection always requires a lexical head (cf. also sec
tion 5.4.3. for this X'-requirement).8 Hence, the spelling out of the complementizer. 

(8) The following question-answer pair also provides evidence for this hypothesis: 
(i) a. ElIopdk [NP Mari konyvetl? 

away-srole·AGR3pl Mary book-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Has Mary's book been stolen?' 

b. Igen, [NP Marier] elloprak 
Yes Mary-APS-ACC away-stole-AGR3pl 
'Yes, the one of Mary has been stolen: 

Example (ia) contains the accusative possessive NP M4ri ko:Tlyt}!!. The head of this phrase is the noun-pos~ 
sessed kiinyvit. This is supported by the fact that endocentril: ~/li:tgories in Hungarian are left-branching ang 
Case is spelled out on head-nouns. The possessor NP Mari is in the !'9mplement position of the possessive NP 
in both (ia) and (ib). The noun-possessed is omitted in (ib). As a cop.sequence, the possesive NP is without 
head. In order to satisfy the requirement that an X'-proiection must have a lexical head a 'dummy' suffix (the 
anaphora possessive suffix (APS)) -e must be spelled out replacing the noun-possessed. 
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This accounts for the dichotomy between long Wh/Focus-movement and declarative 
sentences with hogy-drop, and for the absence of that-trace effects in Hungarian (cf. 
section 5.4.3.2.). 

Note, by the way, that movement through the [Spec, CP*] does not violate the 
Subjacency Condition, if we assume that L-containment (cf. 2.2.1. (37» is transitive, 
that is, if projection XP L-contains a projection YP, and a projection ZP L-contains 
XP, then ZP L-contains YP. In that case, intermediate embedded CPs do not form 
additional barriers. 

Let us consider now WhIC-violations in Hungarian. 
(ll) Horvath (1986a) has noted that WhIC is not operative in Hungarian. Long 

relativization (cf. (19a» and long Wh/Focus-movement (cf. (19b» may apply from a 
Wh-island: 

(19) a. Ez volt az a fiu [cp* akinek a gyerekek mondt3.k [cp* t hogy [cpo Peter kerdezte 
[cp* t hogy [cp Mari [cpo mit kiildott t]]]]] 
this was that the boy who-DAT the children said-AGR3pl that Peter asked
AGR3sg that Mary what-ACC sent-AGR3sg 
*'This was the boy to whom the children said Peter asked what Mary had sent.' 

b. Mari kinek tudta [cp* t hogy [cp Peter [cpo mit kiildott tm 
Mary who-DAT knew-AGR3sg that Peter what-ACC sent-AGR3sg 
*'To whom did Mary know what Peter had sent?' 
(Horvath 1986a: 226) 

These cases are covered if extracted Wh-phrases move through the [Spec, CP*], 
and the embedded Wh-phrases are in Focus, i.e. in [Spec, Cpo]. Therefore, Hunga
rian Wh-phrases, unlike their English counterparts, do not form a Wh-island for 
long distance movement. 

The following sentence displays a similar violation: 

(20) A csahid A LEGIDOsEBB FlUT remeli [cp* t hogy [cpo ORVOS lesz [yp t]]] 
the family the eldest son-ACC hopes that doctor becomes 
'It is the eldest son that the family hopes will become a DOCTOR: 
(E. Kiss 1981a: 211) 

This sentence exemplifies a Focus-island violation. The embedded object NP a 
legidBsebb /iut is extracted from a Focus-island. The embedded Focus-position is filled 
by the NP orvos. If we assume, however, that long Wh/Focus-movement applies 
through the [Spec, CP*], and Focus is [Spec, CpO], then the derivation is allowed 
yielding a grammatical result. Let us discuss the lack of multiple long Wh/Focus
movement. 

(Ill) The impossibility of this phenomenon supports the hypothesis that long 
Wh/Focus-movement applies through the [Spec, CP*]: 

(21) a. *Ez volt az a fiu [cp* akinek j a gyerekek mondt3.k [cp* hogy [cp Peter mitj 
kerdezett [cp* ti hogy [cp Mari kuldott ti tjm]] 
this was that the boy who-DAT the children said-AGR3pl that Peter what
ACC asked-AGR3sg that Mary sent-AGR3sg 

b. *Mari kinek j miti tudott [cp* ti hogy [cp Peter [cp kiildott tj tjm 

Mary who-DAT what-ACC knew-AGR3sg that Peter sent-AGR3sg 
These sentences are the counterparts of the ones in (19), except that multiple 

longWh/Focus-movement has applied in the latter. The object Wh-phrase mit is ex-
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tracted from the deepest embedded clause. Another instance of long Wh/Focus-mov
ement, that is, long relativization in (21a) and long Wh-movement in (21b), is not 
allowed. If we assume that long Wh/Focus-movement applies through the [Spec, 
CP*], then these sentences are ruled out as a trace theory violation. The [Spec, CP*] 
is already filled by the trace of mit-extraction.9 

Let us consider the absence of Inversion with prefixed verbs in long Wh/Focus-
movement. 

(IV) Compare the following sentence: 
(22) a. Kit gondolsz [cp* t hogy [cp Janos [cPO meg szeretett [yp t]]]] 

who-ACC think-AGR2sg that John perf-loved-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that John fell in love with?' 

h. *Kit gondolsz [cp* hogy [cp Janos [cpo t szeretett 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that John loved-AGR3sg 

[yp t meg]]]] 
perf 

Focussing triggers Inversion with prefixed verbs obligatorily (cf. 2.1. (28e». In 
(22), the object wh-phrase kit is long Wh-moved. If long Wh/Focus-movement ap
plied through Focus, i.e. the [Spec, CpO], then we would expect the prefix to be 
stranded. However, this does not turn out to be the case, as the ungrammaticality of 
(22b) demonstrates. 

In the grammatical variant (22a), the verb takes its prefix along, though long 
Wh-movement has applied. This implies that the Wh-phrase has not travelled 
through the [Spec, CpO], but must rather travel through the [Spec, CP*]. 

(V) The following sentence demonstrates that prefixes may be short Wh/Focus
moved in Hungarian: 

(23) Mari [cpo LEi iiltj [yp [v' ti tj]]] 
Mary down sat-AGR3sg 
'Mary sat down (and not lay down).' 

In this sentence, the prefix Ie of the prefixed verb leul 'sit down' is moved from its 
base-generated V' -position to Focus (Spec of CpO). If long Wh/Focus-movement ap
plies through the [Spec, CPO], then we would expect that a: focussed prefix could be 
fronted into the matrix sentence. 

(9) Apparent counterexamples against movement through the [Spec, CP*j are instances of multiple rais
ing. For example, E. Kiss (1987a) claims that this phenomenon applies in the following sentence (bracketing 
is mine): 

(i) ] tinos; kit dol got; hallottam kpo hogy megigert [vp ei [vp ta]) 
John two thing-ACC heard-AGRlsg that promised-AGR3sg 
'As for John, it was two things that I heard that he promised.' 

Multiple long Wh/Focus-movement through the[Spec, CP*] violates trace theory. This sentence is, how
ever, grammatical. It seems to me, that it is not a case of multiple extraction. The phrase kit dol got is Wh/Fo
cus-moved butlanosis base-generated in initial-position. This is supported by the fact thatlanos displays the 
diagnostics of a left-dislocated NP (cf. note 5). 

A real instance of multiple extraction occurs with bridge verbs allowing prefix-extraction (cf. 7.3.(8e»: 
(ii) Janos tegnaPi a mtlzeumOlj megk akarra [[cpo hogy latogassukl Ii Ii tkl 

John yesterday the museum-ACC perf wanted-AGR3sg that visit-SUBJ-AGRlpl 
'John wanted us to visit the museum yesterday.' 

In (ii), the adverbial tegnap, the accusative object NP a mUzeumot, and the prefix meg are fronted into the 
matrix sentence. I guess an analysis of these constructions can be made more easily, if the phenomenon of 'res
tructuring' triggered by modal auxiliaries such as akar is properly understood (cf. section 5.3.2.). I will put 
aside these cases for further research. 
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The following sentence, however, shows that prefixes may not be long WhlFo
cus-moved (see, also Koml6sy 1986):10 

(24) *Mari £cpo LEi gondolod £cp* hogy £Cpo ti iiltj [VP [v' ti tjn]]] 
Mary down think-AGR2sg that sat-AGR3sg 

The ungrammaticality of this sentence demonstrates that successive cyclic 
movement cannot involve the Focus position (Spec of cpa). Therefore, the absence of 
this prefix-movement supports the hypothesis that long WhiFocus-movement ap
plies through the [Spec, CP*]. 11 

The question arises why focussed prefixes cannot employ this option to yield an 
instance of long Wh/Focus-movement, just as Wh/Focus NPs. It seems to me that 
Chomsky's (1986b) HMC provides an explanation for preventing prefix-movement 
through [Spec, CP*]. Prefixes form a constituent with the verb. Therefore, they may 
travel along with it when this moves to C (see, section 2.2.1.). Then the prefix may be 
focussed yielding (23). It cannot, however, reach the [Spec, CP*] because its head posi
tion is filled by the complementizer and prefixes do not merge with complementizers. 

Recapitulating, I argued that long Wh/Focus-movement in Hungarian is an in
stance of successive cyclic movement through the Spec of CP. Each link in the chain 
between a moved Wh/Focus-phrase and its gap must be O-subjacent. This gap must 
remain non-overt because it is trace. CNPC, SENSC, and AC were accomodated as 
subjacency violations. 

Bridge verbs may circumvent a violation of this condition because they may L
mark a CP-complement. Empirical evidence for this government relation involves 
the obligatory absence of the anticipatory pronoun, exceptional accusative Case-mark
ing to the Spec of CP, and the morphological adjustment of the matrix verb with 
moved indefinite subject and object NPs. 

The obligatory lexicalization of the complementizer (the absence of that-effects), 
WhIC-violations, the lack of multiple long Wh/Focus-movement, the absence of In
version with prefixed verbs in long Wh/Focus-movement, and the absence of long 
prefix-movement with this phenomenon support successive cyclic movement 
through the Spec of CP*. 

6.5. The mit-Strategy in Hungarian 

In the preceding sections, I have discussed instances of overt long WhJ Focus-mov
ement in Hungarian. De Meij and Maracz (1986) have observed, however, that the 
most common strategy to form embedded Wh-questions in Hungarian is to employ 
the so-called mit-strategy. I presented the more marked variant of this phenomenon 
first because it has, somewhat surprisingly, received more attention in the literature. 

Consider the counterparts of long Wh/Focus-movement constructions (cf. 
6.2.«1) and (2» in the mit-strategy: 

(10) This is exceptionally allowed with bridge verbs. that trigger restructuring (cf. note 9 and 6.3.(8e) for 
examples). 

(11) Long prefix-movement is also blocked in Dutch: 
(i) *OP zei Jan [cp dar ik hem heb t gebeld] 

up said John that I him have phoned 
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(1) a Mit gondolsz hogy Janost ki latta? 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that John-ACC who-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def 
'Who do you think saw John?' 

b. Mit gondolsz hogy Janos kit latott? 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg-indef 
'Who d0 you think that John saw?' 

(2) a. Mit gondolsz hogy Janost melyik flu latta? 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that John-ACC which boy saw-AGR3sg-def 
'Which boy do you think saw John?' 

b. Mit gondolsz hogy Janos melyik flut latta? 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that John which boy-ACC saw-AGR3sg-def 
'Which boy do you think that John saw?' 

Some native-speakers tend to interpret these sentences as consisting of two parts. 
The first part is the matrix clause which contains the matrix verb and its object, the 
Wh-phrase mit. This Wh-phrase asks for the contents of thought or communication. 
The second part is an indirect Wh-question expressing the issue on which an opinion 
or statement is being asked. Hence, (la), for instance, could be paraphrased as in (3): 

(3) What is YOut opinion on the following question: what do you think: who saw John? 

Properties of (la) in this interpretation indicate that they indeed consists of two in
dependent clauses. First, an intonational break separates the matrix clause and the em
bedded clause. Second, the complementizer hogy must be dropped. Third, a Wh-phrase 
must be in the initial-position of the second part. Probably, this represents another 
strategy to form embedded Wh-questions. I believe, however, that this strategy does 
not belong to sentence-grammar. Hence, I will not discuss it further at this place. 

I will examine the following properties of the mit-strategy: 

(4) A. The real Wh-phrase remains in the Focus-position of its own (embedded) clause 
B. The anticipatory pronoun may not be spelled out 
C. The scope-marker mit is assigned accusative case 
D. The complementizer hogy 'that' is obligatory 
E. The mit-strategy displays locality effects 
F. The mit-strategy is allowed by bridge verbs 
G. The real Wh-phrase takes wide scope 

(A) The real Wh-phrases in the mit-strategy remain in the Focus-position of their 
own (embedded) clause. This may be observed from the fact that the Wh-phrases ki, 
kit, melyik /iu, and melyik /iut are left-adjacent to the finite verb of their own clause 
in (1) and (2). Now a dummy Wh-phrase mit appears at the surface position of these 
Wh-phrases in the overt long Wh/Focus-counterparts, the matrix Focus (cf. 6.2.«(1), 
(2» and (1) and (2». 

(la), for instance, has a structure as in (5): 

(5) kpo Mit gondolsz kp* hogy kp Janost kpo kii lattaj [vp ti [vp tj]]]]]] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John-ACC who saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that saw John?' 

This sentence exemplifies that the mit-phrase occupies the [Spec, CPO] (== Focus) 
of the matrix clause, and the real Wh-phrase occupies the [Spec, CPO] (= Focus) of 
the embedded clause. 
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The following sentences show that the mit-strategy may not only apply to nomi
native and accusative embedded Wh-phrases, as in (1) and (2), but also to embedded 
complement NPs with lexical case: 

(6) a. kpo Mit gondolsz [cp* hogy Janos kpo kinek adoee konyvet]]] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John who-DAT gave-AGR3sg book-ACC 
'To who do you think that John gave a book?' 

b. [cpo Mit gondolsz [cp* hogy Mari [cpo kivel beszelt]]] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that Mary who-INSTR spoke-AGR3sg 
'With whom do you think that Mary spoke?' 

c. [cpo Mit gondolsz [cp* hogy Mati kpo kilO! kapott konyvet]]] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that Mary who-ABL got-AGR3sg book-ACC 
'From who do you think Mary got a book?' 

The mit-strategy may also apply if the real Wh-phrase is a non-complement like 
a PP (cf. (7a», or an AP (cf. (7b»: 

(7) a. [cpo Mit gondolsz £Cp* hogy Jinos £Cpo [pp ki mogott] aUt]]] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John who behind stood-AGR3sg 

'Behind who do you think that John stood?' 
b. [cpo Mit gondolsz [cp* hogy Janos £Cpo [AP mil yen eros] volt]]] 

what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John how strong was 
'How strong do you think John was?' 

(B) The anticipatory pronoun which is linked with the hogy-clause in declarative 
sentences (cf. section 4.5.) may not be spelled out in the mit-strategy. The sentences 
with an anticipatory pronoun in (1) and (2) yield an ungrammatical result: 

(8) a. *Mit gondolsz azt kp hogy Janos ki latta] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John who saw-AGR3sg 

b. *Mit gondolsz azt [cp hogy Janost kit latott] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John-ACC who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

c. *Mit gondolsz azt [cp hogy Janost melyikfiu latta] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John-ACC which boy saw-AGR3sg 

d. *Mit gondolsz azt [cp hogy Janos melyikfiut latta] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that-ACC that John which boy-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

The mit-strategy shares this propet;ty with overt long Wh/Focus-movement (cf. 
6.2.(3B». Hence, an anticipatory pronoun may never occur in long WhlFocus-movement. 

(C) The mit-phrase bears accusative case, like the anticipatory pronoun in declara
tive sentences and the extracted subject Wh/Focus-phrase in long Wh/Focus-mov
ement (cf. 6.2.(9a»; 

(9) a. Mit gondolsz kp hogy Janost ki latta} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John-ACC who saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think saw John?' 

b. Azt gondolom Iep hogy Mari latta Janost} 
that-ACC think-AGRlsg that Mary saw-AGR3sg John-ACC 
'I think that Mary saw John.' 

c. Kit gondolsz rep hogy latta t Janost} 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg that saw-AGR3sg Johri-ACC 
'Who do you think saw John.' 

(D) The complementizer hogy 'that' is obligatory in the mit-strategy, as in overt 
long Wh/Focus-movement (cf. 6.2.(3A». The counterparts of (1) and (2) without 
hogy yield an ungrammatical sentence: . 
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(10) a. *Mit gondolsz I:cpJanost ki latta] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg John-ACC who saw-AGR3sg 

b. *Mit gondolsz Icp Janos kit latott} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

c. Mit gondolsz Icp Janost me/yik flu latta] 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg John-ACC which boy saw-AGR3sg 

d. Mit gondolsz I:cp Janos melyik flut latta} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg John which boy-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

(E) The mit-strategy is sensitive to locality effects. These involve (i) island condi
tions, and (ii) repetition of the mit-phrase within each clausal domain in multiple 
embedded Wh-questions . 

. (i) The mit-strategy obeys the same island conditions as overt long Wh/Focus
movement (cf. 6.3.(1)-(4». It may not violate the CNPC, SENSC and.AC. 

The following sentences exemplify that the mit-strategy obeys CNPC: 

(11) a. *Mari mit hallott(a) {NP azt 
Mary what-ACC heard-AGR3sg-indef/(def) that-ACC 
a tenyt fcp hogy Janos kit latottlJ 
the fact-ACC that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

b. *Mari mit hallott(a) [NP azt 
Mary what-ACC heard-AGR3sg-indef/(def) that-ACC 
a tenyt fcp hogy Janost ki latta]] 
the fact-ACC that John-ACC who saw-AGR3sg-def 

The ungrammaticality of these sentences shows that the mit-phrase in the matrix 
sentence may not be separated from the real Wh-phrase in the embedded clause by a 
complexNP. 

Observe that the real Wh-phrase may neither be embedded in a sentential subject: 

(12) a. *Mi biztos fcp hogy ki jon el} b. *Mi val6szinu fcp hogy ki jon ell 
what is sure that who comes what is probable that who comes 

These sentences display that SENSC is operative in the mit-strategy. 12 

Another limitation on this phenomenon is formed by the islandhood of adverbial 
clauses. The embedding of the real Wh-phrases in an adverbial clause yields an un
grammatical result: 

(13) a. * Mit tisztitomil volna le az asztalt azelOtt fcp hogy mely kiinyveket olvastad volna ell 
what-ACC clean-AGR2sg would perf the table-ACC before that which 
books-ACC read-AGR2sg would perf 

b. *Mit erkeztel az iskolaba anelkiil [ep hogy kire gondoltal volnal 
what-ACC arrived-AGR2sg the school-ILL that-without that who-SUBL 
thought-AGR2sg would 

These sentences display that AC constrains the mit-strategy. Let us now consider 
another type of locality effect with this phenomenon. 

(ii) Compare the following multiple embedded Wh-questions: 
(12) The mit-strategy yields a much better result with a subject subjunctive clause than with a subject in

dicative clause. Compare (12a) with (i): 
(i) Mi kell b hogy ki ;ojjon ell 

what is necessary that who come-SUBJ-AGR3sg 
'Por who is it necessary to come?' 

Ovett long Wh/Focus-rnovement displays the same pattern (cf. note 6). 
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(14) a. Mit gondolsz fep hogy Mari *(mit) mondott fep hogy Janost ki latta}} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that Mary what-ACC said-AGR3sg that John-ACC 
who saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think Mary said saw John?' 

b. Mit gondolsz lcp hogy Mari *(mit) mondott fep hogy Joinos kit latott}} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that Mary what-ACC said-AGR3sg that John 
who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that Mary said that John saw?' 

c. Mit gondolsz rep hogy Mari *(mit) mondott fep hogy Janost melyik flu latta}} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that Mary what-ACe said-AGR3sg that John
ACC which boy saw-AGR3sg 
'Which boy do you think Mary said saw John?' 

d. Mit gondolsz fep hogy Mari *(mit) mondott fep hogy Janos melyikfiut hitta}} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that Mari what-ACC said-AGR3sg that John 
which boy-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Which boy do you think that Mary said that John saw?' 

These sentences show that a continuity requirement is operative in the mit-strat
egy. The Focus-positions from the real Wh-phrase up to the Focus-position of the 
matrix clause must be filled with a dummy mit-phrase. Dropping of such an inter
mediate phrase is not allowed. So a mit-phrase must be repeated from the real Wh
phrase in each clausal domain of embedded multiple Wh-questions. 

WhIC may be violated with overt long Wh/Focus-movement (cf. section 6.4.). A 
Wh-phrase may be extracted from an embedded clause with a Wh-phrase: 

(15) Kinek gondolod fep hogy Janos mit adoet t} 
who-DAT think-AGR2sg that John what-ACC gave-AGR3sg 
*'To whom do you think what John gave?' 

The question arises whether the mit-strategy displays WhIC-violations as well? 
This appears to be the case. The following sentence, which is the counterpart of (15) 
in the mit-strategy, shows that it may apply to a Wh-island: 

(16) Mit gondolsz fep hogy Janos kinek mit adott} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John who-DAT what-ACC gave-AGR3sg 
*'To whom do you think what John gave?' 

(F) The mit-strategy is possible only with verbs allowing long Wh/Focus-mov
ement, that is, only with the bridge verbs listed in 6.2.(12).13 For example, the pre

(13) A superficial investigation learns us that the mit-strategy yields a better result with verbs of percep
tion and knowing (cf. (i» than with verbs of saying (cf. (ii»: 

(i) a. Mit hallottaI hogy Janos kit hitott? 
what-ACC heard-AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Who did you hear that John saw?' 

b. Mit hiszel hogy Janos kit larotr? 
what-ACC believe-AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you believe that John saw?' 

(ii) a. ?*Mit emlitettel hogy Janos kit latott' 
what-ACC mentioned-AGR2sg thac John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 

'Who did you mention that John saw?' 
b. * Mit javasoitil hogy Janos kit lasson? 

what-ACC proposed-AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-SUBJ-AGR3sg 
'Who did you propose that John should see?' 

The sentences in (ii) can only be saved if they are interpreted as two separate parts involving the strategy 
in (3). However, more fieldwork is required to determine the distribution of the mit-strategy with the verbs 
in 6.2.(12). I will leave this as a task for further research. 
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dicates elo/ordul 'appear' and valbszinu 'be probable' do not belong to this class of 
verbs. Hence, they do not sanction the mit-strategy: 

(17) a. * Mi fordul ell) fcp hogy ki hazudik} 
what appears that who lies 

b. *Mi val6szim'i fcp hogy mit javitottak} 
what is probable that what-ACC repaired-AGR-3pl 

(G) Long Wh/Focus-movement and their equivalents in the mit-strategy are ren
dered into English similarly. In both strategies, the real Wh-phrases have scope over 
the rest of the sentence. A felicitous answer to the sentences 6.2.«1) and (2» with 
long Wh/Focus-movement and the sentences (1) and (2) with the mit-strategy invol
ves, for instance, Peter 'Peter-NOM', Petm 'Peter-ACC" Peter 'Peter-NOM', and Pe
tert 'Peter-ACC' respectively. This implies that the topmost mit-phrase represents so 
to speak the scope of the embedded real Wh-phrase. Hence, I conclude that it func
tions as a scope-marker in the sense of Baker (1970). 

Summarizing, I discussed an alternative strategy to form embedded Wh-ques
tions, the so-called mit-strategy. The most striking property of this strategy is that 
the real Wh-phrase remains in the Focus-position of its own (embedded) clause, 
while in the Focus position of the matrix clause a dummy Wh-phrase mit appears. 
This phrase indicates the scope of the real Wh-phrase. In the next section, I will pres
ent an analysis of the mit-strategy. 

6.6. Correspondence effects in hungarian 

Let us consider again the properties of the mit-strategy 6.5.(4), here repeated in (1): 

(1) A. The real Wh-phrase remains in the Focus-position of its own (embedded) clause 
B. The anticipatory pronoun may not be spelled out 
C. The scope-marker mit is assigned accusative case 
D. The complementizer hogy 'that' is obligatory 
E. The mit-strategy displays locality effects 
F. The mit-strategy is allowed by bridge verbs 
G. The real Wh-phrase takes wide scope 

It is clear that an analysis of this phenomenon will have to account for these properties. 
Overt long Wh/Focus-movement and the mit-strategy have a number of proper

ties in common (cf. 6.2.(4) and (1». Therefore, I will assume that the core syntactic 
principles that authorize overt long Wh/Focus-movement also authorize the mit
strategy. If this is correct, then we provide empirical evidence for the Correspond
ence Hypothesis, here repeated as (2): 

(2) Correspondence Hypothesis 
Whenever there is a syntactic reflex of the assignment of (wide) scope, the depen
dency involved and overt long Wh-movement obey the same conditions on go
vernment and bounding 

The conditions on government involved with overt long Wh/Focus-movement 
are the selection and L-marking of a CP bya bridge verb, and the principle of boun
ding theory involved ,with this strategy is the Subjacency Condition, to be more pre-
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cise, O-subjacency (cf. section 6.4.). Suppose now that these conditions are also opera
tive in the mit-strategy. 

Let us derive the properties in (1) within this framework. Before we can do so, 
consider first Baker's (1970) theory of scope-assignment to Wh-phrases. 

Following Baker (1970), I will assume that all cases of scope assignment for Wh
phrases involve coindexing with an abstract scope-marker Q which is base-generated 
in the [Spec, CP] position. The representation of overt Wh-movement and Wh in
situ in this system are as follows: 

(3) a. £CP Qi (Wh-phrase}j [ ... ti"·}} b. £CP Qi [ ... [Wh-phrase}j"')} 

In both cases, scope-assignment to the Wh-phrase depends on the relation with 
Q. The difference between (3a) and (3b) is that the content of the Wh-phrase is adja
cent to Qin the former, but not in the latter. 

WIthin the local domain any category can be linked to Q. Suppose now that the 
local domain of Wh (CP) can be extended by iterating the indexing to Q (as all other 
indexing can be): 

(4) ... [Qj".[Qj ... kp Qj [ ... Wh j ••• }}}}. .. 

This representation does not violate bounding theory. Scope is assigned to Wh by 
<:oindexing it.with a chain of abstract scope-markers. This iterative indexing mimics 
overt successive cyclic movement. ' 

Let us consider now how the properties of the mit-strategy are accounted for. In 
analogy with overt long Wh/Focus-movement, I will assume that bridge verbs may 
select and L-mark a CP-complement yielding the following configuration: 

(5) CP 
~ 

mit VP 
~ 

CP V 
~ 

hogy Wh 

This configuration directly accounts for the fact that the mit-strategy is allowed 
by bridge verbs only (cf. (IF», and for the fact that the anticipatory pronoun may 
not be spelled out (cf. (IB». The CP is itself in an A-position (the object position). 
Let us examine now why the mit-phrase is assigned accusa.five Case (cf. (Ie». 

A sentence with the mit-strategy has the following structure: 
(6) £CP" Mitj gondolsz £Cp* Qj hogy £Cp Jinos k~ kitj hitottj [vp tj tjm}] 

what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that John saw?' 

In this sentence, the embedded real object Wh-phrase kit is moved to the Focus
position of its own clause, that is, to the [Spec, CPO}. It may be coindexed with a 
base-generated scope-marker Q in the [Spec, CP*}, as an instance of (3b). The 
dummy mit-phrase in the matrix clause represents the scope of the real Wh-phrase. 
In fact, the scope of kit is extended to a higher domain. This suggests that the mit
phrase is an overt realization of an iterated abstract scope-marker (cf. (4». 

Bridge verbs have the ability to assign exceptional accusative Case to the [Spec, 
CP*} ina configuration like (5) (cf. section 6.3.). Suppose now that this Case is as-
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signed to Q in the {Spec, CP}. Hence, we derive (Ie). Below I will return to the 
question why an iterated scope-marker must be overtly tealized. 

Let us now tum to a discussion of the locality effects which occur with the mit-strategy. 
It displays locality effects (cf. (IF». Island conditions such as CNPC, SENSC, 

and AC may not be violated. Therefore, the real Wh-phrase and the mit-phrase may 
not be coindexed across a complex NP, a sentential subject, and an adjunct clause. 
This would result in a subjacency violation. This coindexing· is, however, allowed 
with bridge verbs, because they L-mark a CP-complement in configuration (5) (cf. 
section 6.4.). Therefore, the real Wh-phrase and the mit-phrase are no longer separa
ted by a barrier. Hence, an instance of O-subjacency preventing a violation of the 
Subjacency Condition. 

Overt long Wh/Focus-movement exhibits WhlC-violations (cf. section 6.4.). 
Wh/Focus-phrases may be extracted from a Wh-island because this phenomenon ap
plies through the {Spec, CP*} and the embedded Wh-phrase occupies the [Spec, 
CPO} (= Focus). The mit-strategy may also violate WhlC. Consider 6.5.(14), here re
peated as (7): 

(7) Mitj gondolsz [cp* Qi hogy CcP Janos kp1 kineki Ccpo mit 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John what-DAT what~ACC 
adott}}} 
gave-AGR3sg 
*'To whom do you think what John gave?' 

An explanation for the grammaticality of this sentence runs along the same lines 
as for WhIC-violations with overt long Wh/Focus-movement. The embedded object 
Wh-phrase mit is in the embedded Focus-position. Therefore, Q in the [Spec, CP} 
remains accessible for coindexing with the Wh-phrase kinek. 14 This circumvents a 
violation of WhlC. 

Let us consider now why the complementizer is obligatory in the mit-strategy (cf. (ID». 
Hogy-drop may apply if the complement clause contains a Wh-phrase (cf. 6.4.(IS)). 

The complementizer in the mit-strategy, however, must be obligatorily present: 
(8) a. Tudod £Cp* (hogy) {cp Janos kpo kit latott}}} 

know-AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Do you know who John saw?' 

b. Mit gondolsz £Cp* *(hogy) CcP Janos £Cpo kit latott]}] 
what-ACC think~AGR2sg that John who-ACC saw-AGR3sg 
'Who do you think that John saw?' 

The distribution of the complementizers in this pair matches the distribution of 
complementizers in declarative sentences and long Wh/Focus-movement construc
tions (cf. section 6.4.). Lexicalization of hogy is obligatory with long Wh/Focus-mov
ement but not with declarative sentences. This is due to the fact that complementi
zers provide a [Spec, CP*} position for Wh/Focus-trace in the former. 

The explanation for this dichotomy carries over to the pair in (S). But now instead 
of a trace a scope-marker Q is present in the [Spec, CP*}. Therefore, the complemen
tizer must be spelled out in (Sb) with the mit-strategy, unlike in (Sa) with the indirect 
Wh-question. In the latter, Q is not have to be present in the [Spec, CP*}. 

(14) The intermediate CPs do not provide additional barriers if we assume that L-containment is transi
tive (cf. section 6.4.). 
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The lack of multiple mit-strategy also supports the hypothesis of an abstract 
scope-marker in the [Spec, CP*] position with this strategy: 

(9) * Miti mit; gondolsz fcp* Q hogy fcp Janos fcP! kineki {CPO mit; adott]}}} 
what-ACC what-ACC think-AGR2sg that John what-DAT what-ACC gave·AGR3sg 

This sentence is the counterpart of (7), except that aflether mit-phrase has been 
inserted in the matrix clause. The ungrammaticality of (9) shows that multiple mit
strategy cannot apply. This fact is covered, if we assume the presence of a (single) 
scope-marker in the [Spec, CP*] which is available for iterative coindexing. 

Let us consider now why the real Wh-phrase in the mit-strategy takes wide scope (cf. (lG». 
The scope of a Wh-phrase directly corresponds to its position in syntax in long 

Wh/Focus-movement (cf. 6.3.(2H). The scope of the real Wh-phrase in the mit-stra~ 
tegy, however, is represented at another position than where this phrase i$ physically 
realized. In both strategies, the real Wh-phrases have wide scope. The reason for this 
is that scope-assignment to Wh-phrases involves, as Baker (1970) has proposed, two 
patterns, namely, an adjunction (cf. (3a» and an in-situ schema (cf. (3b». 

Overt long WhlFocus-movement is an instance of the former. The Wh-phrllSe is ad
joined to its scope-marker. It is assigned wide-scope by being adjacent to Q. The mit
strategy is an instance of the latter. The embedded Wh-phrase is bound by its scope
marker. It is assigned wide scope by this coindexing. This derives then proPerty' (lG». 

Let us now consider why an iterated Q must be spelled out as an ovett mii .. phrase. 
The canonical landing site of Wh-phrases is the Focus-position, left-adj~(;lnt to the 

finite verb (cf. 2.1.(28c». So all phrases bearing a feature [+ Wh] must O~(;\1PY this 
position. The abstract scope-marker receives this feature as well under coinde~flg with 
the real (embedded) Wh-phrase. As a consequence, Q must also land in F~. The re
presentation of a multiple embedded Wh-question with the mit-strategy is as follows: 

(10) Cpo ----Spec C' 

Qi ----C cp* V ____ 

Spec C' 

Qi ---------C Cpo 
hogy ~ 

Spec C' 
Qi ------...... 

C cp* 
V~ 

Spec C' 
Qi ------... 

C CPO 
hogy ------...... 

Spec C' 
Whj ____ 

C VP 
V; / ........... 

(. 
J 
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Focus is a prominent position in the syntax of Hungarian. It must be visible for 
reasons of phonetic interpretation, like for primary stress-assignment. Let us assume 
that this visibility requirement is responsible for the spelling out of an abstract 
scope marker in Focus as an overt mit-phrase. (11) yields the following representa
tion of (10): 

(11) cpo ---Spec C' 
miti _____ 

C Cp* 
V .......----.... 

Spec C' 
Qi .......----.... 

C cpo 
hogy ........----... 

Spec C' 
miti .......----.... 

C Cp* 
V .......----.... 

Spec C' 
miti ~ 

C cpo 
hogy.......----.... 

Spec C' 
Whi ............... 

C VP 
Vj~ 

ti tj 

Summarizing, I argued that long Wh/Focus-movement and the mit-strategy in
volve the same core syntactic principles, L-marking and O-subjacency. 

This provides empirical evidence for the Correspondence Hypothesis. In order to 
make this hypothesis operative, I adopted the assumption that the mit-phrase is a 
scope-marker in the sense of Baker (1970). This accounts also for the fact why cor
respondence effects are absent with long Focus-movement, unlike with long Wh
movement. There is no lexicalised scope-marker with respect to Focus. In the next 
section, I will discuss the consequences of the Correspondence Hypothesis for the 
grammar of Hungarian and the theory of grammar. 

6.7. Some Consequences ofWh-strategies in Hungarian 

This section discusses some consequences of the different Wh-strategies in Hun
garian. First, I will determine the position of these strategies within the grammar of 
Hungarian (cf. section 6.7.1.). Second, I will examine the consequences of correspon
dence effects for the theory of UG. I will conclude that these effects make the level 
of representation called LF superfluous (cf. section 6.7.2.). 

6.7.1. Wh-strategies and the Grammar of Hungarian 

I noted in section 5.3.7. a dialectal split with respect to overt long Wh-mov
ement in Hungarian. Hungarian I accepts overt long Wh-movement entirely, and 
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Hungarian II accepts it only marginally. In the latter, the following accessibility hie
rarchy (cf. 5.3.7.(4» is operative: 

(1) Accessibility hierarchy for long Wh-movement in Hungarian 
Lexical case > structural Case (NOM and ACC) 

Extraction of a Wh-phrase with lexical case yields a far better result than extrac
tion of a Wh-phrase with strucrural Case. Instead of the latter, speakers of Hunga
rian II prefer the mit-strategy. 

I will assume that this dialectal difference is related to the following parameter 
(cf. Chomsky 1986a: 75): 

(2) +I-move Wh 

This parameter states that Wh-movement is optional, as all syntactic movement 
rules are. The existence of languages with overt long Wh-movement such as English 
and languages with Wh in-situ such Chinese and Japanese provide empirical eviden
ce for its postulation. 

Move Wh is set positively in Hungarian I, whereas it is set negatively in Hunga
rian II. If this parameter is real, then we expect that phenomena contingent on Wh
movement will diverge in these dialects as well. I will demonstrate that this indeed 
is the case with (I) the morphological adjustment of an intermediate verb with the 
extraction of an indefinite (nominative and accusative) Wh-phrase from multiple 
embedded Wh-questions, and (II) the distribution of parasitic gaps and resumptive 
pronouns. 

(I) A bridge verb displays agreement with an extracted indefinite nominative and 
accusative Wh-phrase in long Wh/Focus-movement (cf. 6.2.(3D». I argued in sec
tion 6.4. that this phenomenon applies successive cyclicly through the [Spec, CP*], 
and that the indefinite (nominative and accusative) Wh-phrases trigger the indefini
te conjugation on the bridge verb. The question arises how the bridge verbs are con
jugated when an indefinite nominative or accusative Wh-phrase is extracted from a 
multiple embedded Wh-question. Consider the following sentences: 

(3) a. Kit gondolsz £cp* t hogy [ Mari mondtalmondott Ccp* t hogy [ latta t Janost]]}} 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that Mary said-AGR3sg-def/indef that saw
AGR3sg-def John-ACC 
'Who do you think Mary said saw John?' 

b. Kit gondolsz £cp* t hogy [ Mari mondtalmondott £cp* t hogy [Janos hitott t]m 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that Mary said-AGR3sg-def/indef that John 
saw-AGR3sg-indef 
'Who do you think that Mary said that John saw?' 

These sentences exemplify the extraction of an indefinite Wh-phrase from the 
most deeply embedded clause. In (3a), it is base-generated in the subject position, 
and in (3b) it is base-generated in the accusative object position. 

If successive cyclic movement through the [Spec, CP ] is correct, then we expect 
that both the matrix verb and the intermediate verb exhibit indefinite conjugation. 
The traces occupy this position and they are indefinite. Hence, they may trigger the 
indefinite conjugation. 
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This prediction is, however, only borne out in Hungarian I. E. Kiss (1985) has 
reported that in multiple embedded Wh-questions, in which the subject or the ac
cusative object is long Wh-moved from the deepest embedded clause, both the mat
rix and the intermediate verb are conjugated indefinitely. Hence, speakers of this 
dialect realize the matrix verb and the intermediate verb in (3) as gondolsz 'think
AGR2sg-indef' and mondott 'said-AGR2sg-indef'. 

Speakers of Hungarian II, on the other hand, marginally accept these sentences, if 
possible at all, with the definite conjugation on the intermediate verb. Hence, the 
intermediate verb must be mondta 'said-AGR3sg-def'. 

It is reasonable to assume that this dialectal variation is related to the parameter 
+/-move Who Hungarian I behaves as expected. The (indefinite) conjugation on the 
intermediate bridge verb is determined by the trace in the [Spec, CP*}. This unam
biguously supports successive cyclic movement through the Spec of CP*. 

Hungarian II involves successive cyclicity as well. The insertion of the anticip
atory pronoun yields a completely unacceptable result: 

(4) a. *Kit gondolsz (cp hogy Mad mondta azt {cp hogy Janos latott}} 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that Mary said-AGR3sg-def that-ACC that 
John saw-AGR3sg-indef 

b. *Kit gondolsz [ep hogy Mari mondta azt fcp hogy lattaJanostD 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that Mary said-AGR3sg-def that-ACC that 
saw-AGR3sg-def John-ACC 

Suppose that the relation between the Wh-phrase and its gap in these sentences 
is not an instance of real successive cyclic 'movement but rather mimics successive 
cyclic movement. Maybe, it involves an analogic form of the mit-strategy. As a con
sequence, no intermediate traces are present. This accounts for the absence of indefi
nite conjugation on the intermediate verbs. 

Instead these verbs pattern the same as intermediate verbs in multiple declarative 
sentences (cf. (5b» or in multiple embedded Wh-questions with the extraction of a 
Wh-phrase bearing lexical case (cf. (5b». They are conjugated definitely. Hence, the 
form of the verb is mondta 'said-AGR3sg-def': 

(5) a. Azt gondoltam fcp hogy Mari azt mondta fcp hogy Janos talalkozott Peterrel}} 
that-ACCthought-AGRlsg-def that Mary that-ACC said-AGR3sg-def that 
John met-AGR3sg-indef Peter-INSTR 
'I thought that Mary said that John met Peter.' 

b. Kivel gondolod fcp hogy Mari mondta [cp hogy Janos talalkozott} 
who-INSTR think-AGR2sg-def that Mary said-AGR3sg-def that John met
AGR3sg-indef 
'With whom do you think that Mary said that John met?' 

(II) Hungarian displays parasitic gaps (cf. section 5.3.7.2.): 
(6) a. {ep Milyen iratokat tectel [yp el t} [miel8tt elolvastal volna e}} 

what papers-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away what-before perf-read-AGR2sg
indefwould 
'Which papers did you put away before reading?' 

b. fcp Milyen iratokat tettel [yp el t} {mielOtt elolvastad volna *(llket)]} 
what papers-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away what-before perf-read-AGR2sg
def would them 
'Which papers did you put away before reading?' 
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(7) a. fcp Milyen iratot tette1 (vp el t} (mielOtt vegeztel volna en 
what paper-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away what-before finished-AGR2sg-in
defwould 
'Which paper did you put away before finishing?' 

b. (cp Milyen iratot tette1 [vp el t] (mielOtt vegeztel volna *(vele)]) 
what paper-ACC put-AGR2sg-indef away what-before finished-AGR2sg-in
def would it-INSTR 
'Which paper did you put away before finishing?' 

These sentences exhibit short Wh-movement and they contain an .adjunct clause 
with a parasitic gap (indicated bye). The (a)-sentences represent the intuitions of 
speakers of Hungarian I (cf. E. Kiss 1985). The (b)-sentences represent the intuitions 
of speakers of Hungarian II. The gap in the (a)-sentences must remain non-overt. 
The gap in the (b)-sentences, however, must be spelled out as an overt pronoun. 
Hence, Hungarian I involves a parasitic gap strategy, whereas Hungarian II involves 
a resumptive pronoun strategy in similar cases. 

In Hungarian I, the gap cannot be pro because plural accusative personal pronouns 
and pronouns with lexical case may not be omitted (cf. 4.2.(34». In Hungarian II, on 
the other hand, the gap may be pro, as the following sentence demonstrates: 

(8) £cp Kivel talaIkoztal (vp t ] (anelkiil hogy *meghfvttillmeghfvtad volna (ot)]) 
who-INSTR met-AGR2sg-indef that-without that perf-invited-AGR2sg
indef/def would him 
'Who did you meet without you having invited?' 

A singular accusative pronoun br may be dropped only if the verb is conjugated 
definitely. This matches the distribution of pro (cf. 4.2. (34». Hence, pro may func
tion as a resumptive pronoun only if it locally recoverable from AGR. 

The following pair shows that long Wh-movement with parasitic gap clauses 
patterns the same as short Wh-movement with such clauses: 

(9) a. fcp Kiket szeretnel £cp ha eljonnenek t] [anelktil hogy meghivtaI volna ell 
who-pl-ACC like-COND-AGR2sg-indef if came-COND-AGR3pl-indef that
without that perf-invited-AGR2sg-indef would 
'Whom would you like if came without you having invited?' 

b. [cp Kiket szeretnel £cp ha eljonnenek t} (anelkiil hogy meghfvtad volna *(oket)l 
who-pl-ACC like-COND-AGR2sg-indef if came-COND-AGR3pl-indef that
without that perf-invited-AGR2sg-def would them 
'Whom would you like if came without you having invited?' 

Again, in the (a)-sentence a parasitic gap is allowed, and in the (b)-sentence a re
sumptive pronoun must be spelled out. 

In sum, Hungarian I allows a parasitic gap strategy, whereas Hungarian II em
ploys a resumptive pronoun strategy in similar cases. The question then is how do 
we account for this difference? 

The distribution of empty categories is restricted by the following descriptive 
condition: 

(10) Empty categories must be bound locally 
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For example, pro must be bound by a local AGR, and Wh-trace must be bound 
by its antecedent in its minimal maximal domain. It is reasonable to assume that par
asitic gaps obey principle (10) as well. Chomsky (1986b) suggests that these gaps 
are bound locally if they are I-subjacent to the real gap, since a parasitic gap is em
bedded in an adjunct clause. 

Suppose now that empty categories must be O-subjacent to their binders in Hun
garian II but not in Hungarian 1. Hence, a real gap cannot license a parasitic gap in 
Hungarian II. This yields the absence of parasitic gaps. We have seen that such cons
tructions may be saved by a resumptive pronoun strategy. 

Let us summarize the differences between Hungarian I and II in the following 
diagram: 

(11) Hungarian I Hungarian II 
-accessibility hierachy for + 
overt long Wh-movement 
-preference of the mit-strategy + 
-indefinite conjugation on + 
intermediate verb in 
multiple embedded Wh-questions 
-parasitic gap strategy + 
-resumptive pronoun strategy + 

The two dialects differ with respect to phenomena intrinsically dependent on the 
presence or absence of (long) Wh-movement. I suggested that this involves the par
ameter +I-move Who I will leave the further exploration of this parameter and the 
phenomena contingent on it as a task for further research. 

6.7.2. Correspondence Effects and the Theory of Grammar 

Correspondence effects effects also appea.r in languages other than Hungarian. Van 
Riemsdijk (l983b) observes that German displays a Wh-strategy quite similar to the 
mit-strategy in Hungarian. The scope marker in German is was 'what'. Compare (12a): 

(12) a.fcp Was glaubst du fcp was Peter meint fcp wer heute kommtJ]] 
what think you what Peter believes who today comes 
'Who dQ you think Peter believes will come today?' 

b. *fcp Wlr/S glaubst du fcp was Peter meint fcp wer kommt heute]}} 
what think you what Peter believes who comes today 

The ungrammaticality of (12b) shows that the was-strategy involves a complex 
!ientence. The finite verb must be in final-position in embedded clauses, since Ger
man is an SOV-Iangllage. 

Hiemstra (1986) notes correspondence effecrs in Frisian: 

(13) a. fcp Wa tillk!=;o [cp dat ik t sj~n ha.}] 
who think you that I. seen have 
'Who do Y01,l think that I have seen?' 

b. CcP Wat tinke;o fcp wa't ik t sjoen hal} 
what think you· who-that I ~§en have 
'Who do you think that I have seen?' 
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(14) a. CcP Wa tinke jo CcP dat t my sjoen hat}} 
who think you that me seen has 
'Who do you think has seen me?' 

b. CcP Wat tinke jo (Cp wa'tt my sjoen hat}} 
what think you who-that me seen has 
'Who do you think has seen me?' 
(Hiemstra 1986: 33) 

The (a)-sentences represent instances of overt long Wh-movement. This may 
apply from both the subject position (cf. (l4a» and the object position (cf. (13a».ls 
The (b)-sentences exemplify the Frisian variant of the scope marker-strategy. The 
real Wh-phrases wa move to the [Spec, CP} of their own (embedded) clause in (l3b) 
and (14b). They merge with the complementizer dat yielding wa't. The Wh-phrases 
wat in the matrix clauses function as a scope marker. 

Thus, iterative long distance Wh-movement without overt syntactic movement 
appears in historically unrelated languages like Hungarian, German or Frisian.16 

This provides empirical evidence for the Correspondence Hypothesis 6.2.(6), here re
peated as (15): 

(15) C orrespondence Hypothesis 
Whenever there is a syntactic reflex of the assignment of (wide) scope, the depen
dency involved and long Wh-movement obey the same conditions on govern
ment and bounding 

This hypothesis states that the grammar of Wh-trace and the grammar of scope 
is constrained by the same syntactic principles. If this is correct, then these prin
ciples have optimal explanatory power. Hence, the Correspondence Hypothesis re
presents the null-hypothesis. 

This unification has not been a major focus of research in recent years. Rather, it 
has generally been assumed that wide scope-assignment is not restricted by boun
ding theory. This has been regarded as an argumenr for the independent status of iF 
(cf. Huang (1982), iasnik and Saito (1984), and Chomsky (1986), among others). 

Correspondence effects provide empirical evidence against this position. They 
. yield a contradiction in the terminology of Chomsky and Huang. Wide scope as
signment is restricted by subjacency, and consequently this condition holds at iF. 
However, according to Chomsky and Huang subjacency does not hold at iF but at 
S-structure. Note, incidentally, that it is not appealing to escape this contradiction 
by parametrizing bounding theory at iF, as may be clear from Chomsky (1986, 
220): "It seems difficult to imagine that rules of the LF component are subject to 

(15) Copying of the moved Wh-phrase in the intermediate [Spec, CP] may stress the successive cyclic ef
fect in Frisian overt long Wh-movement (cf. Hiemstra 1986): 

(i) lcp Wa tinke jo [cp wa't t my sjoen hat]] 
who think you who-that me seen has 

'Who do you think has seen me?' 
This repetition of moved Wh-phrases with overt long Wh-movement appears also in Mrikaans (cf. Du 

Plessis 1977) and German (cf. Hohle 1989). 
(16) McDaniel reports that Romani, an Indic language spoken io. southern Yugoslavia, exhibits corres

pondence effects as well. The scope marker in this language is so 'what'. 
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parametric variation since it is unclear what evidence to fix their character would be 
available to the language-learner." 

Koster (1987) argues that all grammatical dependency relations display the fol
lowing properties at S-structure: 

(16) a. obligatoriness 
c. c-command of the antecedent 

b. uniqueness of the antecedent 
d. locality 

The assignment of wide-scope does not form an exception. If that is correct, then 
a separate representation for the level of scope, LF, is entirely superfluous. The null
hypothesis even predicts that locality effects should appear with wide-scope Wh in
situ in Chinese and Japanese. Pesetsky (1984) has demonstrated that this appears to 
be the case. 

Interestingly, natural languages also employ syntactic means other than scope 
markers to express the successive cyclic effect in long distance dependencies without 
overt movement. 

According to McCloskey (1979), Irish relative clauses and Wh-questions are div
ided in two types, those that terminate with a gap, and those that terminate with a 
resumptive pronoun. McCloskey notes that the most striking property of the latter 
type is that the verb must be preceded by the complementizer aL. In long distance 
relativization (cf. (17a» and long Wh-movement (cf. (17b», aL must be present in 
each clause: 

(17) a. An duine rep aL mheas tli [cp aL chonaic tli t}} 
the person Comp thought you Comp saw you 
'The person that you thought you saw.' 

b. Ce tcp aL mheaS tli tcp aL chonaic tli t)} 
who Comp thought you Comp saw you 
'Who did you think you saw?' 

The requirement that aL must be present in each clause suggests successive cycli
city. This is further supported by the fact that long relativization and long Wh-mov
ement may not violate island conditions like CNPC and WhIC. 

The syntax of long relativization and long Wh-movement in Irish resembles the 
syntax of the scope marker-strategy in Hungarian, German or Frisian. Both cons
truction types lack overt syntactic movement, and they display successive cyclicity. 
A complementizer stresses the successive cyclic effect in Irish, and a Wh-phrase does 
the same in Hungarian, German, and Frisian. 17 

In conclusion, correspondence effects render an independent level for the repres
entation of scope, LF, superfluous. Wide scope assignment is subsumed by the same 
principles which restrict grammatical dependency relations at S-structure. Long dis
tance movement is implemented in the grammar in a successive cyclic fashion. In 
Hungarian, the domain of scope is extended in a fascinating way by the iteration of 
the scope marker mit. 

(17) This is also the case with the iteration of certain types of verbal agreement in some languages. For 
example, Chung (1982) and Georgopoulos (1985) report that this phenomenon occurs with unbounded 
(Wh)-dependencies in Chamorro and Palauan respectively. Thniinsson (1976) and Pica (1987) demonstrate 
that the iteration of AGR conditions the occurrence of long distance anaphors in Icelandic. A non-local sub
ject may bound the reflexive anaphor sig as long as the intermediate verbs are marked with the subjunctive. 
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6.8. Concluding Remarks 

This chapter examined Wh-strategies in Hungarian. This language has two long 
distance Wh-strategies, overt long Wh-movement and the so-called mit-strategy. 
These strategies are subject to dialectal/idiolectal variation. I hypothesised that this 
variation is associated with the parameter +I-move Who Some phenomena appear to 
be contingent upon the setting of this parameter such as the conjugation-type of in
termediate verbs in multiple embedded Wh-questions, the distribution of parasitic 
gaps and resumptive pronouns. 

The existence of these Wh-strategies yields empirical support for the Correspon
dence Hypothesis, which excludes the existence of an independent level for the re
presentation of scope (LF). What principle covers the scope of quantifiers? 

The following universal principle determines the scope of quantifiers (cf. Reinhart 1983):18 

(1) A quantifier c-commands its scope at S-structure 

Hungarian is a left-branching language (cf. 2.2.1.(1». This implies that the left
most constituent has the largest c-command domain. Hence, in accordance with this 
principle the leftmost quantifier has widest scope in the following pair: 

(2) a. fcPl Mindenki [cpo csak Mar;t szereti}} 
everyone only Mary-ACC loves-AGR3sg 

'Everyone is such that he loves only Mary.' 
*'Only Mary is such that everyone loves her'. 

h. [cpo Csak Mar;t szereti [vp mindenki}} 
only Mary-ACC loves-AGR3sg everyone 

'Only Mary is such that everyone loves her'. 
*'Everyone is such that he loves only Mary.' 

The scope of Wh-phrases in multiple Wh-questions is also accounted for by 
principle (1). The leftmost Wh-phrase, which has the largest c-command domain, 
has the widest scope: 

(3) a. fcPl Ki [cpo mit mondott}} 
who what-ACC said-AGR3sg 
'For which x, x a person, for which y, y a statement, x said y'. 
*'For which y, y a statement, for which x, x a person, x said y'. 

h. [CPl Mit [cpo ki mondott}} 
what-ACC who said-AGR3sg 

'For which y, y a statement, for which x, x a person, x said y'. 
*'For which x, x a person, for which y, y a statement, x said y.' 

Long Wh-movement satisfies condition (1) as well. The scope of an extracted Wh
phrase is determined at its S-structure position, at least in Hungarian (cf. 6.2.(3H». 

(18) Exceptions to this rule include donkey-sentences and inverse-linking. For instance, a universal quan
tifier embedded in an NP may bind a pronoun in the following Hungarian inverse-linking construction: 

(i) [[NP Egy olasz varos minden IaMsa 1 azt gondolta kp hogy (8) nyerni fog]] 
an Italian city evety inhabitant-npAGR3sg that-ACC thought-AGR3sg that he win will 

'Evety inhabitant of an Italian city thought that he would win.' 
Rullman (1988) notes that all exceptions to condition (1) bear on referential dependency. According to 

Rullman, a violation of the c-command requirement is avoided in these cases if c-command affects the mot
her node of embedded quantifiers. 
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If the Wh-phrase is not fronted into the matrix sentence, as with the mit-strategy, its 
scope is represented at S-structure by the topmost scope marker. Compare: 

(4) a. fcp Kivel gondolod fcp t hogy mindenki mondta fcp t hogy Mari tancolt tm 
who-INSTR think-AGR2s that everyone said-AGR3sg that Mary danced
AGR3sg 
'With who do you think that everyone said that Mary danced?' 

b. fcp Mit gondolsz fcp hogy mit mondott mindenki fcp hogy Mari kivel tancolt ]]} 
what-ACC think-AGR2sg that what-ACC said-AGR3sg everyone that Mary 
who-INSTR danced-AGR3sg 
'With who do you think that everyone said that Mary danced?' 

In (4a), the Wh-phrase kivel is extracted from the most deeply embedded clause. 
In (4b), on the other hand, it remains in the Focus position of its own clause, as an 
instance of the mit-strategy. In both sentences, kivel takes scope over the universal 
quantifier mindenki in the intermediate sentence. This is in accordance with prin~ 
ciple (1), since kivel is itself (cf. (4a» <,>r its scope marker (cf. (4b» is in a higher 
domain, i.e. the matrix clause, at S-structure than the universal quantifier. Hence, an 
answer to both questions involves only one single dancer, for instanceJohn. 19 

In chapter four, we defined the Projection Principle as follows (cf. (4.7.(1»: 

(5) The LS must be represented categorially at each level of representation 

This principle requires that each lexically selected argument is recoverable in the 
syntactic structure. 

Consider the following instance of long Wh-movement: 

(6) Who do you think that John saw? 

See selects two arguments, a subject and an object. In (6), the object is fronted 
into the matrix sentence. 

The question then is whether the Projection Principle is directly satisfied by the 
moved object Wh-phrase, or is indirectly satisfied by virtue of a trace at its extrac
tion-site. In other words, is the S-structure representation of (6), (7a) or (7b)?: 

(7) a. Who do you think that John saw? b. Who do you think that John saw it? 

The Projection Principle is strictly locally satisfied in (7b). 
Consider the following instances of long Wh-movement in Hungarian from the 

embedded object position: 

(19) This parallel between overt long Wh-movement and the mit-strategy breaks down if the inter
mediate universal quantifier binds a pronoun, a pro, in the deepest embedded clause: 

(i) a. [cp Kivel; gondolod [cp ti hogy mindenkij mondta [cp t; hogy prOj taneolt ti]]] 
who-INSTR think-AGR2sg that everyone said-AGR3sg that he daneed-AGR3sg 

'With who do you think that everyone said that he danced?' 
b. [cp Mit; gondolsz [cp hogy mit; mondott mindenkij [cp hogy prOj kivel; taneolt llJ 

what-ACC think-2sgAGR that what-ACC said-AGR3sg everyone that he who-INSTR danced-AGR3sg 
'With who do you think that everyone said that he danced?' 

(ib) may also involve a pair-reading, although this reading is harder to get than the one in which the 
Wh-phrase has scope over the universal quantifier. It seems to me that in this sentence a connectedness effect 
is operative. I will leave the dichotomy between the pair in (4) and (i) for further research. 
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(8) a. Kit gondolsz hogy Janos !dtott? 
who-ACC think-AGR2sg-indef that John saw-AGR3sg-indef 
'Who do you think that John saw?' 

b. Melyik fiUt gondolod hogy Janos !dtta? 
which boy-ACC think~AGR2sg-def that John saw-AGR3sg-def 
'Which boy do you think that John saw?' 
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These sentences show that the matrix verb always displays the same conjugation
type as the embedded verb when an accusative object Wh-phrase is extracted (cf. 
6.2.(3D». The matrix verb and the embedded verb are both conjugated indefinitely 
if an indefinite Wh-phrase is moved (cf. (8a), and they are conjugated definitely if a 
definite Wh-phrase is extracted (cf. (8b». Hence, the conjugation-type corresponds 
with the definiteness of the extracted Wh-phrases. 

If the Projection Principle is directly satisfied by the extracted Wh-phrase, then 
the agreement correspondence between the upper and the lower verb remains unex
plainded. If we assume, however, that overt long Wh-movement leaves a trace which 
inherites its <I>-features, it is accounted for. Both the Wh-phrase and its trace trigger 
the same conjugation-type on their verbal governor. This agreement correspondence 
favors a strictly local implementation of the Projection Principle. Hence, we have 
another argument supporting a definition of the Projection Principle as in (5) (cf. 
also chapter four). 



7. THE SYNTAX OF THE PP IN HUNGARIAN 

7.1. Introduction 

This chapter examines the syntax of the PP in Hungarian. The results of our in
vestigations can be summarized as follows. 

(i) PPs are head-final configurational categories, like NPs. This providesempir
ical evidence for the claim that all X' -projections are head-final in Hungarian (cf. 
2.2.1.(1)). 

(ii) Some Ps may be inflected for person-number agreement (AGR) when they select a 
pronominal complement. In fact, there are two types of postpositions, including in
fleeted Ps, the "dressed" ones, and non-inflected Ps, the "naked" ones. Consequently, 
there are two different types of PPs as well, dressed PPs and naked PPs. I will de
monstrate that there are some syntactic differences between these types of PPs which 
correlate with the presence or absence of AGR. 

(iii) Possessive NPs contain a realization of AGR as well which is spelled out on 
the noun-possessed (cf. Szabolcsi 1981a, Kornai 1984; 1985). By comparing dressed 
PPs, naked PPs, and possessive NPs, we can isolate the following properties of AGR. 

(1) Properties of AGR in Hungarian 
a. It reflects the person-number features of the NP-complement 
b. It has no phrase-structural prominence 
c. It is not a Case-assigner 
d. It does not function as an accessible subject 
e. It identifies pro 

(iv) There is also a structural difference between PPs and NPs. This is due to the 
fact that nouns, unlike postpositions, have the ability to combine with a determiner 
(D). D determines its own X'-projection, a DP. I will show that this category is res
ponsible for some striking syntactic differences between PPs and NPs. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2. discusses the basic syntax of the 
PP. I will first argue that P is an independent category. Furthermore, I will illustrate 
that the PP is postpositional. 

Section 7.3. presents a classification of dressed and naked Ps. This has repercus
sions for the syntax of the maximal projections of these categories. A pronominal 
complement may be omitted in dressed PPs but not in naked ones, as an instance of 
the Pro-drop Parameter. Dressed Ps assign structural (nominative) Case, whereas naked 
Ps assign lexical case. In the demonstrative construction of PP, a dressed P must be 
doubled, unlike a naked postposition. 
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Section 7.4. compares the PP with the NP. Although these categories have some 
properties in common, there are also remarkable differences between them involving 
Case theory, theory of movement and binding theory. 

The complement of a possessive NP, the possessor NP, may appear with a nomi
native or dative case. The NP-complement of a dressed PP, on the other hand, may 
only be marked nominatively. The possessor NP may scramble within the possessive 
NP and it may be extracted from this category. The NP-complement of a PP and the 
head of this category may however not be separated by movement. Possessive NPs 
set up an opaque domain for binding theory. PPs, on the other hand, are always 
transparent for binding. 

I will argue that these differences are due to the fact that the possessive NP, un
like the PP, should be analyzed as a DP. This category has its own specifier (Spec) 
position which provides a Case-position, and a landing-site or escape-hatch for pos
sessor-raising. The head of the DP, D, is a structural subject in the sense of Chomsky 
(1981: 38). Such a category creates an inaccessible domain for binding. 

Finally, section 7.5. investigates the status of AGR in of Hungarian. The status 
of this morpheme across languages may vary, yielding a typology of inflected PPs. 

In some languages, it is "agreement" in a traditional sense. Its only function is to 
reflect the person-number features of the NP-complement on the head of its cate
gory. In other languages, AGR itself is a syntactic complement. With Hale (1988), I 
will assume that this typology depends on the level of representation at which the 
merging between AGR and a head takes place. For example, it is a lexical rule in 
Hungarian, but a syntactic one in Irish. As a consequence, AGR may cooccur with 
an overt syntactic complement in Hungarian, unlike Irish. 

Let us first consider the basic properties of PP in Hungarian. 

7.2. The Basic Syntax of PP in Hungarian 

This section discusses the basic syntax of PP in Hungarian. I will first argue that 
P is an independent category (cf. section 7.2.1.). Then I will demonstrate that PP is 
postpositional (cf. 7.2.2.). 

7.2.1. The Category P in Hungarian 

This section argues that P is a category on its own, not to be identified with the 
categories prefix, adverb or case. In order to do so, I will develop some grammatical 
tests showing that it does not coincide with these categories, although they have his
torically developed from a common adverbial ancestor (cf. Barczi et al 1978, and 
Matai 1971).1 

The classification of postposition, prefix, adverb and case has given rise to con
flicting views in the literature. For example, Horvath (1978) does not acknowledge a 
category prefix. According to Horvath, prefixes are intransitive postpositions. 

(1) The category of prefixes includes, among others: 
(i) be 'in', ki 'out', Ie 'down'.fell/ot 'up', meg 'petfectiviry marker' and.1 'away' 

These prefixes often indicate the perfectivity and also the direction of an action denoted by the v~rb to 
which they are prefixed, " '. ' 
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Ackerman (1987b) also takes prefixes and (naked) postpositions together but under 
the category verbal modifier (cf. section 4.4.1.). 

In my view, the source of all confusion is due to two facts. First, some postposi~ 
tions, prefixes, adverbs and cases have the ability to function as a verbal modifier. 
They may subcategorize for a verb and form with it a tight lexical and syntactic 
unit. Therefore, these categories have the same positional distribution. Second, some 
prefixes and (naked) postpositions may appear without complement. 

Below, however, I demonstrate that postpositions, prefixes, adverbs, and cases are 
categorially distinct. 

The strongest evidence for this claim comes from the fact that they have a com~ 
pletely different distribution with respect to various morpholexical rules. The as~ 
sumption of a categoty including postpositions, prefixes, adverbs, and cases would 
render the formulation of these rules unnecessaryly complex, if not impossible. 

The rules involve, (I) Comparative Formation, (II) Adjective Formation with the Suffix 
~i, (III) Compounding with the P ~feli, (IV) SUBLIDELAT Case~marking and (V) Con~ 
junction Reduction. Before presenting them, I will first classifY postpositions from a 
semantic point of view. This will allow us to formulate some of these morpholexical 
rules in a much easier way. 

In Hungarian, there is an almost perfectly regular system developed for local re~ 
lations corresponding to the questions to where?, where?, and from where? The case~ 
system may be divided into subsystems corresponding to these three directions. For 
example, the illative marker ~ba/be 'to where?', the inessive marker ban/ben 'where?' 
and the elative marker ~b6I/b;jl 'from where?' form such a subsystem (cf. 3.2.(5». 

Ackerman (1987b) classifies these tripartite subsystems with the help of seman~ 
tic features [path], and [goal]: 

(1) Semantic Characterization of Morphological case: 

[-path] [ + path] [ + path] 
[+goal] [-goal] 

'containment' INESS III BLAT 
'surface' SUPER SUBL DELAT 
'proximity' ADESS ALL ABL 

Some postpositions also display a tripartite subsystem, like the cases participat~ 
ing in (1). For instance, aid 'under' (to where?), alatt 'under' (where?) and alOl 'un~ 
der' (from where?) form such a triple. Each meaning is connected to a separate for~ 
mal element which is not productive as a case~marker any more, involving respect~ 
ively ~dli 'lative' (LAT), ~tt/n 'locative' (LOC), ~l 'ablative' (ABL). Analogously to the 
morphological case forms, I classify these postpositions as follows: 

(2) Semantic Characterization of Postpositions: 

[-path] [+path] [+path] 
[ + goal] [-goal] 

'location' LOC LAT ABL 

Let us now consider comparative formation in Hungarian. 
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'(f). Ai comparative is formed by adding the comparative suffix -( v{)UJel)bb to the 
stem. Members of the category P do not have comparatives. Therefore, the following 
forms are ungrammatical:2 

(3) a. alatt 'under' (dressed P) 
a'. *alattabb 
b. ellen 'against' (dressed P) 
b'. *ellenebh 

'"oJ ::\.c~, mogiil 'behind' (dressed P) 
c'. *mogiilebb 
d. at 'over' (naked P) 
d'. *atabb 
e. beliil 'inside' (naked P) 
e'. *beliilebb 
f. egyiitt 'together' (naked P) 
f. *egyiitebb 

Prefixes and adverbs, on the other hand, can have comparatives quite easily:3 
(4) a. ki 'out' (prefix) 

a'. kijjebb 'farther out' 
b. fel 'up' (prefix) 
b'. feljebb 'higher up' 

. (2) The lative dressed postpositions, except *Jetebb 'above-comparative suffix', *kiJrlbb 'round-comparative 
suffix', and klJzlbb 'between-comparative suffix', and the naked postpositions kivu! 'outside' and kb'zi! 'near' 
form an exception to the prohibition of putting Ps in the comparative: 

(i) a. ala 'under' (dressed P) c. klviil' outside' (naked P) 
a'. alabb 'lower down' c'. kiviilebb 'more outside' 
b. ele 'before' (dressed P) d. kiizel 'near' (naked P) 
b'. elebb 'more forward' d'. kozelebb 'nearer' 

Obviously, rhese forms have maintained some of their adverbial character. 
(3) Istvan Kenesei (personal communication) questions this claim concerning prefixes. Alternatively, they 

could be comparatives of adverbs as well. The following argument supports the claim that these comparatives 
are indeed categorially prefixes. 

The verb tesz 'do, make' subcategorizes for an accusative object. This object may not be nominal: 
(i) a. J6t rettem b. *Tettem a kipet 

good-ACC did-AGRlsg did-AGRlsg the picture-ACC 
'I did well' 

Prefixes may subcategorize for a verb yielding an independent lexical item, For example, the prefix Ie! 
'up' combines with tesz into the complex verb le!tesz 'put up'. This verb has an independent meaning and it 
subcategorizes for an accusative object. This accusative object, however, may be nominal, unlike the accusa
tive object of its unprefixed form. Compare (ib) and (ii): 

(ii) Feltettem a kepet 
up-put-AGRlsg the picture-ACC 
'I PUt up the piCture.' 

Note now that the accusative object is nominal as well if the verb tesz cooccurs with the comparative Je!
jebb 'higher up': 

(iii) F eljebb tettem a kipet 
higher up did-AGRlsg the picture-ACC 
'I puc the pictuce higher up.' 

If Jeljebb would not be the comparative of the prefix Je! but of an adverb, it would be puzzling why tesz 
may have a nominal object in this example but not in (ib). This dichotomy and the parallel subcacegorization 
features of Jeltesz and Ieljebbtesz receive a straightforward explanation under the assumption that Ieljebb is categ-
orically identical to lei, . , . 
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c. Ie 'down' (prefix) 
c'. Iejjebb 'farther down' 
d. bent 'inside' (adverb) 
d'. bentebb 'more inside' 
e. hamar 'soon' (adverb) 
e'. harnarabb 'sooner' 
f. lent 'below' (adverb) 
f. lentebb 'more below' 

So this yields the following derivational rule capturing Comparative Formation:4 

(5) Comparative Formation: where X = prefix or adverb 
X + -bb -> Xbb 'comparative of X' 
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(II) The word-formation' component contains the following derivational rule de,r
iving adjectives with the help of the suffix -i:) 

(6) Adjective Formation with the Suffix -i: where X = noun, postposition or adverb 
X + -i -> A 

The following examples illustrate that postpositions and adverbs may feed this rule: 

(7) a. a hfd mogotti lit (dressed P) 
the bridge behind-adj road 
'The road behind the bridge' 

b. a musor alatti vita (dressed P) 
the program under-adj discussion 
'The discussion during the program' 

c. tfz even aluli gyerekek (naked P) 
ten year-SUBL under-adj children 
'Children under ten year' 

d. a hazon kfvilli viragok (naked P) 
the house-SUBL outside-adj flowers 
'The flowers outside the house' 

e. a benti szoba 
the inside-adj room 
'The room inside' 

f. a fenti magyanizat 
the above-adj explanation 
'The explanation above' 

Adjectives of prefixes may not be derived by rule (6): 

(adverb) 

(adverb) 

(8) a. *kiji (prefix) b. * leji (prefix) 
out-adj down-adj 

(4) The comparatives of the prefixes el 'away' and meg 'perfectivity marker' do not exist: *elebb and *me
gebb. Istvan Kenesei (personal communication) informs me that the following prefixes do not have compara
tives either: agyon 'adds to the meaning of the verb 'in extreme', Ie/be 'incomplete', lilre 'aside', and szit 'asun
der', It seems to me that these non-existing forms are lexical 'gaps or semantically impossible. 

(5) The lative dressed postpositions and the dressed postpositions with the sublative marker -ralre do not 
participate in this rule. Neither do the naked postpositions logva 'as a result of .fogva 'from' (time adverb'ial), 
and kezdve 'from' (time adverbial), 
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(III) Hetzron (1982) notes that only prefixes and adverbs with the feature 
[+path] in their meaning may be compounded with the element -fele '-ward':6 

(9) a. haza 'home' (adverb) 
a'. hazafele 'homeward' 
b. Mtra 'back' (adverb) 
b'. Mtrafile 'backward' 
c. ki 'out' (prefix) 
c'. kifoJe'outward' 
d. fel 'up' (prefix) 
d'. felfele 'upward' 

The attachment of -fete to a prefix or adverb assigns progressive aspect to the ac
tion denoted by the verb. Compare the difference in aspectual reading between the 
following pairs: . 

(10) a. Be mentem a boltba 
in went-AGRlsg the shop-ILL 
'I entered the shop.' 

(11) a. Haza mentem 
. home went-AGRlsg 

'I went home.' 

b. Befele men tern a h(lltba 
inward went-AGRlsg the shop-ILL 
'I was entering the shgp' 

b. Hazafole men tern 
homeward went-AGRhg 
'I was going home.' 

However, not a single postposition can be suffixed with -fete, not even. postposi
tion which have the feature [+path] inherent in their meaning. Th~refore, the 
following compounds do not exist: 

(12) a. ala 'under' (dressed l'l) 
a'. *alafele 
b. mogiil 'behind' (dressed P) 
b'. *mogiilfele 
c. at 'over' (naked P) 
c'. *atfole 
d. keresztiil 'across' (naked P)' 
d'. *keresztiilfole 

The prohibition of -fete compounding with postpositions is probaiJly ~u,t! to the fact 
that fete is itself a postposition. This may then be considered a case ()f 11- more general 
principle which blocks the attachment of elements to stems with the l'a.pll': category 
label, namely, the lexical counterpart of Hoekstra's (1984) Unlike Categoq Condition: 

(13) Unlike Category Condition 
At S-structure, no element of [a.N, BV] may govern a projection Qf [aN, BV] 

(6) In standard Hungarian, -fele may only be suffixed to locational prefixes. However, it may also c:om
bine with the perfectivity marker meg in the North-Eastern dialect. This compound attributes to the action 
denoted by the verb progressive aspect: 

(i) Zard befell! az ajt6t mere megfete fagynak az emberek 
close-IMP-AGR2sg inward the door-ACC because perf-ward freeze-AGR3pl the people 
'Close the door because the people are freezing to dealth.· 
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The following rule covers the Compounding with the P jete in standard Hungarian: 

(14) Compounding with theP jeteX[+path] + fete -> Xfo/i'Xward' where X = adverb, orprefix 

(IV) Postpositions may be inflected with the sublative case-marker -rafre and dela
tive case-marker -ro/Mi. These suffixes add the feature [+path] to the P to which they 
are suffixed or they make this feature inherent in the meaning of such a P more explicit:7 

(15) a. a hid mogottre (dressedP) 
the bridge behind-SUBL 
'to behind the bridge' 

b. a hfd mogottrbl 
the bridge behind-DELAT 
'from behind the bridge' 

c. a hid mogi.ilro! dressed P) 
the bridge behind-DELAT 
'from behind the bridge' 

(16) a. a hfdon atra (naked P) 
the bridge-SUPER over-SUBL 
'to over the bridge' 

b. a hfdon atro! 
the bridge-SUPER over-DELAT 
'from over the bridge' 

c. a hldon alulro! (naked P) 
the bridge-SUPER under-DELAT 
'from under the bridge' 

Some adverbs which contain the features [+location] or [+path] in their lexical 
meaning may also be suffixed with the sublative and delative marker -ralre and -rollrol: 

(17) a. bentre (adverb) 
inside-SUBL 
'to inside' 

b. bentrOi 
inside-DELAT 
'from inside' 

c. fentre (adverb) 
above-SUBL 
'to inside' 

d. fentro! 
above-DELAT 
'from inside' 

(7) The lative dressed Ps, exceptfele!fole'to/ahove', may not be inflected with a sublative or delative marker: 
(i) a. *aldra (lative dressed P) c. *mogire (lative dressed P) 

under-SUBL behind-SUBL 
h. * aldrlfl d. *fIlijgbiJ I 

under-DELAT behind-DELAT 
These Ps do neither participate in Comparative Formation (cf. note 2) or Adjective Formation with the 

Suffix -i (cf. note 5). This suggests that they block further morphological suffixation. If we assume that the 
lative marker is still acting as a case-marker, then this is covered by (20a) below. Case-markers in Hungarian 
may not be inflected further. This then yields a morphological dichotomy between lative dressed Ps and the 
other dressed Ps. From a syntactic point of view, however, it would be unatractive to propose a further sub
classification of dressed Ps (cf. section 7.3.). 
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Prefixes, on the other hand, do not have this ability: 
(18) a. *lere 

down-SUBL 
b. *lerol 

down-DELAT 

(prefix) 

c. *felre (prefix) 
up-SUBL 

d. *felrol 
up-DELAT 
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In sum, the following lexical rule governs the suffixing of the sub/ative and dela
tive case-marker to postpositions and adverbs: 

(19) SUBLIDELAT Case-marking 
X[ +/-patb] + -SUBLIDELAT -> XSUBLIDELAT 'to/from X' 
where X = postposition or adverb . 

So far, I have discussed the distribution of postpositions, adverbs, and prefixes 
with respect to various morpholexical rules. Let us now tutn to a discussion of the 
status of case-markers. Case-markers have the following two morphological properties: 

(20) Morphological Properties of case-markers in Hungarian 
a. A case-marker cannot be followed by any other morphological markers 
b. A case-marker is a bound morpheme 

(20a) states that a case-marker cannot be further inflected as a reswt of derivation
al or inflectional morphology. Therefore, the adjectivization with the suffix -i of a 
noun with a case-marker is blocked, for instance: 

(21) a *a kerrbeni vIrag b. *a Janossali fiu 
the garden-INESS-adj flower the John-INSTR-adj boy 
'the flower in the garden' 'the boy with John' 

It is easy to see that case-markers have a different distribution with respect to the 
above morpholexical rules than postpositions, adverbs or prefixes. Apart from this, 
as a consequence of (20b), there. are also some syntactic differences between case
markers and postpositions. 

A case-marker, being a bound morpheme, cannot be deleted or refer to a deleted 
NP with Backward Conjunction Reduction (cf. (22a» or Forward Conjunction Reduction 
(cf. (23a» (cf. Neijt 1979). These rules may freely apply with postpositions (cf. 
(22b) and (23b»: 

(22) a. Setaltam a hh*(ban) es a kerrben 
walked-AGRlsg the house-INESS and the garden-INESS 
'I walked in the house and the garden.' 

b. Seraltam a haz (mellett) es a kerr mellett 
walked-AGRlsg the house near and the garden near 
'I walked near the house and the garden.' 

(23) a. A hdzban es a (*hdz)nal setaltam 
the house-INESS and the house-ILL walked-AGRlsg 
'I walked in and by the house.' 

b. A kert mellett es (a kert) mogott seraltam 
the garden near and the garden behind walked-AGRlsg 
'I walked near and behind the garden.' 
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The properties of case-markers in (20) demonstrate that they fundamentally differ from 
prefixes, postpositions and adverbs. Hence, case-markers have their own categorial status. 

Let us summarize the distribution of postpositions, adverbs, prefixes and cases with 
respect to the morpholexical rule (5), (6), (14) and (19) in the following diagram: 

(24) Category Comparative Adjective Formation Compounding with SUBUDELAT 
Formation with -i the P feU Case-marking 

dressed + + 
naked P + + 
adverb + + + + 
prefix + + + 
case 

This diagram illustrates the following two claims. First, dressed and naked post
positions have exactly the same distribution with these morpholexical phenomena. 
This provides support for the hypothesis that they belong. to the same category. 
Second, postpositions, adverbs, prefixes and case-markers display a different distri
bution with respect to these rules, supporting the hypothesis that these categories 
are categories on their own. Therefore, (5), (6), (14) and (19) may be formulated in 
terms of these independent categories. 

7.2.2. Hungarian is Postpositional 

In the neutral order, NP-complements have to precede the P which selects them:8 

(25) a. a haz mogolt (dressed P) 
the house behind 
'behind the house' 

b. *mogolt a h:iz 
(26) a. a hidon at (naked P) 

the bridge-SUPER over 
'over the bridge' 

b. *at a hidon _ 

This means that Hungarian is postpositional. The structure of PP is therefore as follows: 
(27) PP 

~ 
NP P 

7.3. Dressed and Naked PPs 

This section discusses some differences between dressed and naked PPs. There are 
at least three differences between these categories. (i) Dressed Ps may be inflected for 
AGR, unlike naked Ps (cf. section 7.3.1.). (ii) Dressed Ps assign structural (nomina
tive) Case to their NP-complement, whereas naked Ps assign lexical case to their 

(8) Inversion of this order is only possible when the PP is naked and when it bears stress. Hence, the 
counterpart of (26b) is grammatical, unlike the counterpart of (25b): 

(i) a. *M6G6TT a haz b. AT a hfdon 
BEHIND the house OVER the bridge-SUPER 

See Maracz (1986c) for discussion of this dichotomy. 
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NP-complement (cf. section 7.3.2.). (iii) A dressed P must be repeated in the de
monstrative construction, contrary to a naked P (cf. section 7.3.3.) 

Before investigating these differences, I will first list both types of Ps together 
with their translation: 

(1) Dressed Ps 
aid 'under' (answers the question 'to where?'), alatt 'under' (where?), aMI 'under' 
(from where?), eli 'before' (to where?), el'Ott 'before' (where?), el'Ol 'before' (from 
where?), feU 'to' (to where?), fel'Ol 'from' (from where?), jote 'above' (to where?), 
Jo'liittiJelett 'above' (where?), Jo'liil 'above' (from where?), kiviil9 'without', karl 
'round' (to where?), kiiriil 'round' (where?), kb"zi 'between' (to where?), kb"zo'ttlko'zt 
'between' (where?), kOziil 'from, out of (from where?), mi:jge 'behind' (to where?), 
mogo'tt 'behind' (where?), mogill 'behind' (from where?), altai 'by' (adverbial modi
fier of means), ellen 'against', helyett 'instead of, irant 'in the direction of, miatt 
'because of, nilkill 'without', szerint 'according to', utan 'after', vegett 'because of, 
ellenere 'despite',javara 'in favor of, Utere 'as', riszere 'for' and sz4mdra 'for'}o' 

(2) Naked Ps 
altai 'over, across, during' (adverb of place and time), alul 'below, under', at 'over, 
across, during', beliil 'within, inside', egyiitt 'together', felill 'over', innen '(on) this 
side', keresztill 'over, across, during', kiviil 'outside' (adverb of place), kihei 'near', 
nelkill 'without'", szembe 'opposite to', szemben 'opposite to' (where?), szemko'zt 'op
posite to' (where? and to where?), tul 'over, across, on the other side', vegig 'to the 
very end',Jogva 'as a result of,Jogva 'from' (time adverbial), kepest 'compared to', 
kezdve 'from' (time adverb), nizve 'regarding'. 

Let us now turn to a discussion of AGR in PPs. 

7.3.1. Agreement in PP 
This section investigates AGR in PPs, The dressed Ps in 7.3.(1) may all be in

flected for person-number agreement when they select a pronominal complement. 
Compare, for example, the full paradigms of the tripartite variants of the Hunga

rian equivalent of English 'behind': mijge'to where?' (cf. (3», mo'g~'tt 'where?' (cf. (4» 
and mogul 'from where?' (cf. (5»:12 

(9) Although kiviil is basically a naked P, it may pattern as a dressed P when it takes a pronominal com
plement (cf. also section 7.3.4.). 

(10) The AGR morpheme of the Ps ellenere 'despite',javtira 'in favor of, Utere 'as', riszere 'for' and szdmdra 
'for' is followed by the sublative case-marker -ra/re. This order matches the order of morphemes in inflected 
nominals. Compare, for instance, hdz 'house':hdz-am-ban (house-AGR-INESS) 'in my house'. 

(11) Ntlkiil is the opposite case of kivul (cf. note 9). It is in principle a dressed P, but in combination with 
a pronominal complement it may pattern as a naked P (cf. also section 7.3.4.). 

(12) Ther markers of the nominal (possessive), postpositional, and case inflection correspond with the mar
kers of the definite verbal conjugation in Hungarian (cf. 4.2.(1», except for the first and third person plural: 

(i) a. person-number agreement for nominal, b. person-number agreement of the definite 
postpositional, and case stems verbal conjugation 
.~ .~ 

1 -fl/ -unk 1 -fl/ -uk 
2 -d -atok 2 -d -atok 
3 -a -uk 3 -a -ak 

According to Vago (1980), the third person plural marker of these paradigms are allomotphs. Therefore, 
the only difference between the paradigms in (ia) and (ib) is the shape of the first person plural marker. Ther 
former is identical with the first person plural marker of the indefinite verbal conjJigation (cf. 4.2.(1». It re
mains to be investigated whether the correspondences between (ia) and (ib) are due to a parallel syntactic pro
perty of the categories which cooccur with these markers. 
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(3) a. (en) mogem (4) a. (en) mogottem 
I behind-ppAGRlsg I behind-ppAGRlsg 
'to behind me' 'behind me' 

b. (te) moged b. (te) mogotted 
you(sg) behind-ppAGR2sg you(sg) behind-ppAGR2sg 
'to behind you(sg)' 'behind you(sg), 

c. (0) mogeje c. (0) mogotte 
he behind-ppAGR3sg he behind-ppAGR3sg 
'to behind him' 'behind him' 

d. (mi) mogenk d. (mi) mogottiink 
we behind-ppAGRlpl we behind-ppAGRlpl 
'to behind us' 'behind us' 

e. (ti) mogetek e. (ti) mogottetek 
you(pl) behind-ppAGR2pl you(pl) behind-ppAGR2pl 
'to behind yori(pl)' 'behind you(pl)' 

f. (0) mogejiik f. (0) mogottiik 
they behind-ppAGR3pl they behind-ppAGR3pl 
'to behind them' 'behind them' 

(5) a. (In) mogiilem d. (mi) mogiiliink 
I behind-ppAGRlsg we behind-ppAGRlpl 
'from behind me' 'from behind us' 

b. (te) mogiiled e. (ti) mogiiletek 
you(sg) behind-ppAGR2sg you(pl) behind-ppAGR2pl 
'from behind you(sg)' 'from behind you(pl)' 

c. (0) mogiile f. (0) mogiiliik 
he behind-ppAGR3sg they behind-ppAGR3pl 
'from behind him' 'from behind them' 

Naked Ps may not be inflected for AGR. Compare, for example, the ungram
maticality of the inflected forms of the naked P dt 'over': 

(6) a. *atam d. *atunk 
over-ppAGRlsg over-ppAGRlpl 

b. *atad e. *atatok 
over-ppAGR2sg over-ppAGR2pl 

c. *ata f. *atuk 
over-ppAGR3sg over-ppAGR3pl 

In sum, dressed Ps with a pronominal complement, contrary to naked Ps, may be 
inflected for AGR. For the time being, I will assume that it is a cliticized morpheme 
in PPs. As a consequence, a dressed PP with a pronominal complement has the 
following structure: 

(7) dressed PP ----------NP[ +pron] P[ +AGR] 

Below, I will present empirical evideQ.!;e for the claim that AGR has no phlWle
structural prominence in Hqngarian. 

The realization of pronominal complements in dressed PPs is optional. In the un
marked case, personal pront:lUns are not spdled out. They are used for reasons for 
emphasis only. Compare (4a) and (8): 
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(8) EN mogottem 
I behind-ppAGR1sg 
'behind ME' or 'It is behind me .. .' 

The question arises what the syntactic representation of a dressed PP with an 
omitted pronominal complement is. 

In general, personal pronouns may be dropped in Hungarian if agreement is 
'rich' enough to license them (cf. section 4.2.4.). This is an instance of the Pro-drop 
Parameter. The examples above demonstrate that pro-drop also applies in dressed PPs. 
Therefore, a more adequate representation of (4a) without the overt pronoun is (9): 

(9) pro mogottem 
'behind me' 

In most cases, the third person plural pronoun is morphologically distinguished from 
its singular counterpart by the plural marker -k. The following pairs illustrate this: 

(10) a. 0 jott-¢ b. ok jottek 
he came-AGR3sg they came-AGR3pl 
'He came.' 'They came.' 

In (10), the third person pronoun functions as the subject. The plural variant in 
(lOb) is inflected for the plural marker. 

This morphological dichotomy occurs also when the third person pronoun func
tions as the object: 

(11) a. Lattam ot 
saw-AGRlsg him 
'I saw him.' 

b. Lattam oket 
saw-AGRlsg them 
'I saw them.' 

In dressed PPs, however, the third person plural pronoun is homophonous with 
its singular counterpart. Compare (3c) and (3£), here repeated as (12a) and (12b): 

(12) a. Ii mogeje b. 0 mogejuk 
he behind-ppAGR3sg they behind-ppAGR3pl 
'to behind him' 'to behind them' 

The equivalent of (12b) in which the nominative third person plural pronoun is 
fully inflected for number is ungrammatical: 

(13) *ok mogejuk 

This is also the case with other inflected categories like possessive NPs (cf. (14» 
and CasePs (cf. (15) (see, section 4.2.5. for CasePs): 

(14) a. az B anyja 
the he mother-npAGR3sg 
'his mother' 

(15) a. B vele 
he INSTR-AGR3sg 
'with him' 

b. az BI*Bk anyjuk 
therhey mother-npAGR3pl 
'their mother' 

b. BI*Bk veluk 
they INSTR-AGR3pl 
'with them' 

The opposite of this morphological number-drop has been attested in Turkish. 
Kornfilt (1984) reports that the plural marker of the AGR morpheme is omitted but 
not the plural marker of the third person plural pronoun subject. Thus, there seems 
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to be a tendency to omit the plurality specification on one of the two connected ele
ments within a minimal domain. This is probably due to a functional principle of 
non-redundancy. 

Let us now consider how the pronominal complement of a naked PP is realized. 
Instead of the forms in (6), a pronominal complement of a naked P appears with

in a CaseP. Consider the full pronominal paradigm of the naked Ps at 'over' (cf. (16» 
egyiitt 'together' (cf. (17» and kepest 'compared to' (cf. (18». 
At subcategorizes for a superessive NP: 

(16) a. (en) rajtam at 
I SUPER-AGRlsg over 
'over me' 

b. (te) rajtad at 
you(sg) SUPER-AGR2sg over 
'over you(sg)' 

c. (8) rajtd at 
he SUPER-AGR3sg over 
'over him' 

Egyiitt subcategorizes for an instrumental NP: 

(17) a. (en) velem egyiitt 
I INSTR-AGRlsg together 
'together with me' 

b. (te) veled egyiitt 
you(sg) INSTR-AGR2sg together 
'together with you(sg)' 

c. (8) vele egyiitt 
he INSTR-AGR3sg together 
'together with him' 

Kepest subcategorizes for an allative NP: 

(18) a. (en) hozzdm kepest 
I ALL-AGRlsg compared to 
'compared to me' 

b. (te) hozzdd kepest 
you(sg) ALL-AGR2sg compared to 
'compared to you' 

c. (8) hozzd kepest 
he AlL-AGR3sg compared to 
'compared to him' 

d. (mi) rajtunk at 
we SUPER-AGRlplover 
'over us' 

e. (ti) rajtatok at 
you(pl) SUPER-AGR2pl over 
'over you(pl)' 

f. (8) rajtuk at 
they SUPER-AGR3pl over 
'over them' 

d. (mi) veliink egyiitt 
we INSTR-AGR1pl together 
'together with us' 

e. (ti) veletek egyiitt 
you(pl) INSTR-AGR2pl together 
'together with you(pl)' 

f. (8) veliik egyiitt 
they INSTR-AGR3pl together 
'together with them' 

d. (mi) hozzdnk kepest 
we ALL-AGRlpl compared to 
'compared to us' 

e. (tt) hozzdtok kepest 
you(pl) AlL-AGR2pl compared to 

'compared to you(pl)' 
f. (8) hozzdtok kepest 

they ALL-AGR3pl compared to 
'compared to them' 

These paradigms demonstrate that a pronominal complement of naked Ps occurs 
within a CaseP. The pronominals may be omitted as an instance of pro-drop. Hence, 
these PPs have the following structure: 

(19) PP ----CaseP P ---NP[ +pron] Case [ +AGR] 
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Let us now consider whether PPs may be inflected for AGR when they select ins
tead of a pronominal complement a nominal one. 

The following phrases exemplify the dressed P mijgiitt 'behind' with a nominal 
complement. This complement has the shape of a full NP, proper name, reflexive 
anaphor, Wh-phrase, and a universal quantifier: 

(20) a. a fiu mogott 
the boy behind 
'behind the boy' 

b. Janos mogott 
John behind 
'behind John' 

c. maga mogott 
himself behind 
'behind himself' 

d. ki mogott 
who behind 
'behind who' 

e. mindenki mogott 
everyone behind 
'behind everyone' 

These examples demonstrate that overt AGR is not spelled out when the comple
ment of a dressed PPs is nominal. 

The question arises whether AGR has a null-realization or whether it is comple
tely missing in these cases. In other words, is the syntactic representation of, for in
stance, (20a) phrase (2Ia) or phrase (2Ib)?: 

(21) a. a fiu mogott-~ 

the boy behind-ppAGR3sg 
b. a fiu mogott 

the boy behind 

The verbal stem lacks overt subject agreement with the third person singular in
definite conjugation (cf. section 4.2.). In this case, a null-morpheme represents AGR 
which has exactly the same status as any other realization of agreement. As a conse
quence, pro-drop is allowed when a third person pronoun singular subject cooccurs 
with the indefinite conjugation: 

(22) (0) ad-~ valamit 
helshe give-AGR3sg something-ACC 
'Helshe gives something.' 

A dressed P without overt AGR, on the other hand, does not refer to a third per
son pronoun subject. For example, mijgiitt means only 'behind' and not 'behind 
him/her'. Hence, it only denotes its lexical meaning. This implies that a dressed P 
without overt AGR does not possess a null-realization of this morpheme. It is simply 
missing in these cases. The adequate syntactic realization of (20a) thus is (2Ib). 

Consequently, in a strict sense it is not even appropriate to speak about 'dressed' 
Ps when nominal complements are involved. For convenience, however, I will stick 
to this terminology in these instances as well. 

So a dichotomy appears between dressed PPs with a pronominal complement on 
the one hand and dressed PPs with a nominal complement on the other hand. Only 
the pronominal complement triggers AGR. The question arises whether further dis
tributional differences exist between these categories. This turns out to be the case: 
(I) Nominal complements, unlike pronominal ones, may appear with a P to which 
sublative or delative case-marking has applied, and (II) Pronominal NPs and nomin
al NPs are case-marked differently within inflected PPs in Turkish. 
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(I) The sublative or delative case marking of a P is captured by rule 7.2.(19), here 
repeated as (23): 

(23) SUBLIDELAT Case-marking 
X[ +/-path] + -SUBLIDELAT -> XSUBLIDELAT 'to/from X' 
where X = P or adverb 

The following minimal pairs show that a dressed P feeding rule (23) may not be 
inflected for AGR: 

(24) a. Janos mogottre 
John behind-SUBL 
'to behind John' 

b. *(0) mogottere 
he behind-ppAGR3sg-SUBL 

(25) a. Janos mogottrbl 
John behind-DELAT 
'from behind John' 

b. *(ii) mogotterol 
he behind-ppAGR3sg-DELAT 

(II) According to Komfilt (1984), pronominal and nominal complements ofTur
kish inflected PPs bear genitive and nominative case respectively. Komfilt accounts 
for this by assuming the following case-rules: 

(26) a [pp NP[ +pron] P [+AGR]] -> GEN 
b. [pp NP[ +nom] P [+AGR]] -> NOM 

The following phrases illustrate their application: 

(27) a. Ahmet hakk[i]n b. (senin) hakk[i]n 
Ahmed-NOM about-ppAGR3sg you(sg)-GEN about-ppAGR2sg 
'about Ahmed' 'about you(sg)' 

c. (shin) hakk[i]n[i]z 
you(pl)-GEN about-ppAGR2pl 
'about you(pl)' 

Let us now turn to a discussion of naked PPs in which the pronominal comp
lement is replaced by a nominal one. 

In the following phrases, this complement is a full NP, proper name, reflexive 
anaphor, Wh-phrase.or a universal quantifier: 

(28) a. a hidon at 
the bridge-SUPER over 
'over the bridge' 

b. Janoson at 
John-SUPER over 
'over John' 

c. magan at 
himself-SUPER over 
'over himself 

d. kin at!' 
who-SUPER over 
'over who' 

e. mindenkin at 
everyone-SUPER over 
'over everyone' 

These examples show that naked Ps also lack AGR when their complement is nominal. 
In conclusion, dressed Ps, as opposed to naked Ps, may be inflected for AGR, 

provided their complement is pronominal. Furthermore, nominal and pronominal 
complements of inflected PPs do not only differ with respect to the distribution of 
AGR. They also display distributional dichotomies when these categories appear 
with a dressed P inflected for sublative/delative case or when they are complements 
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of inflected PPs in Turkish. These dichotomies emphasize the relevance of the feat
ures [+I-nominal] and [+I-pronominal] for syntax. 

The following diagram summarizes the findings of this section: 
(29) complement of AGR on P 

dressed P [+pron] + 
dressed P [+nom] 
naked P [+pron/nom] 

Let us now turn to case-assignment in PPs. 

7.3.2. Case in PP 

Let us consider first this phenomenon in dressed PPs: 
(30) a. Janos mogott b. (Ii) mogotte 

John-NOM behind he-NOM behind-ppAGR3sg 
'behind John' 'behind him/her' 

These examples demonstrate that the NP-complement of a dressed PP displays 
nominative case. It has the unmarked form. The question arises where this case 
comes from. 

In the standard approach to Case theory (cf. Chomsky 1981), nominative Case is 
assigned by I[ +AGR] (cf. 3.2.(7a». This rule can, however, only cover the nomina
tive Case with pronominal complements as in (30b), because, as I argued above, only 
these complements cooccur with a realization of AGR. Therefore, I will adopt the 
view that the standard nominative Case-assignment rule represents only one of the 
structural contexts in which nominative Case is licensed.1l Let us then assume that 
nominative Case in Hungarian is the default case when it appears in a structural gov
ernment configuration with a lexical head. As a consequence, dressed Ps govern a 
structural nominative Case. 

Let us discuss case-assignment in naked PPs. 
Naked Ps may assign a large variety of cases to their complements involving ins

trumental, sublative, allative, superessive, adessive and ablative: 

(31) INSTR by egyiitt 'together', szembe 'opposite to', szemben 'opposite to' (where?), and 
szemkozt 'opposite to' (where? and to where?), SUBL by nezve 'regarding', ALL by 
kepest 'compared to', and kozel 'near', SUPER by altai 'over, across, during', allli 
'below, under', at 'over, across, during' beliil 'within, inside', feliil 'over', innen 
'(on) this side', keresztiil 'over, across, during', klviil 'outside', ttll 'over, across, on 
the other side', and vegig 'to the very end', ADESS by fogva 'as a result of', and 
nelkiil'without', ABL by fogva 'from' and kezdve 'from' 

Consider an example of each: 

(32) a. valakivel szembe 
someone-INSTR opposite to 
'opposite to someone' 

b. valamire nezve 
someone-SUBL regarding 
'regarding something' 

d. valamin tUl 
something-SUPER over 
'across something' 

e. valaminel fogva 
something-ADESS as a result of 
'as a result of something' 

(13) Comapre the references iri chapter three, note 12 rhat support this treatment of nominative Case. 
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c. valamihez kozel 
sOOlething-ilLLnear 
'near something' 

f. holnaptol kezdve 
tomorrow-ABL froOl 
'starting tomorrow' 

289 

Although naked Ps govern various cases, these cases all fall under what I called 
lexical case in section 3.2.1. The a-features of the naked Ps determine the choice of 
the various instances of lexical case. 

In sum, dressed Ps govern structural nominative Case, whereas naked Ps govern 
lexical case. This yields the following diagram: 

(33) 
dressed P 
naked P 

structural Case (NOM) 
+ 

lexical case 

+ 

Let us consider now the demonstrative construction of the PP. 

7.3.3. The Demonstrative Construction of PP 

This section examines the demonstrative construction of the PP. Before doing so, let 
us first consider the demonstrative construction of the NP. For ease of reference, I 
will call the demonstrative construction of the NP, NP-Dem and the demonstrative 
construction of the PP, PP-Dem. 

In a Hungarian NP-Dem, the demonstrative pronoun (Dem) has to precede the NP, 
similarly to English. However, the definite article (Art) must be present in front of the 
head noun. Futhermore, the Dem and the head noun exhibit agreement in case. This 
may be expressed with the help of the a-notation. So, NP-Dem patterns as follows: 

(34) NP-Dem 
[[DeOl + <lease] Art [N + acase]] 

The following examples illustrate this scheme: 

(35) a. az a haz b. azt a hazat 
DeOl-NOM Arc house-NOM DeOl-ACC Art house-ACC 
'that house' 'that house' 

c. arra a hazra 
Dem-SUBL Arc house-SUBL 
'oneo that house' 

Let us turn to PP-Dem. The naked PP-Dem is formed by a combination of NP
Dem and a naked P. The subcategorization properties of the naked P determine a in 
the NP-Dem. Hence, naked PP-Dem has the following structure: 

(36) naked PP-Dem 
PP -----NP-Dem P 

I 
[[Dem+acase] Arc [N+<lcaseJ] 

The following phrases are instances of (36). Reeall that at, egyiitt and kepest subca
tegorize fora superessive, instrumental, and allative complement: 
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(37) a. azon a hfdon at b. azzal a fiuval egyUtt 
Dem-SUPER Art bridge-SUPER over Dem-INSTR Art boy-INSTR together 
'over that bridge' 'together with that boy' 

e. ahhoz a fiUboz kepest 
Dem-ALL Art boy-ALL compared to 
'compared to that boy' 

Let US now consider the dressed PP-Dem. The ungrammaticality of the following 
examples shows that the dressed PP-Dem patterns differently from the naked PP
Dem: 

(38) a. *az a hiiz mage b. *az a hiiz mogott 
Dem-NOM Art house-NOM behind Dem-NOM Art house-NOM behind 

e. *az a hiiz mogUl 
Dem-NOM Art house-NOM behind 

Instead of these phrases, we find that dressed Ps are doubled yielding the follow
ing pattern: 

(39) dressed PP-Dem 
[[Dem-NOM P] [N-NOM P)) 

The grammatical counterparts of (38) have the following shape:14 

(40) a. a moge a haz moge 
Dem-NOM behind the house-NOM behind 
'to behind that house' 

b. a miigiitt a haz mijgiitt 
Dem-NOM behind the house-NOM behind 
'behind that house' 

c. a mogul a haz mogul 
Dem-NOM behind the house-NOM behind 
'from behind that house' 

Let us now determine the structure of these phrases. 
In a dressed PP-Dem, the P is repeated and it merges with the demonstrative 

pronoun az 'that'. According to Horvath (1981), merging of az with a lexical head 
only applies when the initial sound of the head is a consonant and when az is a com
plement of that head. This suggests that PP-Dem contains in fact two PPs. The left
most PP consists of Dem and P, while the rightmost PP dominates a full NP and a 
copy of the same P. 

(14) Dressed PP-Dems display several stress patterns. Consider the different stressing in (40b) (' indicates 
primary stress; " indicates heavy stress): 

(i) a. 'a mogott a h:iz mogott 
that behind the house behind 

c. a miigiitt 'a hdz mogott 
'behind that house (and not behind the shop)' 

'behind that house' d. "a mogott a h:iz mogott es nem" e mogott 
b. a 'miigbtt a haz' miigbtt that behind the house behind and not this behind 

'behind that house (and nor in front of it)' 'behind that house, and not behind this one' 
In the unmarked case, Dem is assigned primary stress (cf. (ia». The doubledpostpositions bear primary 

suess if the meaning denoted by them is exclusively referred to (cf. (ib». The NP-complement is assigned 
primary stress when it is exclUsively referred to (cf. (ic». Dem is heavily stressed when its opposite location is 
excluded (cf. (id». 
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This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that the sublative or delative case
marker must be spelled out on both Ps when a dressed PP-Dem feeds rule (23): 

(41) a. a mogott*(re) a haz mogott*(re) 
the behind-SUBL the house behind-SUBL 
'to behind that house' 

b. a mogott*(roJ) a haz mogott*(r'oJ) 
thebehind~DELAT the house behind-DELAT 
'from behind that house' 

The obligatory spelling out of the sublative and delative case-marker in these 
cases receive a straightforward explanation if the Ps function as independent lexical 
items to which (23) may apply. 

In analogy with my earlier claims about the syntactic structure of embedded 
clauses, I will assume that the demonstrative pronoun az in a dressed PP-Dem is as a 
kind of anticipatory pronoun (cf. section 4.5.1.). In this construction, however, it is 
associated with an adjoined PP resulting in the following structure: 

(42) dressed PP-Dem 
PP -------PP PPj 

---------- ....----....... Demj P NP P 

Of course, this structure does not provide an explanation for the following two 
problems. First, why do dressed PP-Dems not pattern the same way as naked PP
Dems, and the reverse? In other words, why are the phrases in (38) ungrammatical, 
and why are the following phrases ungrammatical?: 

(43) a. *azon at a hidon at 
Dem-SUPER over Art bridge-SUPER over 

b. *azzal egyiitt a fiuval egyiitt 
Dem-INSTR together Art boy-INSTR together 

c. *ahhoz kepest a fiUhoz kepest 
Dem-ALL compared to Art boy-ALL compared to 

Second, why do the structures in (36) and (42) render the same semantics? Both naked 
and dressed PP-Dems yield a demonstrative construction in the English translation. 

I hasten to admit that I do not know the solutions of these problems. However, 
the structural dichotomy between dressed and naked PP-Dems unambiguously 
shows that they have a different distribution. As a working hypothesis, it is reason
able to suppose that a successful account of this correlates with the factors causing 
the other differences between dressed and naked Ps. 

7.3.4. Summary 
In this section; I classified the Ps in Hungarian into dressed and naked Ps. This 

classification is lexically determined. I examined three differences between these cat
egories and their maximal projections. (i) Dressed- Ps may be inflected for AGR 
when they select a pronominal complement. As a consequence, pro-drop applies in 
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inflected PPs as well. Naked Ps, on the other hand, may never be inflected. (ii) The 
complements of dressed Ps appear with the nominative case, whereas the compl
ements of naked Ps appear with a lexical case. The nominative Case governed by 
dressed Ps is a structural default case. (iii) In the demonstrative construction of the 
PP, a dressed P must be repeated, unlike a naked P. 

The Ps nelkill 'without' and kivill 'without' are ambiguous between a naked P and 
a dressed P when they select a pronominal complement. These minimal pairs of the 
same lexical stems illustrate best that this classification has repercussions for the 
syntax of these categories. 

Ntlkill is basically a dressed P. This is clear from the fact that nominal compl
ements of ntlkill appear with the nominative case: 

(44) Janos nelkill 
John-NOM without 
'without John' 

Further, ntlkill must be doubled when it appears in a demonstrative construction. 
Recall that all and only dressed Ps may be doubled in demonstrative constructions: 

(45) a nelkiil a fiU neJkiil 
Dem-NOM without the boy without 
'behind that boy' 

If ntlkill selects a pronominal complement', it may pattern either as a dressed P 
(cf. (46a» or as a naked P (cf. (46b»:ls 

(46) a. (en) nelkillem 
I without-ppAGRlsg 
'without me' 

b. (tn) naIam nelkiil 
I ADESS-AGRlsg without 
'without me' 

So, if ntlkill distributes as a dressed P (cf. (46a», it may be inflected for AGR, its 
pronominal complement is nominatively marked, and this complement may be pro. 
If ntlkill, however, distributes as a naked P (cf. (46b», it may not be inflected, its 
pronominal complement is assigned lexical (adessive) case, and this complement ap
pears within a CaseP. 

Consider now kivill, the opposite case of ntlkill. Kivill belongs basically to the cat
egory of naked Ps, because its nominal complement is, assigned lexical case, that is 
superessive: 

(47) *JanoslJanoson kfviil 
John-NOM/John-SUPER without 
'without John' 

Further, in a demonstrative construction kivill patterns as a naked P. It may not 
be doubled but it selects an NP-Dem: 

(48) a. *a kfviil a fiu kfviii b. azon a fiUn kfViiJ. 
Dem-NOM without the boy without Dem-SUPER Art boy-SUPER without 

'without that boy' 

(15) There is some dialectal variation with the distribution of nilkiii. Istvan Kenesei (personal communi
cation) informs me that in his dialect it may only pattern as a dressed P. 
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However, if klvul selects a pronominal complement it may distribute as a dressed 
P as well: 

(49) a. (en) rajtam kiviil 
I SUPER-AGRlsg without 
'without me' 

h. (en) kiviilem 
I withou-ppAGRlsg 
'without me' 

In (49a), klvul patterns as a naked P. It is inflected for AGR, its pronominal com
plement bears lexical (superessive) case, and this complement is realized within a 
CaseP. In (49b), on the other hand, klvii] distributes as a dressed P. It is inflected for 
AGR, its pronominal complement is nominatively marked, and this complement 
may undergo pro-drop. 

In conclusion, the minimal pairs in (46) and (49) demonstrate that switching of 
the lexical classification of Ps yields different syntactic properties. The next section 
discusses a structural asymmetry between PP and NP and its consequences for the 
syntax of these categories. 

7.4. PP and NP 

The categories NP and PP in Hungarian have some properties in common. They 
are head-final maximal projections and their heads may bear AGR. There is, how
ever, a striking difference between these categories. Nouns, contrary to postposi
tions, have the ability to combine with a determiner (D). This section argues that this 
dichotomy has also a structural concomitant which is responsible for some syntactic 
differences between NP and PP. 

7.4.1. A Structural Dichotomy between PP and NP 

Abney (1985) and Fukui and Speas (1986) have argued that NP has in fact two 
'heads', a funaional head and a lexical head. D acts as the functional head, and N 
functions as the lexical head. Abney and Fukui and Speas assume that D, similarly to 
other XO-categories, determines its own X' -projection, a DP. Therefore, NP has the 
following structure: 

(1) DP 

------------Spec D' 

---------D NP 

------NP N 

Following these references, I will assume that NPs in Hungarian display this 
structure as well (cf. also Szabolcsi (1986) for this claim). Recall that PPs in Hunga
rian have structure 7.2.(27), here repeated as (2):16 

(2) PP 
~ 

NP P 

(16) Ps may also select DPs but Ds may not combine with PPs. 
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Observe from a comparison of (1) and (2) that there is a dichotomy in rich"ess of 
structure between NP and PP. The former is embedded in a DP, whereas the mtter is 
not dominated by another category. In the next section, I will show that fhiii struc
tural dichotomy has some implications for the syntax of these categories. 

Let us first determine the structure of the possessive NP in Hungarian. 
The following phrases exemplify possessive constructions: 

(3) a. a fill ham b. az (en) hazam 
the boy hoilse-npAGR3sg the I house-npAGRhg 
'the boy's house' 'my house' 

Szabolcsi (1981, and subsequent papers) has observed that the noun-Ptl§§e!l&ed of 
a possessive NP is inflected for AGR. For example, hdz in (3a) displays pef:!lfl!l~num
ber agreement of the third person singular, and it displays person-numh~r agree
ment of the first person singular in (3b). 

Szabolcsi attributes to AGR phrase-structural prominence. Below I will argue, 
however, that it is weak in the sense of chapter two. As a consequence, this morpheme 
and the head noun are merged at all levels of representation. Hence, it hali ft@'separ
ate position in phrase structure. 

This yields then the following structure for possessive NPs: 

(4) DP 
/'--..... 

Spec. D' 
~ 

D NP .......-----.... 
NP N[+AGR] 
I I 

possessor NP noun-possessed 

Let us now turn to a discusssion of some differences between PP and p,p~~e§§iv{! NP. 

7.4.2. Some Differences between PP and Possessive NP 

This section concentrates on some differences between PP anq pps.§~s,~lv~ NP. 
These differences bear on Case theory (cf. section 7.4.2.1.), theory of m,:CJ1I~t (~f sec
tion 7.4.2.2.), and binding theory (cf. section 7.4.2.3.). 

7.4.2.1. Case Theory 

Szabolcsi (1981) has noted that the possessor NP displays two dlff~f~Qt q:~~~-m~r
ked variants. The phrases in (3) exemplify the nominatively markeq v~riant. wh~n;as 
the following phrases show that it may also be marked datively: 

(5) a. a filinak a haza b. nekem a hazam 
the boy-DAT the house-npAGR3sg I-DAT the house-npAGRbg 
'the boy's house' 'my house' 

In the literature (cf. Szabolcsi 1981a, subsequent literature, Kenesei 1985e, and 
Kornai 1985), it has been assumed that AGR assigns nominative Case to the posses-
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sor NP. Alternatively, we may also apply the approach of nominative Case argued for 
in section 7.3.2. 

Nominative is the default case in Hungarian when it occurs in a structural gov
ernment configuration with a lexical head. In that case, the possessor NP receives its 
nominative Case by being in a structural government relation with the head noun. 

If AGR has no phrase-structural prominence, then the alternative approach 
should be preferred. In general, only lexical items which occupy an independent 
position in phrase-structure may govern a Case-position . 

.As to the status of the dative case, there is no consensus. The following argument 
supports the hypothesis that it is assigned to the possessor NP within the possessive NP. 

A possessive NP with a dative possessor is a single maximal projection, just as a 
possessive NP with a nominative possessor. This can be verified with the help of the 
focussing test. Focussing may only apply to one single maximal projection and it 
triggers Inversion with a prefixed verb (cf. 2.1.(28e». 

Compare now the following sentences (F = [Spec, CP]): 

(6) a. [cp [p A fiu hiza] [cp egett Ie]] 
the boy house-npAGR3sg burned-AGR3sg down 

'It was the house of the boy which burned down.' 
b. [cp [p A fiUnak a haza] [Cp egett Ie]] . 

the boy-DAT the house-npAGR3sg burned-AGR3sg down 
'It was the house of the boy which burned down.' 

The prefix Ie remains stranded with the focussing of both variants of the posses
sive NP.17 This implies that the dative possessor NP (cf. (6b», similarly to the nomi
native possessor NP (cf. (6a», forms a single maximal projection with its noun
possessed. Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the dative case, just as the nom
inative case, originates from a governor internal to the possessive NP. 

The leading idea behind Case theory is that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between Cases and governors (cf. Chomsky 1981, and Kayne 1984).18 Each Case is 
related to a different governor. Consequently, each Case is assigned in. a different 
structural position. 

The nominative Case of the possessor NP is assigned in the [NP,NP] under gov
ernment by N. Note that there is still only one position left in which the possessor 
NP can get dative case, namely, the [Spec, DP]. Let us therefore assume that the 
dative Case of the possessor NP is assigned in this position under government by D. 

This is supported by the fact that the order of the possessor NP and the D is re
versed with the dative variant of the possessor NP. Witp its nominative variant, the 

(17) This parallelism between the two variants of the possessive NP breaks down if the possessor NP is 
pronominaL A pronominal dative possessor may not be taken along when the possessive NP is focussed. 
Compare (6b) with (ib): . 

(i) a. IF A:z en hazam] egert Ie 
the I house-npAGRlsg burned-AGR3sg down 

'It is my house that burned down.' 
b. *{P Nekem a hazam] egett Ie 

I-DAT the house-np-AGRlsg burned-AGR3sg down 
(18) There are some exceptions to this idealization. Por example, Kayne (1984: ch. 5) argues that V and P 

in English govern in the same way, that is, both categories may assign Case structurally. 
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D precedes the possessor NP, whereas it is vice versa with the dative variant (cf. (3) 
and (5». Following Szabolcsi (1986e), I will assume that movement of the possessor 
NP from its base-generated [NP, NPl into the [Spec, DP] accounts for the order of 
these categories with the dative variant. This moved NP gets the dative Case-feat
ures in its landing-site (cf. also the next section). 

If this approach to the dative-marking of the possessor NP is on the right track, 
then we expect that the NP-complement ofPP cannot appear with a dative case. The 
ungrammaticality of the sentences (7b) and (8b) shows that this is indeed the case:19 

(7) a. Janos mogott 
John-NOM behind 
'behind John' 

b. *Janosnak mogott(e) 
John-OAT behind-ppAGR3sg 

(8) a. (en) mogottem 
I behind-ppAGR-lsg 
'behind me' 

b. *nekem mogottem 
I-OAT behind-ppAGR3sg 

In sum, the possessor NP may be marked both nominatively and datively, in con
trast to the NP-complement of a PP. The latter may only appear with the nomina
tive case. This dichotomy is due to the fact that possessive NPs, unlike PPs, contain 
a DP-projection which provides a separate structural position, that is [Spec, DP], for 
dative-marking by D. 

Let us now turn to the theory of movement in relation to possessive NPs and PPs. 

7.4.2.2. Theory of Movement 

Szabolcsi (1981a) has observed that some types of possessor NPs, such as the 
Wh-possessor ki 'who' or the NP-Dem possessor, may only occur with a dative case. 

Let us first examine the case of Wh-possessor NPs. 
(1) Observe the following phrases: 

(9) a. *[DP a [NP ki haza]] b. [DP ki118k a [NP t haza]] 
the who house-npAGR3sg who-OAT the house-npAGR3sg 

'whose house?' 'whose house?' 

According to Szabolcsi (1986e), the Wh-possessor NP ki cannot remain in its 
base-generated [NP, NP] (cf. (9a» but must be moved into the [Spec, DP] (cf. (9b». 

Furthermore, Szabolcsi observes that such Wh-phrases must land in the Focus-posi
tion (= [Spec, CP]), that is, in the canonical position of Wh-phrases in Hungarian (cf. 
2.1.(28d». This may be established in two ways. Either the dative Wh-possessor leaves 
its possessive NP stranded (cf. (lOa» or the possessive NP is pied-piped (cf. (lOb»: 

(10) a. [cp Kinek gyujtotmk meg [DP t a [NP t hazat]]] 
who-OAT set-AGR3pl on fire perf the house-npAGR3sg-ACC 

'Whose house was set on fire?' 
b. [cp [DP Kinek a hazat] gy6jtottak meg t] 

who-OAT the house-npAGR3sg-ACC set-AGR3pl perf 
'Whose house was set on fire?' 

(19) Some poets and writers in the nineteenth century used a c1ative marked NP-complement in dressed 
PPs. In modern Hungarian, these constructions are no longer proc\urnve (cf. Mariez 198&). 
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The derivation of these sentences runs as follows. 
Suppose that D L-marks NP, where L-marking is defined as in 6.4.(2), here repeat

ed as (11): 

(11) L-marking: ex L-marks B iff ex is a lexical category that a-governs B 

This is not an unreasonable assumption, because D determines, for instance, the 
definiteness of an NP. In that case, NP does not constitute a barrier for movement of 
the possessor NP into the [Spec, DP]. This then yields (9b). Furthermore, V L
marks its accusative object. In (10), this is the possessive NP kinek a hdzdt. Hence, 
funher movement of the dative Wh-possessor into the [Spec, CP] is allowed. This 
covers the grammatical result in (lOa). 

In sum, the [Spec, DP] serves as a landing-site and an escape-hatch for possessor 
movement. PPs do not possess such a position. Hence, Wh-complements of PPs can
not be scrambled out of their maximal projection (cf. (l2a), (13a». In order to satisfy 
the requirement that Wh-phrases must land in Focus (= [Spec, CP]), only the pied
piping option is available for PPs (cf. (12b), (13b»: 

(12) a. *Janos kp [p min] futkarozott [pp t kIvW]] 
John what-SUPER ran-AGR3sg about outside 

b. Janos kp [p [pp min kivH/]] futkarozott t] 
John what-SUPER outside ran-AGR3sg . 
'Outside what was John running about?' 

(13) a. *Mari kp [p ki] aUt· [pp t mb'gb'tt]] 
Mary who stood-AGR3sg behind 

b. Mari kp [p [pp ki mogo~t]] aUt t] 
Mary who behind stood-AGR3sg 
'Behind who did Mary stand?' 

Note, incidentally, that the obligatory movement of who-possessor NPs does not 
apply for logistic reasons like Fiengo and Higginbotham's (1981) Specificity Constraint. 

This constraint states that a specific NP may not contain a quantified expression. 
However, other quantified possessor NPs may have both a nominative and a dative 
variant such as which-possessor NPs: 

(14) a. [NP melyikfili anyja] 
which boy mother-npAGR3sg 

'which boy's mother?' 
b. [DP Melyik fiunak az [NP t anyja]] 

which boy-OAT the mother-npAGR3sg 
'Which boy's mother?' 

(II) The NP-Dem possessor may only appear with the dative case, like a who-pos
sessorNP: 

(IS) a. *[NP [NP-Dem az a fiu] anyja] 
that the boy mother-npAGR3sg 

b. [DP [NP-Dem annak a fiunak] [NP t az anyja]] 
that-OAT the boy-OAT the mother-npAGR3sg 

'that boy's mother' 
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Recall that an NP-Dem may not be embedded in a dressed PP. Hence, the un
grammaticality of7.3.(38b), here repeated as (16): 

(16) *[PP [NP.Dem az a haz] moge] 
that the house behind 

The dative-marking of NP-Dem cannot save this phrase, like in the case of a pos
sessive NP (cf. (15». Rather, the grammatical counterpart of a PP-Dem involves 
doubling of the P (cf. 7.3.(40b»: 

(11) a. *[PP.Dem annak a haznak mogott(e)] 
that-DAT the house-DAT behind-ppAGR3sg 

b. [PP-Dem a mogott a haz mogott] 
that behind the house behind 

'behind that house' 

The dichotomy between the pair in (15) on the one hand and the pair (16)-(17a) 
on the other hand is covered if possessive NPs but not PPs po!;'sess a Spec of DP 
which serves as a landing-site and which may serve as a Case-position for NP-Dem 
possessors. 

So in general + NP-complement of a PP may not be separated from its head linearly. 
However, in some cases a P and its complement may form a discontinuoQS category: 

(18) Janos at ment a hfdon 
John across went the bridge-SUPER 
'John went across the bridge.' 

Following Ackerman (1984), I will assume these categories are flOt derived by an 
application of move-a but they are the result of a lexical 'restructuring'. This affects 
the V and the P yielding a complex verb (V') which subcategorize$ for an NP-compl
ement (cf. section 4.4.). The following arguments provide empirical widence for this. 

(i) This lexical restructuring is dependent on the lexical properties, like subcat
egorization requirements, of these categories. 

The verb megy 'go', which is directional, subcategorizes for a directional PP in 
(18). This allows the formation of a complex verb that governs an NP with lexical 
superessive. The formation of a complex verb is blocked, however, if the PP is a time 
adverbial. As a consequence, the P and its NP-complement cannot be separated: 

(19) a. Janos ment [pp egy heten at] 
John walked-AGR3sg a week-SUpER for 
'John walked for a week.' 

b. *Janos [V'at ment] egy heten 
John for walked-AGR3sg a week-SUPER 

(ii) The lexical combination of P and V may feed morpholexical rules such as Nom
inalization with the suffix -as/es (cf. 3.3.3.(II»: 

. (20) a. [NP az atmenes ] a hidon]] 
the across-go-NOMI the bridge-SUPER 

The going across the bridge' 
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b. [NP a hldon va16 atmenlr] 
the bridge-SUPER be-part.pres. across-go-NOMI 

'The going across the bridge' 
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In (20), the attachment of -es to the complex verb atmegy turns it into the noun 
atmenes. This noun projects into an NP with its NP~complement to the right (cf. 
(20a». The insertion of the dummy participium va16 'being' may transform this 
phrase into a left-branching structure (cf. (20b». Note that in both cases the NP
complement gets a lexical superessive case, similarly to the NP-complement of the 
complex verb atmegy in (18). 

(iii) Ackerman (1984) has observed that the verb kerekedik 'arise' and the dressed 
p liile 'above' may constitute a complex verb: 

(21) a. Peter kerekedett. [pp Janos fole] 
Peter arose-AGR3sg John above 
'Peter beated John.' 

b. Peter [vIb"iije kerekedettJ Janosnak 
Peter above-ppAGR3sg arose-AGR3sgJohn-DAT 
'Peter got the better of John.' 

Observe from the comparison between (21a) and (21b) that the dressed P is in
flected for AGR of the third person singular, the P-V combination receives an idio
matic sense and the NP-complement appears whh a lexical dative in the complex 
verb construction. If this verb would be created by an application of move-a, then it 
remains· puzzling why its base-generated variant cannot exist: 

(22) *Peter kerekedett [pp Janosnak fole(je)] 
Peter arose-AGR3sg John-DAT abovq)pAGR3sg 

(iv) Consider the following sentences: 

(23) a. Janos [v' neki menr] a falnak 
John into went-AGR3sg the wall"DAT 
'John run into the wall.' 

b. Janos a falnak [V' neki menr] 
John the wall-DAT into went-AGR3sg 

c. *Janos [v' neki ment] nekem 
John into went-AGR3sg DAT-AGRlsg 

d. Janos [V' nekem ment] 
John DAT-AGRlsg went-AGR3sg 
'John run into me.' 

The lexical item neki is ambiguous betwee~ a prefix 'into' and an inflected dative 
CaseP meaning 'to him' (see, section 4.4.2.). In both cases, neki patterns as a VM in 
the sense of Ackerman and Komlosy (1984). 

In (23a) and (23b), the prefix neki combines witb tbe verb megy into the cOlfl~lex 
verb nekimegy. This verb governs a lexical dative NP. If this NP is a pronominal it~m, 
then the construction yields an ungrammatical result (t;f. (22c». However, the spel
ling out of AGR on neki renders this sentence grammatical (cf. (22d». This implies 
that it may satisfy subcategorization requirements when it is inflected for AGR. 
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Observe now the following paradigm with the dressed P mbg;e'behind': 

(24) A fill [pp az asztal moge1 aJ.lt 
the boy the table behind stood-AGR3sg 
'The boy went and stood behind the table.' 

b. A fiu [v' moge aUt] az asztalnak 
the boy behind stood-AGR3sg the table-DAT 
'The boy went and stood behind the table.' 

c. *A fill [v' moge aUt] nekem 
the boy behind stood-AGR3sg DAT-AGR3sg 

d. A fill [V'magem aUt] 
the boy behind-ppAGRlsg stood-AGR3sg 
'The boy went and stood behind me.: 

Mbge may form a complex verb with the verb dll (cf. (24b». This verb assigns its 
NP-complement a lexical dative case. Note that this NP may not be a pronominal 
item (cf. (24c» but it is expressed by AGR on the P (cf. (24d». Hence, an inflected 
P patterns the same as an inflected CaseP (cf. (23». The parallel distribution bet
ween these categories supports the hypothesis that mbge act as a VM in this para
digm. Hence, the discontinuous PP in (23b) is the result of a lexical rule. 

Summarizing, the possessor NP may be moved within its possessive NP and it 
may be extracted from this category, unlike the NP-complement of a PP. This dicho
tomy is due to the fact that possessive NPs but not PPs contain a DP-projection 
which provides a landing-site and an escape-hatch for the moved possessor NP. An 
NP-complement of a PP, however, may get 'scrambled' out of this category only 
when its head has already merged with a verb in the lexicon. 

7.4.2.3. Binding Theory 

This section examines binding theory with respect to PPs and possessive NPs. 
Let us first discuss binding with possessive NPs. 

Consider the following sentences: 

(25) a. ?*Janos latta [op a [NP maga anyjat]] 
John saw-AGR3sg the himself mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'john saw his mother.' 

b. A fiuk lattak [NP egymds anyjat] 
the boys saw-AGR3pl each other mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'The boys saw each other's mothers.' 

These sentences demonstrate that lexical items which meet Binding Principle A 
(cf. 5.3.4.(3a» do not pattern alike in the [NP, NPl position of a possessive NP.20 

(20) Thisis also the case in English (cf. (i» and Dutch (cf. (ii»: 
(i) a. *John saw himse/fs mother (ii) a. *Jan zag zichze/fs moeder 

b. The boys saw each other's mother John saw himsetrs mother 
b. De jongens zagen e/kaars moeder 

The boys saw each other's mother 
Reflexives are not allowed in the complement position of possessive NPs (cf. the (a)-sentences), in con

trast to reciprocals (cf. the (b)-sentences). 
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Reflexive anaphors are not allowed in this position (cf. (25a», unlike reciprocal 
anaphors (cf. (25b».21 

Consider now the distribution of lexical items which are restricted by Binding 
Principle B (cf. 5.3.4.(3b». 

Compare the following sentence: 

(26) Janos latta [DP az [NP ?*olpro anyjat]] 
John saw-AGR3sg the he mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'john saw his mother.' 

This sentence demonstrates that an overt pronoun yields a rather ungrammatical 
result when it is bound in the [NP, NP] position of the possessive NP. This has, how
ever, nothing to do with restrictions on binding theory but is an instance of the 
Avoid Pronoun Principle (cf. section 4.2.2.). An overt pronoun is omitted when it is 
recoverable from AGR. 

Hungarian is pro-drop in possessive NPs (cf. section 5.3.4.3.). AGR in possesive 
NPs has the ability to sanction pro in the position of the possessor NP. Hence, it is 
the pronominal item relevant for binding theory. Note that pro may be bound by a c
commanding antecedent within possessive NPs. This antecedent may also be a 
quantified expression (cf. section 5.3.4.3.): 

(27) a. Ki hitta [DP az [NP pro anyjat]] 
who saw-AGR3sg the he mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Who saw his mother?' 

b. Mindenki Licta [DP az [NP pro anyjat]] 
everyone saw-AGR3sg the his mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
'Everyone saw his mother.' 

The following descriptive generalizations capture the distribution of anaphors 
and pronominals in possessive NPs: 

(28) a. Anaphors: Reciprocals are allowed in the [NP, NP] position of possessive NPs. 
reflexives are not 

b. Pronominal: pro can be bound by an antecedent outside the possessive NP 

(21) The reflexive anaphor maga consists of che stem mag-, which originally meant 'body', and person
number agreement. This phrase can sanction a pro-complement: 

(i) (in) magam 
I seif-AGRlsg 
'myself' 

Instead of maga, the anaphor sajtit 'his own, her own' must be employed to render (2Sa) grammatical: 
(ii)}dnOJ lattd [DP a [NP sa}dt anyjat)} 

John saw-AGR3sg the his own mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
John saw his own mother.' 

Sa}dt may also be inflected for AGR. The pronoun, however, may not be spelled out: 
(iii) az (*in) sajatom 

the I own-AGRlsg 
'my own' 

Besides simple reflexive anaphors, like maga and sa}dt, Hungarian also possesses some complex anaphors, 
such as sajatmaga (his own-himself, her own-herself) 'he himself, she herself, or iinmaga 'he himself, she her
self. These anaphors often function as intensifiers. Their distribution requires further investigation. 
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Let us now discuss binding in PPs. Consider first the case of dressed PPs. Dressed 
PPs are only inflected for AGR if their NP-complement is pronominal. Hence, it is 
absent with anaphoric complements. 

Compare the following sentences: 

(29) a. Janos lenezett [pp maga melle] 
John down-looked-AGR3sg himself beside 
'john looked down beside himself' 

b. A jiuk leneztek [pp egymds melle] 
the boys down-looked-AGR3pl each other beside 
'The boys looked down beside each other.' 

These sentences show that both a reflexive (cf. (29a» and a reciprocal (cf. (29b» 
may be bound in dressed PPs. 

Let us replace the anaphor by a pronominal. The pronominal item relevant for 
the binding theory is pro with dressed PPs, like with possessive NPs. Consider: 

(30) a. *Jdnos lenezett [pp pro melleje] 
John down-looked-AGR3sg he beside-ppAGR3sg 
'john looked down beside him.' 

b. *Ki nezett Ie [pp pro melleje] 
who looked-AGR3sg down he beside-ppAGR3sg 
'Who looked down beside him.' 

c. * Mindenki lenezett [pp pro mellej e] 
everyone down-looked-AGR3sg he beside-ppAGR3sg 
'Everyone looked down beside him.' 

These sentences demonstrate that pro must be disjoint in reference with an ante
cedent outside the PP. Let us turn to naked PPs. Consider first the distribution of 
anaphors: 

(31) a. Janos becsiiletes [pp magaval szemben] 
John honest himself-INSTR opposite 
'john is honest with himself' 

b. A jiuk becsiiletesek [pp egymdssal szemben] 
the boys honest each other opposite 
'The boys are honest with each other.' 

Both the reflexive and reciprocal may be bound in the complement position of a 
naked PP. Let us substitute a pronominal for the anaphors: 

(32) a. *Janos becsiiletes [pp vele szemben] 
John honest he-INSTR opposite 
*'}ohn is honest with him.' 

b. * Ki becsiiletes [pp vele szemben1 
who honest he-INSTR opposite 
*'Who is honest with him.' 

c. *Mindenki becstiletes [pp vele szemben] 
everyone honest he-INSTR opposite 
*'Everyone is honest with him.' 

Note from this paradigm that a pronoun cannot be coreferential with a c-com
manding antecedent. 
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Let us summarize the distribution of binding phenomena with PPs. The follow
ing generalizations hold both for dressed and naked PPs: 

(33) a. Anaphors: Reflexives and reciprocals may appear in the [NP, PP] position ofPPs 
b. Pronominal: A pronominal in PPs (pro in dressed PPs and overt pronoun in na

ked PPs) is disjoint in reference with an antecedent outside the PP 

Note from a comparison between (27) and (32) that an anaphor, except the. recip
rocal, is in complementary distribution with a pronominal. A reflexive anaphor, un
like pro, may not be bound in possessive NPs. In PPs, we find the opposite. How do 
we account for this distribution? 

Chomsky (1981) characterizes the locality conditions for bound anaphors and 
pronominals in terms of the notion governing category. We will define governing categ
ory as follows: 

(34) Governing Category: ex is a governing category for 13 if and only if a is the minimal 
IP (CP) or NP containing 13, a governor of 13, and a SUBJECT accessible to 13 

SUBJECT includes AGR of finite sentences, the subject of an infinitive sentence 
and the complement (i.e. genitive specifier) of an NP. Furthermore, it is an opacity 
factor for binding theory when it acts as the accessible SUBJECT.22 

The Binding Principles for anaphors and pronominals are the following (cf. sec
tion 5.3.4.): 

(35) a. Binding Principle A: An anaphor must be bound in its governing category 
b. Binding Principle B: A pronominal is free in its governing category 

These principles reflect the complementary distribution between bound anaphors 
and pronominals. An anaphor must be bound precisely in the domain in which a 
pronominal is free. 

Let us first determine what the governing category is for anaphors and pronom
inals in Hungarian PPs and possessive NPs. 

(32) does not distinguish between dressed and naked PPs. In both types of PPs, 
an anaphor may be bound by a higher antecedent and a pronominal must be disjoint 
in reference with this antecedent. Hence, AGR does not function as an accessible 
SUBJECT in PPs. It does not create an opaque domain. This means that the gover
ning category for bound items in PPs is the finite sentence which contains the PP. 
The subject of this sentence functions as the accessible SUBJECT. 

From this it follows that the anaphors in (29) and (31) are bound in their gover
ning category, i.e. CP, satisfying Binding Principle A. Hence, these sentences are 
grammatical. The pronominals in (30) and (32) are bound in their governing categ
ory, i.e. CP, as well. This yields, however, a violation of Binding Principle B render
ing these sentences ungrammatical. 

(22) Accessibility is based on the following filter 
(i) III condition 

*[IX. .•. ~ ... ) where IX. and ~ bear the same index 
The notion of accessible is defined as follows: 

(ii) Ct. is accessible to ~ if and only if ~ is in (he c-command domain of Ct., and assignment to ~ of the index 
of Ct. would not violate (i) 
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Let us consider now the governing category for anaphors and pronominals in pos
sessive NPs. 

Generalization (28a) states that a split occurs between reflexives and reciprocals 
in possessive NPs. Reciprocals are allowed, in contrast with reflexives. Hence, the 
former pattern in the same way as reciprocals in PPs (cf. (33a». AGR therefore is not 
an accessible SUBJECT in possessive NPs either. 

Note furthermore that the structure of possessive NPs with reflexives differs fun
damentally from the structure of such NPs with reciprocals (cf. (25a) and (25b». 
The former contains a D, unlike the latter. The following sentences show that this 
determiner may not be omitted in possessive NPs with reflexives but it may not be 
spelled out in possessive NPs with reciprocals: 

(36) a. *Jdnos latta [NP maga anyjat] 
John saw-AGR3sg himself mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 

b. ?*A fitik hittak [DP az [NP egymtis anyjat]] 
the boys saw-AGR3pl the each other mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 

This suggests that possessive NPs with reflexives are DPs but that possessives 
with reciprocals are simple NPS.23 

If D acts as an accessible SUBJECT, the generalizations in (33) fall into place. 
The governing category for reflexives in possessive NPs is DP, because D may func
tion as an accessible SUBJECT. Observe now that there is no suitable antecedent 
available in that category, yielding a violation of Binding Principle A. Hence, the 
ungrammaticality of (25a). 

The governing category for small pro in possessive NPs is the same as for the refle
xive. This implies that pro is free in its governing category, that is, DP, satisfying Bin
ding Principle B. As a consequence, the sentences in (26) and (27) are grammatical. 

The governing category for the reciprocal in possessive NPs cannot be DP. Struc
turally, such possessive NPs are, by absence of D, NPs. Therefore, the finite sentence 
containing this NP functions as the governing category for a reciprocal in a posses
sive NP. In this sentence, the reciprocal can find an antecedent, namely, the subject. 
This satisfies Binding Principle A, yielding the grammatical sentence (25b). 

So far I have argued that D but not AGR is an opacity factor for binding theory 
in Hungarian. The question then arises how we can account for this result without 
making ad-hoc stipulations. 

Suppose we allow an extension of the notion subject in the sense of Chomsky (1981: 
38). According to this concept, a subject is an NP in a configuration [B NP XP], where 
XP stands for any maximal projection. Let us assume now that not only NPs but all 
categories at the position ofNP are a structural subject in this configuration. 

(23)The former claim is also supported by the filet that an anaphor may not appear as a dative possessor NP: 
(i) *Jtinos latta £np magtinak u fNp t anyjat]] 

John saw-AGR3sg himself-DAT the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
This sentence is ruled out as a Binding Principle A violation, because the trace of maga, being anaphoric, 

is not bound in its governing category NP. 
The claim with respect to the structure of possessive NPs with reciprocals is somewhat weakened by the 

filet that (36b) improves when the reciprocal appears as a dative possessor NP: 
(ii) ? A fiUk Jatttik egymJsnak (u) anyjat 

the boys saw-AGR3pl each other-DAT the mother-npAGR3sg-ACC 
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Therefore, D is a structural subject in possessive NPs. Compare 7.4.(4), ,here re
peated as (37): 

(37) DP 
~ 

Spec D' 
~ 

D NP -------NP N[+AGR] 
I I 

possessor NP noun-possessed 

In this structure, D is a sister of the topmost NP. Hence, it is a subject in the ex
tended sense. 

Let us incorporate this notion of subject into binding theory. In the literature, it 
has been claimed that different categories may be opacity factors across languages in
cluding, among others, I in English (cf. Chomsky 1981), C in Dutch (cf. Koster 
1987), and AGR in Tutkish IPs, and NPs, (cf. George and Kornfilt 1981). It is of 
course rather unattractive from a theoretical point of view to have a list with various 
unrelated opacity factors. The comparison between AGR in Turkish NPs and Hun
garian NPs may shed some light on what kind of generalization is involved. 

Kornfilt (1984) has argued that a full-fledged AGR in Turkish heads the categ
orywhich contains it. As a consequence, AGR assigns (genitive) Case and it acts as 
an accessible SUBJECT in NPs. AGR in Hungarian NPs, however, does not have 
these properties. 

Note that these differences correlate with the fact that AGR in Turkish but not 
in Hungarian has phrase-structural prominence, that is, it is a structural subject in 
the extended sense. Suppose now that this category may function as an accessible 
subject. Hence, AGR in Turkish NPs is an opacity factor, in contrast with its Hun
garian counterpart, 

This interpretation of accessible subject thus provides some insight into the 
question why various types of categories, such as I in English, C in Dutch, D in 
Hungarian, and AGR in Turkish may be opacity factors. These categories are struc
tural subjects in the extended sense. 

7.4.2.4. Summary 

This section examined some differences between PPs and possessive NPs. The 
NP-complement of possessive NPs may be marked dative, it may be extracted from 
its category, and it may not be a reflexive anaphor, unlike the NP-complement of 
PPs. These differences originate from the fact that possessive NPs, contrary to PPs, 
may contain a DP, the projection of a D. The Spec of DP provides a Case-position in 
which dative Case-assignment applies, and it serves as a landing-site and escape
hatch for moved possessor NPs. Furthermore, the D, being external to the NP, is a 
structural subject functioning as an opacity factor for binding theory. 
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AGR does not act as an accessible SUBJECT in Hungatian.24 It cannot turn an 
NP or PP into an opaque domain, contrary to AGR in Turkish. Hence, it does not 
have phrase-structural prominence, unlike in Turkish. This indicates that we have to 
do with a cliticized morpheme in Hungarian. In the next section, I will provide sup
port for this claim by comparing inflected PPs in Hungarian and Irish. 

7.5. A Typology of Inflected PP 

In the preceding section, I argued that AGR in Hungarian has no phrase-struc
tural prominence. The question then atises what the status of this morpheme is in 
this language. 

I will demonstrate that AGR is agreement in a traditional sense. Its function is to 
reflect the person:"number categories of the NP-complement on the head. I will pro
vide empirical evidence for this hypothesis by examining a dichotomy between in
flected PPs in Hungarian and Irish. 

In Hungarian, AGR in inflected PPs· may always cooccur with an overt comple
ment, provided that it is a pronominal (cf. section 7.3.1.): 

(1) a. (en) mogottem b. (0) mogotte c. Janos mogott . 
I behind-ppAGRlsg he behind-ppAGR3sg John behind 
'behind me' 'behind him' 'behind John' 

McCloskey and Hale (1983) have observed that Irish displays so-called 'pronomi
nal prepositions'. These are simply prepositions inflected for AGR with their pro
nominal subjects (cf. (2b) and (3b». AGR may not cooccur with an overt comple
ment in such PPs. Hence, the illformedness of (2c) and (3c): 

(2) a. le Maire (3) a. Ie iad/siad· 
with Mary with themlthey 
'with Mary' 'with them' 

b. lei b. leofa 
with-AGR3sg with-AGR3pl 
'with her' 'with them' 

c. *lei Maire c .. *leofa iad/said 
with-AGR3sg Mary with-AGR3pl them/they 
(Hale and McCloskey (1984), (41» 

These examples show that there is a complementary distribution between an 
overt subject NP-complement and AGR in inflected PPs. 

(24) CasePs with a pro-complement pattern the same as dressed PPs. A pro subject is disjoint in reference 
to a c-commanding antecedent: . 

(i) a. *janOJ besz~it [CaseP pror61a] 
John spoke-AGR3sg he DELAT-AGR3sg 
*'j ohn spoke about him. ' 

b. *Ki beszeit [Caseppro rola] 
who spoke-AGR3sg he DELAT-AGR3sg 

*'Who spoke about him.' 
c. *Mindenki beszeit [Caseppro r61a] 

everyone spoke-AGR3sg he DELATG-AGR3sg 
*' Everyone spoke about him.' 

This paradigm also supports the claim that AGR is not an opacity factor in HUngarian. 
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Hale (1988) treats this merging of AGR and P as an instance ofIncorporat-ion in 
the sense of Baker (1988). The person-number inflection is a pronominal heading a 
DP in the complement position of PP. This pronominal head may move to the head 
of the PP as an instance of head-movement. Hence, AGR in inflected PPs is iden
tical with the NP-complement. 

Hale's analysis immediately accounts for the fact why a complement may not be 
overtly present. Incorporation in Irish is the result of a syntactic rule which leaves a 
trace in the complement position of the PP. This excludes the realization of an overt 
syntactic NP in that position. 

If AGR in Irish is affected by a syntactic rule, then this cannot be the case in 
Hungarian. Therefore, the merging of AGR and P is a lexical rule in that language. 
With inflected PPs, it is conditioned by the feature [+pron]. Only pronominals may 
trigger AGR in this category. 

AGR in Hungarian does not differ from its counterpart in Irish in terms of the 
morphology of incorporation. Lexical and syntactic incorporation, the same morpho
logical forms. The difference is that lexical incorporation cannot leave a trace, since 
only syntactic rules can produce traces. Hence, the possibility of spelling out an 
overt NP in Hungarian but not in Irish. 

In conclusion, the status of AGR in Hungarian PPs is different from the status of 
prepositional inflection in Irish. In the latter, inflection is literally identified with 
the argument. It has been incorporated from the complement position in syntax. In 
the former, on the other hand, inflection merely agrees with the subject complement 
and it is already merged with the head in the lexicon. 

This then yields a typology of inflected PPs. In languages with a syntactically in
corporated AGR, the NP-complement may not be spelled out, whereas in languages 
with a lexically incorporated AGR, an overt NP-complement may cooccur with this 
morpheme. Irish provides an instance of the former type. Hungarian, on the other 
hand, is an instance of the latter type. 

7.6. Conclusions 

This chapter provided empirical evidence for the following claims: 
(i) The syntax of PPs and NPs unambiguously demonstrates that maximal major 

categories are specified as 'head-final' in Hungarian with respect to the Head Param
. eter. This supports the hypothesis that Hungarian is an SOY-language (c£ section 2.2.). 

(ii) PPs and NPs differ in richness of structure. NPs may contain a D which sets 
up it own X'-projection, a DP. This is responsible for the fact that (possessive) NPs 
pattern differently from PPs in relation to Case theory, the theory of movement, and 
binding theory. 

(iii) Furthermore, I isolated the properties of AGR in Hungarian by comparing 
dressed PPs, naked PPs, and possessive NPs. It displays the following properties: 

(a) It has no phrase-structural prominence. In other words, AGR does not func
tion as the head of the category which contiuns it. 
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- (i) AGRis not a strucrural Case-assigner, because a structural nominative Case 
also occurs in dressed PPs where it is lacking (cf. section 7.3.2.). Hence, a rule for 
nominative Case-assignment is independently required in this context. Further
more, if AGR acts as the head of a category it assigns genitive Case, as in Turkish 
(cf. Kornfilt 1984), rather than nominative Case. 

- (ii) AGR does not function as an accessible SUBJECT for binding theory 
(cf. section 7.4.2.3.). It is an opacity factor only when it heads a c~tegory, like in 
Turkish (cf. Kornfilt 1984). 

(b) AGR in Hungarian is agreement in a traditional sense . 

. -(i) It merely reflects the person-number features of the subject NP-comple
ment. AGR is not the argument itself, such as in Irish (cf. section 7.5.). Hence, it 
may cooccur with an overt NP. This implies that the merging of AGR and an XO 
is a lexical phenomenon. 

- (ii) These properties support the hypothesis that person-number complexes are 
weak in Hungarian (cf. chapter two). They are bound morphemes that must merge 
with a lexical category. Therefore, these complexes cannot determine an X' -pro
jection by their own. 

(c) AGR identifies a non-overt pro subject. 

- Small pro is allowed in dressed but not in naked PPs. This supports Rizzi's 
(1986) theory on the local recovery of pro (cf. section 4.2.4.). The feature specifica
tion of pro is licit in dressed PPs, because it is recoverable from AGR on the P 
(cf. section 7.3.1.). The structural sanctioning of pro is also covered in dressed 
PPs. Dressed Ps assign a structural (nominative) Case to their NP-complements 
(cf. section 7.3.2.). Therefore, the following configuration captures the distribu
tion of pro-drop in Hungarian:25 

(1) XP 

--------pro XO[ +AGR] 
structural Case 

where XO = V, dressed P, N or Case 

(25) E. Kiss (1987a) assumes that long Left Dislocation involves a resumptive pro at the empty argument 
position (cf. chapter 6, note 5 for discussion of this phenomenon). This occurrence of pro does not correspond 
with its distribution in Hungarian (cf. (1». Since the antecedent (the long left-discolated NP) of this empty 
categoty is not its structural sister. Hence, either Rizzi's (1986) theory of pro is too restrictive or long Left 
Dislocation does not involve small pro. I will leave this problem for further research. 



8. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Up until recently the study of Hungarian has been guided by the view that it is a 
language with rather specific properties which do not turn up in other languages. I 
will refer to this as the Hungarian-as-a-di/ferent-Ianguage-doctrine. This doctrine origi
nates from a mixture of cultural, historical and linguistic factors. 

Under the influence of romanticism, a national movement arose in nineteenth 
century Hungary, which was in search of the own identity of the Hungarian people. 
One way to reach this goal was to stress the special character of the Hungarian lan
guage. This tendency was strengthened by the fact that Hungarian, a language of 
Finno-Ugric origin, was surrounded by non-related Germanic, Slavic and Romance 
languages. 

Staal (1986: 274-275) noted that the western tradition with respect to the study 
of language has been word-oriented. Language has been considered as a collection of 
words. De Haan (1988), for example, notes that this view.has strongly determined 
the linguistic research on the West-Germanic language Frisian up till quite recently. 

In Hungary, a country belonging to the western cultural sphere, this view has been 
popular as well. This may be observed from the fact that grammar books on Hunga
rian mainly contain long lists of morphological paradigms. It is often claimed that 
this covers the whole language-structure. 

These cultural historical factors have been reinforced by some striking properties 
of Hungarian, such as free word order, its agglutinative nature and the fixed Focus
position, which are often absent from familiar European languages. 

In recent theoretically oriented research, a further pitfall was the fact that it was 
confronted almost exclusively with English. It was, however, overlooked that the po
sition of English among the Germanic languages is rather unique (cf. Koster 1988). 
Only English has 'strong' auxiliaries, no movement of the main verb, and so on. Syn
tactically, Hungarian resembles rather the Germanic languages Dutch, Frisian and 
German. Hence, the comparison of Hungarian with these or the Slavic languages 
makes it look far less "exotic". 

The Hungarian-as-a-different-Ianguage-doctrine has been most clearly represen
ted in the work of E. Kiss. According to E. Kiss, the role of phrase structure in Hun
garian is /udamentally different from its role in English. She claims (cf. E. Kiss 
1987a: 250) that: "In the type represented by English, phrase structure configura
tions encode lexical structure, and logical relations are expressed on a virtual level, in 
the type of languages represented by Hungarian, phrase structure encodes logical re
lations, and lexical structure exists merely in the form ofa virtual structure (if at 
all)." Thus, according to this view, the phrase structure of Hungarian does not ex-
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press the familiar structural subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence, as in En
glish. 

It was argued in this study that the treatment of Hungarian-as-a-different-Ian
guage is rather unmotivated for both theoretical and empirical reasons. Therefore, 
the setting of "deep" parameters, like Configurationality Parameters, which have the 
effect of destroying the structural subject-predicate partitioning of the sentence, 
should be rejected. 

Our approach was guided by the idea of an abstract and fairly uniform underlying 
structure across languages. This research strategy has proven to be frui tful for the study 
of UG. We defended the claim that all languages have a similar phrase structure at 
the proper level of abstraction. From this hypothesis an insightful and empirically 
motivated analysis of Hungarian phrase structure ensues. 

The idea of an abstract and fairly uniform underlying structure across languages 
dictates Hungarian to be configurational, because configurational languages are 
well-attested. This represents the null-hypothesis, although some of its properties, 
like subject-object symmetries, are apparently in conflict with such a structure. 

In a corillgurational' phrase structure, the subject occupies a different position 
than the object. The object is dominated by the VP, whereas the subject is external 
to this maXimal projection: 

(1) , Sentence 
~ 

Subject VP 

-------Object V 

Languages with this structure display subject-object asymmetries. These pheno
mena also appear in Hungaria~ (cf. chapter five). This indicates that its phrase struc
ture is configurational. 

It is rather surpriSing that subject-object asymmetries have been repgrted so poor
ly in the linguistic literature of Hungarian, particularly, if we take intQ account that 
they probably belong to the best documented language-universals. l E. JUss (1981c) 
observed an asymmetry with reflexive binding, and Horvath (1981) qid the same 
with WCO. Apart from the cases listed in chapter five, no other convin~ing subject
object asymmetry has been discussed.2 This is, in my view, due to the l{ungarian-as
a-different-language-doctrine. The idea of an abstract and fairly unifor.rp. underlying 
structure, however, leads one to search for subject-object asymmetri~§ quite natu
rally. By adopting this approach, it is therefore to be expected that these phenomena 
will turn up in all natural languages. 3 

In this thesis, I argued that the real challenge offered by the 'non-configurational' 
or 'free' word order languages is to account for the parallel occurrence of a -cluster of 
subject-object asymmetries and subject-object symmetries; It is extremely unlikely 
that the properties of these clusters will be covered by the parametrization of one 
module, because they are heterogeneous in nature and they sometimes affect one and 
the same module. Therefore, it seems to me, only an articulated theory of UG will 
be able to account for these phenomena. 
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For example, in Hungarian subject-object symmetries are found with respect to 
superiority effects and that-trace phenomena, although the subject is structurally 
prominent to the object in phrase structure. This apparent contradiction may arise, 
however, because the binding domain for both subject and object Wh-traces is simi
lar, namely CP (cf. section 5.4.). 

Free word order phenomena have been captured in eaClygenerative grammar by a 
stylistic rule, that is "scrambling", applying at PF (cf. Ross 1967). This has proved 
to be a rather trivial hypothesis. It cannot explain, for instance, why in some lan
guages, like Hungarian or Japanese, scrambling applies almost freely, but it is block
ed in others, such as English or Navajo. Scrambling furthermore suggests that word 
order is rather unconstrained in languages in which it applies. 

In Hungarian, this is clearly not the case. Hungarian displays all sorts of restric
tions on word order. It has a neutral SVO-order, a fixed Focus-position, quantifiers 
strung together to the left of the verb, complex verbs exhibit a verb-final order, and 
maximal projections are head-final (cf. chapter two). Moreover, scrambling as a PF
rule has also been falsified empirically. For example, the fact that it affects the inter
pretation of bound pronouns clearly demonstrates that scrambling is not a PF-rule 
but a syntactic rule (cf. section 5.3.4.3.). 

Horvath (1981) was the first who tried to restrict 'freedom' of word order in 
Hungarian by syntactic conditions on operations like adjunction. In this study, I 
have added two other sources for freedom of word order, namely CP-recursion and V
movement. It remains to be investigated whether this is correct and, if so, how fur
ther restrictions can be made. For example, suppose that the evaluation metric of X'
syntax determines the directionality of adjunction. In that case, only leftward ad
junction would be possible in Hungarian. 

E. Kiss (1987a: 187) proposes the following hierarchy to systematize the exten
sive morphological case-system in Hungarian: 

(2) NOM> ACC > DAT > INSTR > ADVERBIAl 

E. Kiss assigns this hierarchy a special status in the grammar of Hungarian. Ac
cording to E. Kiss, it is an auxiliary device which takes over the role of the non-con
figurational phrase structute when this is unable to account for syntactic relations. 

In this study, however, we further elaborated on Van Riemsdijk (1982) who in 
turn relies on the insights of Relational Grammar and Lexical-Functional Grammar. 
Van Riernsdijk classifies the above hierarchy in terms of a binary feature-system in
volving mnemonic labels, like [SUB]] and [OB]]. Morphological cases should not 
be mapped directly onto abstract Case but through the mediation of this feature-sys
tem (cf. section 5.4.1.). Consequently, there are no longer "deep" syntactic differen
ces between English and Hungarian but only at the surface level involving the 
morphological encoding of abstract Case. 

The Hungarian-as-a-different-language-doctrine has also influenced Horvath's 
(1986) treatment of Focus, although Horvath adopts the idea of an abstract and 
fairly uniform underlying structure across languages (cf. Horvath 1986: introduc
tion). 
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Horvath assigns Hungarian main clauses an SVO-order, and embedded clauses an 
SOY-order. This matches the distribution of word order in non-English Germanic 
languages. In these languages, this phenomenon has been analyzed as 'V-second' (cf. 
Koster 1975 and Thiersch 1978, among others). 

It has been argued that the order of the embedded clause represents the under
lying order and that the order of the main clause is derived by movement of the fini
te verb. Surprisingly, instead of treating Hungarian as an SOY-language with V
movement, Horvath takes SVO as the basic order. As a result, its phrase structure 
has a special VP-internal position for Focus. This leads to some questionable conse
quences, like.a lowering-transformation with subject focussing or the VP-internal 
position of Wh-phrases which is rather exceptional from a cross-linguistic point of 
view.4 

These problems could have been circumvented, if the underlying SOY-order had 
been related to the unmarked SVO-order by V-movement, like in the Germanic lan
guages with V-second (cf. chapter two). As a consequence, the adjacency require
ment on Focus could have been treated as the Hungarian manifestation of the V
second ·effect. 

Chornsky (1986b) argues that V-second appears in the following configuration: 

(3) [cp (X") (V-finite) IP] 

X" in the [Spec, CP] marks the position of Wh-phrases or some other quantified 
expression. The finite verb may land in the [C, CP] position as a result of V-move
ment. This yields V-second. Concomitant to this phenomenon is an adjacency effect 
involving the category which fills the X" -position and the finite verb. 

If focussing in Hungarian is regarded as a V-second effect, then this immediately 
explains why the Focus-position must be left-adjacent to the verb. Futhermore, a 
striking parallel with English arises. 

V-second in English yields I-to-C movement. This is triggered by exactly the 
same type of categories which trigger Focussing in Hungarian, namely, quantified 
expressions like Wh-phrases, negated phrases and so on. So, the treatment of focus
sing as a V-second effect not only avoids the theoretical problems which Horvath's 
(1986) approach runs into but also makes some interesting parallels available with 
other languages. 

Let us summarize the most important results of this study. Consider first the con-
cepts which are supported by empirical evidence from Hungarian. 

- Hungarian phrase structure has a VP which is supported by the occurrence of a 
large variety of subject-object asymmetries (cf. chapter five). This provides empirical 
evidence for the hypothesis that the VP is a language-universal, and that these 
phenomena appear in all natural languages. 
- The Projection Principle maps lexical structure onto syntactic configurations. A 
number of unrelated phenomena show that this principle is operative in Hunga
rian as well (cf. chapter four). 
- Hungarian phrase structure exhibits the two characteristic properties of stan
dard grammatical tree-structures, namely, symmetry and recursion. Symmetry ap
pears in X' -grammar. All endocentric maximal projections are left-branchiQg 
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(cf. chapter two). Recursion turns up in two subcomponents involving X' -gram
mar (cf. chapter two) and Wh-module (cf. chapter six). CP is recursive within CP 
and the scopal domain of Wh-phrases is extended by the iteration of a dummy 
Wh-phrase, or by successive cyclic movement of the Wh-phrase itself. 
- We have provided evidence for the theory of empty categories. This theory is mot
ivated by the idea of an abstract and fairly uniform underlying structure par excel
lence, for there is nothing to see in the overt syntactic representation. Small pro 
holds the position of omitted pronouns in Hungarian (cf. chapter four and seven) 
and trace fills the base-generated position of moved WhiFocus-phrases (cf. chap
ter six). 
- Maximal projections may vary in the richness of structure (cf. chapter seven). Ns 
but not Ps may combine with a D which projects into a maximal projection, a 
DP. As a consequence, an NP is in fact a DP and it is richer in structure than a 
PP. This has repercussions for the syntax of these categories (cf. chapter seven). 
- Languages may differ with respect to the strength of person-number agreement. 
AGR or I is 'strong' if it is lexically independent, and it is 'weak' in case it is a 
bound morpheme. Only if I or AGR is strong may it head an X'-projection, 
othetwise it must merge with a lexical item. AGR and I are weak in Hungarian 
(cf. chapter two and seven). Hence, they have no phrase-structural prominence. 
- The agent and theme role of morphologically unaffected verbs in Hungarian 
are always mapped onto the syntactic configurations in accordance with the UT
HACs (cf. chapter three). The agent role is projected onto the subject position, 
and the theme role is projected onto the object position. This supports the hy
pothesis that these matching rules are the unmarked cases of a-assignment. 
- Parameter theory is a fruitful way to address questions of language-typology. We 
have set the following parameters: IP-parameter (cf. chapter two and five), the 
Head Parameter (cf. chapter two and seven), Pro-drop Parameter (cf. chapter four 
and seven), the a-Assignment Parameter (cf. chapter three), and the parameter +1-
move Wh (cf. chapter six). 
Let us make some remarks with respect to the final point, parameter theory. Be

fore doing so, consider a brief review of these parameters. 
I have related some of the typological differences between English on the one 

hand and Hungarian and other Germanic languages like Dutch, Frisian and German 
on the other hand to the IP-parameter. I is an independent lexical item in English 
bur not in the other languages. This property has far-reaching consequences for the 
syntax of these languages. The IP-parameter establishes a correlation between V-mo
vement and subject-object symmetries. If a language has V-to-C movement, it dis
plays subject-object symmetries. 

Hungarian is specified with respect to the Head Parameter as 'head-final'. The 
heads of all endocentric categories are in final position. This represents one of the 
core options of X' -theory. The Head Parameter does not only bear on X' -theory but 
also on the grammar of scope. In a left branching language, the leftmost quantifier 
has the largest c-command domain, and thus it has wide scope. 

Hungarian realizes the agent and theme role of morphologically underived 
(in}transitive verbs in accordance with the UTHACs. The agent corresponds with 
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the subject and the theme with the object. In English, these conventions may be 
suppressed. Hence, in Hungarian but not in English syntactic NP-movement is 
blocked with Passivization, Ergativization, Middle verbs, and Raising Verbs, Dative 
Shift is lacking, and the predicate containing an inalienable body object does not as
sign a compositional a-role to the subject. 

Hungarian exhibits two dialects concerning long Wh-movement, namely +1-
move Who This parameter relates phenomena involving an accessibility hierarchy for 
overt long Wh-movement, preference for the mit-strategy, the conjugation of inter
mediate verbs, parasitic gaps and resumptive pronouns. 

Comrie (1987) distinguishes two types of parameters. Holistic parameters which 
may affect the totality of the l~nguage-structure, and partial parameters which cover 
only a subpart of the language-structure. In our terminology, this means that holis
tic parameters may bear on several modules, whereas partial parameters are restricted 
only to one single module. 

According to this typology, the a-Assignment Parameter is a partial parameter. 
It refers only to a-theory. The IP-parameter, the Head Parameter, the Pro-drop Para
meter, and +1- Move Wh, on the other hand, are holistic parameters. 

For example, the IP-parameter affects various components of the grammar like 
move-a (V-movement), X'-theory (verb-object adjacency, VP-deletion and topicali
zation to CP) and Wh-module (the lack of superiority and that-trace effects). Hence, 
this parameter connects totally unrelated phenomena and it accounts for the fact 
that these phenomena and only these phenomena are interrelated across languages. 

It seems to me that holistic parameters make intriguing claims with respect to 
problems of language-typology. Therefore, I do not share Comrie's scepticism with 
respect to the setting of such parameters. Of course, they should be conditioned. Pa
rameters must at least be inductive, for reasons of explanatory power, and they 
should be easy to discover, because of learnability. The latter requires, for example, 
that parameters are related to the lexicon (cf. the IP-parameter), or to surface proper
ties, such as 'rich' morphology (cf. the Pro-drop Parameter) or surface order (cf. the 
Head Parameter). I will leave, however, the further elaboration of these questions for 
future research. 

Let us consider now the theoretical concepts of standard approaches in generative 
grammar which have to be rejected on the basis of empirical evidence from Hunga
nan. 

- Hungarian favors a representational approach over a derivational approach to 
grammar. This implies that the theory of movement has no independent status in 
the theory of UG. We have supported this claim with evidence from split consti
tuents (cf. chapter four) and the so-called mit-strategy (cf. chapter six). In both ca
ses, a derivational theory cannot account for the facts without making ad-hoc as
sumptions. 
- The level of representation referred to as 'Logical Form' is superfluous (cf. 
chapter six). The scope of quantified expressions in Hungarian can be read off di
rectly from S-structure. The S-structure counterpart of May's (1977) Quantifier 
Raising involves binding with a scope marker. 
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- I have demonstrated that Binding Principle C is not a core principle of UG (cf. 
section 5.4.2.7.). It is not stable across languages and it is sometimes determined 
by non-syntactic phenomena like linearity. Binding Principle C effects with names 
can at best be subsumed by a discourse principle. This implies that the core princi
ples of binding theory are Principle A and Principle B (cf. Koster 1987: chapter 6). 
Hence, binding theory is then a theory only about the properties of dependent 
items, such as anaphors and pronouns. 
In conclusion, I have argued in this study that the phrase structure of Hungarian 

is configurational. This supports the hypothesis that all languages exhibit a configu
rational core. This result has been achieved by adopting the view that the idea of an 
abstract and fairly uniform underlying structure provides a fruitful approach for tac
kling linguistic puzzles. If we are willing to abstract from surface phenomena, rich 
and articulated strucrures become visible which happen to be rather constant across 
languages. 
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